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Colleges	 to	 award	 baccalaureate,	 master’s	 and	 doctoral	 degrees.	 Contact	 the	 Commission	 on	




as	 defined	 by	 federal,	 state	 and	 local	 laws.	 It	 is	 the	 policy	 of	 Lynn	 University	 to	 ensure	 equal	
opportunity	 in	 administration	 of	 its	 educational	 policies,	 admissions	 policies	 and	 employment	




Lynn	 University	 administers	 all	 human	 resource	 policies	 and	 practices,	 including	 recruitment,	
advertising,	 hiring,	 selection	 for	 training,	 compensation,	 promotion,	 discipline,	 and	 termination,	
without	 regard	 to	 race,	 color,	 religion,	 sex,	 sexual	 orientation,	 age,	 national	 origin,	 ancestry,	





1972,	 Lynn	 University	 does	 not	 discriminate	 on	 the	 basis	 of	 sex.	 Inquiries	 concerning	 the	
application	 of	 the	 non-discrimination	 policy	 may	 be	 directed	 to	 the	 University	 Compliance	










             
Please Be Advised: The contents of this catalog represent the most current information available at the 
time of publication. However, during the period of time covered by this catalog, it is reasonable to 
expect changes to be made with respect to this information without prior notice. The course offerings 
and requirements of Lynn University are under continual examination and revision. Thus, the 
provisions of this catalog are not to be regarded as an irrevocable contract between the University (or 
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           Welcome to the 2018-2019 academic year at Lynn University. As we embark on our new strategic plan, Lynn 2025: Design for the future, 
we have updated our mission: to provide an innovative, global and personalized education that enables students to realize their potential. 
 
          Through our innovative Dialogues curriculum, student-centric technology features and campus design, we have reimagined the college 
experience and delivered on it. We are proud of our programs and people, from our diverse student body to our faculty and staff dedicated to 
student success.  
   
          In recognition for our willingness to work with students on how they live and learn today, Lynn has now been recognized as a three-
time Apple Distinguished School. Our university has also been consecutively named one of the most innovative schools in the country by 
U.S. News & World Report for our whole new style of teaching and learning.  
 
          A Lynn education stands apart from all others, and your time here will be filled with dynamic courses, unique learning experiences, and 
countless opportunities for intellectual and personal growth. By studying at our university, you are making one of the most important 
investments in your life, your education, and whether you are just beginning your undergraduate career or completing studies for an advanced 
degree, we are happy to have you as a member of the Lynn family. 
 






Kevin M. Ross 
President 
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Chapter I. 













Learning	 curriculum,	 award-winning	 iPad	 program	 and	 international	







on	 the	 art	 of	 teaching—making	 good	 students	 great	 and	 great	
students	remarkable.	Lynn	undergraduate,	graduate	and	certificate	
programs	 emphasize	 career	 preparation	 and	 intellectual	
exploration	 through	dialogue	and	experience.	Our	 flexible	degree	
programs	are	designed	to	fit	how	students	learn	and	live	…	whether	
they	 are	 embarking	 on	 a	 career	 path	 for	 the	 very	 first	 time,	
continuing	education	to	fulfill	a	lifelong	dream,	or	brushing	up	on	
skills	to	become	a	more	valuable	employee.		
The	 university	 is	 comprised	 of	 five	 colleges—College	 of	
Arts	and	Sciences,	College	of	Business	and	Management,	College	of	
Education,	 College	 of	 Communication	 and	 Design,	 College	 of	






South	 Florida’s	 Gold	 Coast.	 Geographically,	 the	 city	 and	 its	
surroundings	 are	 a	 center	 of	 international	 trade,	 linking	 multi-
national	 companies	 that	 serve	 the	 world	 marketplace.	 Lynn	 is	
surrounded	by	innumerable	hotels,	clubs,	resorts	and	professional	
sports	 teams,	 offering	 incredible	 opportunities	 for	 students.	 The	














Lynn	 University’s	 mission	 is	 to	 provide	 an	 innovative,	







campus	 was	 surrounded	 by	 bean	 farms,	 strawberry	 fields	 and	
orchards.	Today,	the	institution	has	grown	to	115	acres	in	a	county	




	Originally	 named	 Marymount	 College,	 later	 the	 College	 of	 Boca	
Raton,	 and	 then	 renamed	 Lynn	 University	 in	 1991,	 it	 began	 as	 a	





























































						Every	 phase	 of	 Lynn	 University	 life	 provides	 a	 learning	
situation	 wherein	 the	 student	 is	 guided	 toward	 wise	 decision	
making.	 While	 the	 university	 primarily	 emphasizes	 formal	
learning	 through	 instruction	 and	 study,	 it	 clearly	 recognizes	 a	
student’s	 personal	 and	 social	 needs.	 To	 serve	 these	 needs,	 the	
university	offers	a	Division	of	Student	Affairs. 
	 The	 Division	 of	 Student	 Affairs	 includes	 the	 Vice	
President	for	Student	Affairs,	Dean	of	Students,	Associate	Dean	of	
Students,	 Assistant	 Dean	 of	 Students,	 Campus	 Recreation,	
Counseling	Center,	Women’s	Center,	Housing	and	Residence	Life,	
Health	 Center,	 Campus	 Safety,	 Student	 Conduct,	 and	 the	 Center	
for	Student	Involvement.		
	 The	Office	of	the	Dean	of	Students	provides	assistance	
in	 securing	 advice	 on	 university-related	 concerns.	 The	 dean	 is	
also	responsible	for	maintaining	an	open	line	of	communication	
between	staff,	students	and	parents.	
	 The	 departments	 within	 Student	 Affairs	 support	









program.	 Students	 can	 choose	 activities	 that	 will	 contribute	 to	
their	personal	development	and	enjoyment:	student	government,	
service	 clubs,	 Greek	 life	 and	 participation	 in	 any	 number	 of	
special	 interest	 organizations.	 Social	 activities	 include	 game	
shows,	 dances,	 comedy	 acts,	 live	 music,	 cultural	 events,	





									Students	 are	 encouraged	 to	 participate	 in	 a	 wide	 range	 of	
intramural	 programs,	 including	 basketball,	 flag	 football,	 soccer,	
volleyball,	 sand	 volleyball,	 kickball,	 whiffle	 ball,	 dodgeball,	
powder	 puff,	 ultimate	 Frisbee,	 tennis,	 billiards,	 ping	 pong,	and	





									The	 university	 currently	 offers	 a	 number	 of	 club	 sports;	
including	 soccer	 and	 hockey.		 Depending	 on	 student	 interest,	
other	 club	 sports	 can	 be	 established.	 Uniforms,	 coaches	 and	
schedules	are	provided	for	the	club	sports	teams.	There	is	a	club	





									Lynn	 University’s	 six	 residence	 halls	 (Lynn,	 Trinity,	 de	
Hoernle,	 Freiburger	 and	 E.	M.	 Lynn,	 and	 Perper)	 provide	 living	
accommodations	for	more	than	half	of	the	university’s	students.	
All	 room	 accessories	 (bedspreads,	 lamps,	 etc.)	 are	 provided	 by	
the	 student.	 Computer	 Internet	 access	 and	 cable	 television	
connections	 are	 provided.	 The	Office	 of	Housing	 and	Residence	




	 	A	 resident	 assistant	 is	 a	 para-professional	 staff	
member	and	student	whose	 primary	responsibility	 is	 to	build	a	
community	 atmosphere	 among	 students	 in	 each	 hall.	 They	 also	





								Day	 Division	 full-time	 undergraduate	 resident	 students	 are	




are	 under	 21	 years	 of	 age	 are	 required	 to	 reside	 on	 campus.	






















The following health documentation will be required for all students 
residing on campus: Health History and Authorization for Treatment 
forms, physical exam within past 12 months, and a record or exemption 
of immunizations for: MMR (2 doses), Meningococcal Meningitis, and 
Hepatitis B.  
Non-residential students: 
Health forms will not be required at the time of enrollment for students 
not residing on campus. However, those students will be required to sign 
a Health History, Authorization for Treatment and/or any immunization 
exemption forms if/when seen in the Health Center for medical treatment.   
 
										
												The	 university	 assumes	 no	 financial	 responsibility	 for	
medical	 services	 performed	 other	 than	 the	 university	 nurse’s	




























					Inherent	 in	 the	 policies	 outlined	 here	 regarding	 the	 care	 and	
concern	of	students	with	medical	and/or	mental	health	issues	is	
the	 encouragement	 of	 receiving	 proper	 treatment	 and	
professional	 services.	 For	 students	 who	 are	 voluntarily	 or	
involuntarily	 required	 to	 withdraw	 from	 Lynn	 University	 for	
medical	 and/or	 mental	 health	reasons,	 the	 university’s	
predominant	concern	is	that	the	students	receive	the	appropriate	
professional	 treatment.	 Lynn	 University	 wishes	 to	 provide	
sufficient	 time	 away	 from	 academic	 concerns	 to	 adequately	
address	 the	 issues	 that	 necessitated	 a	 leave.	 Failure	 to	 seek	
ongoing	 appropriate	 treatment	will	 seriously	 infringe	 upon	 the	
readiness	 to	 resume	 student	 status,	 and	 the	 university	 will	





one	 month	 prior	 to	 the	 anticipated	 return	 date.	 The	
documentation	MUST	 include:	 reasons	 for	 treatment,	 frequency	
and	 duration	 of	 treatment,	 full	 assessment	 of	 medical	 and/or	
psychological	status	including	history	and	diagnostic	impression,	
and	 recommendations/treatment	 plan	 for	 continued	 recovery.	
The	 university	 also	 requires	 that	 the	 attending	 professional	
assesses	 whether	 the	 student	 is	 intellectually,	 physically	 and	
psychologically	able	to	handle	academic	demands	and	a	return	to	
the	 university	 community.	 If	 the	 preceding	 information	 is	 not	
included,	 the	university	 reserves	 the	right	 to	delay	readmission	
until	 proper	 treatment/documentation	 has	 been	 received.	 All	







to	 communicate	 with	 the	 student’s	 health	 care	 provider.		 The	
purpose	 of	 this	 communication	 will	 be	 to	 gather	 additional	
information	pertaining	to	the	student’s	readiness	to	return	to	the	
rigors	of	academic	life.	If	the	student	is	permitted	to	return,	 the	
university	 may	 at	 that	 time	 set	 forth	 special	 conditions	 or	
requirements,	 such	 as	 meetings	 with	 the	 Dean	 of	 Students	 or	
other	university	medical/professional	 personnel	 to	monitor	 the	
student’s	 progress.	 In	 addition,	 the	 student	may	 be	 required	 to	
establish	 an	 ongoing	 professional	 relationship	 with	 Counseling	
Center	or	Health	Center	staff.	The	decision	to	allow	a	student	to	








marijuana	 is	 expected.	 Any	 student	 found	 in	 possession	 of	 or	
involved	 with	 any	 type	 of	 drug	 will	 be	 sanctioned	 by	 the	
university’s	 conduct	 review	 board.	 A	 university	 representative	
will	 communicate	 with	 the	 parents	 if	 the	 student	 is	 found	
responsible	for	a	violation	of	the	university	drug	policy.	
								Students	 of	 legal	 age	 are	 permitted	 to	 have	 alcohol	 in	 the	
privacy	 of	 their	 rooms.	 Students	who	 choose	 to	 drink	 alcoholic	
beverages	must	do	so	in	a	responsible	manner.	Students	are	not	
permitted	 to	 have	 alcoholic	 beverages	 in	 public	 areas	 (i.e.,	
hallways,	 lounges,	 pool,	 etc.).	 	 Students	who	 violate	 the	 alcohol	




								The	 university	 recognizes	 the	 problems	 that	exist	 in	 today’s	
society	 with	 regard	 to	 alcohol	 and	 substance	 abuse.	 As	 such,	
alcohol	 and	 substance	 abuse	 literature,	 counseling	 and	 referral	
services	 are	 available	 through	 the	 Counseling	 Center.	 Lynn	




								The	 university	 regards	 its	 students	 as	 responsible	 young	
adults	and	allows	 them	considerable	personal	 freedom.	Specific	





								Upon	 dismissal	 or	 suspension	 from	 the	 university,	 the	
student’s	 tuition	 and	 fees	 will	 not	 be	 refunded.	 Further,	 in	 the	




suspended	at	any	 time	as	 a	 result	of	any	act	of	God,	 strike,	riot,	
disruption	 or	 for	 any	 other	 reason	 beyond	 the	 control	 of	 the	













other	 reasonable	 cause.	 In	 view	 of	 the	 foregoing	 and	 since	 the	
university	 must	 make	 its	 financial	 commitments	 for	 the	 entire	




								Lynn	 University	 does	 not	 assume	 responsibility	 for	 loss	 or	
damage	 to	 students’	 personal	 property	 and	 effects.	 Insurance	
protection	 for	 personal	 effects	 should	 be	 obtained	 from	 an	
independent	 source	 in	 conjunction	 with	 parents’	 insurance	 or	
students’	 insurance.	Resident	 students	are	 responsible	 for	 their	
residence	hall	rooms.	Damage	to	residence	halls	rooms	and	public	
areas	on	campus	are	assessed	based	on	individual,	joint	or	group	
responsibility.	 The	 university	 attempts	 to	 identify	 individuals	
responsible	for	damage	or	vandalism.	When	such	identification	is	
impossible	 in	 a	 residence	 hall,	 all	 students	 who	 reside	 in	 the	
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Public	Access	to	the	University	Campus	 	
									Individuals	 wishing	 to	 enter	 the	 campus	 of	 this	 private	
institution	 for	 the	 purpose	 of	 meeting	 or	 visiting	 with	 students,	









environment.	 	 Students	 must	 assume	 full	 responsibility	 for	 their	
guests.			
	
Athletics		 	 	 	 	
								Lynn	University	holds	membership	in	the	National	Collegiate	
Association	 (NCAA)	 Division	 II	 and	 the	 Sunshine	 State	 Athletic	
Conference.	 	
								Intercollegiate	 athletic	 programs	 are	 open	 to	 all	 students	 in	
accordance	 with	 NCAA,	 Sunshine	 State	 Conference	 and	
institutional	eligibility	standards.	Currently	active	intercollegiate	
teams	 include	men’s	 soccer,	basketball,	baseball,	 lacrosse,	cross	




development	 of	 the	 Equity	 in	 Athletics	 Disclosure	 Act	 of	 1994.	
This	 disclosure	 of	 data	 on	 participation	 rates	 and	 financing	 of	
men’s	and	women’s	sports	in	intercollegiate	athletic	programs	at	




general	 population	 of	 full-time	 degree	 program	 undergraduate	




								Lynn	 University	 seeks	 to	 promote	 the	 development	 of	 each	
student-athlete’s	 intellectual,	 emotional	 and	 social	 capabilities.	
The	 university	 has	 established	 a	 drug	 education	 and	 testing	
program	 in	 compliance	 with	 National	 Collegiate	 Athletic	






























Lynn University Campus 
			
									 Lynn	 University’s	 picturesque	 123-acre	 campus	 is	






The	 Ronald	 and	 Kathleen	 Assaf	 Academic	 Center	
provides	classrooms,	science	labs	and	art	studios.	Rooms	in	this	two-






system,	 dramatically	 reducing	 potable	 water	 consumption	 and	
supporting	Lynn’s	Going	Green	initiatives.		Color-coded	piping	in	the	











The	Louis	 and	Anne	 Green	Center	 for	 the	 Expressive	












access	 to	 state-of-the-art	 technologies,	 and	 4)	 promote	 continuous	
professional	 and	 personal	 growth	 opportunities	 for	 students	 and	
alumni.	The	center	partners	with	Lynn	University	faculty	and	staff	to	
create	 career	 programs	 that	 meet	 the	 needs	 of	 our	 diverse	 student	
population.	 Students	 and	 alumni	 are	 encouraged	 to	make	 a	 private	
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								The	Mohammed	Indimi	International	Business	Center	is	the	
home	 of	 the	 College	 of	 Business	 and	 Management.	 This	 32,000-
square-foot	facility	includes	10	classrooms,	10	study	rooms,	an	Idea	
Lab,	Investment	Center	and	32	staff	and	faculty	offices.		The	center	
features	 state-of-the-art	 technology	 for	 video-conferencing	 and	
collaborative	 spaces	 that	 complement	 the	 teaching	 pedagogies	 at	
Lynn.	The	 flexible	design	allows	 for	efficient	and	effective	styles	of	
teaching	 and	 learning.	 Focused	 study	 and	 group	 study	 as	 well	 as	
traditional	 classroom	 learning	 promote	 the	 values	 of	
entrepreneurship	 in	 global	 business.		 The	 building	 is	 the	 first	





1996,	 is	 the	 center	 of	 Lynn’s	 academic	 community	 with	 many	
resources	and	services	that	support	learning.		
The	 library’s	 learning	 resources	 include	 a	 collection	 of	
approximately	 100,000	 physical	 items,	 including	 books,	 journals,	
magazines,	 CDs,	 music	 scores	 and	 DVDs.	 The	 library’s	 electronic	
resources	are	vast.		A	carefully	selected	collection	of	research	databases	
contains	more	 than	 100,000	 e-journal	 titles,	 biographical	 information,	
market	and	company	research,	reference	e-books,	statistics,	images,	and	
more,	and	is	accessible	through	the	library	Web	site.	The	library	also	has	







The	Perper	Coffee	House,	 located	 just	 inside	 the	main	 entrance	 to	 the	
right,	is	open	seven	days	a	week	and	offers	a	variety	of	refreshments	and	
snacks.	
In	 addition	 to	 the	 library’s	 services	 and	 learning	 resources,	 the	
building	 is	 home	 to	 the	 offices	 of	 the	 President	 Emeritus,	 the	 Vice	
President	for	Academic	Affairs,	the	Chief	Information	Officer,	Information	
Technology	 Support	 Services	 Desk,	 the	 Hannifan	 Center	 for	 Career	
Connections,	the	Eugene	and	Christine	E.	Lynn	College	of	International	
Communication	and	the	Center	for	Instructional	Innovation..	
								The	 Lynn	 Student	 Center	 includes	 Christine’s,	 as	 well	 as	 the	
Elmore	Dining	Commons,	Landgren	Chapel,	auditorium,	the	Office	of	
















inspiration	 for	 the	 campus	 community.	 It	 features	 a	 continuous,	
cascading	waterfall,	a	free-flowing	water	curtain,	prisms	shimmering	
with	light,	a	wall	of	iridescent	imported	granite,	a	viewing	platform	





square-foot	 facility	 located	 at	 the	 Boca	 Raton	 Airport,	 houses	 a	





habitat	 for	 many	 plants	 and	 animals,	 and	 enhances	 the	 local	
community’s	biodiversity	and	animal	habitat	connectivity.		It	is	home	






of	 the	 President,	 Office	 of	 Admission,	 Office	 of	 Development	 and	
Alumni	Affairs,	and	Office	of	Marketing	and	Communication.	









Center	 at	 Lynn	University,	 designed	 by	 noted	 architect	Herbert	 S.	
Newman,	 is	 a	 state-of-the-art	 performance	 facility.	 Dedicated	 in	
March	 2010,	 the	 750-seat	 theatre	 features	 superb	 acoustics	 and	 a	
modern	 lighting	 system.	The	studio	provides	 the	 traditional	 “black	













includes	 a	 lighted	 Bermuda	 sod	 field,	 men’s	 and	 women’s	 soccer	
locker	rooms,	men’s	lacrosse	locker	room,	storage	room	for	uniforms	
and	equipment,	 laundry	 facility,	 training	room,	coaches	offices	 and	
public	 restrooms	 for	 fans.	 The	 stadium	 seats	 500	 spectators	 and	
features	a	central	landscaped	plaza	where	fans	can	gather.		
								The	 Count	 and	 Countess	 de	 Hoernle	 Sports	 and	 Cultural	
Center	 is	 a	 33,000-square-foot	 multipurpose	 facility.	 The	 building	
















coed	 building	 divided	 into	 four	 wings.	 Predominately	 first-year	
students	 reside	 in	 this	 residence	 hall.	 It	 is	 equipped	 with	
community-style	 bathrooms.	 A	 resident	 assistant	 coordinates	
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The	 Betsey	 H.	 Freiburger	 Residence	 Hall	 is	 a	 coed	
building	divided	 into	four	wings.	Predominately	first-year	students	
reside	 in	 this	 residence	 hall.	 It	 is	 equipped	 with	 community-style	
bathrooms.	Basic	cable	television	and	wireless	service	is	provided	
in	 each	 room.	 A	 resident	 assistant	 coordinates	 community	
development	 opportunities	 for	 the	 residents.	 The	 faculty	 offices	 of	
the	College	of	Arts	and	Sciences	are	located	on	the	first	floor.	
								 	
	The	 E.	 M.	 Lynn	 Residence	 Center	 is	 a	 five-story	 coed	
building	 which	 opened	 in	 2002.	 It	 is	 equipped	 with	 television	
lounges,	entertainment	rooms	including	pool	and	table	tennis,	and	
computer	labs.	Rooms	are	spacious	with	walk-in	closets	and	private	
bathrooms.	 This	 building	 consists	 of	 triple	 occupancy	
accommodations.	 A	 resident	 assistant	 coordinates	 community	
development	 opportunities	 for	 the	 residents.	 The	 building	 also	
houses	the	offices	of	student	life	and	the	Health	Center.			
									 The	Eugene	M.	and	Christine	E.	Lynn	Residence	Center	
is	 a	 coed	 building.	 Rooms	 are	 spacious	 with	 walk-in	 closets	 and	
private	 bathrooms.	 Resident	 assistants	 coordinate	 community	
development	opportunities	for	the	residents.	Basic	cable	 television	
and	wireless	service	is	provided	in	each	room.	This	building	consists	
of	 all	 triple	 occupancy	 rooms.	 The	 building	 includes	 Lynn	 Fitness	
Center,	Intramural	Office	and	television	lounge.	
								
	Trinity	Residence	Hall	 is	 a	 three-story,	 coed	residence	
hall.	 It	 is	 equipped	 with	 a	 television	 lounge	 and	 community-style	
bathrooms.	Basic	cable	television	and	wireless	service	is	provided	
in	 each	 room.	 An	 area	 coordinator	 coordinates	 community	






























											Lynn	 University	 welcomes	 and	 evaluates	 applications	 for	
enrollment	 from	 first-year,	 transfer,	 online	 and	 graduate	 students.	
Utilizing	 a	 holistic	 review	 process,	 the	 Office	 of	 Admission	 takes	 into	
consideration	 all	 information	 submitted	 on	 the	 application	 and	
supporting	documents.	The	following	is	an	overview	of	general	admission	
policies.	Further	questions	concerning	enrollment	procedures	should	be	
directed	 to	 the	 Office	 of	 Admission	 at	 +1	 561-237-7900	 or	
admission@lynn.edu.	Lynn	University	does	not	discriminate	on	the	basis	
of	 race,	 color,	 religion,	 sex,	 sexual	 orientation,	 age,	 national	 origin,	
ancestry,	citizenship,	disability,	pregnancy,	genetic	disposition,	veteran	or	
military	 status,	 marital	 status,	 familial	 status	 or	 any	 other	 legally	
protected	 characteristic	 	 in	 its	 educational	 and	 admission	 policies,	










are	 available	 Monday	 through	 Friday,	 along	 with	 select	 Saturdays.	
Preview	days	are	scheduled	throughout	the	year.	Education	professionals	
and	 groups	 are	 also	 welcome	 to	 visit	 campus.	 Please	 contact	
campusvisit@lynn.edu	with	any	questions	to	schedule	your	visit.		
	
I.UNDERGRADUATE DAY DIVISION 
First-Year	Students		
Application	Procedures	
Lynn	 University	 encourages	 high	 school	 students	 to	 apply	
during	the	fall	semester	of	their	senior	year.	Applicants	should	submit	
the	following:	
• Completed	 application	 form	 (www.lynn.edu/applynow).	







Students	 applying	 as	 test	 optional	 are	 not	 required	 to	
submit	 standardized	 test	 scores.	 (If	 you're	 a	 first-year	
student	and	you	are	home-schooled,	then	you	are	required	
to	submit	standardized	test	scores.)	
• Letter	 of	 recommendation	 from	 a	 school	 guidance	
counselor	or	teacher.	The	recommender	should	comment	


















• Students	who	wish	to	apply	 for	 the	spring	semester	should	

























the	class.	This	deposit	 is	 credited	 to	 the	 student’s	 account	 and	 is	 non-









transferable	 credits.	 Transfer	 students	 are	 welcome	 at	 Lynn	
University,	and	every	effort	is	made	to	make	the	transfer	of	credits	
and	 completion	 of	 the	 degree	 requirements	 as	 easy	 as	 possible.	
Students	with	fewer	than	12	transferable	credits	need	to	follow	the	
application	 procedures	 outlined	 for	 first-year	 students.	 Transfer	
applicants	should	submit	the	following:	
• Completed	 application	 form	 (www.lynn.edu/applynow).	
In	 addition	 to	 the	 Lynn	 University	 application,	 the	
Common	Application	is	also	accepted.	
• Personal	statement	
• Official	 transcripts	 from	 the	 candidate’s	 current	 college	
and	from	all	previous	colleges/universities	attended.		
• Dean	of	 students	certification	and	recommendation	form	





















• Transfer	 students	 are	 encouraged	 to	 apply	 as	 early	 as	
possible.	 The	 application	 and	 supporting	 documents	
should	 be	 submitted	 by	 July	 1.	 Admission	 decisions	 are	
made	on	a	rolling	basis.	
• Applications	 submitted	 after	 July	 1	 are	 reviewed	 on	 a	
space	available	basis.	
	
								Upon	 admission	 to	 Lynn	 University,	 students	 will	 receive	 an	
evaluation	of	transfer	credits	provided	by	the	Office	of	the	Registrar.	
Admitted	applicants	should	submit	a	deposit	to	reserve	a	place	in	the	
class.	 This	 deposit	 is	 credited	 to	 the	 student’s	 account	 and	 is	 non-
refundable	after	May	1	for	fall	semester	applicants.	
								Transfer	credit	 is	 awarded	 for	courses	 successfully	 completed	 at	 a	
regionally	 accredited	 institution	 or	 an	 institution	 whose	 accrediting	
organization	 is	 recognized	 by	 the	 Council	 for	 Higher	 Education	
Accreditation	(CHEA).	
								Official	transcripts	from	each	institution	attended	must	be	submitted	
in	 order	 for	 the	Office	 of	 the	Registrar	 to	 complete	 a	 formal	 transfer	
evaluation.	 Courses	 completed	 outside	 of	 the	 United	 States	 require	






If	 a	 preliminary	 evaluation	 is	 completed	 for	 a	 student	 based	 on	 an	
unofficial	 transcript,	 that	 evaluation	will	 not	 be	 considered	 final	 until	
official	documentation	is	received	and	reviewed	for	accuracy.	
								Although	credits	transfer	 in	from	other	 institutions,	grades	do	not.	






								International	 students	 are	 important	 and	 vital	 members	 of	 the	
Lynn	 community;	 they	 comprise	 approximately	 19	 percent	 of	 the	
student	body.	 	 	
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• Completed	 application	 form	
(www.lynn.edu/international).	 In	 addition	 to	 the	 Lynn	
University	 application,	 the	 Common	 Application	 is	 also	
accepted.	
• Personal	statement	
• Official	 transcripts	 from	each	secondary	school	attended	
and	official	report	of	scores	from	all	national	school	leaving	
examinations,	 if	 applicable.	 All	 educational	 documents	
must	be	accompanied	by	certified	English	translations,	and	
documents	submitted	must	carry	the	seal	or	stamp	of	the	
issuing	 educational	 institution.	 Uncertified	 photocopies	





Students	 applying	 as	 test	 optional	 are	 not	 required	 to	
submit	 standardized	 test	 scores.	 (If	 you're	 a	 first-year	
student	and	you	are	home-schooled,	then	you	are	required	
to	submit	standardized	test	scores.)	
• Letter	 of	 recommendation	 from	 a	 school	 guidance	
counselor	or	teacher.	The	recommender	should	comment	
on	 the	 student’s	 academic	 performance,	 determination	
and	motivation.	
• Official	 TOEFL,	 IELTS	 or	 PTE	 Academic	 test	 scores	 if	
English	 is	 not	 the	 applicant’s	 first	 language.	 Applicants	




PTE	 (www.pearsonpte.com).	 Lynn	 University’s	 school	
code	 for	TOEFL	 is	5437.	Consideration	 for	acceptance	 to	
Lynn	University	or	the	Pathway	Program	may	be	given	to	
students	 who	 fall	 slightly	 below	 Lynn	 University’s	
TOEFL/IELTS/SAT/PTE	English	requirement.	These	cases	
will	 be	 reviewed	 on	 an	 individual	 basis	 by	 the	Office	 of	
Admission.	 Applicants	 from	Australia,	 Bermuda,	 Canada,	
the	Commonwealth	Caribbean,	New	Zealand,	the	Republic	

















• Students	who	wish	to	apply	 for	 the	spring	semester	should	



































transferable	 credits.	 Transfer	 students	 are	 welcome	 at	 Lynn	
University,	and	every	effort	is	made	to	make	the	transfer	of	credits	
and	 completion	 of	 the	 degree	 requirements	 as	 easy	 as	 possible.	
Students	with	fewer	than	12	transferable	credits	need	to	follow	the	
application	 procedures	 outlined	 for	 first-year	 students.	 Transfer	
applicants	should	submit	the	following:		
• Completed	 application	 form	
(www.lynn.edu/international).	 In	 addition	 to	 the	 Lynn	
University	 application,	 the	 Common	 Application	 is	 also	
accepted.	
• Personal	statement	
• Official	 transcripts	 from	 each	 college	 or	 university	
attended.	All	educational	documents	must	be	accompanied	
by	 certified	 English	 translations,	 a	 NACES	 approved	
credential	 evaluation,	 and	 documents	 submitted	 must	
carry	 the	 seal	 or	 stamp	 of	 the	 issuing	 educational	





signed	by	 the	dean	of	 students	 at	 candidate’s	 current	or	
most	recent	college/university	attended.	
• Official	 TOEFL	 or	 IELTS	 test	 scores	 if	 English	 is	 not	 the	
applicant’s	 first	 language.	 Applicants	 with	 minimum	
TOEFL	score	71	(Internet-based),	a	minimum	IELTS	score	
of	 6.0	 or	 a	 minimum	 PTE	 Academic	 score	 of	 50	 will	 be	
considered	 for	 admission.	 To	 register,	 contact	 TOEFL	
(www.toefl.org),	 IELTS	 (www.ielts.org)	 or	 PTE	
(www.pearsonpte.com).	Lynn	University’s	school	code	for	
TOEFL	 is	 5437.	 Consideration	 for	 acceptance	 to	 Lynn	
University	 or	 the	 Pathway	 Program	 may	 be	 given	 to	
students	 who	 fall	 slightly	 below	 Lynn	 University’s	
TOEFL/IELTS/SAT/PTE	English	requirement.	These	cases	
will	 be	 reviewed	 on	 an	 individual	 basis	 by	 the	Office	 of	
Admission.	 Applicants	 from	Australia,	 Bermuda,	 Canada,	
the	Commonwealth	Caribbean,	New	Zealand,	the	Republic	






















• Transfer	 students	 are	 encouraged	 to	 apply	 as	 early	 as	
possible.	 The	 application	 and	 supporting	 documents	
should	 be	 submitted	 by	 July	 1.	 Admission	 decisions	 are	
made	on	a	rolling	basis.	
• Applications	 submitted	 after	 July	 1	 are	 reviewed	 on	 a	
space	available	basis.	
	
								Upon	 admission	 to	 Lynn	 University,	 students	 will	 receive	 an	
evaluation	of	transfer	credits	provided	by	the	Office	of	the	Registrar.	
Admitted	applicants	should	submit	a	deposit	to	reserve	a	place	in	the	
class.	 This	 deposit	 is	 credited	 to	 the	 student’s	 account	 and	 is	 non-
refundable	after	May	1	for	fall	semester	applicants.	
							Transfer	credit	 is	awarded	 for	courses	 successfully	completed	at	 a	
regionally	 accredited	 institution	 or	 an	 institution	 whose	 accrediting	
organization	 is	 recognized	 by	 the	 Council	 for	 Higher	 Education	
Accreditation	(CHEA).	
								Official	transcripts	from	each	institution	attended	must	be	submitted	
in	 order	 for	 the	Office	 of	 the	Registrar	 to	 complete	 a	 formal	 transfer	
evaluation.	 Courses	 completed	 outside	 of	 the	 United	 States	 require	







transcript,	 that	 evaluation	 will	 not	 be	 considered	 final	 until	 official	
documentation	is	received	and	reviewed	for	accuracy.	
								Although	credits	transfer	 in	from	other	 institutions,	grades	do	not.	












letterhead,	 signed	 and	 dated	 by	 a	 bank	
representative.	 Documentation	 of	 scholarships	




o Copy	 of	 the	 biographical	 page	 of	 the	 applicant’s	
passport.		
• Transfer	 Eligibility	 Form	 (completed	 online	 using	 ISSO	












program	 that	 combines	 English	 language	 training	 and	 academic	
course	credits.	This	approach	enables	students	a	smooth	transition	
into	 life	 at	 Lynn	 University.	 The	 Pathway	 Program	 is	 designed	 for	
applicants	who	 score	 between	 45	 and	 70	 on	 the	 TOEFL	 (internet-
based)	or	between	4.5	and	5.5	on	the	IELTS,	and	who	meet	all	other	
university	 requirements.	 Transfer	 students	 applying	 through	 the	
Pathway	 Program	 must	 submit	 their	 internal	 evaluation	 to	 Lynn	
University	for	admission	purposes.	Prior	to	attending	Lynn,	a	NACES	
approved	 credential	 evaluation	 will	 need	 to	 be	 completed	 and	
submitted	for	the	university	to	appropriately	assign	credits.	Students	
who	 are	 interested	 in	 applying	 for	 the	 Pathway	 Program	 should	
contact	the	Office	of	International	Admission.		
Test	Optional	Admission	 	 	 	
									First-year	students	may	apply	for	admission	to	Lynn	University	
without	submitting	official	SAT	or	ACT	test	scores.	While	the	Office	of	
Admission	 recognizes	 that	 standardized	 tests	 accurately	 measure	
aptitude	for	many	students,	tests	of	this	nature	may	not	always	reflect	
a	 student’s	 true	 potential.	 The	 university	 welcomes	 motivated	
students	who	will	commit	to	becoming	an	active	participant	in	their	
education	 and	 who	 will	 thrive	 in	 a	 highly	 individualized	 learning	
environment.	 Students	 who	 choose	 to	 apply	 test	 optional	 will	 be	
evaluated	 holistically	with	consideration	 given	 to	 their	 high	school	
grade	point	average,	strength	of	curriculum,	progression	of	courses	
taken,	letters	of	recommendation,	and	through	an	interview	process	








Woodcock	 Johnson	 –	 WJ).	 (All	 testing	 is	 housed	





college	 level.	 The	 menu	 of	 academic	 support	 services	 provides	
motivated	 students	 with	 learning	 differences	 additional	 academic	
support	 while	 promoting	 independent	 learning	 and	 academic	
achievement	 as	 students	 work	 toward	 completing	 a	 university	
degree.	
								For	 additional	 information	 regarding	 the	 Institute	 for	
Achievement	 and	 Learning,	 please	 refer	 to	 Chapter	 VII,	 Academic	
Support	Services.	
BFA	in	Drama	 	 	 	
								In	addition	to	the	general	academic	requirements	for	admission	
to	Lynn	University,	applicants	to	the	BFA	 in	Drama	are	required	to	
audition	 and	 fill	 out	 a	 separate	 application	 through	 Accepted	
(app.getacceptd.com/lynndrama).	 The	 BFA	 in	 Drama	 application	
contains	 audition	 scheduling	 information	 and	 electronic	
recommendation	 forms	 that	 can	 be	 emailed	 to	 recommenders.	
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Conservatory	of	Music	 	 	 	
								In	addition	to	the	general	academic	requirements	for	admission	
to	 Lynn	 University,	 applicants	 to	 the	 Conservatory	 of	 Music	 are	
required	to	audition	and	fill	out	a	separate	Conservatory	application	
through	 Accepted	 (app.getacceptd.com/lynn).	 The	 Conservatory	
application	contains	audition	scheduling	information	and	electronic	
recommendation	 forms	 that	 can	 be	 emailed	 to	 recommenders.	




• U.S.	 citizens	 and	 resident	 aliens	 may	 apply	 for	 all	 U.S.	
subsidized	 financial	 aid	 programs	 by	 visiting	
















arise	 prior	 to	 their	 arrival	 on	 campus,	 students	 are	 encouraged	 to	
contact	the	appropriate	offices	at	any	time.	
	
Lynn	University	 	 	 											561-237-7000	
Office	of	Admission	 	 	 											561-237-7900	
Office	of	Academic	Affairs	 	 											561-237-7793	
Disabilities	Services	 	 	 											561-237-7728	
Institute	for	Achievement	and	Learning	 											561-237-7064	














								Lynn	 University	 welcomes	 applicants	 who	 have	 taken	 College	
Board	Advanced	Placement	examinations.	Students	with	a	score	of	3	
or	higher	on	an	official	AP	exam	will	be	awarded	credit	upon	receipt	
of	 official	 AP	 score	 report	 from	 the	 College	 Board.	 Actual	 course	









with	a	 score	of	4	or	 higher	 in	courses	comparable	 to	Lynn	University	
courses	and	appropriate	to	the	degree	program.	Credit	is	awarded	only	
for	courses	at	the	higher	level;	no	credit	is	awarded	for	IB	standard	level	
(SL)	 examinations,	 regardless	 of	 the	 scores	 earned.	 Lynn	 University	










and	 AS	 level	 examination	 passed	 with	 a	 grade	 of	 A	 to	 E	 in	 courses	
comparable	 to	Lynn	University	courses	 and	 appropriate	 to	 the	 degree	
program.	For	more	information	regarding	specific	equivalencies	to	Lynn	










								Placement	 exams	 are	 given	 in	 music	 theory,	 ear	 training,	
secondary	 piano	 (non-pianists)	 and	 keyboard	 skills	 (pianists)	 to	
determine	placement	of	students	in	appropriate	classes	and	to	award	
credit	 for	 those	 courses	 in	 which	 students	 meet	 the	 minimum	
requirements.	Students	earn	degree	credit	 for	 successfully	 passing	
placement	exams.	Placement	exams	are	held	during	fall	orientation	






								Lynn	 University’s	 Dual	 Enrollment	 Program	 offers	 high	 school	
juniors	 and	 seniors	 an	 opportunity	 to	 take	 undergraduate	 day	
courses	 for	 college	 credit.	 Admission	 requirements	 include:	 high	
school	 junior	 or	 senior	 status,	 a	 GPA	 of	 3.0	 or	 higher,	
recommendation	by	the	high	school	principal	or	his/her	designee	and	
a	 Dual	 Enrollment	 Program	 application.	 Students	 may	 earn	 up	 to	
seven	credit	hours	per	semester	and	must	maintain	a	minimum	GPA	
of	 2.0.	 Students	 in	 the	 program	 have	 access	 to	 Lynn	 University	
resources,	 including	 the	 library.	Students’	grades	will	be	posted	 to	







• Completed	 non-degree	 application	 form	 and	 $45	 non-
refundable	application	fee.	
• Official	 transcript(s)	 from	 previous	 colleges	 or	
universities.	
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3-Year	Bachelor’s	Degree		
								Students	who	demonstrate	a	high	level	of	academic	achievement	
during	 their	 high	 school	 career	 and	 are	 highly	 motivated	 may	 be	
invited	 to	 enter	 Lynn’s	 accelerated	 bachelor’s	 degree	 program.	
Students	 enrolled	 in	 this	 program	will	 take	 part	 in	 an	 accelerated	





								Students	 who	 successfully	 complete	 the	 accelerated	 bachelor’s	
degree	program	are	encouraged	to	apply	for	the	graduate	program	
and	complete	 a	master’s	 degree	 in	 their	 fourth	year.	This	program	
enables	 students	 and	 their	 families	 to	 save	 money	 on	 the	 cost	 of	
tuition	while	obtaining	both	an	undergraduate	and	graduate	degree	
in	the	time	 it	takes	to	complete	a	traditional	4-year	undergraduate	




Please	 refer	 to	 page	 64	 for	 information	 regarding	 re-
enrollment.	
	








									To	 validate	 professional	 competencies	 working	 adults	
accumulate	outside	the	classroom,	 these	students	may	earn	up	 to	
30	credits	for	work	experience	through	the	portfolio	credit	process.	
Students	 pursuing	 portfolio	 credits	 can	 meet	 with	 the	 assigned	
academic	 advisor	 or	 enroll	 in	 CAEL	 100	 to	 develop	 a	 portfolio	






course	 credits	 (DANTES),	 CLEP	 (College	 Level	 Examination	
Program),	 ACE	 (American	 Council	 on	 Education),	 FDLE	 (Florida	
Department	 of	 Law	 Enforcement),	 Series	 7	 License	 and	 other	















an	 evaluation	 of	 transfer	 credits	 provided	 by	 the	 Office	 of	 the	
Registrar.	Transfer	credit	is	awarded	for	courses	successfully	completed	
at	a	regionally	accredited	institution	or	an	institution	whose	accrediting	
organization	 is	 recognized	 by	 the	 Council	 for	 Higher	 Education	
Accreditation	(CHEA).	
								Official	transcripts	from	each	institution	attended	must	be	submitted	
in	 order	 for	 the	Office	 of	 the	Registrar	 to	 complete	 a	 formal	 transfer	
evaluation.	 Courses	 completed	 outside	 of	 the	 United	 States	 require	







transcript,	 that	 evaluation	 will	 not	 be	 considered	 final	 until	 official	
documentation	is	received	and	reviewed	for	accuracy.	
								Although	credits	transfer	 in	from	other	 institutions,	grades	do	not.	






• Official	 TOEFL/IELTS/PTE	Academic	 scores	 if	 English	 is	
not	 the	 applicant’s	 first	 language.	 Applicants	 with	 a	
minimum	TOEFL	score	of	71	(Internet-based),	a	minimum	
IELTS	score	of	6.0	or	a	minimum	PTE	Academic	score	of	50	
will	 be	 considered	 for	 admission.	 To	 register,	 contact	
TOEFL	 (www.toefl.org),	 IELTS	 (www.ielts.org)	 or	 PTE	
(www.pearsonpte.com).	 Consideration	 may	 be	 given	 to	





of	 Ireland,	 South	 Africa	 or	 the	 United	 Kingdom	 are	 not	
required	to	submit	proof	of	English	proficiency	test	scores.	
• International	 Transcript	 Evaluation	 and	 course	





																International	 students	 requiring	 an	 F-1	 student	 visa	 must	
meet	all	of	the	requirements	outlined	above.	Once	admitted,	students	





letterhead,	 signed	 and	 dated	 by	 a	 bank	
representative.	 Documentation	 of	 scholarships	




o Copy	 of	 the	 biographical	 page	 of	 the	 applicant’s	
passport.		
• Transfer	 Eligibility	 Form	 (completed	 online	 using	 ISSO	




								Once	 all	 of	 the	 necessary	 documents	 have	 been	 submitted,	
students	will	be	issued	 the	I-20	Form.	This	form,	as	well	as	a	valid	
passport	and	financial	certification,	must	be	presented	at	the	nearest	




Please	 refer	 to	 page	 64	 for	 information	 regarding	 re-
enrollment.	
Online	Financial	Aid	
• U.S.	 citizens	 and	 resident	 aliens	 may	 apply	 for	 all	 U.S.	
subsidized	 financial	 aid	 programs	 by	 visiting	
www.fafsa.ed.gov.	 Lynn	 University’s	 FAFSA	 Code	 is	
001505.	Questions	regarding	financial	aid	may	be	directed	
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to	the	Student	Financial	Services	Office	at	561-237-7185	
or	financialaid@lynn.edu.				
• International	 students	are	not	 eligible	 for	U.S.	 federal	or	
state	aid.	
	




professional	 development,	 application	 of	 knowledge	 bases,	
clarification	and	development	of	professional	and	personal	values,	
and	the	enhancement	of	intellectual	and	professional	skills.	As	such,	
the	 graduate	 programs	 reflect	 increasing	 levels	 of	 complexity,	





are	 interdisciplinary.	 Each	college	 is	 headed	 by	 a	dean	 and	 has	 a	
program	 coordinator.	 The	 various	 graduate	 units	 cooperatively	




required	 documents,	 including	 an	 application.	 Each	 graduate	
discipline	requires	specific	 skills	and	documents	depending	upon	
the	focus	of	the	program.	Undergraduate	prerequisites	are	required	
for	 the	 M.B.A.	 program;	 accounting,	 statistics,	 macro,	
microeconomics,	and	Excel.	The	Office	of	Admission	or	the	graduate	
departments	will	guide	applicants	in	meeting	the	requirements	for	
individual	 graduate	 degrees	 (www.lynn.edu/graduate).	 Also,	
students	should	consult	the	departmental	listings	in	this	catalog.	
								It	 is	 the	 student’s	 responsibility	 to	 ensure	 that	 all	 required	
application	materials	are	forwarded	to	the	Office	of	Admission	in	a	
timely	manner.	 If	 required,	 test	 scores	must	 be	 received	 directly	
from	the	testing	organization.	All	graduate	applicants	must	submit	
undergraduate	 and	 graduate	 transcripts	 of	 all	 academic	 course	
work	attempted.	Transcripts	must	be	official	and	sent	directly	from	




















								In	 addition	 to	 all	 of	 the	 application	 requirements	 for	 graduate	
certificate,	 master’s	 and	 doctoral	 degree	 programs,	 international	
graduate	applicants	must	also	submit:	
• Official	 International	 Transcript	 Evaluation	 and	 Course	
Equivalency	Report.	
• Official	TOEFL/IELTS/	PTE	Academic	scores	if	English	 is	




(not	 required	 for	 Professional	 Performance	 Certificate	
applicants).	Consideration	may	be	given	to	students	who	
fall	 slightly	 below	 Lynn	 University’s	 TOEFL/IELTS/PTE	
Academic	 English	 requirement.	 These	 cases	 will	 be	
reviewed	on	an	individual	basis	by	the	Office	of	Admission.	
Applicants	 from	 Australia,	 Bermuda,	 Canada,	 the	
Commonwealth	Caribbean,	New	Zealand,	the	Republic	of	











letterhead,	 signed	 and	 dated	 by	 a	 bank	
representative.	 Documentation	 of	 scholarships	




o Copy	 of	 the	 biographical	 page	 of	 the	 applicant’s	
passport.		
• Transfer	 Eligibility	 Form	 (completed	 online	 using	 ISSO	











The	 Pathway	 Program	 provides	 graduate	 students	 a	 study	





university	 requirements.	 Graduate	 students	 applying	 through	 the	
Pathway	 Program	 must	 submit	 their	 internal	 evaluation	 to	 Lynn	
University	showing	proof	of	a	conferred	bachelor’s	degree.	Students	




• U.S.	 citizens	 and	 resident	 aliens	 may	 apply	 for	 all	 U.S.	
subsidized	 financial	 aid	 programs	 by	 visiting	















• Completed	 graduate	 application	 form	 and	 $45	 non-
refundable	application	fee.	
• Official	 transcripts	 with	 proof	 of	 an	 earned	 bachelor’s	
































								Students	 enrolling	 at	 Lynn	 University	 do	 so	 with	 the	
understanding	 that	 they	are	 in	agreement	with,	and	subject	 to,	 the	
following	reservations	by	the	university:	
• Lynn	University	 reserves	 the	 right	of	 final	decision	 in	
accepting	 candidates	 for	 admission.	 The	 student	 is	
subject	to	dismissal	for	submitting	false	or	misleading	
information.	
• A	 final	 transcript	 must	 be	 received	 by	 the	 Office	 of	





• Lynn	 University	 reserves	 the	 right	 to	 rescind	 a	
student’s	admission	at	any	time	if	the	student’s	conduct	
is	 deemed	 inconsistent	 with	 the	 standards,	 policies,	
rules	and	regulations	of	the	university.	




• Enrolled	 students	 will	 abide	 by	 all	 Lynn	 University	
regulations	and	comply	with	all	local,	state	and	federal	
laws.	 The	 university	 reserves	 the	 right	 to	 suspend	 or	
dismiss	 students	 for	violations	of	 regulations.	 In	 such	
instances,	 tuition	 and	 fees	 paid	 to	 the	 university	 will	
not	be	refunded.	
• Attendance	at	Lynn	is	a	privilege	granted	solely	by	the	
university.	 The	 university	 reserves	 the	 right	 to	
withdraw,	 dismiss	 or	 suspend	 at	 any	 time	 a	 student	
whose	 conduct	 is	 deemed	 inconsistent	 with	 the	































Furthermore,	 the	 university	 will	 not	 issue	 a	 diploma,	 transcript,	





	 	 	 	Year                     Semester  
Resident Student  
Tuition                                 $35,960  $17,980                              
Room & Board (Double Occupancy   $12,170       $6,085  
Double with bathroom  $13,250     $6,625  
Private with community bathroom $14,850    $7,425  
Private with shared bathroom $14,850     $7,425  
Private with private bathroom $15,460    $7,730  
Suite Double with shared bathroom  $15,400    $7,700  
Suite Single with bathroom $15,900    $7,950   
Student Services Fee  $1,000  $500  
Technology Fee   $750  $375  
Technology Fee (Returning Seniors) $950                     $475  
Course Materials Fee (New Student) $500                                
 
Commuter Student 
Tuition   $35,960    $17,980  
Student Services Fee    $1,000      $500  
Technology Fee     $400      $200   
Technology Fee (Returning Seniors)   $600          $300  
Course Materials Fee (new students)  $500    
Mandatory International Student Insurance                     $1,390  
Domestic Student Insurance              $1,390  
 
Institute for Achievement 
Institute A  
(1 year required)                    $11,750                   $5,875  
Institute B 
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(returning)                                        $8,450                   $4,225  
 
Other Programs 
Daytime, Part-time or Overload       $1,040 per credit hour 
Undergraduate Online    $295        per credit hour 
Graduate Returner (prior to Fall 2017) $725 per credit hour 
Graduate New   $740 per credit hour   
Graduate Psych., C.J., Educ.  $650 per credit hour 
Ed.D. Tuition   $850 per credit hour 
JTerm (if not fulltime in Spring)   $1,040  per credit hour 




program.	 Daytime	 undergraduate	 students	 are	 eligible	 to	 take	 courses	
within	the	Online	curriculum	at	the	rate	of	their	daytime	program	fees.	
Special	Fees	for	All	Programs	
Application for Admission for each program 
Online                       $45   
Graduate                                 $45   
Laboratory                                                              $30 - $750  
	
Deposits	2018-2019	








Deposit for Commuter New Students  $300   




																An	 early	 payment	 tuition	 credit	 of	 $50-$650	 is	 available.	
Tuition	credits	are	allowed	for		
Single	 tuition	 payment	 $35,960	 for	 the	 ENTIRE	 2018	 –	 2019	
academic	year	if	paid	by:		
April 1, 2018     $650  
May 1, 2018     $550  
June 1, 2018     $450  
July 1, 2018                        $350     
Single	tuition	payment	of $17,980  for	the	Fall	2018		 semester	only	if	
paid	by:	
April 1, 2018    $325  
May 1, 2018    $275  
June 1, 2018    $225  
Single	tuition	payment	of $17,980 for	the	Spring	2019	semester	only	
if	paid	by:	
Oct. 1, 2018                 $100 









								Financial	 aid	 from	 third	 parties	 will	 not	 arrive	 before	 the	
expiration	 of	 prepayment	 deadlines.	 Therefore,	 individuals	 who	
would	like	to	receive	the	tuition	credit	must	pay	the	full	tuition	within	
the	specified	time	frame	and	wait	for	a	refund	that	will	be	generated	
by	 the	 receipt	 of	 financial	 aid.	 Institutional	 aid	 awarded	 by	 Lynn	











								 	Early	 Payment	 Discount—Applies	 to	 online/graduate	




reimbursement	program	can	enroll	 in	 the	 Installment	Payment	Plan,	
pay	upfront	out	of	pocket	or	utilize	federal	loans	if	eligible.		Regardless	
of	 the	 method	 of	 payment,	 students	 must	 submit	 their	 company’s	









private	 agency	 engaged	 in	 the	 protection	 of	 life	 or	 property.	 For	





may	 be	 eligible	 for	 a	 discount.	 The	University	will	 provide	 a	 twenty	
(20%)	percent	tuition	reduction	per	credit	hour	for	on	campus	courses	
and	 5%	 for	 online	 undergraduate	 courses	 and	waive	 the	 admission	
application	fee	for	any	employees	of	a	corporate	partner	who	meets	the	
university’s	 criteria	 for	 admission,	 and	 who	 enroll	 in	 a	 graduate	 or	
online	degree	or	certificate	program.	The	reduction	will	apply	against	
the	 then	current	 tuition	price	 in	effect	 for	each	credit.	The	reduction	
applies	to	course	tuition	only.	All	other	cost	(labs,	books,	CLEP	exams)	
and	 charges	 will	 be	 billed,	 at	 the	 full	 rate,	 to	 the	 employee	 of	 the	
organization	 as	 applicable.	 University	 reserves	 the	 right	 to	 change	
tuition,	 program,	 costs,	 curriculum,	 regulations,	 program	 dates	 and	





University	 may	 be	 eligible	 for	 a	 discount.	 The	 University	 will	 offer	
alumni	of	an	Educational	Partner	a	ten	(10%)	percent	tuition	reduction,	
per	 credit	 hour	 for	 on	 campus	 courses	 and	 5%	 for	 online	
undergraduate	 courses,	 on	 Adult/Graduate	 programs,	 and	 waive	




be	 billed	 at	 the	 full	 rate	 to	 the	 student	 as	applicable.	 The	University	
reserves	 the	 right	 to	 change	 tuition,	 costs,	 programs,	 curriculum,	
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regulations,	program	dates	and	eligibility	requirements,	and	to	make	
















electronic	 wire	 transfers	 in	 U.S.	 dollars	 only.	 Credit	 cards	 that	 are	
accepted:	MASTERCARD,	AMERICAN	EXPRESS,	 VISA	 and	DISCOVER.	
Please	 include	 the	 student’s	 Lynn	 University	 identification	 number	
with	all	payments.	 	Certain	 foreign	currencies	are	accepted	online	at	
www.lynn.edu/ebill.	Payments	may	be	submitted:	
By	Mail:	 	 	 On	Line:	www.lynn.edu/ebill	





	 	 																																																	 	
								To	help	ensure	that	the	appropriate	student’s	account	is	credited	
on	 a	 timely	 basis,	 include	 the	 student’s	 name	 and	 Lynn	 University	
student	 identification	 number	 on	 wiring	 instructions.	 Please	 fax	
confirmation	to	the	Office	of	Student	Financial	Services	at	561-237-























Parents/students	who	 prefer	 to	 pay	 educational	 costs	 out	 of	 their	
monthly	 income	may	 do	so	 through	Cash	Net	 Installment	Payment	
Plan.	
	
								There	 are	 5	 plans.	 	 Two	 plans	 for	 daytime	 students	 and	 three	





Installment	 Payment	 Plan	 sections.	 	 	 Plans	 will	 open	 at	 least	 one	
month	 prior	 to	plan	start	 dates.	 	 See	 the	Lynn	website	 for	 specific	
dates.	
Florida	Prepaid	College	Plan	
									We	 accept	 Florida	 Prepaid	 College	 Plan	 funds	 to	 assist	 with	




form	 allows	 Lynn	 to	 invoice	 Florida	 Prepaid	 each	
semester.	




• Restricted	 plan	 is	 invoiced	 for	 the	 semester’s	 registered	
credits.	
• Students	with	 an	Unrestricted	Florida	Prepaid	can	 email	







provide	 Lynn	 University	 with	 the	 billing	 authorizations	 forms	 in	
order	to	invoice	that	state	based	on	the	plan’s	eligibilities.	
	
Tuition	Refund	Plan	 	 	 	
								Lynn	University	has	arranged	with	A.W.G.	Dewar,	Inc.	to	offer	the	
Tuition	 Refund	 Plan	 to	 day	 students	 and	 parents	 to	 minimize	 the	
financial	 burden	of	 losses	 incurred	when	 a	 student	 suffers	 a	 serious	




								The	 plan’s	 coverage	 is	 designed	 to	 extend	 the	 university’s	
published	 refund	 policy.	 If	 a	 student	 withdraws	 because	 of	 a	
medical/physical	 illness	or	accident,	medical	or	 psychological	 illness	
the	plan	returns	70	percent	of	the	insured	semester	tuition	as	well	as	
room	and	board.	provided	the	student	has	completely	withdrawn	from	






as	 Institute	 Achievement	 Program	 fee	 or	 mandatory	 fees	 such	 as	
technology	and	student	services	fees	are	not	covered	under	this	plan.	







in	a	minimum	of	9-credit	hours	 to	 a	maximum	of	 16	credit	 hours.	
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There	 is	 a	 charge	 for	 the	 additional	 credit	 hours	 (overload)	 at	 a	





								Students	 requesting	 a	 special	 exception	 to	 enroll	 in	 the	 Day	
Division	for	less	than	12	credit	hours	must	file	a	part-time	approval	
form	in	the	Student	Financial	Services	Office.	A	student	enrolling	in	














Day	Students:			 	 August	31,	2018	 	
	 	 	 January	28,	2019	
	 	 	 May	14,	2019	
			
								By	the	above	dates,	students	will	be	billed	for	the	credits	as	of	this	
date	 for	 the	 remainder	 of	 the	 semester.	 Any	 courses	 added	
subsequently	 will	 be	 assessed	 at	 the	 full	 rate.	 Drops	 will	 not	 be	
permitted	after	these	dates	for	that	term,	but	the	student	may	wish	to	
withdraw	 from	 the	course.	 In	 those	 instances,	 there	will	 not	 be	 any	
credit	assessed	on	fees	for	course	withdrawals.	
Online	and	Graduate	Students:		
								On	 the	 first	 day	 of	 the	 term,	 the	 tuition	 is	 fully	 charged	 for	 all	
courses	enrolled.	 If	 the	course	 is	 subsequently	dropped	during	 the	
drop/add	period,	the	student	will	be	entitled	to	a	90	percent	credit	





day	 tuition	 rate	 for	 spring	 semester	 only.	 	 Students	 who	 do	 not	












								This	 fee	 includes	 e-mail	 address,	 iPad	 use,	 Internet	 access	 and	





































and	 Residence	 Life	 for	 release	 from	 their	 housing	
contract	via	the	Housing	Contract	Appeal	Process	or	is	
removed	 for	 student	 conduct	 reasons	 is	 subject	 to	 a	
$250	 contract	 release	 fee.	 Students	 who	 transfer	 or	
withdraw	from	the	University	after	August	1,	2018	for	
Fall	2018	semester	or	January	4,	2019	for	Spring	2019	
semester	will	be	charged	 the	contract	release	fee.	 	If	 a	




contract	 release	 fee	 and	 the	 assigned	 space	 may	 be	
released	and	reassigned	to	another	individual.	
• 	Students	 who	 are	 subject	 to	 the	 two	 year	 residency	
requirement	 will	 be	 charged	 in	 full	 for	 the	 space.	
Students	 who	 are	 no	 longer	 subject	 to	 the	 two	 year	



















2. All	 resident	 students	 must	 participate	 in	 one	 of	 the	 above	
identified	plans.	
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3. Students	 receiving	 a	 housing	 scholarship	 are	 required	 to	
participate	in	the	Silver	program.	













Please	 note:	 Lynn	 University	 reserves	 the	 right	 to	 alter	 these	
terms	and	conditions	as	it	deems	appropriate.	
International	Students	Insurance	Fee	





All	 domestic	 students	 are	 required	 to	 carry	 health	 insurance.	 All	











for	 each	 program	 component	 in	 addition	 to	 Day	 Division	 Full-Time	
Undergraduate	Program	tuition	and	fees.	Entering	freshmen	students	
in	the	Institute	for	Achievement	are	required	to	be	enrolled	for	the	full	
year	 in	 Institute	 A,	which	 includes	 their	 first	 and	 second	 semesters.
           
                                                             Year Semester 	
Institute A   $11,750 $5,875 	
Institute B   $8,450 $4,225  
 
								Non-freshmen	students	required	to	be	in	the	program	for	the	full	























































tutoring,	 coaching,	 and	 writing	 center	 hours	 in	 various	 packages	 for	
additional	 lump	 sum	 fees.	 	 	Packages	vary	 from	$750	 -	$2,950	 for	 the	
semester.		Once	enrolled,	there	are	no	refunds	on	fees.		Sign	up	for	services	



























































						Once	 requested,	 refunds	 normally	 require	 one	 to	 two	 weeks	 for	



















university	 will	 not	 issue	 an	 official	 transcript,	 diploma,	 enrollment	
verifications,	certificate	or	recommendation	to	that	student	and	will	not	
allow	 the	student	 to	 enroll	 for	 subsequent	 terms	 until	 the	 student's	
account	 is	 paid	 in	 full.	 Indebtedness	 is	 defined	 as	 any	 money	 or	






accrued	and/or	 elected	 by	 the	 student.	 Students	 are	 responsible	 for	
checking	with	the	Office	of	Student	Financial	Services	on	questions	of	
indebtedness.	
								The	 university	 may	 utilize	 the	 services	 of	 a	 collection	 agency	 to	
collect	 any	 amount	 past	 due	 and	 the	 student	 will	 be	 charged	 an	
additional	amount	equal	 to	 the	cost	of	collection	including	costs	and	
expenses	incurred	by	Lynn	University.		The	collection	fee	may	be	based	




student	 regarding	 repayment	 of	 their	 account	 at	 the	 current	 or	 any	
future	 number	 that	 the	 student	 provides	 for	 their	 cellular	 phone	or	
other	wireless	device	using	automated	telephone	dialing	equipment	or	
artificial	or	pre-recorded	voice	or	text	messages.			
								Once	 an	 account	 has	 been	 turned	 over	 to	 a	 collection	 agency,	
collection	activity	ceases	from	Lynn	University	and	the	student	 	 	will	
need	 to	 make	 any	 payment	 arrangements	 with	 the	 third	 party	
collection	agency.			The	account	may	be	reported	to	a	credit	bureau	if	





								Students	 who	 have	 left	 Lynn	 University	 with	 an	 outstanding	
balance	and	were	turned	over	to	a	collection	agency	will	need	to	contact	







					Official	academic	 transcripts	will	be	withheld	 for	 failure	 to	 pay	
tuition,	for	default	on	an	education	debt,	failure	to	repay	an	education	
grant	 overpayment,	 or	 not	 completing	 the	 federal	 mandatory	 loan	
exit	counseling	session.	
							In	case	of	a	bankruptcy,	a	student	under	an	automatic	stay	will	be	
an	 exception	 until	 the	 case	 is	 closed,	 dismissed,	 or	 a	 discharge	 is	
granted	or	denied.		
								In	 the	 case	 of	withholding	 status,	 the	 university	will	 allow	 the	
student	to	receive	a	single	unofficial	copy	of	the	academic	transcript.	
The	transcript	will	be	marked	“Unofficial”	on	it.	




								Textbooks	 may	 be	 purchased	 at	 the	 Lynn	 University	 Online	
bookstore	with	a	credit	 card	or	 the	Lynn	 ID	card	using	 the	Online	
Bookstore	voucher.	 	 Students	who	have	 an	existing	credit	on	 their	
student	 account	 or	 is	 estimated	 to	 have	 one,	 once	 financial	 aid	 is	
received	will	have	a	“line	of	credit”	at	the	online	bookstore	two	weeks	
prior	 to	 the	 beginning	 of	 the	 term	 through	 the	 drop/add	 period.	
Students	 should	complete	the	Online	Bookstore	voucher	form.	This	
will	 permit	 the	 student	 to	 go	 directly	 to	 the	 Online	 bookstore	 to	
purchase	 their	 books	 and	 supplies	 and	 it	 will	 be	 charged	 to	 their	
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student	account	by	the	Office	of	Student	Financial	Services.	 	A	large	























Students	 who	 opt	 to	 provide	 their	 own	 equipment	 in	 lieu	 of	
purchasing	the	Digital	Toolkit	must	meet	the	same	requirements	of	





undergraduate	 bachelor	 of	 science	 in	 Information	 Systems	 are	
required	to	purchase	a	Digital	Toolkit.	The	Digital	Toolkit	has	a	retail	
value	of	$2,700	and	 is	 provided	 to	Lynn	University	 students	 in	 the	
above	programs	at	a	discounted	price	of	$1,500.	
The	Digital	Toolkit	includes:		






















Private Pilot:                Hours Per Hour     Total 
Dual Instruction  50 $214 $10,700 
Solo Flight   10 $164  $1,640 
Pre/Post Flight Briefing  17 $50     $850 
Supplies         $600 
Total for Private Certificate:                  $13,790 
Instrument Rating:  Hours Per Hour     Total 
Dual Instruction  30 $204   $6,420 
Flight Training Device  15 $80   $1,200 
Pre/Post Flight Briefing  15 $50                  $750 
Supplies                           $700 
Total for Instrument Certificate:                   $9,070 
Commercial – Multi Rating: Hours Per Hour     Total 
Dual Instruction  40 $214   $8560 
Solo Flight   65 $164           $10,660 
Complex Aircraft Twin Star   20 $395  $7,900 
Pre/Post Flight Briefing  13 $55     $715 
Supplies         $425 
Total for Commercial Certificate:   $28,260 
Total for all ratings:    $51,120 
Private Pilot Helicopter: Hours Per Hour     Total 
Dual Instruction R-22  30 $385 $11,550 
Solo Flight     5 $335   $1,675 
Pre/Post Flight Briefing  36 $50                $1,800 
Supplies                            $500 
Total for Private Certificate:                  $15,525 
 
Add-on Helicopter Training R-44 from 30 to 200 hours at $565 per hour.     
(Hours will vary dependent on the student’s prior training) 
 
Commercial Pilot Helicopter Hours Per Hour     Total 
Add-on: 
Dual Instruction R-22  30 $385 $11,550 
Pre/Post Flight Briefing  20 $50   $1,000 
Supplies          $100 
Total for Private Certificate:   $12,650 
 
Add-on Helicopter Training R-44 from 30 to 200 hours at $565 per hour.     
(Hours will vary dependent on the student’s prior training) 





								Students	 electing	 to	 obtain	 their	 flight	 certificates	 through	 the	
Burton	D.	Morgan	School	of	Aeronautics	must	place	a	$2,000	deposit	
on	their	flight	training	account	specifically	for	flight	training	prior	to	
beginning	 flight	 training	 in	 each	 certificate.	 Students	may	 use	 this	
deposit	to	cover	flight	 training	costs.	The	student	does	not	need	to	





ratings	 at	 any	 time	 prior	 to	 graduation.	However,	 students	 should	





curriculum.	However,	 prior	 to	 the	 award	of	any	credit,	 the	chief	 flight	
instructor	will	administer	the	standard	Part	141	diagnostic	evaluation	to	
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determine	whether	any	review	(ground	school	or	flight)	is	necessary.	The	
flight	 school	 director	 has	 final	 authority	 over	 all	 flight-related	 credit	
awards.	 Students	 enrolling	 in	 Lynn	 University	 and	 pursuing	 pilot	
certificates	and	ratings	outside	 the	 university’s	 flight	 program	will	 not	
receive	credit	for	any	equivalent	flight	courses	in	the	curriculum.		
								Students	 are	 required	 to	 obtain	 personal	 liability	 coverage	 to	





flight	 training	 courses	 may	 utilize	 the	 CPTs	 as	 required	 by	 the	
instructor.	A	lab	fee	will	apply	in	accordance	with	the	following	scale:	
Course	Lab	Fees	
AVM 120 Primary Flight Theory and Training, Solo  $100 
AVM 121 Primary Flight Theory and Training, PPL  $100 
AVM 220 Instrument Flight Theory and Training, PPL  $100 















university	 refund	 schedule	 applies.	 It	 is	 also	 the	 student’s	
responsibility	 to	 make	 a	 written	 refund	 request	 to	 the	 Office	 of	
Student	Financial	Services	before	refunds	will	be	made.	
									REFUNDS	ARE	CALCULATED	ON	THE	BASIS	OF	TOTAL	SEMESTER	CHARGES	
PAYABLE	 AFTER	 DEDUCTIONS	FOR	NONREFUNDABLE	DEPOSITS	 AND	OTHER	
NONREFUNDABLE	FEES	SUCH	AS	LAB	FEES,	SERVICE	AND	TECHNOLOGY	FEES.	
								If	a	student	withdraws	prior	to	60	percent	of	the	term,	all	Lynn	








under	 the	assumption	 the	student	will	 attend	 school	 for	 the	 entire	









the	 appropriate	 agency	 in	 accordance	 with	 a	 formula	 required	 by	
federal	regulations.		Unearned	Title	IV	funds	will	be	returned	to	the	







					Example:	Student	 receives	 a	Federal	Pell	 Grant	 for	$2,000	and	a	
Federal	Direct	 Loan	 for	 $1,930	 for	 the	 semester.	 	 Student	 attends	
three	 weeks	 into	 the	 term.	 	 This	 represents	 only	 20	 percent	
attendance	of	 the	term.	 	Therefore,	a	Return	to	Title	IV	Calculation	






in	 an	 undergraduate	 degree	 program.	 	 The	 student	 must	 receive	
approval	from	the	Dean	of	Students.		Each	student	may	request	up	to	
one	 year	 of	 leave.	 	 Students	 receiving	 federal	 financial	 aid	will	 be	
treated	as	a	“withdrawal”	for	funds	recalculations	and	funds	will	be	
returned	to	the	appropriate	agencies,	if	applicable.		For	financial	aid	
purposes,	 the	 Lynn	 LOA	 does	 not	 meet	 the	 federal	 definition	 of	







 Fall 2018      Spring 2019 
Tuition, Board and the Comprehensive Support Program  
 
Prior to the first day of classes    
 100 %                             Aug. 24, 2018  Jan. 1, 2019 
Within seven days from the first day of classes    
 75 %              Sept. 05, 2018  Jan. 10, 2019 
Within 14 days from the first day of classes   
 50  %                   Sept. 14, 2018 Jan. 22, 2019 
Within 25 days from the first day of classes    
 25 %          Oct. 1, 2018  Feb. 6, 2019 
After 25 days from the first day of classes  
NO REFUND     Oct. 2, 2018 Feb.7, 2019 
 
J-Term:  Students that withdraw from the University at any time during J-Term will 
be billed an additional $1,020 per credit plus room & board for the term. Spring 
semester classes will be dropped and not be billed onto the account. 
Room	Charges	
								Prior to Aug. 25, 2017 for Fall 2017 100 % 
								Prior to Jan. 2, 2018 for Spring 2018    100 % 








Calculation of Refundable Amounts for Summer Terms 
Tuition and Board  
Prior to the first day of classes (Dropping of classes) 
 100 %                May 10, 2019  
During the first and second day of classes (Dropping of classes; last day of drop/add)
  
 75 %                May 14, 2019  
During the third day of classes (Course withdrawals) 
 50 %               May 15, 2019                  
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During the fourth day of classes (Course withdrawals) 
 25 %               May 16, 2019  
 
After the fifth day of classes (Course withdrawals)  
 NO REFUND              May 17, 2019  
 
Room Charges 
Prior to the date publicized as the first day of classes  
 100 %                  May 10, 2019 
After that date      
 NO REFUND               May 11, 2019 
 
Online	and	Graduate	Refund	Policy	










or	 the	 seventh	 (7th)	 week	 of	 an	 8	 week	 term.	 It	 is	 the	 student’s	





charges,	 the	 financial	 aid	 program	 funds	 will	 be	 reimbursed	 to	 the	
appropriate	agency	in	accordance	with	a	formula	required	by	federal	
regulations.	 Unearned	Title	 IV	 funds	will	 be	 returned	 to	 the	Title	 IV	
programs	 based	 on	 the	 number	 of	 days	 not	 attended.	 The	 order	 of	
refunds	 will	 be:	 Federal	 Direct	 Unsubsidized	 Loan,	 Federal	 Direct	
Subsidized	Loan,	Federal	Direct	PLUS	Loan,	Federal	Pell	Grant,	Federal	
SEOG	and	other	Title	IV	aid	programs.	Students	enrolled	in	only	three	
credits	 each	 in	 the	 iLynn	 or	 graduate	 terms	 will	 have	 a	 Title	 IV	
calculation	computed	on	two	terms.	
								If	 a	 student	withdraws	 prior	 to	 60	 percent	of	 the	 term,	 all	Lynn	
University	 grants	 and	 scholarship	 funds	 will	 be	 prorated	 to	 the	
university	accounts.	This	policy	may	result	in	a	financial	obligation	that	
is	payable	to	the	university	at	the	time	of	a	student’s	withdrawal.	
Online	 and	 Graduate	 Division	 Enrollment	 Requirements	 for	
Financial Aid 
								For	 undergraduate	 and	 graduate	 degrees,	 a	 minimum	 of	 three	
credits		hours	is	required	in	a	given	term;	however,	the	student		must	
register	for	two	consecutive	terms.		A	student	must	stay	enrolled	in	at	
least	 three	 credits	 each	 consecutive	 term	 thereafter	 to	 maintain	 in-
school	status	for	the	loan	programs.	Maintaining	in-school	status	refers	
to	not	going	into	repayment.	It	does	not	indicate	that	a	student	can	be	
enrolled	 in	 three-credit	 courses	 and	 be	 eligible	 for	 a	 loan.	 For	 the	
Florida	Programs	(Florida	Effective	Access	to	Student	Education	Grant),	
credit	hour	requirements	are	as	follows:	 	 	 	
Spring I (January - March) eight weeks  6 credits   
Spring II  (March - April)  seven weeks 6 credits   
Fall I (August - October) eight weeks  6  credits   
Fall II  (October - December) seven weeks 6  credits  




Day	Undergraduate	 	 	 12	credits	per	term	
Online	 	 	 	 6	credits	per	term	
Day	Graduate	(Psychology	&	Music)	 9	credits	per	term	
Evening	Graduate	 	 	 3	credits	per	term	





and	 Federal	 Direct	 Loans	 before	 they	 can	 be	 disbursed.	 	 Delays	 in	
receiving	your	federal	funds	are	possible	 if	the	University	is	unable	to	
confirm	attendance	information	from	the	Office	of	the	Registrar.	
Financial	Aid	 	 	 	 	
								Lynn	University	participates	in	most	Title	IV	financial	aid	programs.	
The	 purpose	 of	 these	 programs	 is	 to	 supplement	 the	 resources	 of	
applicants	and	their	families.	Financial	aid	awards	are	made	on	the	basis	
of	 need,	 and	 applicants	 must	 file	 a	 financial	 statement	 reflecting	 the	
family’s	 resources.	 Since	 financial	 aid	 is	 limited,	 applicants	 are	




a	 combination	 of	 loans,	 employment	 and/or	 grants.	 Students	 also	 are	






								Financial aid is awarded contingent upon the recipient maintaining 
satisfactory academic standing and progress (SAP) toward a degree.   
Students on federal financial aid (Title IV) will be evaluated annually, 
both qualitatively and quantitatively, at the end of the spring semester 
for Day Division students and at the end of the Spring II term for Online 
and Graduate Division students. To assess the quality of a student’s 
work, Lynn University uses the Fixed Standard.    That is at the end of 
Spring/Spring II, associate’s/bachelor’s students must have a 
cumulative grade point average of 2.0, master’s degree students must 
have a cumulative grade point average of 3.0 and doctoral students must 
have a cumulative grade point average of 3.25.  For the quantitative 
measure, a student must complete his/her degree within a specific time 
frame, as shown below: 
Students receiving Title IV funding must complete their degrees within a 
specific time frame as follows: 
 
Associate Degree 
 Full-time:  6 semesters (3 years) 
 Part-time: 12 semesters (6 years) 
Bachelor Degree 
									 Full-time:   12 semesters (6 years) 




							 	Full-time:   18 terms (3 years) 
						 	Part-time:   36 terms (6 years) 
 
Ed.D. 
 Full-time:  13.5  terms (4.5 years)  
 Part-time:  27  terms (9 years) 
 
Ph.D.  
 Full-time: 30 terms (7.5 years) 
 Part-time:  60 terms (15 years)   
 
								Each Title IV recipient must meet a specific measurement of 
academic progress within the specified time frame as follows: 
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Associate Degree/Bachelor Degree    
 Full-time:   20 credits (annually) 




 Full-time:  24 credits (annually) 




 Full-time:  12 credits  (annually) 




 Full-time: 8 credits (annually) 
 Part-time:  4 credits (annually) 
 
								A course that receives a grade of “W” for a course withdrawal or a 
grade of an “I” for an incomplete or a falling grade of a “F” or an “NP” 
for Not Pass will be evaluated as a non-completed course.  These non-
completed courses will jeopardize the student to be able to meet the 
Standard of Satisfactory Academic Progress for Financial Aid. 
 
       In summary, all students must meet both criteria; the grade point 
average requirement and degree time frame completion, in order to 
continue to receive financial assistance.  In essence, at least 67% of the 
cumulative courses attempted must be completed with a 2.0 or above 
cumulative grade point average for the associate/ bachelor’s program, 
3.0 or above cumulative grade point average for the master’s program 
and 3.25 or above cumulative grade point average for the doctoral 
program. 
 
    If  by the end of the spring semester/term, a student fails to meet 
either of the requirements described above, he or she will be placed on 
financial aid probation for the next academic year. 
 
      This requires a student to complete an appeal process and be 
approved.  This may allow the student to be eligible for federal financial 
aid reinstatement for the probationary semester.  A student is removed 
from probationary status when his or her cumulative grade point 
average meets the required cumulative GPA and he or she completes at 
least 67% of the courses they attempted.   
 
								If a student fails to complete their probationary semester 
successfully, their federal financial aid will be terminated.  The student 
will be eligible for reinstatement of Title IV aid once all satisfactory 
academic progress standards (course completion and GPA requirement) 
are met; their eligibility will be reviewed during the next SAP review 
period which is at the end of spring/spring II.   
 
								Repeat courses may not always be evaluated as any other normal 
course.  Lynn University does allow repetition of a course in a student’s 
enrollment status for a term as long as student has never passed the course.  
Students can retake a passed course once to improve the initial grade and 
receive Title IV funds. 
 
								Transfer hours accepted toward completion of the student’s program 
both hours attempted and hours completed may not always be evaluated 
as any other normal course. 
 
								A student may appeal these standards if there has been undue hardship 
(i.e., medical, death, divorce).    
 
Appeal	and	Reinstatement		
      	Students that do not meet the Standards of Satisfactory Academic 
Progress (SAP) by both qualitative and quantitative measures will have 
an opportunity to appeal their circumstances.  An appeal form must be 
completed by the student, their parent if they are a dependent student, 
and their academic advisor.  It must be submitted to the Financial Aid 
Committee. The appeal must be provided with supporting 
documentation within 30 days of receiving the federal financial aid 
termination letter.   Students that do not file an appeal, or who have their 
appeal denied, will be eligible for reinstatement of Title IV aid once all 
satisfactory academic progress standards (course completion and GPA 
requirements) are met; their eligibility will be reviewed during the next 
SAP review period which is at the end of spring/spring II.   
 
The Standards of Academic progress apply to the following 
programs: 
 Federal Pell Grant 
 Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant 
 (SEOG) 
Federal Direct Loans (Subsidized and Unsubsidized) 
 Federal Parent Loan for undergraduate Students (PLUS) 
 Federal Graduate PLUS Loan 
 Federal Work Study program 




















Athletic	 Scholarship	 –	 2.0	 cumulative	 grade	 point	 average	 each	
semester.	
	
Florida	Programs	 –	 (FL	 EASE	 &	 FSAG)	A	 renewal	 student	must	
have	a	2.0	cumulative	grade	point	average	and	have	completed	24	
credit	 hours	 during	 two	 semesters	 (fall	 and	spring).	A	 student	 is	
eligible	 for	 one	 probationary	 year	 if	 he	 or	 she	 falls	 below	 a	 2.0	
cumulative	 grade	 point	 average	 after	 the	 end	 of	 the	 end	 of	 the	
spring	semester.	
Veterans	Benefits	









     The forgiveness policy allows a student, who has changed his or her 
major, specialization or minor to discount up to two courses in the 
abandoned program. The transcript will reflect the student’s complete 
record with an added notation of “Academic Forgiveness Declared” by 
the selected course(s); however, the grade(s) will not be calculated in the 
cumulative GPA. Neither the grades nor the credits will be counted toward 
graduation requirements. A forgiveness policy form is available in the 
registrar’s office and will need the signature of the dean of the school of 
the newly chosen program, as well as registrar approval. The forgiveness 
policy may only be used once in a student’s college career. However, 
student requesting an academic forgiveness at Lynn University are not 
eligible to change their federal status for meeting the  Standards of 
Satisfactory Academic Progress for financial aid. Therefore, the financial 
aid must always include all courses attempted and taken in evaluating the 
student’s satisfactory academic progress for financial aid eligibility.  
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Academic	Bankruptcy	
								Students	requesting	an	academic	bankruptcy	at	Lynn	University	are	
not	 eligible	 to	change	 their	 federal	 status	 for	 standards	of	 satisfactory	
Academic	Progress	for	Financial	Aid.	The	federal	guidelines	prohibit	the	
concept	of	academic	bankruptcy.	Therefore,	the	financial	aid	office	must	





a	 Free	 Application	 for	 Federal	 Student	 Aid	 (FAFSA).	
This	can	be	done	online	at	www.fafsa.ed.gov.	 	FAFSA	
should	 be	 filed	 by	March	 1	 each	 year	 in	 order	 to	 be	
considered	for		all	aid	the	following	year.	
2. The	 FAFSA	 must	 be	 returned	 to	 the	 appropriate	
processing	agency.	The	agency	will	process	this	form	
and	 send	 the	 university	 a	 report	 on	what	 the	 family	
can	be	expected	to	contribute	to	the	educational	costs.	
3. Students	should	make	sure	that	their	transcripts	and	
recommendations	 are	 on	 file	 at	 the	 university,	
because	 financial	 aid	 decisions	 are	 not	 made	 until	
students	have	been	accepted	to	the	university.	
4. When	 students	 have	been	 accepted	and	 the	 financial	
analysis	 has	 been	 received	 from	 the	 processing	
agency,	 the	 university	 determines	 the	 financial	 aid	
award	and	notifies	the	students.	
5. Students	 are	 notified	 of	 their	 awards	 through	 the	
Electronic	 Student	 Aid	 System	 (ESAS).	 	 The	 student	
will	 have	 access	 to	 their	 estimated	 awards,	 missing	
documents	 needed	 to	 finalize	 the	 awards,	 and	 the	
federal	shopping	sheet	which	lists	costs	and	awards.	If	
a	student	wishes	to	accept	the	award,	he	or	she	must	
submit	 a	 nonrefundable	 deposit	 to	 the	 admissions	
office	within	15	days.		
6. Before	federal	financial	aid	funds	can	be	credited	to	a	
student's	 account,	 information	 submitted	 on	 the	
FAFSA	 is	 sometimes	 verified.	 The	 university	 is	
responsible	 for	 coordinating	 this	 federal	 verification	
process.	 In	 order	 to	 clarify	 the	 family's	 financial	
situation,	 Lynn	 University’s	 partner	 (KHEAA)	
Kentucky		Higher	Education	Assistance	Authority	may	
request	a	copy	of	the	parents’	and	student's	tax	return	




								Upon	receipt	of	 the	 information,	it	 is	reviewed	and	compared	
with	 the	 information	 noted	 on	 the	 need	 analysis.	 If	 this	 new	
information	changes	data	previously	submitted,	a	revised	financial	






















					Federal	 financial	 aid	 funds	 can	 be	 paid	 for	 only	 one	 repetition	 of	 a	
previously	passed	course.	Passing	grades	are	“A”,	“B”,	“C”,	“D”,	and	“P”.	A	





								A	 federal	 or	 state	 drug	 conviction	 can	 disqualify	 a	 student	 for	
Federal	Student	Financial	Aid.	The	student	 self-certifies	 in	applying	
for	aid	 that	 he/she	 is	 eligible	 for	 federal	 funds.	The	 student	 is	 not	
required	 to	provide	the	documentation	of	the	conviction	unless	the	
university	has	conflicting	information	in	the	school	records.	
























ends	 or	 when	 he/she	 successfully	 completes	 a	 qualified	 drug	
rehabilitation	program.	Further	drug	convictions	will	make	him/her	
ineligible	again.	
								Students	 denied	 eligibility	 for	 an	 indefinite	 period	 can	 regain	
eligibility	for	federal	assistance	only	after	successfully	completing	a	
rehabilitation	 program	 as	 described	 below	 or	 if	 a	 conviction	 is	
reversed,	 set	 aside,	 or	 removed	 from	 the	 student’s	 record	 so	 that	
fewer	than	two	conviction	for	sale	or	three	convictions	for	possession	
remain	 on	 the	 record.	 In	 such	 cases,	 the	 nature	 and	 dates	 of	 the	
remaining	 convictions	 will	 determine	 when	 the	 student	 regains	
eligibility.		It	is	the	student’s	responsibility	to	certify	to	the	university	
that	he/she	has	successfully	completed	the	rehabilitation	program;	
as	 with	 the	 conviction	 question	 on	 the	 FAFSA,	 the	 student	 is	 not	
required	 to	 confirm	 the	 reported	 information	 unless	 Lynn	 has	
conflicting	information	in	the	school	records.	
								When	 a	 student	 regains	 eligibility	 during	 the	 award	 year,	 the	










indirectly	 from	 a	 federal,	 state	 or	 local	 government	
program,	or	
 




• The	 program	 must	 be	 administered	 or	 recognized	 by	 a	
federal,	state,	or	local	government	agency	or	court,	or	









								Applicants	 do	 not	 apply	 for	 the	 various	 types	 of	 awards	













cannot	 receive	 more	 than	 6	 years	 (12	 semesters)	 of	 Pell	 Grant	
awards.		The	Supplemental	Educational	Opportunity	Grant	provides	




pursuing	 a	 second	 bachelor’s	 degree.	 Priority	 is	 given	 to	 students	
who	have	a	$0	EFC.	
	
	Federal	 Teacher	 Education	 Assistance	 for	 College	 and	 Higher	
Education	(TEACH)	Grant	
							




















the	 loan	 as	 long	 as	 the	 student	 is	 enrolled	 at	 least	 half-time.	New	
borrower	 on	 or	 after	 July	 1,	 2013,	 may	 receive	 Federal	 Direct	
Subsidized	 loans	 for	 an	 aggregate	 of	 150	 percent	 of	 student’s	
educational	program.		Once	the	student	has	reached	the	150%	limit,	
the	student	may	borrow	additional	funds	through	the	federal	direct	
unsubsidized	 loans.	 	 Interest	will	 begin	 to	 accrue	 on	 the	 student’s	
outstanding	Subsidized	loan	at	that	time.		
								Eligibility	is	based	on	other	sources	of	financial	aid	received	and	
a	parental	 contribution	 factor.	Students	must	complete	 the	Federal	
Direct	Loan	form	and	the	Master	Promissory	Note	available	through	











origination	 fee	 of	 1.066	 percent	 for	 loans	 first	 disbursed	 after	 to	
October	1,	2017		(subject	to	change	after	September	30,	2018).	The	








student.	 Independent	 undergraduate	 students	 and	 dependent	












can	 borrow	 is	 the	 difference	 between	 the	 cost	 of	 attendance	 and	
financial	aid	eligibility.	For	PLUS	 loans	 there	will	 be	a	 fixed	rate	of	
7.595	 percent.	 Repayment	 begins	 within	 60	 days	 of	 the	 full	 loan	
disbursement.		Direct	Plus	Loan	interest	rates	are	subject	to	change	
in	 June	 2019.	 	 There	 is	 also	 a	Direct	 Plus	 origination	 fee	 of	 4.264		
percent	 for	 loans	 first	 disbursed	 after	October	 1,	 2017	 (subject	 to	
change	 after	 September	 30,	 2018).	 	 Parents	 can	 choose	 to	 defer	
payments	until	 six	months	after	 the	student	ceases	 to	be	at	 least	a	





								The	 FSA	 Student	 Loan	Ombudsman	Group	 is	 available	 to	 help	
federal	 student	 loan	 borrowers	 who	 need	 assistance	 with	 a	 loan	
dispute.	 	 The	 Loan	 Ombudsman	 Group	 should	 only	 be	 contacted	
when	 the	 borrower	 has	 already	 attempted	 to	 resolve	 their	 loan	
dispute	with	 their	 financial	aid	office	or	 loan	servicer.	 	The	easiest	
way	to	contact	the	Loan	Ombudsman	Group	is	via	on-line	assistance	
at	 https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/repay-loans/disputes/prepare	 or	
























open	 to	 undergraduate	 students	 who	 have	 lived	 in	 Florida	 on	 a	
permanent	basis	for	12	months	prior	 to	the	first	day	of	classes	for	 the	
academic	 term	 for	 which	 the	 award	 is	 made.	 	 Dependent	 students’	
parents	 must	 fit	 this	 definition.	 	 For	 the	 purpose	 of	 residency,	 an	






























100	 hours	 of	 community	 service.	 National	 Merit	 Scholars	 or	
graduates	 of	 the	 International	 Baccalaureate	 programs	 are	
automatically	 eligible.	 The	 award	 amount	 is	 currently	 $211	 per	
credit.	Application	is	submitted	directly	to	the	Florida	Department	





								The	 student	must	 be	 a	 graduate	 of	 a	 Florida	 high	 school,	 have	
obtained	 a	cumulative	 grade	point	 average	of	3.0	 in	 the	 15	college	
preparatory	 courses	 as	 identified	 by	 the	 Florida	 Board	 of	 Regents	
Rule	and	have	an	SAT	of	1170	of	an	ACT	of	26	or	higher	and	complete	
75	 hours	 of	 community	 services.	 	 National	 Merit	 Scholars	 or	




graduation.	 Students	 may	 apply	 online	 at	
www.floridastudentfinancialaid.org.	
								For	more	 information	 on	 the	 Florida	 Bright	 Futures	 programs,	








																To	 be	 considered	 for	 this	 scholarship,	 students	 must	 be	 an	
incoming,	 admitted,	 first-year	 full-time	 student	with	 a	 high	 school	
GPA	of	3.6	 (on	 a	 4.0	 scale)	or	higher.	 	 SAT	and	ACT	scores	will	 be	
considered	 if	 the	 candidate	 elected	 to	 apply	 with	 test	 scores	
considered	at	the	time	of	application.	 	Nominees	who	are	invited	to	
apply	 for	 this	 scholarship	 will	 receive	 an	 application	 for	







University.	 This	 award	 is	 renewable	when	 a	 cumulative	 3.5	 grade	
point	 average	 is	maintained.	This	program	 is	open	 to	 international	
students.		
Lynn	Merit	Scholarship		
					Candidates	 must	 be	 incoming,	 admitted	 first-year	 full-time	
students	with	a	high	school	GPA	of	2.0	and	above,	and	SAT	score	of	
920	and	above.		This	scholarship	is	renewable,	provided	the	student	












								This	 loan	 program	 is	 awarded	 on	 the	 basis	 of	 financial	 need	 as	
determined	by	the	Office	of	Student	Financial	Services.	The	funds	for	
this	program	are	limited.	The	loan	represents	money	borrowed	by	the	
students	 and	must	 be	 repaid	with	 interest	 after	 leaving	 school.	 The	
current	interest	rate	is	5	percent.	The	student	must	sign	a	promissory	





need	 on	 the	 Free	 Application	 for	 Student	 Federal	 Assistance	
application.	Awards	range	from	$500		to	$7,000.	
	
Lynn	University	Grant	 	 	 	 	
								Grants	 are	 awarded	 to	 upperclassmen	 who	 are	 worthy	 of	
scholarship	consideration	and	in	need	of	financial	assistance.	Average	




								A	 discount	 is	 provided	 to	 immediate	 family	 members	 who	 are	
enrolled	 in	credit-bearing	classes	during	 the	same	 term.	 	Two	 family	
members	 receive	 10	 percent	 discount	 each.	 	 Three	 family	members	
receive	15	percent	discount	each.		The	discount	is	applied	against	the	
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Alumni Grant 	







basketball,	 lacrosse	 and	 golf,	 and	 in	 women’s	 soccer,	 tennis,	
basketball,	 volleyball,	 golf,	 swimming,	 cross	 country	 and	 softball.	




								These	 scholarships	 are	 awarded	 to	 students	 primarily	 on	 the	




the	 following	 academic	 year.	 The	 scholarship	 is	 renewable	 if	 the	
student	maintains	a	2.75	minimum	cumulative	grade	point	average	
each	semester;	earns	a	B	or	better	in	their	applied	major	instrument	
lessons;	 and	 attends	 classes,	 lessons,	 rehearsals,	 master	 classes,	
performance	 forum,	outreach	 performances,	 juries,	mock	 auditions	
and	other	conservatory	performances	and	activities	as	required.	An	
evaluation	of	each	student	will	take	place	at	the	end	of	each	academic	





								Scholarships	 are	 available	 from	 private	 organizations	 or	
















































								For	 benefit	 certification	 purposes,	 any	 student	 receiving	 VA	
benefits	must	 submit	to	 the	Office	of	Student	Financial	Services	a	
copy	 of	 their	 DD	 214	 and	 Certificate	 of	 Eligibility.	 Student	 must	
report	enrollment	status	changes	to	the	Office	of	Student	Financial	
Services	and	 to	 their	case	manager.	Students	must	be	aware	 they	
may	be	liable	to	repay	the	VA	for	course	load	reductions	unless	they	
can	 establish	 acceptable	 mitigating	 circumstances	 causing	 the	
reduction.	 SFS	 will	 evaluate	 each	 Veteran/Veteran	 dependents’	
credits	 each	 semester	 and	 report	 them	 to	 the	 Veterans	
Administration.	If	a	veteran/veteran	dependent	withdraws,	it	will	












Enhancement	 Program	 (Yellow	 Ribbon	 Program),	 which	 is	 a	
provision	of	the	Post	–	9/11	Veterans	Educational	Assistance	Act	of	
2008.	 The	 institution	 is	 in	 agreement	with	 the	 U.S.	 Department	 of	
Veterans	Affairs	(VA)	to	fund	tuition	expenses	that	exceed	the	highest	
public	 in-state	 undergraduate	 tuition	 rate.	 The	 institution	 can	
contribute	up	to	50	percent	of	those	expenses,	and	VA	will	match	the	
same	amount	as	 the	 institution.	For	 the	 2018-2019	academic	year,	
Lynn	 University	 ‘s	 commitment	 to	 the	 Yellow	 Ribbon	 program	 is	
capped	at	$13,000,	which	means	the	Veterans	Administration	(VA)	
will	also	commit	 to	$13,000.	The	Ch.	33	benefits	will	 already	cover	
$23,671,	 so	 in	 total	 the	 VA	 benefits	 can	 pay	 is	 up	 to	 $49,671.	 Any	
excess	costs	beyond	$49,671	will	be	borne	by	the	student.	GI	Bill	®	is	
a	 registered	 trademark	of	 the	U.	 S.	Department	of	Veterans	Affairs	
(VA).	 More	 information	 about	 education	 benefits	 offered	 by	 VA	 is	






Department	 of	 Veterans	 Affairs	 with	 previous	 post-secondary	
training/experience	must	 request	 that	 official	 transcript(s)	 be	 sent	 to	
Lynn	University.	All	transcripts	must	be	received	by	the	end	of	the	first	
term	or	 the	student's	 educational	 benefits	will	be	 terminated	until	 all	







U.	 S.	 Department	 of	 Veterans	 Affairs	 (VA).	 More	 information	 about	
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Summer	School	

















graduate	 level	 courses	not	applicable	 to	 the	 undergraduate	 degree	
program.	
	
Tax	 Law	 (U.S.	 Citizens	 and	 International	
Students)	








								Please	 contact	 your	 tax	 advisor	 on	 how	 to	 report	 your	 taxable	
scholarship	income	on	your	U.S.	Income	Tax	Return.	
1098-T	
								Lynn	University	 is	 required	 to	 file	 to	 the	 Internal	Revenue	 Service	
(IRS)	 for	 each	 student	 who	 enrolled	 and	 for	 whom	 a	 reportable	
transaction	 was	 made	 on	 their	 student	 account,	 a	 1098-T,	 Tuition	
Statement	.	
								As	of	tax	year	2018,	Lynn	University	will	report	the	amount	paid	for	
the	 calendar	 year	 for	 qualified	 expenses.	 	 Each	 student	 is	 required	 to	




















								All	 foreign	 nationals	 are	 required	 to	 complete	 a	 profile	 on	 the	
Foreign	 National	 Information	 System	 site	 at:		
https://fnis.thomsonreuters.com/Lynn.	 All	 international	 students	














of	 whether	 or	 not	 he/she	 earned	 any	 money.	 	 This	 does	 not	
necessarily	mean	he/she	has	to	pay	taxes;	however,	in	order	to	avoid	
any	issues	with	his/her	status	as	an	F-1	student,	he/she	may	need	to	





1	 student,	 they	 are	 required	 to	 file	 the	 IRS	 Form	 1040NR-EZ,	 U.S.	
Income	 Tax	 Return	 for	 Certain	 Nonresident	 Aliens	 With	 No	














Moldova,	 Tajikistan,	 Turkmenistan,	 and	 Uzbekistan,	 Cyprus,	 Czech	
Republic,	Egypt,	Estonia,	 France,	 Germany,	 Iceland,	 Indonesia,	 Israel,	
Kazakhstan,	 Latvia,	 Lithuania,	 Morocco,	 Netherlands,	 Norway,	
Pakistan,	 Philippines,	 Poland,	 Portugal,	 Romania,	 Russia,	 Slovak	
Republic,	Slovenia,	Spain,	South	Korea,	Thailand,	Trinidad	and	Tobago,	
Tunisia,	 Ukraine	 and	 Venezuela.	 Countries	 are	 subject	 to	 change.	
Students	from	any	other	country	will	have	14	percent	taxes	withheld	
and	billed	to	their	school	account.	If	the	student	is	from	a	non-treaty	
country,	 any	 room	 and	 board	 scholarships	 will	 be	 taxed	 at	 the	 14	
percent	 rate.	Every	 international	 student	can	apply	for	an	Individual	





submit	 a	 W-7	 form	 to	 IRS	 by	 April	 15,	 2019.	 These	 tax	 forms	 are	
available	in	the	International	Student	office.	Any	student	who	does	not	
comply	 with	 the	 filing	 of	 the	 tax	 returns	 will	 not	 have	 his/her	
scholarships	 renewed.	 The	 student	 may	 contact	 an	 international	
student	advisor	for	more	information.	
								Any	 international	 student	 from	 a	 treaty	 country	 will	 need	 to	
provide	a	social	security	or	ITIN	(individual	taxpayer	identification	
number)	and	complete	form	W-8BEN	to	claim	a	tax	treaty	exemption	




								Private	 loan	 programs	 are	 available	 for	 international	 students.	
The	amount	that	can	be	borrowed	is	up	to	the	cost	of	attendance	at	
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our	university.	Students	will	need	to	obtain	an	American	resident	as	
















tuition	 and	 fees	 as	 determined	 by	 the	 Office	 of	 Student	 Financial	
Services.	
 
II. GRADUATE INFORMATION 
Tuition	and	Payment	Policies	
Graduate	Tuition	and	Fees	 	 	 	 	
								Fees	are	determined	on	an	annual	basis.	The	university	reserves	
the	right	to	change,	with	or	without	notice,	any	of	the	fees	printed	in	
this	 catalog.	 Increases	should	be	expected	 in	 subsequent	years.	All	







								Limited	 student	 housing	 space	 is	 available	 for	 graduate	




																Course	 withdrawals	 from	 graduate	 programs	 must	 be	
processed	 through	 the	 Office	 of	 the	 Registrar.	 The	 student	 is	





								Withdrawal	 from	 the	 university	 is	 a	 formal	 procedure	 that	
requires	submission	of	a	Request	for	Withdrawal	form	available	in	




								The	 student	 may	 request	 a	 Leave	 of	 Absence	 from	 study	 in	 a	
graduate	 degree	 program.	 A	 letter	 requesting	 the	 leave	 with	 the	
reasons	for	the	leave	should	be	given	to	the	program	coordinator	for	
approval.	 Each	 student	 may	 request	 up	 to	 one	 year	 of	 leave.	 Any	




















								Refunds	 are	 calculated	 on	 the	 basis	 of	 the	 total	 term	 charges	
payable	 after	deductions	 for	nonrefundable	 deposits	and	 fees.	This	




Graduate	Studies	(New)	 	 $740	 per	 credit	 hour									
Graduate	Psychology	 	 $650	 per	 credit	 hour	
Graduate	Criminal	Justice		 	 $650					per				credit					hour	
Graduate	Education	 	 	 $650					per				credit					hour	
	Ed.D.	Tuition	 	 																				$850	 per	 credit	 hour		







electronic	 wire	 transfers	 in	 U.S.	 dollars	 only.	 Credit	 cards	 that	 are	
accepted	 include	 MasterCard,	 American	 Express,	 Visa	 and	 Discover.	
Please	include	the	student’s	Lynn	University	identification	number	with	
all	 payments.	 	 Certain	 foreign	 currencies	 are	 accepted	 online	 at	
www.lynn.edu/ebill.	
Payments	may	be	submitted:	





	 	 	 at	www.lynn.edu/waystopay	
	 	 	
													To	 help	 ensure	 that	 the	 appropriate	 student’s	 account	 is	
credited	in	a	timely	fashion,	please	include	 the	student’s	name	and	
Lynn	 University	 student	 identification	 number	 on	 wiring	
instructions.	Confirmation	of	payments	should	be	faxed	to	the	Office	
of	Student	Financial	Services	at	561-237-7189	or	hand	delivered	to	
the	 Cashier’s	 Office.	 Evening	 payment	 options	 and	 the	 university’s	














Student	 Aid	 (FAFSA)	 form	 must	 be	 completed	 and	 submitted	 to	 the	
Federal	Processing	Center.	In	approximately	two	weeks	a	report	will	be	
sent	 to	 the	 student	 and	 to	 Lynn	 University.	 The	 university	 will	 then	
determine	the	student’s	eligibility	for	the	loan	programs.	The	student	will	
receive	an	electronic	award	 letter.	All	verification	 items	 (financial	and	
eligibility	 status)	 must	 be	 completed	 before	 loan	 applications	 are	
submitted	 for	 processing.	 International	 students	 are	 not	 eligible	 for	
federal	financial	aid.	Graduates	should	review	the	financial	aid	section	of	
this	 catalog	 for	 specific	 financial	 aid	 loans,	 policies	 and	 university	









									This	 loan	 is	not	based	on	 financial	 need.	 	A	 graduate/doctoral	
student	who	wishes	to	apply	for	the	Direct	Loan	program,	may	apply	
for		the	unsubsidized	loan	program.		There	will	be	a	fixed	rate	of	6.595	
percent.	 	 Direct	 Loan	 interest	 rates	 are	 subject	 to	 change	 in	 June,	
2019.		There	is	also	a	Direct	Loan	origination	fee	of	1.066		percent	for	
loans	first	disbursed	after	October	1,	2017	(subject	 to	change	after	
September	 30,	 2018).	 The	 student	 is	 responsible	 for	 all	 in	 school	







university.	 	 The	 amount	 a	 student	 can	 borrow	 is	 the	 difference	
between	the	cost	of	attendance	and	financial	aid	eligibility.			For	PLUS	
loans	 there	will	be	a	 fixed	rate	of	7.595	percent.	 Interest	 rates	are	
subject	 to	 change	 in	 June,	 2019.	 	 	 There	 is	 also	 a	 Direct	 Loan	
origination	fee	of	4.264	percent	for	loans	first	disbursed	after	October	
1,	2017	(subject	 to	change	after	September	30,	2018).	 If	you	are	a	
graduate	 or	 professional	 student,	 your	 loan	 will	 be	 placed	 into	


























Graduate	 Assistants	 are	 eligible	 to	 buy	 an	 iPad	 for	 $400	 	 as	 an	
Instructional	 Materials	 Fee	 or	 may	 choose	 to	 bring	 their	 own	





								Scholarships	are	awarded	 to	students	 primarily	on	 the	 basis	of	
musical	ability	and	artistic	talent	as	demonstrated	in	their	auditions.	
To	 be	 considered,	 domestic	 students	 must	 complete	 the	 Free	
Application	 for	 Federal	 Student	 Aid	 (FAFSA)	 form	 in	 order	 to	 be	
considered.	 Applicants	 are	 encouraged	 to	 apply	 by	 the	 priority	
deadline	of	March	1	 for	entrance	 the	 following	academic	year.	The	
scholarship	 is	 renewable	 if	 the	 student	 maintains	 the	 minimum	
cumulative	grade	point	average	each	semester;	earns	a	B	or	better	in	
their	Applied	Major	Instrument	lessons;	and	attends	classes,	lessons,	
rehearsals,	 master	 classes,	 performance	 forum,	 outreach	
performances,	 juries,	 mock	 auditions	 and	 other	 conservatory	







time	 employees	 of	 an	 educational	 institution	 may	 qualify	 for	 an	
educational	 discount	 of	 15	 percent	 per	 credit	 hour.	 Development	
specialists	also	may	be	eligible.	For	discount	approval,	students	must	




								Graduate	 students	 in	 the	 M.S.	 in	 Administration	 with	
Specialization	in	Criminal	Justice	Program	may	qualify	for	a	discount	
of	 15	 percent	 per	 credit	 hour.	 The	 students	 in	 this	 program	must		




life	or	property.	For	discount	 approval,	 the	student	must	 submit	a	
current	 employment	 verification	 letter	 to	 the	 Office	 of	 Student	
Financial	Services	each	year.		
Online	Program	Alumni	Tuition	Discount	
						Alumni	 that	have	graduated	 from	Lynn	University	at	 least	 five	
years	ago	or	longer	may	be	eligible	for	a	10	percent	tuition	discount	






					For	 benefit	 certification	 purposes,	 any	 student	 receiving	 VA	
benefits	must	submit	to	the	Office	of	Student	Financial	Services	a	copy	





evaluate	 each	 Veteran/Veteran	 dependent’s	 credits	 each	 semester	
and	report	them	to	the	Veterans	Administration.	If	a	veteran/veteran	
dependent	 withdraws,	 it	 will	 count	 toward	 his/her	 benefits	
eligibility.	If	 a	veteran/veteran	dependent	drops	a	course,	they	will	
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not	 receive	 payment.	 SFS	 will	 monitor	 all	 VA	 students’	 academic	
records.	 Please	 see	 the	 VA	 Web	 site	 for	 further	 information	 on	
policies	and	procedures.	GI	Bill	®	is	a	registered	trademark	of	the	U.	
S.	 Department	 of	 Veterans	 Affairs	 (VA).	 More	 information	 about	






Enhancement	 Program	 (Yellow	 Ribbon	 Program),	 which	 is	 a	
provision	of	the	Post	–	9/11	Veterans	Educational	Assistance	Act	of	
2008.	 	The	 institution	 is	 in	 agreement	with	 the	U.S.	Department	of	
Veterans	Affairs	(VA)	to	fund	tuition	expenses	that	exceed	the	highest	
public	 in-state	 undergraduate	 tuition	 rate.	 	 The	 institution	 can	
contribute	up	to	50	percent	of	those	expenses,	and	VA	will	match	the	
same	amount	as	 the	 institution.	For	 the	 2018-2019	academic	year,	









Department	 of	 Veterans	 Affairs	 with	 previous	 post-secondary	
training/experience	must	 request	 that	 official	 transcript(s)	 be	 sent	 to	
Lynn	University.	All	transcripts	must	be	received	by	the	end	of	the	first	
term	 or	 the	 student’s	 educational	 benefits	will	 be	 terminated	 until	 all	







U.	 S.	 Department	 of	 Veterans	 Affairs	 (VA).	 More	 information	 about	














































Not	 Pass	 will	 be	 evaluated	 as	 a	 non-completed	 course.	 	 These	 non-

















General Academic  
Policies and Regulations 
					
	































































Academic	Grievance	Policy    
 
								The	following	Academic	Grievance	Policy	was	designed	by	Lynn	
















Student	 should	 be	 aware,	 however,	 that	 evaluation	 of	 student	
performance	 is	 the	 prerogative	 and	 responsibility	 of	 the	 course	











during	the	 first	 three	weeks	 following	the	end	of	the	term	only	on	 the	
basis	of	computational	error.	The	process	is	as	follows:	
					The	 student	 is	 to	 request	 a	 meeting	 with	 the	 instructor	 who	


















						These	procedures	should	be	used	 to	 appeal	or	 resolve	disputes	
concerning	other	academic	related	decisions	considered	by	a	student	
to	 be	 arbitrary	 or	 contrary	 to	 University	 policy,	 including	 but	 not	
limited	to,	classroom	issues	(i.e.,	attendance,	failure	to	adhere	to	the	
Course	 Syllabus,	 etc.)	 or	 issues	 pertaining	 to	 academic	 freedom	or	
rights.	 Appeals	 pertaining	 to	 academic	 dishonesty	 and	 satisfactory	
academic	 progress	 follow	 separate	 procedures	 as	 outlined	 in	 the	




under	 this	 section	should	 first	arrange	a	conference	 to	discuss	 the	
appeal	 or	 grievance	 with	 the	 faculty	 member(s)	 whose	 action	 is	
believed	to	have	violated	University	policy.	It	 is	expected	that	all	of	




satisfaction	 from	the	 discussion	with	 the	 faculty	member	 involved,	
the	 student	 may	 submit	 a	 written	 request	 with	 all	 supporting	
documents	to	the	college	dean.	
	





































































































































						Registered	 students	 are	 permitted	 to	 enter	 class	 only	 after	












mentoring	 is	 teaching;	 an	 ongoing	 exchange	 between	 faculty	 and	
students	 in	which	 faculty	explain	how	 and	why	courses,	 programs	



















2. identifying	 courses	 and	 experiential	 learning	
opportunities	 that	 will	 help	 the	 student	 to	 achieve	
personal		 and	professional	goals.	
3. being	 available	 and	 accessible	 to	 advisees	 and	 working	
with	faculty	to	monitor	students’	academic	status.	











								Undergraduate	 Day	 freshman	 and	 sophomore	 students	 must	
meet	 with	 and	 be	 registered	 by	 a	 designated	 academic	 advisor.		
Students	 with	 45	 or	 more	 credits	 earned	 can	 meet	 with	 and	 be	
registered	 by	 their	 designated	 advisor	 or	 may	 register	 online	 via	
MyLynn,	pending	approval	by	their	advisor.	
	
								Undergraduate	 Evening/online	 students	 are	 advised	 by	 a	
designated	 academic	advisor.	After	an	 initial	advising	meeting	 and	
registration,	students	may	register	online	for	the	following	terms.	
	
								Graduate	 Day	 students	 are	 advised	 by	 a	 designated	 academic	
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Attendance	
	






school	 days)	 should	 notify	 the	 Dean	 of	 Students.		 The	 Dean	 of	
Students	will	determine	whether	the	excuse	is	warranted.			
							The	student’s	involvement	in	classroom	activities	and	discussions	
is	 encouraged	 and	 expected.		 Therefore,	 attendance	 is	 not	 only	
important,	but	is	essential	to	the	learning	experience.			




































								During	 the	 January	 Term	or	 J-Term,	 all	 first	 year	 students	will	
take	 a	 course	 in	 our	 inaugural	 program,	 The	 Citizenship	 Project.	
Courses	in	the	Citizenship	Project	focus	on	a	civic	issue,	problem	or	
topic	 and	 will	 engage	 in	 experiential	 learning	 opportunities	 and	










								Matriculated	 students	 are	 those	 who	 have	 met	 all	 admission	
requirements	and	have	declared	their	intention	to	obtain	a	degree.	
								Non-matriculated	students	are	those	who	have	not	been	admitted	
to	a	degree	 program	but	are	eligible	 to	enroll	 as	 full-	or	 part-time	







								Matriculated	 students	 are	 classified	 according	 to	 the	 following	
number	of	semester	hours	of	credit	completed	toward	their	degree:	
	 Classification	 	 Credit	Hours	
	 First	Year	 	 	 0	to	30	
	 Sophomore	 	 31	to	60	
	 Junior	 	 	 61	to	90	





course	 instructor,	 advisor	 and	 college	 dean	 to	 the	 Office	 of	 the	




								All	 Lynn	University	 students	 and	 staff	 are	 expected	 to	 practice	
responsible	and	ethical	behavior	in	their	computing	activities.	While	




is	 responsible	 for	 securing	 its	 computing	 systems	 against	
unauthorized	access	and/or	abuse	while	making	them	accessible	for	
authorized	 and	 legitimate	 uses.	 This	 responsibility	 includes	





degree	 will	 be	 allowed	 to	 take	 a	 maximum	 of	 six	 credits	 in	 the	

































































within	 the	 designated	 time	 frame.	 Refer	 to	 the	 academic	 calendar	 for	
deadlines.	
								Students	 who	 withdraw	 from	 a	 course	 will	 receive	 a	 W	 on	 their	
permanent	 university	 record.	 A	 student	 can	 have	 no	more	 than	 eight	
course	withdrawals	during	his	or	her	undergraduate	enrollment	in	the	
university	or	 three	course	withdrawals	during	each	graduate/doctoral	





























various	 formats)	 involves	 a	 one-on-one	 relationship	 between	 the	
student	and	 the	instructor	(i.e.,	 frequent	conferences	regarding	the	
study	are	 needed	 in	order	 to	complete	 a	 regularly	offered	course).	
Appropriate	 request	 forms	 for	Directed	 Study	 are	 available	 in	 the	
Office	of	the	Registrar.		
								Independent	 Study	 involves	 scholastic	 or	 research	 endeavors	
apart	 from	 regular	 courses	 offered	 at	 Lynn	 University.	 Students	
should	 pursue	 Independent	 Study	 with	 direction	 from	 their	
supervising	 professor	with	 the	approval	of	 the	appropriate	college	
dean.	





								Students	must	meet	 the	 following	criteria	 in	order	 to	 receive	a	
dual	major:	
• both	majors	must	be	completed	simultaneously	(a	degree	
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and	 awards,	 and	 verification	 of	 the	 dates	 of	 attendance	 and	
conferring	of	degrees.	Names,	addresses,	phone	numbers,	and	other	
directory	information	will	be	released	for	use	within	the	University	
community.	Only	 transcripts	of	academic	 records	 and	statement	of	
academic	 status	 pertaining	 to	 Lynn	 University	 course	 work	 are	
released	to	third	parties	and	then	only	with	the	written	authorization	
of	the	student.																	
								Parents	 of	 a	 dependent	 student	 have	 the	 right	 of	 access	 to	
educational	records.	
								A	student	or	eligible	parent	has	the	right	to	challenge	any	content	
of	 the	 student’s	 education	 record	 which	 is	 considered	 to	 be	
inaccurate,	 misleading,	 or	 in	 violation	 of	 the	 student’s	 privacy	 or	
other	 rights.	 Such	 challenge	 may	 be	 directed	 to	 the	 University	
Registrar	in	writing	and	clearly	identify	the	part	of	the	record	they	
want	changed,	and	specify	why	it	is	inaccurate	or	misleading.	Please	




1. If	 the	 University	 decides	 not	 to	 amend	 the	 record	 as	
requested	 by	 the	 student	 or	 eligible	 parent,	 the	Registrar	
will	notify	the	student	or	eligible	parent	of	the	decision	and	














parent.	 Such	 individuals,	 however,	 are	 not	 permitted	 to	
address	the	hearing	officer.	The	hearing	officer	will	make	a	
decision	 in	writing	 based	 upon	 the	evidence	presented	at	
the	 hearing	 within	 a	 reasonable	 time.	 The	 decision	 will	
include	 a	 summary	 of	 the	 evidence	 presented	 and	 the	
reasons	for	the	decision.		
	
4. If	 the	 hearing	 officer	 supports	 the	 challenge	 request,	 the	
education	 record	 will	 be	 amended	 accordingly	 and	 the	
student	or	eligible	parent	will	be	so	informed.	If	the	hearing	
officer	 decides	 not	 to	 amend	 the	 education	 record,	 the	
student	 has	 the	 right	 to	 place	 in	 the	 education	 record	 a	
statement	 commenting	 on	 the	 challenged	 information	
and/or	 stating	 the	 reasons	 for	 disagreement	 with	 the	
decision.	This	 statement	will	be	maintained	 as	part	of	 the	





							A	 student’s	 permanent	 record	 consists	 of	 the	 transcript,	
application	 for	 admittance,	 and	 semester	 grade	 reports.	 These	 are	
maintained	in	the	Office	of	the	Registrar.	All	documentation	used	in	





								Lynn	 University	 has	 designated	 the	 following	 information	 as	





















								In	 order	 to	withhold	 the	 release	 of	 the	 above	 information,	 the	
student	 must	 present	 the	 request	 to	 prevent	 disclosure	 form	 or	 a	





records	 upon	 written	 request	 to	 the	 Office	 of	 the	 Registrar.	
Educational	 records	 include	 academic	 records,	 applications,	 high	
school	transcript,	letters	of	recommendation,	and	judicial	files.	With	
respect	 to	 former	 students,	 the	 term	 education	 records	 excludes	
records	that	are	created	or	received	after	an	individual	is	no	longer	a	
student	in	attendance	at	Lynn	University	and	are	not	directly	related	




								There	 are	 some	 records	 to	 which	 the	 student	 has	 no	 right	 of	
access.	These	are:		
1. Professional	mental	health	treatment	records	to	the	extent	
necessary,	 in	 the	 judgment	 of	 the	 attending	 physician	 or	
professional	 counselor,	 to	avoid	detrimental	effects	 to	 the	
mental	 health	 of	 the	 student	 or	 of	 others.	 These	 records	











4. Confidential	 letters	 of	 recommendation	 concerning	
admission,	employment,	or	honorary	recognition,	for	which	
the	 student	 has	waived	 access.	 (Lynn	University	 may	 not	












								The	 University	 will	 not	 release	 any	 confidential	 records	
concerning	any	student	or	former	student	unless	a	written	statement	
authorizing	 such	 a	 release	 is	 supplied	 by	 the	 student	 or	 former	
student.	Exceptions	to	this	policy	are:		
1. Faculty	 and	 staff	 members	 with	 legitimate	 educational	








company	 with	 whom	 the	 University	 has	 contracted	
(such	 as	 an	 attorney,	 auditor,	 or	 collection	 agent);	 a	
person	serving	on	the	Board	of	Trustees;	or	a	student	
serving	on	an	official	committee,	 such	as	disciplinary	




the	 official	 needs	 to	 review	 an	 education	 record	 in	
order	to	fulfill	the	official’s	professional	responsibility.	
		
c. Additionally,	 education	 records	 may	 be	 released	 to	
contractors,	consultants,	volunteers,	and	other	outside	
service	 providers	 used	 by	 the	University	 to	 perform	
institutional	 services	 and	 functions,	 that	 it	 would	
otherwise	use	employees	of	the	University	to	perform.	
The	 University	 must	 use	 “reasonable	 methods”	 to	
ensure	 that	 the	 school	 official	 obtain	 access	 to	 only	
those	education	records-paper	or	electronic-in	which	
they	 have	 legitimate	 educational	 interests	 and	 the	




administering	 educational	 programs:	 The	 regulations	
clarify	 that	 educational	 agencies	 and	 institutions	 may	

















7. Emergency	 situations	 involving	 the	 health	 or	 safety	 of	
students	or	other	persons:	In	making	a	determination	under	
the	 health	and	safety	exception,	which	allows	 educational	








b. If	 the	 University	 determines	 there	 is	 an	 “articulable	
and	 significant	 threat”	 to	 the	 health	 or	 safety	 of	 a	
student	 or	 others,	 it	 may	 disclose	 information	 from	
education	records	to	third	parties,	whose	knowledge	
of	 the	 information	 is	 necessary	 to	 protect	 them,	











necessary	 to	 protect	 the	 health	 and	 safety	 of	 the	
student	or	other	individuals.		
	
e. The	 Department	 of	 Education	 will	 require	 that	 the	







or	 policy	 of	 the	 institution,	 governing	 the	 use	 or	
possession	of	alcohol	or	a	controlled	substance,	if	the	
institution	determines	that	the	student	has	committed	




8. Disclosure	 made	 in	 compliance	 with	 judicial	 order	 or	
lawfully	issued	subpoena;		
	
9. Disclosure	 made	 pursuant	 to	 federal	 and	 state	 law,	
including	 complying	 with	 the	 Campus	 Sex	 Crimes	


















University	 may	 disclose	 any	 records	 or	 information,	
including	 health	 and	 disciplinary	 records,	 that	 the	









disciplinary	 proceeding,	 subject	 to	 the	 requirements	 of	
§99.39(a)(14),	 if	 the	 school	 determines	 the	 student	 is	 an	




While	 the	 University	 reserves	 the	 right	 under	 the	 above	




record	of	all	parties	 requesting	or	obtaining	access	 to	 the	
contents	of	student	records	(except	in	case	of	requests	by	
school	 officials;	 or	 by	 parties	 requesting	 directory	





							A	 student	 may	 challenge	 the	 contents	 of	 an	 education	 record	
which	 they	 consider	 to	 be	 inaccurate,	 misleading,	 or	 otherwise	 in	
violation	of	their	privacy	rights.		Students	may	initiate	a	challenge	by	
submitting	a	written	request	to	the	custodian	of	the	particular	record	












3.	 The	 University	 shall	 be	 afforded	 the	 opportunity	 to	 present	





















































								Students’	 permanent	 academic	 files,	 including	 all	 official	
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Right	to	File	a	Complaint		
								In	addition	to	the	above	rights,	the	act	also	affords	students	the	
right	 to	 file	 a	 complaint	 with	 the	 U.S.	 Department	 of	 Education	
concerning	 alleged	 failures	 by	 Lynn	University	 to	 comply	with	 the	
requirements	 of	 FERPA.	 The	 name	 and	 address	 of	 the	 Office	 that	
administers	 FERPA	 is:	 Family	 Policy	 Compliance	 Office,	 U.S.	
Department	of	 Education,	 400	Maryland	Avenue,	 SW.,	Washington,	
D.C.,	20202	5920	
								For	 a	 complete	 description	 of	 FERPA	 regulations,	 please	 visit:	
http://www.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/index.html,	 which	 is	 a	




								The	 forgiveness	 policy	allows	 a	 student	 to	discount	courses	 in	 the	
abandoned	major,	minor	or	specialization.	It	also	allows	for	forgiveness	
of	 an	 elective	 that	 does	 not	 need	 to	 be	 successfully	 completed	 for	
graduation	purposes.	The	transcript	will	reflect	the	student’s	complete	
record	with	an	added	notation	of	“Academic	Forgiveness	Declared”	by	the	
selected	course(s);	however,	 the	 grade(s)	will	 not	 be	calculated	 in	 the	
cumulative	GPA.	A	forgiveness	policy	form	is	available	on	myLynn	and	





								At	 the	 midterm	 point	 each	 semester,	 all	 undergraduate	 day	
students	 will	 be	 issued	 a	 midterm	 grade	 viewable	 on	 the	Web	 at	
www.lynn.edu/mylynn.		






1. The	 student	 must	 provide	 to	 the	 dean	 of	 students	
documentation	of	the	extenuating	circumstance(s)	that	










1. The	 student	 will	 have	 the	 option	 of	 applying	 for	 an	
incomplete	in	one	or	more	courses.		
	
2. The	 student	 will	 obtain	 and	 complete	 the	 incomplete	
application	form	and	bring	it	to	the	dean	of	students	with	
appropriate	 documentation.	 	 The	 dean	 of	 students	will	
verify	that	the	student’s	application	satisfies	the	eligibility	




contract,	which	 includes	but	 is	not	limited	 to:	all	course	
work	to	be	completed	and	the	deadline	for	this	material	to	
be	submitted.		After	the	student	agrees	to	the	terms	of	the	




the	 college	will	 distribute	 copies	 of	 the	 contract	 to	 the	
professor,	 the	 student,	 the	 dean	 of	 students	 and	 the	
Registrar.	Each	recipient	will	place	the	copied	contract	in	
the	appropriate	file.	The	professor	will	keep	one	copy	and	
















































A	=93-100	 		 	C			=	73-76 









































• satisfy	 all	 Lynn	 University	 undergraduate	 curriculum	



























• satisfy	 all	 Lynn	 University	 graduate	 curriculum	













• satisfy	 all	 Lynn	 University	 graduate	 curriculum	










































projects	 periodic	 review	 on	 a	 continuing	 project	 and	 procedural	
revision	to	a	previously	approved	project.	IRB	members	are	selected	
for	their	experience,	expertise,	diversity	and	breadth	in	backgrounds	
and	represent	 individuals	with	 primary	concerns	 in	both	scientific	
and	non-scientific	areas.	Under	no	conditions	can	proposed	research	
begin	prior	to	IRB	review	and	written	approval.	
								Investigators	 have	 many	 obligations,	 including	 designing	 the	
study	 so	 that	 the	 incidence	of	 risk	and	stress	are	minimized	 to	 the	
greatest	degree	possible	and	that	these	risks	are	accurately	described	
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• The	investigator	and	the	advisor	of	the	project	must	take	
and	 complete	 the	 National	 Institutes	 of	 Health	 "Human	
Participants	[Subjects]	Protection	Education	for	Research	






or	 by	 the	 supervisory	 vice	 president	 in	 the	 case	 of	 a	
university	employee.	
• Completed	 IRB	 application	 including	 the	 research	
protocol,	 certifications	 and	 signatures,	 and	 curriculum	





blackboard	 site.	 If	 the	 IRB	 has	 any	 special	 concerns	 or	
questions,	 the	 researcher	 may	 be	 asked	 to	 attend	 the	
meeting.	
• The	 IRB	 notifies	 the	 investigator	 and	 the	 institution	 in	
writing	 of	 its	 decision	 to	 approve	 or	 disapprove	 the	
proposed	research	activity,	or	of	modifications	required	to	
secure	 IRB	 approval	 of	 the	 research	 activity.	 If	 the	 IRB	
decides	to	disapprove	a	research	activity,	it	shall	include	in	
its	written	 notification	a	 statement	of	 the	 reasons	 for	 its	
decision	 and	 provide	 the	 investigator	 an	 opportunity	 to	
respond	in	person	or	in	writing.	Institutional	notification	
for	employees	is	sent	to	the	investigator’s	supervisory	vice	
president	 and	 to	 the	 research	 advisor	 in	 the	 case	 of	
















LOA	 form	 and	 forward	 the	 form	 to	 the	Office	 of	 the	Registrar,	 the	
Office	of	Student	Financial	Services	and	the	dean	of	students,	and	then	
place	the	form	in	the	student’s	file.	
								Once	 the	 form	 is	 received	 in	 the	 Office	 of	 the	 Registrar,	 the	
following	will	be	done:	

































• If	 given	 one	 probationary	 semester,	 the	 director	 of	
academic	advising	will	provide	a	list	of	specific	conditions	
to	be	met.	Failure	 to	meet	 these	conditions	will	result	in	
automatic	 dismissal	 at	 the	 conclusion	 of	 the	 following	
semester.		
	




Note:	 All	 correspondence	 for	 probation	 will	 be	 emailed	 to	 the	
student’s	 Lynn	 email	 address	 and	mailed	 to	 the	 local	 address	 and	
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									After	 the	 first	 semester	with	 a	career	GPA	below	3.0,	 students	
will	 be	 sent	 notification	 of	 their	 probation	 status	 to	 their	 local	
address.	
									The	 director	 of	 evening	 online	 and	 graduate	 advising	
(ddicerbo@lynn.edu)	 will	 review	 each	 student’s	 transcript	 and	
determine	if	the	student	will	be	dismissed	or	be	granted	probationary	






























						Graduate	 evening	 students	 should	 direct	 their	 appeal	 to	 the	













student's	 work	 to	 date,	 including	 attendance,	 participation,	
comprehension,	 and	 writing	 as	 well	 as	 any	 other	 factors	 deemed	
important	by	the	faculty.	The	review	assesses	the	student's	potential	
for	success	at	the	dissertation	in	practice	stage.		
								Students	who	 are	 placed	 on	 probation	will	 engage	 in	 a	 formal	
improvement	 process.	 The	 improvement	 process	 includes	 the	
following	steps:		
1. The	 student	 should	 develop	 a	 performance	 improvement	
plan	with	 their	 identified	mentor.	 This	 plan	must	 include	
steps	 and	 a	 time	 line	 for	 achieving	 satisfactory	 progress	
over	the	remaining	four	semesters.		
2. The	performance	improvement	plan	should	be	submitted	to	
the	 Director	 of	 the	 Ed.D.	 Program	 in	 Educational	
Leadership.		
3. After	the	performance	improvement	plan	is	approved	by	the	
Director	 of	 the	 Ed.D.	 Program	 in	 Educational	 Leadership,	
the	student	and	mentor	will	meet	with	 the	Director	of	the	
Ed.D.	Program	 in	Educational	Leadership	and	 the	Dean	of	
the	 College	 of	 Education	 to	 discuss	 the	 student's	
performance	and	the	plans	for	improving	it.		
4. The	Dean	of	 the	College	of	Education	will	decide	whether	
and	 when	 all	 tasks	 in	 the	 improvement	 plan	 have	 been	












































						Once	a	 student	 is	 approved	or	denied,	 the	director	of	academic	
advising	or	the	dean	of	students	will	notify	the	Office	of	the	Registrar	

































































								Graduate	 students	 who	 wish	 to	 take	 courses	 for	 the	 purposes	 of	
continuing	 education,	 teacher	 certification	 or	 transfer	 of	 credits	 to	
another	institution	may	register	as	Special	Students.	Special	Students	are	
classified	 as	 non-degree	 seeking	 students	 and	must	 show	 evidence	 of	
graduation	from	an	accredited	college	or	university	in	order	to	be	eligible	









contact	 the	 Office	 of	 Admissions	 for	 a	 Special	 Student	 form	 and	
registration	materials.	 Term	 schedules	 of	 classes	 are	 available	 on	 the	
university’s	Web	site.	
								Financial	 aid	 is	 not	 available	 to	 Special	 Students	 (non-degree	
seeking.)	 Because	 of	 immigration	 regulations,	 a	 foreign	 student	 with	
either	 an	 F-1	 or	 J-1	 Visa	may	 not	 register	 as	 a	 Special	 Student	 (non-
degree)	and	must	be	degree	seeking.	Students	who	would	like	to	change	
their	 status	 to	 degree	 seeking	must	 complete	 a	 graduate	 application,	
provide	 all	 necessary	 documentation,	 including	 entrance	 testing	 if	
appropriate,	 and	 meet	 all	 admission	 requirements.	 Enrollment	 as	 a	
Special	Student	(non-degree	seeking)	in	no	way	implies	a	right	for	future	
admission	to	the	university	or	a	graduate	program.		
								Credit	 earned	 as	 a	 Special	 Student	 (non-degree	 seeking)	 does	 not	










								Lynn	 University	 encourages	 its	 students	 to	 take	 the	 primary	
responsibility	for	their	own	academic	activities	and	to	accept	the	resulting	
consequences.	No	student	should	behave	in	a	manner	that	can	harm	the	





								Lynn	 University	 does	 not	 grant	 certification	 or	 licensure	 for	 the	






• determine	 all	 requirements	 related	 to	 certification	 and/or	
licensure.	
• determine	whether	or	not	the	degree	program	in	which	 they	







(the	 form	 can	 be	 found	 at	www.lynn.edu/transcripts	 or	 requested	
electronically	 (by	 logging	 on	 and	 going	 to	
MyLynn/Academics/Student).	 Official	 Transcripts,	 which	 bear	 the	
signature	of	the	registrar	and	the	Official	University	Seal	are	typically	
processed	within	one	 (electronic	version)	 to	 three	 (paper	version)	
working	days	after	receipt	of	the	request.	Official	transcripts	sent	to	
other	 post-secondary	 institutions	 may	 include	 a	 supplemental	
document	regarding	active	disciplinary	sanctions.	During	busy	times	
in	 the	 office,	 requests	 may	 take	 up	 to	 two	weeks	 to	 be	 processed.	
Lengthier	processing	periods	typically	occur	at	the	beginning	and	end	








								Transfer	credit	 is	 awarded	 for	courses	 successfully	 completed	 at	 a	
regionally	 accredited	 institution	 or	 an	 institution	 whose	 accrediting	
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organization	 is	 recognized	 by	 the	 Council	 for	 Higher	 Education	
Accreditation	(CHEA).			
								Official	transcripts	from	each	institution	attended	must	be	submitted	
in	 order	 for	 the	Office	 of	 the	Registrar	 to	 complete	 a	 formal	 transfer	
evaluation.	 	 Courses	 completed	 outside	 of	 the	 United	 States	 require	
















	 Any	 course	 that	 was	 successfully	 completed	 at	 another	




								Lynn	University	 also	 accepts	credit	 for	AP,	CLEP,	 International	






















academic	 advisor	 or	 degree	 program	 coordinator.	 Appropriate	
documentation	 should	 accompany	 the	 request	 and	 include	 an	 official	













































































University	 with	 academic	 achievement	 to	 become	 independent	
learners.	To	ensure	positive	opportunities	that	embrace,	engage	
and	 empower	 students,	 the	 Institute	 offers	 diagnostic	
information	and	assessments,	and	a	menu	of	comprehensive,	and	
diverse	support	services.	The	Institute	also	provides	professional	
development	 and	 training	 with	 opportunities	 for	 educational	
research	 that	 extend	 from	 faculty	 workshops	 to	 seminars	
designed	 to	 include	 the	greater	community.	The	 purpose	of	 the	
Institute	is	to	promote	the	idea	of	label-free	learning,	encouraging	
academic	 excellence	 both	 in	 and	 out	 of	 the	 classroom	 and	
celebrating	the	uniqueness	of	every	mind	and	potential	of	every	
student.	 The	 Institute	 is	 the	 coordinating	 body	 for	 existing	 and	
new	campus	 academic	support	 services	and	 the	primary	source	
for	student	support	outside	of	classroom	instruction.	All	students	
have	 access	 to	 the	 Institute,	 which	 includes	 the	 following	
resources	and	programs:	
• The	Diagnostic	Center	for	Educational	Assessment:	The	
Institute’s	 diagnostic	 branch	 exists	 to	 further	 define	
student	 strengths	 and	 weaknesses.	 Recommendations	
for	 students	 are	 made	 in	 the	 form	 of	 compensatory	
strategies,	 i.e.,	 building	 on	 students’	 strengths	 not	





individual	 and	 content-area	 tutoring	 and	 use	 of	 the	




program	 is	a	 fee-based	 program	that	 requires	students	
to	submit	psycho-educational	done	within	the	past	three	
years	 and	 may	 be	 submitted	 with	 the	 students’	
application	 or	 under	 separate	 cover.	 The	 program	
services	include	coaching,	tutoring,	and	registration	into	
Institute	Fellows	courses.	These	services	are	staffed	by	







								The	 Institute’s	 services	 offer	 students	 an	 extraordinary	
opportunity	 to	 achieve	 at	 the	 college	 level.	 Programs	 provide	
motivated	 students	 with	 learning	 challenges	 support	 services	 to	
assist	 in	 their	 academic	 journey	 at	 the	 post-secondary	 level	while	
fostering	academic	independence.	
								Students	enrolled	in	the	comprehensive	Program	of	the	Institute	
are	 provided	 with	 academic	 coaching,	 a	 separate	 testing	 area,	
specialized	Dialogue	courses	with	a	low	pupil-to-teacher	ratio	taught	
by	Faculty	Institute	Fellows	and	tutorials	in	most	subject	areas.		
Institute	 Fellow	 courses	 are	 taught	 by	 professors	 who	 have	 been	




Institute	 for	 Achievement	 and	 Learning	 pedagogy,	 utilization	 of	
motivational	 strategies	 in	 the	 classroom,	 implementation	 of	
metacognitive	 strategies,	 use	 of	 multiple	 approaches	 for	 assessing	
student	learning,	and	the	utilization	of	classroom	technology	
 








students	 are	 face-to-face,	 and	 tutoring	 is	 provided	 for	 most	 Lynn	
University	 courses.	 The	 Institute	 supports	 writing	 across	 the	








issues	 specific	 to	 college	 students	 with	 ADHD	 or	 executive	
functioning	deficits.	Organizational	skills,	prioritizing	of	assignments	
and	 daily	 activities,	 strategies	 for	 procrastination	 issues,	 time	
management	 skills,	 coping	 with	 impulsivity,	 strategies	 to	 aid	 with	
focus	and	attention	in	and	out	of	the	classroom,	and	study	skills	are	
some	 of	 the	 topics	 covered	 during	 coaching.	 All	 coaches	 hold	
advanced	 degrees,	 and	 all	 are	 certified	 through	 the	 International	
Coaching	Federation	(ICF).	
								The	 Diagnostic	 Center	 for	 Educational	 Assessment	 offers	
intelligence	and	achievement	assessments	for	enrolled	students	who	
may	be	struggling	academically.	Students	receive	psychoeducational	
testing,	 face-to-face	 meetings	 to	 discuss	 academic	 strengths	 and	
areas	 for	 improvement,	 recommendations	 for	 increasing	 academic	
skills,	 and	 follow	 up	 meetings	 to	 ensure	 an	 understanding	 of	 the	





federal	 and	 state	 laws,	 Lynn	 University	 is	 committed	 to	 providing	
equal	 access	 and	 participation	 educational	 opportunities	 for	 all,	
qualified	 students	 with	 documented	 disabilities	 through	 the	




								Eligible	 students	 who	 are	 seeking	 ADA	 accommodations	 must	
register	 with	 the	 ADA	 Coordinator	 by	 providing	 appropriate	
















purpose	 is	 to	 ensure	 students	 are	 gainfully	 employed	 post-
graduation,	as	well	as	preparing	them	for	the	real	world	work	force.	
								 The	 team	 of	 the	 Hannifan	 Center	 for	 Career	 Connections	 assists	
students	with	 their	 career	 selection	 and	 job	 search	 in	 group	 sessions	
and/or	by	 private	 appointment.	Workshops	on	 a	variety	of	 topics	are	
provided:	résumé	development,	interview	skills,	how	to	dress	for	success,	
and	launching	a	job	search.	An	annual	Career	Fair	and	Internship	Fair	









to	 study	 abroad	 during	 their	 degree,	 whether	 the	 program	 is	
during	January	 Term,	 the	 summer,	 for	 a	 semester	 or	 for	 an	
academic	year.	
							Lynn	 University	 fully	 recognizes	 that	 our	 students	 live	 in	 a	
globally	 interconnected	world,	both	socially	 and	 economically,	 and	
that	 study	 abroad	 opportunities	 can	 be	 an	 important	 part	 of	 the	
overall	 collegiate	 learning	 experience.		 There	 is	 a	 wide	 variety	 of	
programs	available	to	Lynn	University	 students	including	those	led	













acquire	 advanced	 language	 skills	 are	 also	 available.		 Programs	 are	






								Students	 participating	 on	 Lynn-Approved	 semester	 and	 year-
long	 programs	 are	 billed	 directly	 by	 Lynn	 University	 and	will	 pay	
applicable	 Lynn	 fees	 including	 tuition,	 room	 and	 board.	 Students	











students	 beyond	 the	 classroom	 and	 provide	 them	 with	 firsthand	









Residence	 Hall,	 offers	 a	 variety	 of	 mental	 health	 services,	
including	 individual	 and	 group	 counseling	 for	 students	 dealing	
with	emotional,	psychological,	behavioral	and	social	issues.	These	
services	 are	 strictly	 confidential	 and	 free	 of	 charge	 to	 all	
registered	Lynn	University	 students.	Psychiatric	evaluations	 for	
medication	 may	 be	 arranged	 on	 campus	 or	 be	 directed	 to	
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qualified,	 off-campus,	 private	 practitioners.	 Hours	 of	 operation	
are	 Monday	 through	 Thursday	 from	 8	 a.m.	 to	 7	 p.m.	 and	 on	
Fridays	from	9	a.m.	to	5	p.m.	

































board,	 books,	 transportation,	 and	 personal	 expenses)	
over	the	cost	of	a	4	year	degree.	





accelerated	 course	 loads.	There	 is	 a	 limit	 of	 24	 credit	
hours	 during	 the	 three	 years	 and	 students	 can	 only	












with	 leadership	 and	 excellence	 in	 the	 design,	 implementation,	
support	and	facilitation	of	learning	through	the	creative	and	effective	
use	of	technology”.	This	team’s	approach	to	technological	excellence	
equips	 students	 and	 faculty	 for	 the	 emerging	 application	 of	
technology	in	the	classroom	and	affords	an	opportunity	to	develop	
distance	 learning	 modalities	 parallel	 to	 traditional	 instruction.	 IT	
provides	 resources	 for	 satisfying	 the	 computing	 needs	 of	 students	
and	 faculty.	 In	 so	 doing,	 IT	 professionals	 assist	 with	 the	 use	 of	
hardware	and	software	available	to	faculty,	students	and	staff,	while	
improving	 administrative	 effectiveness	 and	 efficiency	 through	 the	
innovative	 use	 of	 sophisticated	 approaches	 to	 institutional	
management.	
The	 Information	 Technology	 Department	 is	 comprised	 of	
several	 divisions,	 which	 include:	 Network	 and	 Support	 Services,	
Information	 Services,	 Campus	 Card	 Office,	 Institutional	 Research,	







with	Windows	 and	 the	 latest	 versions	 of	 Microsoft	 Office	 Suite.	 	 The	
library	is	also	equipped	with	Apple	computers.		Apple	computers	are	also	
available	 in	ASSAF	Academic	Center	 and	 the	 third	 floor	of	 the	 library.			
Internet	 is	 available	 throughout	 campus.	 The	 campus	 also	 has	 a	
significant	wireless	network,	which	is	available	in	all	of	the	buildings.	An	





An	 internship	 is	 an	 opportunity	 to	 integrate	 career	 related	
experience	 into	 an	 undergraduate	 and/or	 graduate	 education	 by	
participating	in	planned,	supervised	work.		Internships	are	an	initiative	at	
Lynn	University	 to	support	and	prepare	students	 for	 their	prospective	
careers	and	life	after	Lynn.	 	The	program	is	designed	to	help	students	
realize	 their	 full	 potential	 by	 identifying	 their	 areas	 of	 strength	 and	
development	 needs.	 The	 program	 builds	 on	 those	 strengths	 and	
addresses	 development	 needs	 by	 providing	 the	 necessary	 tools	 and	
resources	to	turn	development	areas	into	opportunities	for	growth,	and	
areas	 of	 strength	 into	 competitive	 advantages	which	 ultimately	 serve	
them	in	the	job	market	post-graduation.	
Internship	 requirements	 vary	 by	 college	 or	 major	 within	 the	













dynamic,	 student-centered	 and	 collaborative	 environment,	 our	









The	 library’s	 learning	 resources	 include	 a	 collection	 of	
approximately	 100,000	 physical	 items,	 including	 books,	 journals,	
magazines,	 CDs,	 music	 scores	 and	 DVDs.	 	 We	 also	 have	 a	 textbook	
collection,	which	includes	at	least	one	copy	of	every	textbook	required	for	
courses,	available	for	3-hour	loan.	The	library’s	large	collection	of	popular	
DVDs,	 known	 as	 The	 Lynn	 Parents	 and	 Families	 Collection	 of	 Great	
Movies	can	be	checked	out	for	personal	viewing.		The	library’s	electronic	
resources	are	vast.		A	carefully	selected	collection	of	research	databases	
contains	 more	 than	 100,000	 e-journal	 titles,	 thousands	 of	 streaming	
videos,	 biographical	 information,	 market	 and	 company	 research,	
reference	e-books,	statistics,	images,	and	more,	and	is	accessible	through	
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the	library	website.	The	library	also	has	more	than	200,000	e-books	that	










In	 addition	 to	 the	 library’s	 services	 and	 learning	 resources,	 the	
building	 is	 home	 to	 the	 offices	 of	 the	 President	 Emeritus,	 the	 Vice	
President	for	Academic	Affairs,	the	Chief	Information	Officer,	Information	
Technology	Support	Services	Desk,	Eugene	and	Christine	E.	Lynn	College	
of	 International	 Communication	 and	 the	 Center	 for	 Instructional	
Innovation..	




























materials	 from	 the	 library	 using	 your	 Lynn	 University	 ID	 card	 or	
alumni	card.	A	university	identification	card	grants	you	access	to	all	
of	our	print	and	electronic	resources,	computer,	printer	and	network	






































Books,	 DVDs	 and	 other	 materials	 may	 be	 placed	 on	 limited	
loan/reserve	 at	 the	 request	 of	 the	 faculty,	 either	 in	 print	 format	 or	
electronically.		You	may	search	our	reserve	and	e-reserve	system	at	our	
website,	 www.lynn.edu/library.	 	 All	 physical	 reserve	 materials	 are	
located	at	the	circulation	desk	and	may	be	checked	out	for	use	only	within	






are	 welcome	 to	 visit	 the	 library.		 Visitors	 from	 SEFLIN	 institutions	















								The	 ISS	Office	 supports	 internationalization	 at	Lynn	University	
by	 providing	 comprehensive	 and	 specialized	 services	 for	 the	

















Monday 7:30am 12am 
Tuesday 7:30am 12am 
Wednesday 7:30am 12am 
Thursday 7:30am 12am 
Friday 7:30am 6pm 
Saturday 11:00am 6pm 
Sunday Noon 12am 
 
 



























































courses,	 credit	 requirements,	 prerequisites	 and	 electives	 for	 each	








• both	majors	must	 be	 completed	 simultaneously	 (a	 degree	



















program	 of	 study.	 While	 a	 minor	 program	 is	 intended	 to	 enable	
students	to	develop	some	degree	of	expertise	 in	one	area	of	study,	it	
may	be	interdisciplinary.	The	completion	of	a	minor	is	optional.	The	
minor	 may	 be	 chosen	 to	 support	 the	 major,	 to	 offer	 greater	 job	
opportunities	to	the	student	on	graduation	or	to	provide	recognition	of	
study	in	a	second	academic	area.	
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of	 nine	 upper	 divisional	 level	 (300+)	 credits	 and	 students	 must	







Associate	 of	 Arts	 (A.A.)	 in	 Advertising,	 Social	 Media	 and	 Public	
Relations,	 Applied	 Sciences,	 Aviation,	 Behavioral	 Sciences,	 and	
Elementary	Education	K-6.	
Associate	 of	 Science	 (A.S.)	 in	 Elementary	 Education,	 Multimedia	
Design,	Graphic	Design	and	Business	Administration.	
Bachelor’s	Degrees	
Bachelor	 of	 Arts	 (B.A.)	 in	 Criminal	 Justice,	 Drama,	 Political	 Science,	




and	 in	 Drama	 (with	 specializations	 in	 Acting	 and	 Musical	 Theatre	
Performance).	
Bachelor	of	Science	(B.S.)	in	Aviation	Management	(Online),	Aviation	
Operations,	 Aviation	 Security,	 Air	 Traffic	 Control,	 Professional	 Pilot,	
Biology,	Business	Administration	(Online	only),	Digital	Art	and	Design,	
Early	 Childhood	 Education,	 Elementary	 Education	 Grades	 K-6,	
Entrepreneurship,	Entrepreneurship	(Online),	Environmental	Studies,	
Event	 Management,	 Fashion	 and	 Retail	 Management,	 Forensic	
Investigations,	 Healthcare	 Management,	 Hospitality	 Management,	
Human	 Resource	 Management,	 Cyber	 Security,	 Data	 Analytics,	
International	 Business	 Management,	 International	 Business	



























new	 MBA	 specialization	 in	 Social	 Innovation	 Management.	 	 The	
program	provides	an	intensive	global	experience	with	cross-boundary	
work	 and	 will	 provide	 nine	 credits	 toward	 a	 Lynn	 University	 MBA	










Code	 Institute	 is	 a	 Dublin-based	 technology	 bootcamp	 that	
produces	career-ready	developers	 through	 a	 flexible,	online	courses.	




St.	 Thomas	 University	 (3+3)	 Law	
Program	
	 Lynn	 University	 students	 are	 able	 to	 obtain	 a	 bachelor’s	
degree	and	a	Juris	Doctor	(J.D.)	within	six	years	via	a	partnership	with	
St.	Thomas	University	School	of	Law.		The	accelerated	program	allows	
for	 three	 years	 towards	 the	 bachelor’s	 degree	 program	 at	 Lynn	
University	 and	 an	 additional	 three	 years	 at	 St.	 Thomas	 University	
School	of	Law	to	obtain	the	J.D.	Twenty-nine	credits	(29)	earned	during	
the	first	year	at	St.	Thomas	University	School	of	Law	will	be	applied	
towards	 the	 completion	 of	 a	 bachelor’s	 degree	 at	 Lynn	 University.			






students	 to	 combine	 management	 skills	 with	 the	 “full	 stack	 web	
application”	that	is	provided	by	Wyncode	and	will	provide	nine	credits	
toward	a	Lynn	University	MBA	degree.		Students	will	acquire	the	skills	
needed	 to	 create	 and	 present	 their	 own	 web	 application.	 	 	 The	












The	 curriculum	 includes,	 Ruby	 on	 rails,	 Object	 Orientated	









































FALL	 	 	 SPRING	
Track	A	 Track	B	 Track	A	 Track	B	
LYNN	101	 LYNN	101	 DSL	100	 DSS	100	
DSS	100	 DSL	100	 DJC	100	 DQR	100	
DQR	100	 DJC	100	 BUS	180	 DBR	100	
DBR	100	 BUS	150	 ELECTIVE	 ELECTIVE	



















Track	A	 Track	B	 Track	A	 Track	B	
COM	108	 COM	108	 COM	145	or	150	 COM	145	or	150	
COM	110	 COM	110	 DBR	100	 DJC	100	
DSS	100		 DSS	100	 DSL	100	 DQR	100	
DJC	100	 DBR	100	 CGD	125	 CGD	125	




























Track	A	 Track	B	 Track	A	 Track	B	
COM	108	 COM	108	 COM	125	 COM	125	
COM	116	 COM	116	 DBR	100	 DJC	100	
DSS	100		 DSS	100	 DSL	100	 DQR	100	
DJC	100	 DBR	100	 COM	130	 COM	130	


















Track	A	 Track	B	 Track	A	 Track	B	
LYNN	101	 LYNN	101	 PSY	100*	 PSY	100*	
	SCI	110	&	LAB	 SCI	110	&	LAB		 POL	100	 POL	100	
ENV	130	 ENV	130	 DJC	100	 DJC	100	
FOR	130		 FOR	130	 DQR	100	 DQR	100	
































Track	A	 Track	B	 Track	A	 Track	B	
LYNN	101	 LYNN	101	 POL	100	 POL	100	
PSY	100	 PSY	100	 DBR	100	 DJC	100	
DSS	100		 DSS	100	 DSL	100	 DQR	100	
DJC	100	 DBR	100	 ELECTIVE	 ELECTIVE	

















Track	A	 Track	B	 Track	A	 Track	B	
LYNN	101	 LYNN	101	 COM	108		 COM	108		
PSY	100	 PSY	100	 POL	100	 POL	100	
BUS	150	 BUS	150	 BUS	180	 BUS	180	
DSS	100	 DSS	100	 DBR	100	 DJC	100	
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Chapter VIII. Section 1. 













































	 	 	 	 	 Credits	
Dialogue	of	Belief	and	Reason	(DBR)	 	
	 	 DBR	100		 	 	 						3	
	 	 DBR	200	 	 	 						3	
	 	 DBR	300	 	 							 						3	
	 	 DBR	400	 	 	 						3	
	
Dialogue	of	Justice	and	Civic	Life	(DJC)	 	
	 	 DJC	100	 	 	 						3	
	 	 DJC	200	 	 	 						3	
	 	 DJC	300	 	 							 						3	
	 	 DJC	400	 	 	 						3	
	
Dialogue	of	Self	and	Society	(DSS)	 	
	 	 DSS	100	 	 	 						3	
	 	 DSS	200	 	 	 						3	
	 	 DSS	300	 	 						 						3	
	 	 DSS	400	 	 	 						3	
	
Dialogue	of	Scientific	Literacy	(DSL)	 	
	 	 DSL	100	 	 	 						3	
	 	 DSL	200	 	 	 						3	
	 	 DSL	300	 	 							 						3	
	 	 DSL	400	 	 	 						3	
	
Dialogue	of	Quantitative	Reasoning	(DQR)		
	 	 DQR	100	 	 	 						3	
	 	 DQR	200	 	 	 						3	
	 	 DQR	300	 	 						 						3	
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AVM	431		 	 GLOBAL	AVIATION	REGULATIONS	AND	LAW	 	 	 	 DJCG	400	
AVM	481	 	 AVIATION	SEMINAR		 	 	 	 	 	 DJCG	400	
BUS	317	 	 SPORTS	LAW	AND	RISK	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 DJCA	300	
BUS	322	 	 STATISTICS	FOR	BUSINESS	&	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 DQR	300	&	DSL	300	
BUS	350	 	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 DSSA	300	
BUS	372	 	 LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	 	 	 	 	 DJCA	300	
BUS	408	 	 POLITICAL	AND	CULTURAL	DIMENSIONS	OF	GLOBAL	MARKETS	 	 DJCG	400	
BUS	414	 	 SPORTS	GOVERNANCE	 	 	 	 	 	 DJCA	400	
BUS	425	 	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 DQR	400	&	DSL	400	
BUS	433	 	 WILLS,	TRUSTS	AND	FAMILY	CORPORATE	STRUCTURES	 	 	 DJCA	400	
BUS	475	 	 MERGERS,	ACQUISITIONS	AND	INTEGRATION	 	 	 	 DJCG	400	
CMS	400	 	 BUSINESS	COMMUNICATION	APPLICATIONS	 	 	 	 DQR	400	&	DSL	400	
COM	304	 	 INVESTIGATIVE	JOURNALISM	 	 	 	 	 	 DJCG	300	
COM	305	 	 POPULAR	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 DSSG300	
COM	308	 	 SOCIAL	MEDIA	ANALYTICS	 	 	 	 	 	 DSL	300	&	DQR	300	
COM	310	 	 APPLIED	MEDIA	 	 	 	 	 	 	 DSSA	300	
COM	335	 	 FILM	AND	TELEVISION	HISTORY	(1950	-	PRESENT)		 	 	 DSSG	300	
COM	336	 	 HISTORY	RADIO,	TV	&	INTERNET	MEDIA	 	 	 	 	 DSSG	300	
COM	341	 	 PERSUASION	&	PROPAGANDA	 	 	 	 	 	 DJCA	300	
COM	350	 	 COMMUNICATION	LAW	AND	ETHICS	 	 	 	 	 DJCA	300	
COM	360	 	 COMMUNICATION	THEORIES	 	 	 	 	 	 DBRA	300	
COM	375	 	 ADVERTISING,	PR	&	SOCIETY	 	 	 	 	 	 DSSA	300	
COM	410	 	 FILM	THEORY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 DSSG	400	
COM	414	 	 DOCUMENTARY	PRODUCTION		 	 	 	 	 DSSA	400	
COM	421	 	 COMMUNICATION	&	SOCIAL	CHANGE	 	 	 	 	 DJCA	400	
COM	430	 	 INTERNATIONAL	FILM	 	 	 	 	 	 DBRG	400	
COM	436	 	 GENDER	COMMUNICATION	 	 	 	 	 	 DBRG	400	
COM	451	 	 INTERCULTURAL	COMMUNICATION	 	 	 	 	 DSSG	400	
COM	475	 	 SENIOR	COMMUNICATION	CAPSTONE	 	 	 	 	 DJCG	400	
COM	476	 	 ADVERTISING,	SOCIAL	MEDIA	AND	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	CAPSTONE	 	 DJCG	400	
COM	477	 	 COMMUNICATION	CAPSTONE	 	 	 	 	 	 DJCG	400	
COM	482	 	 DIGITAL	ART	AND	DESIGN	CAPSTONE	 	 	 	 	 DJCG	400	
COM	483	 	 MULTIMEDIA	JOURNALISM	CAPSTONE	 	 	 	 	 DJCG	400	
COM	484	 	 FILM	AND	TELEVISION	PRODUCTION	CAPSTONE	 	 	 	 DJCG	400	
COM	492	 	 STRATEGIES	IN	ADVERTISING	AND	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	RESEARCH	 	 DQR	400	&	DSL	400	
CRJ	310		 	 FORENSIC	SCIENCE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 DSL	300	
CRJ	330	 	 LAW	AND	THE	COURTS	 	 	 	 	 	 DJCA	300	
CRJ	400	 	 GENDER,	CRIME	AND	CRIMINAL	JUSTICE	 	 	 	 	 DSSG	400	
CRJ	420	 	 ETHICS	IN	CRIMINAL	JUSTICE	 	 	 	 	 	 DJCA	400	
CRJ	450	 	 RESEARCH	IN	CRIMINAL	JUSTICE	 	 	 	 	 DQR	400	
CRJ	496		 	 VICTIMOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 DSSG	400	
DBRA	300		 LOGICAL	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 DQR	300	
DBRG	300		 MAGIC,	SCIENCE	AND	RELIGION	 	 	 	 	 DSL	300	
DBRG	300		 UNINTELLIGENT	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 DSL	300	
DBRG	400		 DEVIANCE	ON	OUR	DOORSTEP		 	 	 	 	 DQR	400	
DQR	300	 	 ENVIRONMENTAL	SUSTAINABILITY	 	 	 	 	 DSL	300	
DRA	313	 	 THEATRICAL	DESIGN	AND	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 DQR	300	
DRA	323	 	 HISTORY	OF	THEATRE	 	 	 	 	 	 DSS	300	
DRA	373	 	 VOICE	AND	MOVEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 DSL	300	
DRA	478	 	 DRAMA	SENIOR	CAPSTONE	 	 	 	 	 	 DJC	400	
ENG	311	 	 CREATIVE	WRITING		 	 	 	 	 	 DBRG	300	
ENG	325	 	 SHAKESPEARE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 DBRG	300	
ENG	340	 	 BRITISH	LITERATURE	I	 	 	 	 	 	 DSSG	300		
ENG	350	 	 MULTICULTURAL	LITERATURE	 	 	 	 	 DSSG300	
ENG	405	 	 SEMINAR	IN	GENDER	&	LITERATURE	 	 	 	 	 DSSG	400	
ENV	340	 	 ENVIRONMENTAL	STATISTICS		 	 	 	 	 DQR	&	DSL	300	
ENV	368	 	 PHYSICAL	ANTHROPOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 DSL	300	
ENV	450	 	 CAPSTONE	IN	ENVIRONMENTAL	STUDIES	 	 	 	 DJCG	400	&	DSL	400	
ESL	330	 	 CROSS	CULTURAL	COMMUNICATIONS	 	 	 	 	 DSSA	300	
FOR	330	 	 FINANCIAL	INVESTIGATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 DQR	300	
FOR	340	 	 TRACE	EVIDENCE	AND	MICROSCOPY	 	 	 	 	 DSL	300	
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FOR	395	 	 ARSON	AND	EXPLOSION	INVESTIGATION		 	 	 	 DQR	300	
FOR	440	 	 FORENSIC	PATHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 DSL	400	
FOR	450	 	 FORENSIC	CASE	STUDIES	 	 	 	 	 	 DSSA	400	
FOR	495	 	 CAPSTONE	IN	FORENSIC	SCIENCE	 	 	 	 	 DJCA	400	
GVC	375	 	 HISTORY	OF	PHOTOGRAPHY	 	 	 	 	 	 DSSG	300	
GVC	442	 	 ADVANCED	DIGITAL	ART	 	 	 	 	 	 DSSG	400	
HA	481	 	 SENIOR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 DJCG	400	
HIS	332	 	 HISTORY	OF	AMERICAN	CAPITALISM	 	 	 	 	 DJCA	300	
HIS	360	 	 THE	AMERICAN	EXPERIENCE	THROUGH	FILM	 	 	 	 DSSA	300	
HIS	481	 	 SEMINAR	IN	HISTORY:MOCK	CONGRESS	 	 	 	 	 DJCA	400	
HS	301	 	 SOCIAL	PROBLEMS	&	POLICY		 	 	 	 	 	 DJCA	300	 	
HS	482	 	 HUMAN	SERVICES	SENIOR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 DJCA	400	
HUM	335	 	 WORLD	RELIGIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 DBRG300	
HUM	340	 	 PHILOSOPHY	AND	POPULAR	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 DBRG	300	
HUM	350	 	 AMERICAN	PHILOSOPHY	 	 	 	 	 	 DBRA	300	
HUM	420	 	 ETHICAL	DECISION	MAKING	 	 	 	 	 	 DBRG400	
IRPS	310	 	 INTERNATIONAL	LAW	 	 	 	 	 	 DJCG	300	
IRPS	330	 	 POLITICS	OF	DEVELOPMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 DSSG	300	
IRPS	360	 	 POLITICS	OF	INDIGINOUS	PEOPLES	 	 	 	 	 DBRG	300	
IRPS	475	 																				CONTEMPORARY	ISSUES	IN	INTERNATIONAL	RELATIONS	 	 	 DBRG	400	
IRPS	483	 	 SEMINAR	IN	INTERNATIONAL	RELATIONS	 	 	 	 	 DJCG	400	
MAT	320	 	 METHODS	OF	CALCULUS	 	 	 	 	 	 DQR	300	
MKT	410	 	 CONSUMER	&	ORGANIZATIONAL	BEHAVIOR	 	 	 	 DSSG	400	
MKT	420	 	 THE	EVOLUTION	OF	FASHION	AND	RETAIL		 	 	 	 DSSG	400	
POL	302	 	 COMPARATIVE	AND	REGIONAL	POLITICS		 	 	 	 DSSG	300	
POL	402	 	 CRITICAL	ISSUES	IN	POLITICS	 	 	 	 	 	 DSSA	400	
POL	385	 	 GLOBAL	ENVIRONMENTAL	POLICY	&	JUSTICE	 	 	 	 DJCG	300	&	DSL	300	
POL	495	 	 CAPSTONE	IN	SOCIAL	JUSTICE	 	 	 	 	 	 DJCG	400	
PSY	315	 	 PSYCHOLOGY	TEST	&	MEASUREMENT	 	 	 	 	 DQR	300	&	DSL	300	
PSY	355	 	 COGNITIVE	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 DSL	300	
PSY	360	 	 SOCIAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 DSSG	300	
PSY	361	 	 CURRENT	PERSPECTIVES	IN	SUBSTANCE	ABUSE	 	 	 	 DSL	300	&	DSSA	300	
PSY	370	 	 ABNORMAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 DSSA	300	
PSY	420	 	 PHYSIOLOGICAL	PSYCHOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 DSL	400	
PSY	440	 	 RESEARCH	&	STATISTICS	IN	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 DQR	400	
PSY	460	 	 EXPERIMENTAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 DQR	400	
PSY	480	 	 CROSS	CULTURAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 DSSA	400	
PSY	490	 	 SEMINAR	IN	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 DJCG	400	
PSY	495	 	 CAPSTONE	IN	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 DJCG	400	
SCI	350		 	 PHYSICS	I	&	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 DQR	400	
SCI	360	 	 ECOLOGY	&	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 DJCG	300	
SCI	390	 	 ORGANIC	CHEMISTRY	I	&	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 DSL	300	
SCI	391	 	 ORGANIC	CHEMISTRY	II	&	LAB		 	 	 	 	 DSL	300	
SCI	460	 	 MOLECULAR	BIOLOGY	&	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 DJCG	400	
SCI	490	 	 BIOLOGY	SENIOR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 DJCG	400	
SCI	491	 	 EVOLUTION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 DSSG	400	
SOC	335	 	 CONTEMPORARY	SOCIAL	PROBLEMS	 	 	 	 	 DJCG	300	
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Elective	Hours	 	 	 	 17(18	for	Professional	Pilot	major)	
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___	AVF	120	 PRIMARY	FLIGHT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING,	SOLO	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	121	 PRIMARY	FLIGHT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING,	PPL	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	123	 AVIATION	FLIGHT	THEORY	STUDIES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	AVF	125	 PRIMARY	HELICOPTER-SOLO	X/C	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	126	 PRIMARY	HELICOPTER-PPL	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	220	 INSTRUMENT	FLIGHT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING,	BASIC	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	221	 INSTRUMENT	FLIGHT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING,	ADVANCED		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	222	 INSTRUMENT	HELICOPTER	FLIGHT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING,	BASIC	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	223	 INSTRUMENT	HELICOPTER	FLIGHT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING,	ADVANCED	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	230	 COMMERCIAL	FLIGHT	THEORY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	231	 COMMERCIAL	FLIGHT	TRAINING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	AVF	232	 COMMERCIAL	HELICOPTER	ADD	ON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	233	 COMMERCIAL	HELICOPTER	ADD	ON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	AVF	234	 COMMERCIAL	HELICOPTER	FLIGHT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING,	BASIC	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	235	 COMMERCIAL	HELICOPTER	FLIGHT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING,	ADVANCED	 	 	 3	
	
CERTIFIED	FLIGHT	INSTRUCTOR	OPTION	(4	HOURS)	**	
___	AVF	310	 FLIGHT	INSTRUCTION	METHODS	AND	PROCEDURES	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	AVF	311	 HELICOPTER	FLIGHT	INSTRUCTION	METHODS	AND	PROCEDURES	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	312	 HELICOPTER	FLIGHT	INSTRUCTION	METHODS	AND	PROCEDURES,	INSTRUMENT	 	 	 3	
	
ADDITIONAL	AVIATION	ELECTIVES	***	
___	AVS	226	 AVIATION	WEATHER	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	250	 AVIATION	SAFETY	AND	HUMAN	FACTORS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	471	 AIRLINE	EMERGENCY	CABIN	TRAINING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	472	 B-727	PILOT	FAMILIARIZATION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	473	 B-727	PILOT	SIMULATOR	FAMILIARIZATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	474	 B-737	PILOT	FAMILIARIZATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	475	 B-737	PILOT	SIMULATOR	FAMILIARIZATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	476	 B-747	PILOT	FAMILIARIZATION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	




































opportunities	for	students	to	begin	a	career	as	a	qualified,	licensed	professional	pilot.   
 
UNIVERSITY CORE CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS       26 CREDITS 
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	J-Term		 Citizenship	Project	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2		
___	J-Term		 Career	Prep	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2		
___	LYNN	101		 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR		 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
 
 
COLLEGE OF AERONAUTICS A.A. CORE        35 CREDITS 
 
___	AVS	102	 AVIATION	HISTORY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	120	 PRIVATE	PILOT-SOLO	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	121	 PRIVATE	PILOT-PPL		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	220	 INSTRUMENT	FLIGHT	THEORY-BASIC	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	221	 INSTRUMENT	FLIGHT	THEORY-ADVANCED	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	230	 COMMERCIAL	FLIGHT	THEORY	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	231	 COMMERCIAL	FLIGHT	TRAINING	 	 	 	 	 	 1		
___	AVF	310	 FLIGHT	INSTRUCTION	METHODS	AND	PROCEDURES	 	 	 	 4		
___	AVF	477	 AIRLINE	TRANSPORT	PILOT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	226	 AVIATION	WEATHER	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	250	 AVIATION	SAFETY	&	HUMAN	FACTORS		 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	347	 AVIATION	OPERATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
 
          TOTAL CREDITS 61 
 






UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS		 	 	 	 	 	 46	CREDITS	
___	DBR	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400		 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100		 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200		 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100		 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200		 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1		 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2		 CAREER	PREPARATION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 	LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	LYNN	101		 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR		 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
 
COLLEGE	OF	AERONAUTICS	CORE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 42	CREDITS	
 
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	BUS	322		 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	 	 	 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT	
___	BUS	372	 LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	&	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MOD	 	 	 	 3		
	 	 WITH	EXCEL	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	AVS	102	 AVIATION	HISTORY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	120	 PRIVATE	PILOT-SOLO	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	121	 PRIVATE	PILOT-PPL		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	347	 AVIATION	OPERATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		 	
___	AVS	226	 AVIATION	WEATHER	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
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___	AVS	250	 AVIATION	SAFETY	&	HUMAN	FACTORS		 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	431	 GLOBAL	AVIATION	REGULATIONS	AND	LAW	 	 	 	 	 3		
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	
___	AVS	481	 AVIATION	SEMINAR		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	498	 AVIATION	INTERNSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
AVIATION	OPERATIONS	MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS			 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
 
___	AVS	341	 AIRPORT	OPERATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	346	 FIXED	BASE	OPERATIONS	 	 		 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	441		 AIRLINE	OPERATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	___AVS	482	 AIR	TRAFFIC	BASICS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	483	 AVIATION	TECHNOLOGIES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
	
ELECTIVES	17	CREDITS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 17	
 
 
TOTAL	CREDITS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 120	
  
 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 DSS 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 ELECTIVE ELECTIVE 
AVS 102 AVS 102 ELECTIVE ELECTIVE 
AVF 120 AVF 120  AVF 121  AVF 121  
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 270 BUS 270 BUS 350  BUS 350  
AVS 226 AVS226 AVS 341 AVS 341 
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DBR 200 
AVS 250 AVS 250 BUS 372  BUS 372  
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
BUS 322  BUS 322 AVS 346  AVS 346  
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  AVS 481 AVS 481 BUS 425  
AVS 431 AVS 441 AVS 441 AVS 431 
DSS 400 DBR 300 DBR 400 DSS 400 
AVS 482 AVS 482 AVS 483 AVS 483 
DBR 300 AVS 498 AVS 498 DBR 400 
















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 DSS 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 270 BUS 270 
AVS 102 AVS 102 Elective Elective 
AVF 120  AVF 120  AVF 121  AVF 121 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 350 BUS 350 DBR 200 
AVS 226 AVS 250 AVS 250 AVS 226 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 372  BUS 322  BUS 322  BUS 372  
DSS 400  AVS 441 AVS 441 DSS 400  
DBR 300 BUS 425 BUS 425 DBR 300 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
AVS 347 AVS 347 AVS 431  AVS 431  
J-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
AVS 482 Elective Elective AVS 482  
AVS 498 AVS 498 Elective Elective 
AVS 481 AVS 481 DBR 400 DBR 400 
AVS 341 AVS 341 AVS 483 AVS 483 
Elective AVS 346 AVS 346 Elective 
J	Term	4	
     Optional 
 












UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS		 	 	 	 	 	 46	CREDITS	
___	DBR	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400		 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100		 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200		 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100		 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200		 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1		 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2		 CAREER	PREPARATION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3		 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	LYNN	101		 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR		 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
	
	
COLLEGE	OF	AERONAUTICS	CORE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 42	CREDITS	
 
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	BUS	322		 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	 	 	 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT	
___	BUS	372	 LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	&	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MOD	 	 	 	 3		
	 	 WITH	EXCEL	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	AVS	102	 AVIATION	HISTORY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	120	 PRIVATE	PILOT-SOLO	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	121	 PRIVATE	PILOT-PPL		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	347	 AVIATION	OPERATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		 	
___	AVS	226	 AVIATION	WEATHER	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	250	 AVIATION	SAFETY	&	HUMAN	FACTORS		 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	431	 GLOBAL	AVIATION	REGULATIONS	AND	LAW	 	 	 	 	 3		
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	
___	AVS	481	 AVIATION	SEMINAR		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	498	 AVIATION	INTERNSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
AIR	TRAFFIC	CONTROL	MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS        15 CREDITS 
 
___	AVF	220	 INSTRUMENT	FLIGHT	THEORY-BASIC	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	221	 INSTRUMENT	FLIGHT	THEORY-ADVANCED	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	341	 AIRPORT	OPERATIONS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	346	 FIXED	BASE	OPERATIONS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	482	 AIR	TRAFFIC	BASICS	COURSE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
 
ELECTIVES		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 17	CREDITS 
                           
 
___	MUST	INCLUDE	ONE	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 17	
 










Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 DSS 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 ELECTIVE ELECTIVE 
AVS 102 AVS 102 ELECTIVE ELECTIVE 
AVF 120 AVF 120  AVF 121  AVF 121  
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 270 BUS 270 BUS 350  BUS 350  
AVS 226 AVS226 AVS 341 AVS 341 
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DBR 200 
AVS 250 AVS 250 BUS 372  BUS 372  
AVF 220 AVF 220 AVF 221 AVF 221 
BUS 322  BUS 322 AVS 346  AVS 346  
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  AVS 481 AVS 481 BUS 425  
AVS 431 Elective Elective AVS 431 
DSS 400 DBR 300 DBR 400 DSS 400 
AVS 482 AVS 482 Elective Elective 
DBR 300 AVS 498 AVS 498 DBR 400 
















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 DSS 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 270 BUS 270 
AVS 102 AVS 102 Elective Elective 
AVF 120  AVF 120  AVF 121  AVF 121 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 350 BUS 350 DBR 200 
AVS 226 AVS 250 AVS 250 AVS 226 
AVF 220 AVF 220 AVF 221 AVF 221 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 372  BUS 322  BUS 322  BUS 372  
DSS 400  Elective Elective DSS 400  
DBR 300 BUS 425 BUS 425 DBR 300 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
AVS 347 AVS 347 AVS 431  AVS 431  
J-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
AVS 482 Elective Elective AVS 482  
AVS 498 AVS 498 Elective Elective 
AVS 481 AVS 481 DBR 400 DBR 400 
AVS 341 AVS 341 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 
Elective AVS 346 AVS 346 Elective 
J	Term	4	
     Optional 
 











UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS		 	 	 	 	 	 46	CREDITS	
___	DBR	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400		 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100		 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200		 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100		 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200		 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1		 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2		 CAREER	PREPARATION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3		 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	LYNN	101		 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR		 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
 
COLLEGE	OF	AERONAUTICS	CORE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 42	CREDITS	
 
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	BUS	322		 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	 	 	 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT	
___	BUS	372	 LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
	 (ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	&	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MOD	 	 	 	 3		
	 	 WITH	EXCEL	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	AVS	102	 AVIATION	HISTORY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	120	 PRIVATE	PILOT-SOLO	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	121	 PRIVATE	PILOT-PPL		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	347	 AVIATION	OPERATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		 	
___	AVS	226	 AVIATION	WEATHER	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	250	 AVIATION	SAFETY	&	HUMAN	FACTORS		 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	431	 GLOBAL	AVIATION	REGULATIONS	AND	LAW	 	 	 	 	 3		
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	
___	AVS	481	 AVIATION	SEMINAR		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		




___	AVS	341	 AIRPORT	OPERATIONS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	346		 FIXED	BASE	OPERATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	483	 AVIATION	TECHNOLOGIES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	CRJ	101	 INTRO	TO	CRIMINAL	JUSTICE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	CRJ	405	 TERRORISM	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
 
ELECTIVES	17	CREDITS	 	 	 	 																						 																			 	 	 	17	
	
	
TOTAL	CREDITS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 120	
 	
 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 DSS 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 270 BUS 270 
AVS 102 AVS 102 ELECTIVE ELECTIVE 
AVF 120 AVF 120  AVF 121  AVF 121 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
ELECTIVE ELECTIVE BUS 350  BUS 350  
AVS 226 AVS226 AVS 341 AVS 341 
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DBR 200 
AVS 250 AVS 250 BUS 372  BUS 372  
CRJ 101 CRJ 101 ELECTIVE ELECTIVE 
BUS 322  BUS 322 AVS 346  AVS 346  
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  AVS 481 AVS 481 BUS 425  
AVS 431 Elective Elective AVS 431 
DSS 400 DBR 300 DBR 400 DSS 400 
AVS 483 AVS 483 CRJ 405 CRJ 405 
DBR 300 AVS 498 AVS 498 DBR 400 
















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 DSS 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 270 BUS 270 
AVS 102 AVS 102 Elective Elective 
AVF 120  AVF 120  AVF 121  AVF 121 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 350 BUS 350 DBR 200 
AVS 226 AVS 250 AVS 250 AVS 226 
CRJ 101 CRJ 101 ELECTIVE ELECTIVE 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 372  BUS 322  BUS 322  BUS 372  
DSS 400  Elective Elective DSS 400  
DBR 300 BUS 425 BUS 425 DBR 300 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
AVS 347 AVS 347 AVS 431  AVS 431  
J-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
AVS 483 Elective CRJ 405 AVS 483  
AVS 498 AVS 498 Elective CRJ 405 
AVS 481 AVS 481 DBR 400 DBR 400 
AVS 341 AVS 341 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 
Elective AVS 346 AVS 346 Elective 
J	Term	4	
     Optional 
 









UNIVERSITY CORE CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS      46 CREDITS 
___	DBR	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400		 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100		 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200		 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100		 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200		 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1		 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT		 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2		 CAREER	PREPARATION		 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3		 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE		 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	LYNN	101		 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR		 	 	 	 	 	 1	
 
COLLEGE OF AERONAUTICS CORE        42 CREDITS 
 
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 3		
___	BUS	322		 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	 	 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT	
___	BUS	372	 LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	 	 	 	 	 3		
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	&	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MOD	 	 	 3		
	 	 WITH	EXCEL	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	AVS	102	 AVIATION	HISTORY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	120	 PRIVATE	PILOT-SOLO	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	121	 PRIVATE	PILOT-PPL		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	347	 AVIATION	OPERATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 3		 	
___	AVS	226	 AVIATION	WEATHER	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	250	 AVIATION	SAFETY	&	HUMAN	FACTORS		 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	431	 GLOBAL	AVIATION	REGULATIONS	AND	LAW	 	 	 	 3		
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	
___	AVS	481	 AVIATION	SEMINAR		 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVS	498	 AVIATION	INTERNSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
 
PROFESSIONAL PILOT MAJOR REQUIREMENTS      14 CREDITS 
 
___	AVF	220	 INSTRUMENT	FLIGHT	THEORY-BASIC	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	221	 INSTRUMENT	FLIGHT	THEORY-ADVANCED	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	230	 COMMERCIAL	FLIGHT	THEORY	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	AVF	231	 COMMERCIAL	FLIGHT	TRAINING	 	 	 	 	 1		
___	AVF	310	 FLIGHT	INSTRUCTION	METHODS	AND	PROCEDURES	 	 	 4		
 
ELECTIVES          18 CREDITS 
 
___	FREE	ELECTIVE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 10	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVE	300+	 	 	 	 	 	 	 8	
	
 
TOTAL CREDITS          120 
  
 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 DSS 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 270 BUS 270 
AVS 102 AVS 102 ELECTIVE ELECTIVE 
AVF 120 AVF 120  AVF 121  AVF 121 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
ELECTIVE ELECTIVE BUS 350  BUS 350  
AVS 226 AVS226 ELECTIVE ELECTIVE 
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DBR 200 
AVS 250 AVS 250 BUS 372  BUS 372  
AVF 220 AVF 220 ELECTIVE ELECTIVE 
BUS 322  BUS 322 AVF 221  AVF 221  
J-Term	2	
Career Preparation and Language & Culture 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  AVS 481 AVS 481 BUS 425  
AVS 431 Elective Elective AVS 431 
DSS 400 DBR 300 DBR 400 DSS 400 
AVF 231 AVF 231 AVF 477 AVF 477 
DBR 300 AVS 498 AVS 498 DBR 400 















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 DSS 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 270 BUS 270 
AVS 102 AVS 102 ELECTIVE ELECTIVE 
AVF 120  AVF 120  AVF 121  AVF 121 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 350 BUS 350 DBR 200 
AVS 226 AVS 250 AVS 250 AVS 226 
AVF220 AVF 220 AVF 221 AVF 221 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 372  BUS 322  BUS 322  BUS 372  
DSS 400  Elective Elective DSS 400  
DBR 300 BUS 425 BUS 425 DBR 300 
AVF 230 AVF 230 AVF 231 AVF 231 
AVS 347 AVS 347 AVS 431  AVS 431  
J-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
ELECTIVE ELECTIVE ELECTIVE ELECTIVE  
AVS 498 AVS 498 Elective ELECTIVE 
AVS 481 AVS 481 DBR 400 DBR 400 
AVF 310 AVF 310 AVF 477 AVF 477 
UPPER LEVEL ELECTIVE UPPER LEVEL ELECTIVE UPPER LEVEL ELECTIVE UPPER LEVEL ELECTIVE 
J	Term	4	
     Optional 
 











PRIVATE	PILOT	CERTIFICATE	PROGRAM		 	 	 	 	 	 	 6	CREDITS	
	
___	AVF	120		 PRIMARY	FLIGHT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING,	SOLO	or	
___	AVF	125		 PRIMARY	HELICOPTER-SOLO	XC	 		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	121		 PRIMARY	FLIGHT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING,	PPL		 	
___	AVF	126	 PRIMARY	HELICOPTER-PPL	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
INSTRUMENT	PILOT	RATING	CERTIFICATE	PROGRAM	 	 	 	 	 	 6	CREDITS	
	
___	AVF	220		 INSTRUMENT	FLIGHT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING,	BASIC	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	221		 INSTRUMENT	FLIGHT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING,	ADVANCED	 	 	 	 3	
	
COMMERCIAL	PILOT	RATING	CERTIFICATE	PROGRAM	 	 	 	 	 	 4	CREDITS	
	
___	AVF	230		 COMMERCIAL	FLIGHT	THEORY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	231		 COMMERCIAL	FLIGHT	TRAINING		 	 	 	 	 	 1	
	
PROFESSIONAL	COMMERCIAL	PILOT	CERTIFICATE	PROGRAM		 	 	 	 	 16	CREDITS	
	
___	AVF	120		 PRIMARY	FLIGHT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING,	SOLO		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	121		 PRIMARY	FLIGHT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING,	PPL		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	220		 INSTRUMENT	FLIGHT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING,	BASIC		 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	221		 INSTRUMENT	FLIGHT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING,	ADVANCED		 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	230		 COMMERCIAL	FLIGHT	THEORY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	231		 COMMERCIAL	FLIGHT	TRAINING		 	 	 	 	 	 1	
	
CERTIFIED	FLIGHT	INSTRUCTOR	CERTIFICATE	PROGRAM		 	 	 	 	 	 4	CREDITS	
	
__	AVF	310		 FLIGHT	INSTRUCTION	METHODS	AND	PROCEDURES		 	 	 	 4	
	
BOEING	B-727	FAMILIARIZATION	CERTIFICATE	PROGRAM		 	 	 	 	 6	CREDITS	
	 	
___	AVF	472	 B-727	PILOT	FAMILIARIZATION		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVF	473		 B-727	PILOT	SIMULATOR	FAMILIARIZATION		 	 	 	 	 3	
	
AIRLINE	TRANSPORT	PILOT	(ATP)	CERTIFICATE	PROGRAM		 	 	 	 	 3	CREDITS	
	
___	AVF	477		 AIRLINE	TRANSPORT	PILOT	THEORY	AND	TRAINING	 	 	 	 3	
	
RECURRENT	FLIGHT	TRAINING	CERTIFICATE	PROGRAM		 	 	 	 	 	 3	CREDITS	
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Learning	 and	 to	 the	mission	 of	 the	 College	 is	 to	 provide	 students	 with	 the	 skills	 in	 critical	 thinking,	writing,	 oral	 expression	 and	 research	
methodology	that	will	prepare	them	to	become	lifelong	learners	in	both	their	academic	careers	and	beyond.	The	diversity	of	the	majors	of	the	
College	also	reflects	its	vision.	From	Environmental	Studies	and	Political	Science	to	Biology,	Criminal	Justice,	Forensic	Investigations,	Psychology,	





























UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 35	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS:	APPLIED	SCIENCES		 	 	 	 	 	 	 MINIMUM	OF	12	CREDITS	
	
___	ENV	130					 HUMAN	ENVIRONMENT	INTERACTIONS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ENV	250		 ENVIRONMENTAL	RISK	AND	PUBLIC	HEALTH		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	FOR	130		 INTRODUCTION	TO	FORENSIC	SCIENCE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	FOR	220		 COMPUTER	FORENSICS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	FOR	230		 CRIMINALISTICS	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SOC	200					 RESEARCH	METHODS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	SCI	110	 THE	BIOLOGICAL	WORLD	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	111	 BIOLOGICAL	PATTERN	AND	PROCESS	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	130		 GENERAL	CHEMISTRY	I	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	131	 GENERAL	CHEMISTRY	II	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	260	 HUMAN	ANATOMY	AND	PHYSIOLOGY	AND	LAB		 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	290		 MENDENELIAN	AND	POPULATION	GENETICS	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 4	
	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES		(CREDITS	REMAINING	TO	MEET	60	CREDIT	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 13		
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ASSOCIATE	OF	ARTS	(A.A.)	
MAJOR:		BEHAVIORAL	SCIENCES	





UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 35	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS:	BEHAVIORAL	SCIENCES			 	 	 	 	 	 MINIMUM	OF	18	CREDITS	
	
___	CRJ	101					 INTRODUCTION	TO	CRIMINAL	JUSTICE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ	202						 POLICING	IN	AMERICA		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	POL	100		 GEOPOLITICAL	AFFAIRS					 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	POL	101		 GOVERNMENT	&	LEADERSHIP				 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	POL	201		 PUBLIC	POLICY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	POL	203		 DIPLOMACY	&	CONFLICT	RESOLUTION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	PSY	100		 HUMAN	BEHAVIOR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PSY	200		 	ORIENTATION	TO	THE	STUDY	OF	PSYCHOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PSY	250	 DEVELOPMENTAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PSY	260		 PERSONALITY	THEORY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	IRPS	220				 GLOBAL	HUMAN	RIGHTS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	SOC	200					 RESEARCH	METHODS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
	
FREE	ELECTIVES		(CREDITS	REMAINING	TO	MEET	60	CREDIT	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 7		
	



































UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 52	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	300	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	400	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	300	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	400	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS:	CRIMINAL	JUSTICE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 45	CREDITS	
	
___	CRJ	101					 INTRODUCTION	TO	CRIMINAL	JUSTICE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ	202						 POLICING	IN	AMERICA		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ	302					 ISSUES	IN	CORRECTIONS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ	320						 CRIMINOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ	330						 LAW	AND	THE	COURTS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ	496					 	 VICTIMOLOGY	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	FOR	130				 INTRODUCTION	TO	FORENSIC	SCIENCE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HUM	420					 ETHICAL	DECISION	MAKING	(ALSO	MEETS	DBRG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
___	IRPS	220				 GLOBAL	HUMAN	RIGHTS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	POL	100				 GEOPOLITICAL	AFFAIRS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	POL	495						 CAPSTONE	IN	SOCIAL	JUSTICE	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3				
___	PSY	100					 HUMAN	BEHAVIOR		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PSY	370					 ABNORMAL	PSYCHOLOGY	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
___	SOC	200					 RESEARCH	METHODS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	SOC	335				 CONTEMPORARY	SOCIAL	PROBLEMS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES																																																																	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 23	CREDITS	
	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 17	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVE	300+	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6	 	 	
																																																																					











Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 DSS 100 FOR 130 FOR 130 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
CRJ 101 CRJ 101 CRJ 202 CRJ 202 
POL 100 PSY 100 PSY 100 POL 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DBR 200 DSS 200 DSS 200 DBR 200 
DQR 300 DSL 300 DSL 300 DQR 300 
CRJ 302 CRJ 302 CRJ 330 CRJ 330 
CRJ 320 CRJ 320 Elective Elective 
SOC 200 IRPS 220 IRPS 220 SOC 200 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DBR 300 DBR 300 POL 495 POL 495 
Elective HUM 420 HUM 420 Elective 
DQR 400 DSL 400 DSL 400 DQR 400 
CRJ 496 CRJ 496 Elective Elective 
PSY 370 SOC 335 SOC 335 PSY 370 
















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 DSS 100 POL 100 PSY 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
CRJ 101 CRJ 101 CRJ 202 CRJ 202 
PSY 100 POL 100 FOR 130 FOR 130 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 IRPS 220 IRPS 220 DBR 200 
SOC 200 Elective Elective SOC 200 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
PSY 370 SOC 335 SOC 335 PSY 370 
CRJ 320 CRJ 320 CRJ 330 CRJ 330 
CRJ 302 CRJ 302 DBR 300 DBR 300 
DQR 300 DSL 300 DSL 300 DQR 300 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
CRJ 496 CRJ 496 POL 495 POL 495 
Elective HUM 420 HUM 420 Elective 
DQR 400 DSL 400 DSL 400 DQR 400 
Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective Elective Elective 
J-Term	4	
    Optional 
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UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 55	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	400	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	400	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 45	CREDITS	
		
___	COM	108		 MEDIA	LITERACY	3		
___	COM	130		 FILM	APPRECIATION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	COM	202		 COMMUNICATION	STRATEGIES	AND	PERFORMANCE		 	 	 	 	 3		
___	COM	215		 WRITING	FOR	PERFORMANCE			 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	COM	255		 FILM	AND	VIDEO	EDITING		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	COM	310		 APPLIED	MEDIA	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)		 	 	 	 	 3		
___	COM	383		 RADIO	AND	VOICE-OVER	PERFORMANCE		 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	DRA	103		 ACTING	I		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	DRA	203		 ACTING	II		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	DRA	303		 ACTING	III		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	DRA	313		 THEATRICAL	DESIGN	&	PRODUCTION	I	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	REQUIREMENT)		 	 	 3		
___	DRA	373		 VOICE	AND	MOVEMENT	(ALSO	MEETS	DSL	300	REQUIREMENT)		 	 	 	 3		
___	DRA	403		 DIRECTING	THE	ACTOR	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	DRA	413		 PERFORMANCE	FOR	THE	CAMERA		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	DRA	478		 DRAMA	CAPSTONE	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)		 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 20	CREDITS	
	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 17	
	 	 	 										 										






















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 108 COM 108 COM 130 DRA 103 
DRA 103 DSL 100 DJC 100 COM 130 
DSS 100 DJC 100 DSL 100 DBR 100 
DQR 100 Elective  Elective DQR 100 
DBR 100 Elective Elective DSS 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101 
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 202 COM 215 DRA 203 COM 202 
COM 215 COM 255 COM 255 DRA 203 
DRA 373 DRA 373 COM 310 COM 310 
DSS 200 DSS 200 DRA 313 DRA 313 
DBR 200 Elective Elective DBR 200 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
J-Term	2	





COM 383 DRA 303 
DRA 403 DRA 413 
DBR 300 DRA 478 
DSL 400 DSS 400 
DJC 300 DQR 400 















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 108 COM 108 COM 130 DRA 103 
DRA 103 DSL 100 DJC 100 COM 130 
DSS 100 DJC 100 DSL 100 DBR 100 
DQR 100 Elective  Elective DQR 100 
DBR 100 Elective Elective DSS 100 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 215 COM 202 COM 202 DRA 203 
DBR 200 COM 215 COM 255 COM 255 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DRA 203 DBR 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
Elective Elective DSL 200 DQR 200 
J-Term	2	





COM 310 DRA 303 
DRA 373 DRA 313 
COM 383 DJC 300 








DRA 403 DRA 413 
DRA 478 DBR 400 
DQR 400 DSL 400 



















Acting	 for	 the	 Camera,	 Stage	 Combat,	 and	 Playwriting.		 Students	 in	 the	 Musical	 Theatre	 Performance	 Specialization	 study	 Singing	 and	 Vocal	
Technique,	Dance	including	Ballet,	Tap,	Jazz,	and	Hip	Hop,	Music	Theory,	Acting,	Musical	Theatre	Performance,	and	Musical	Theatre	History."	
	
CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 37	CREDITS	
	
__LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1		
__DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	AND	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
__DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	AND	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
__DJC	100	 	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	AND	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DJC	200	 	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	AND	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DSS	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	AND	SOCIETY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DSS	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	AND	SOCIETY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DQR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DQR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DSL	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DSL	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
__JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
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B.F.A.	CORE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 						 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 39	CREDITS	
__DRA	103	 ACTING	I:	ACTING	FUNDAMENTALS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	203	 ACTING	II:	CHARACTERIZATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	303	 ACTING	III:	ACTING	STYLES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	308	 ACTING	IV:	ACTING	METHODS			 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA104		 VOICE	AND	SPEECH	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	204	 VOICE	AND	SPEECH	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	108	 MOVEMENT	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	208	 MOVEMENT	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	110	 SCRIPT	ANALYSIS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	421		 AUDITION	AND	PERFORMANCE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	324	 THEATRE	HISTORY	I		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	424	 THEATRE	HISTORY	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	478	 DRAMA	CAPSTONE	(3)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
	
ACTING	SPECIALIZATION	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 36	CREDITS	
	
__DRA	113	 THEATRE	APPRECIATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	153	 IMPROVISATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	210	 PLAYWRITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	211	 DRAMATURGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	316	 ACTING	V:	MODERN	ACTING	STYLES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	317	 ACTING	VI:	VOICE-OVER	PERFORMANCE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	__DRA	413	 ACTING	VII:	ACTING	FOR	THE	CAMERA	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	414	 ACTING	VIII:	ADVANCED	ACTING	FOR	THE	CAMERA		 	 	 	 	 3	 	 	
__DRA	313	 THEATRICAL	DESIGN	AND	PRODUCTION	I	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	415	 THEATRICAL	DESIGN	AND	PRODUCTION	II	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	403	 DIRECTING	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
__DRA	404	 DIRECTING	II		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ELECTIVES		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 8CREDITS	
___UPPER-LEVEL	(300+)	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 5	
	





MUSICAL	THEATRE	PERFORMANCE	SPECIALIZATION	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 44	CREDITS	
DRA	416	 	 DANCE	(8	SEM	-	1	CREDIT	EACH)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 8	
DRA	405	 	 VOICE	LESSONS	(8	SEM	–	1	CREDIT	EACH)	 	 	 	 	 	 8	
DRA	264	 	 MUSIC	STUDY	FOR	MUSICAL	THEATRE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
DRA	112	 	 PIANO	FOR	DRAMA	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
DRA	330	 	 MUSICAL	THEATRE	SCENE	STUDY	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
DRA	331	 	 MUSICAL	THEATRE	SCENE	STUDY	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
DRA	426	 	 SIGHT	SINGING	 			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
DRA	236	 	 MUSICAL	THEATRE	HISTORY	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
DRA	237	 	 MUSICAL	THEATRE	HISTORY	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
DRA	231	 	 MUSICAL	THEATRE	REP	I	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
DRA	232	 	 MUSICAL	THEATRE	REP	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
DRA	430	 	 MUSICAL	THEATRE	PRODUCTION	 	 			 	 	 	 	 3	







































































































































UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 49	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	300	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	400	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	400	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS:	POLITICAL	SCIENCE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 45	CREDITS	
___CRJ	330		 LAW	&	THE	COURTS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)			 	 	 	 3	
___HUM	420	 ETHICAL	DECISION	MAKING	(ALSO	MEETS	DBRG	400	REQUIREMENT)			 	 	 	 3	
___IRPS	220		 GLOBAL	HUMAN	RIGHTS				 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___POL	100		 GEOPOLITICAL	AFFAIRS					 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___POL	101		 GOVERNMENT	&	LEADERSHIP				 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___POL	201		 PUBLIC	POLICY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___POL	203		 DIPLOMACY	&	CONFLICT	RESOLUTION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___POL	302		 COMPARATIVE	&	REGIONAL	POLITICS	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSG	300	REQUIREMENT)		 	 	 3	
___POL	303		 POLITICAL	THEORIES	&	IDEOLOGIES		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___POL	385	 GLOBAL	ENVIRONMENTAL	POLITICS	AND	JUSTICE		 (ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	300	&	DSL	300)	 	 3	
___POL	401		 POLITICAL	ECONOMY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___POL	402		 CRITICAL	ISSUES	IN	POLITICS	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	400	REQUIREMENT)		 	 	 	 3		
___POL	495		 CAPSTONE	IN	SOCIAL	JUSTICE	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
___PSY	100		 HUMAN	BEHAVIOR		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___SOC	200		 RESEARCH	METHODS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 26	CREDITS	
	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 17	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVE	(300+)		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 9	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 										












Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 Elective POL 101 POL 101 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
Elective Elective Elective DSS 100 
POL 100 PSY 100 PSY 100 POL 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DBR 200 DSS 200 DSS 200 DBR 200 
DQR 300 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective DQR 300 
IRPS 220 SOC 200 SOC 200 IRPS 220 
POL 203 POL 203 POL 201 POL 201 
POL 303 POL 303 POL 302 POL 302 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
POL 401 POL 401 POL 495 POL 495 
POL 402 POL 402 POL 385 POL 385 
DQR 400 DSL 400 DSL 400 DQR 400 
DBR 300 DBR 300 HUM 420 HUM 420 
CRJ 330 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective CRJ 330 
















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 Elective POL 101 POL 101 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
POL 100 PSY 100 PSY 100 POL 100 
Elective Elective Elective DSS 100 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 POL 201 POL 201 DBR 200 
SOC 200 IRPS 220 IRPS 220 SOC 200 
POL 203 POL 203 Elective Elective 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DQR 300 CRJ 330 CRJ 330 DQR 300 
POL 303 POL 303 POL 302 POL 302 
DBR 300 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective DBR 300 







Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DQR 400 DSL 400 DSL 400 DQR 400 
POL 401 POL 401 HUM 420 HUM 420 
POL 402 POL 402 POL 495 POL 495 
Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective Elective Elective 
J-Term	4	
     Optional 
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UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 37	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	




MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS:	BIOLOGY	 	 			 	 	 	 	 	 	 71	CREDITS	
___	HUM	420		 ETHICAL	DECISION	MAKING	(ALSO	MEETS	DBRG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
___	MAT	320	 METHODS	OF	CALCULUS	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 4	
___	POL	100		 GEOPOLITICAL	AFFAIRS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PSY	100			 HUMAN	BEHAVIOR		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	SCI	110	 THE	BIOLOGICAL	WORLD	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	111	 BIOLOGICAL	PATTERN	AND	PROCESS	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	130		 GENERAL	CHEMISTRY	I	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	131	 GENERAL	CHEMISTRY	II	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	260	 HUMAN	ANATOMY	AND	PHYSIOLOGY	AND	LAB		 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	290		 MENDENELIAN	AND	POPULATION	GENETICS	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	325	 MICROBIOLOGY	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	350	 PHYSICS	I	AND	LAB	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	351	 PHYSICS	II	AND	LAB		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	360	 ECOLOGY	AND	LAB	 (ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	390	 ORGANIC	CHEMISTRY	I	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	391	 ORGANIC	CHEMISTRY	II	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	460		 MOLECULAR	BIOLOGY	AND	LAB	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	491		 EVOLUTION	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	SOC	200		 RESEARCH	METHODS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	CREDITS	
	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 11	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVE	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 1	 	 	 	 					
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 TOTAL	CREDITS	120	
	
OPTIONAL	FORENSIC	SCIENCE	CONCENTRATION	 	 			 	 	 	 	 	 20	CREDITS	
___	FOR	230			 CRIMINALISTICS	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	FOR	340	 TRACE	EVIDENCE	AND	MICROSCOPY	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	ENV	340			 ENVIRONMENTAL	STATISTICS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	FOR	350		 FORENSIC	MOLECULAR	BIOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	FOR	430			 FORENSIC	CHEMISTRY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	










Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 DSS 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 
DQR 100 DBR 100 DBR 100 DQR 100 
SCI 110 & LAB SCI 110 & LAB SCI 111 & LAB SCI 111 & LAB 
SCI 130 & LAB SCI 130 & LAB SCI 131 & LAB SCI 131 & LAB 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101 PSY 100 POL 100 
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DBR 200 DBR 200 DSS 300 DBR 200 
MAT 320 MAT 320 SOC 200 SOC 200 
SCI 260 & LAB SCI 260 & LAB SCI 290 & LAB SCI 290 & LAB 
SCI 390 & LAB SCI 390 & LAB SCI 360 & LAB SCI 360 & LAB 
POL 100 PSY 100 SCI 391 & LAB SCI 391 & LAB   
Elective Elective 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
SCI 325 & LAB DBR 300 DBR 300 HUM 420 
SCI 350 & LAB SCI 325 & LAB SCI 351 & LAB SCI 351 & LAB 
SCI 460 & LAB SCI 350 & LAB SCI 491 SCI 491 
HUM 420 SCI 460 & LAB Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 
Elective Elective Elective Elective     
J-Term	3	















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 DSS 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 
DQR 100 DBR 100 DBR 100 DQR 100 
SCI 110 & LAB SCI 110 & LAB SCI 111 & LAB SCI 111 & LAB 
SCI 130 & LAB SCI 130 & LAB SCI 131 & LAB SCI 131 & LAB 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DBR 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DQR 200 DSS 200 DBR 200 
SCI 260 & LAB SCI 260 & LAB SCI 290 & LAB SCI 290 & LAB 
SCI 390 & LAB SCI 390 & LAB SCI 391 & LAB SCI 391 & LAB 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DBR 300 DSS 300 DSS 300 DBR 300 
SCI 350 & LAB SCI 350 & LAB SCI 360 & LAB SCI 360 & LAB 
SCI 325 & LAB SCI 325 & LAB SCI 351 & LAB SCI 351 & LAB 
Elective Elective MAT 320 MAT 320 
J-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
SCI 460 & LAB SCI 460 & LAB HUM 420 PSY 100 
SOC 200 SOC 200 SCI 491 SCI 491 
PSY 100 HUM 420 POL 100 Elective 
Elective POL 100 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 











Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 DSS 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 
DQR 100 DBR 100 DBR 100 DQR 100 
SCI 110 & LAB SCI 110 & LAB SCI 111 & LAB SCI 111 & LAB 
SCI 130 & LAB SCI 130 & LAB SCI 131 & LAB SCI 131 & LAB 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101 PSY 100 POL 100 
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DBR 200 DSS 300 DSS 300 DBR 200 
FOR 230 & LAB FOR 230 & LAB SOC 200 SOC 200 
SCI 260 & LAB SCI 260 & LAB SCI 290 & LAB SCI 290 & LAB 
SCI 390 & LAB SCI 390 & LAB SCI 360 & LAB SCI 360 & LAB 
POL 100 PSY 100 SCI 391 & LAB SCI 391 & LAB 
MAT 320 MAT 320 ENV 340 ENV 340 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
SCI 325 & LAB DBR 300 DBR 300 HUM 420 
SCI 350 & LAB SCI 325 & LAB SCI 351 & LAB SCI 351 & LAB 
SCI 460 & LAB SCI 350 & LAB SCI 491 SCI 491 
HUM 420 SCI 460 & LAB FOR 340 & LAB FOR 340 & LAB 
FOR 350 FOR 350 FOR 430 FOR 430   
FOR 495 FOR 495 
J-Term	3	














Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 DSS 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 
DQR 100 DBR 100 DBR 100 DQR 100 
SCI 110 & LAB SCI 110 & LAB SCI 111 & LAB SCI 111 & LAB 
SCI 130 & LAB SCI 130 & LAB SCI 131 & LAB SCI 131 & LAB 







Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DBR 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DQR 200 DSS 200 DBR 200 
SCI 260 & LAB SCI 260 & LAB SCI 290 & LAB SCI 290 & LAB 
SCI 390 & LAB SCI 390 & LAB SCI 391 & LAB SCI 391 & LAB 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DBR 300 DSS 300 DSS 300 DBR 300 
SCI 350 & LAB SCI 350 & LAB SCI 360 & LAB SCI 360 & LAB 
SCI 325 & LAB SCI 325 & LAB SCI 351 & LAB SCI 351 & LAB 
FOR 230 & LAB FOR 230 & LAB ENV 340 ENV 340 
  FOR 430 FOR 430 
J-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
SCI 460 & LAB SCI 460 & LAB HUM 420 PSY 100 
SOC 200 SOC 200 SCI 491 SCI 491 
PSY 100 HUM 420 POL 100 FOR 340 & LAB 
FOR 350 POL 100 FOR 495 FOR 495 
 FOR 350 FOR 340 & LAB  
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MAJOR:		ENVIRONMENTAL	STUDIES-	DEGREE	REQUIREMENTS	
	
UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 46	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS:	ENVIRONMENTAL	STUDIES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 47	CREDITS	
	
___	ENV	130		 HUMAN	ENVIRONMENT	INTERACTIONS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ENV	250		 ENVIRONMENTAL	RISK	AND	PUBLIC	HEALTH		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ENV	310		 ENVIRONMENTAL	LAW		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ENV	330		 WILDLIFE	CONSERVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ENV	340	 ENVIRONMENTAL	STATISTICS		(ALSO	MEETS	DSL	300	&	DQR	300	REQUIREMENTS)	 	 3	
___	ENV	420		 GEOGRAPHIC	INFORMATION	SYSTEMS	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	REQUIREMENTS)	 	 	 3	
___	ENV	450		 CAPSTONE	IN	ENVIRONMENTAL	STUDIES	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENT)	 3	
___	HUM	420		 ETHICAL	DECISION	MAKING	(ALSO	MEETS	DBRG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
___	POL	100		 GEOPOLITICAL	AFFAIRS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	POL	201		 PUBLIC	POLICY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	POL	385		 GLOBAL	ENVIRONMENTAL	POLICY	AND	JUSTICE	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENT)	 3	
___	PSY	100		 HUMAN	BEHAVIOR		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	SCI	130		 GENERAL	CHEMISTRY	I	AND	LAB		 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SCI	360		 ECOLOGY	AND	LAB		 (ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 4	
___	SOC	200		 RESEARCH	METHODS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 												 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 27	CREDITS	
	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVE	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	
	




















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100  Elective Elective  DSS 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
ENV 130 ENV 130 POL 100 POL 100 
SCI 130 & Lab SCI 130 & Lab PSY 100 PSY 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DBR 200 DSS 200 DSS 200 DBR 200 
ENV 250 ENV 250 SCI 360 & LAB SCI 360 & LAB 
ENV 330 ENV 330 ENV 340 ENV 340 
SOC 200 POL 201 POL 201 SOC 200 
Elective Elective  Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 
Elective  Elective Elective Elective 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DBR 300 DBR 300 ENV 450 ENV 450 
DSS 300 DSS 300 DSS 400 DSS 400 
ENV 420 ENV 420 HUM 420 HUM 420 
ENV 310 ENV 310 POL 385 POL 385 
 Upper Level Elective  Upper Level Elective Elective Elective 
















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 Elective Elective  DSS 100 
DQR 100  DSL 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
ENV 130 ENV 130 POL 100 POL 100 
SCI 130 & LAB SCI 130 & LAB PSY 100 PSY 100 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 ENV 250 Elective  DBR 200 
POL 201 Elective  Elective  SOC 200 
ENV 250 Elective  SOC 200 POL 201 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 300 DSS 300  ENV 340 ENV 340 
ENV 330 ENV 330 SCI 360 & LAB SCI 360 & Lab 
DBR 300 DBR 300 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 
Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective Elective  Elective  






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
HUM 420 DSS 400 DSS 400 HUM 420 
ENV 420 ENV 420 ENV 450 ENV 450 
ENV 310 ENV 310 POL 385 POL 385 
Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 
J-Term	4	
    Optional  
	
 

















UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 43	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	400	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS:	FORENSIC	INVESTIGATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 48	CREDITS	
	
___CRJ	101		 INTRODUCTION	TO	CRIMINAL	JUSTICE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___FOR	130		 INTRODUCTION	TO	FORENSIC	SCIENCE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___FOR	230		 CRIMINALISTICS	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___FOR	340	 TRACE	EVIDENCE	AND	MICROSCOPY	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___CRJ	330	 LAW	AND	COURTS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJC	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 3	
___FOR	395	 ARSON	AND	EXPLOSION	INVESTIGATION	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___FOR	440		 FORENSIC	PATHOLOGY	(ALSO	MEETS	DSL	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
___FOR	450		 FORENSIC	CASE	STUDIES	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
___FOR	495		 CAPSTONE	IN	FORENSIC	SCIENCE	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___HUM	420		 ETHICAL	DECISION	MAKING	(ALSO	MEETS	DBRG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
___POL	100		 GEOPOLITICAL	AFFAIRS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___PSY	100		 HUMAN	BEHAVIOR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___PSY	370		 ABNORMAL	PSYCHOLOGY	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
___SCI	130		 GENERAL	CHEMISTRY	I	AND	LAB		 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
___SOC	200		 RESEARCH	METHODS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 												 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 29	CREDITS	
	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVE	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 14	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 										 	
















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 Elective Elective DSS 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
CRJ 101 CRJ 101 FOR 130 FOR 130 
PSY 100 POL 100 POL 100 PSY 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
SOC 200 DSS 200 DSS 200 SOC 200 
FOR 230 & LAB FOR 230 & LAB FOR 395 FOR 395 
DBR 200 CRJ 330 CRJ 330 DBR 200 
SCI 130 & LAB SCI 130 & LAB Elective Elective 
Elective Elective FOR 340 & LAB FOR 340 & LAB 
Elective Elective Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
FOR 440 FOR 440 FOR 495 FOR 495 
FOR 450 FOR 450 Elective Elective 
DQR 400 HUM 420 HUM 420 DQR 400 
PSY 370 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective PSY 370 
DBR 300 DBR 300 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 
















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 Elective POL 100 PSY 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
CRJ 101 CRJ 101 FOR 130 FOR 130 
PSY 100 POL 100 Elective DSS 100 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DQR 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
SCI 130 & LAB SCI 130 & LAB DSS 200 DBR 200 
FOR 230 & LAB FOR 230 & LAB Elective Elective 
  SOC 200 SOC 200 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
Elective Elective FOR 340 & LAB FOR 340 & LAB 
CRJ 330 DBR 300 DBR 300 CRJ 330 
Elective Elective FOR 395 FOR 395 
Elective PSY 370 PSY 370 Elective 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
FOR 440 FOR 440 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 
FOR 450 FOR 450 FOR 495 FOR 495 
DQR 400 HUM 420 HUM 420 DQR 400 
Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 
J-Term	4	
     Optional 
	
 










UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 43	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	300	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS:	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 45	CREDITS	
	
____POL	100		 GEOPOLITICAL	AFFAIRS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	100		 HUMAN	BEHAVIOR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	200		 	ORIENTATION	TO	THE	STUDY	OF	PSYCHOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____SOC	200	 RESEARCH	METHODS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	250	 DEVELOPMENTAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	260			 PERSONALITY	THEORY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____SOC	335			 SOCIAL	PROBLEMS	 (ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	355			 COGNITIVE	PSYCHOLOGY	(ALSO	MEETS	DSL	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	360			 SOCIAL	PSYCHOLOGY	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSG	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	370			 ABNORMAL	PSYCHOLOGY	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
____HUM	420		 ETHICAL	DECISION	MAKING	(ALSO	MEETS	DBRG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	420		 PHYSIOLOGICAL	PSYCHOLOGY	(ALSO	MEETS	DSL	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	460		 EXPERIMENTAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	480		 CROSS	CULTURAL	PSYCHOLOGY	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
____PSY	495		 CAPSTONE	IN	PSYCHOLOGY	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 											 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 32	CREDITS	
	 	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 20	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVE	(300+)		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 						











Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 Elective Elective DSS 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
PSY 250 PSY 200 PSY 200 PSY 250 
PSY 100 POL 100 POL 100 PSY 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DBR 200 DSS 200 DSS 200 DBR 200 
SOC 200 PSY 260 PSY 260 SOC 200 
Elective PSY 355 PSY 355 Elective 
PSY 370 PSY 360 PSY 360 PSY 370 
Elective DQR 300 DQR 300 Elective 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
PSY 420 PSY 420 PSY 495 PSY 495 
PSY 460 PSY 460 PSY 480 Elective 
HUM 420 PSY 480 DBR 300 HUM 420 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
Elective DBR 300 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 
















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 Elective PSY 200 PSY 250 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
PSY 100 POL 100 POL 100 PSY 100 
PSY 250 PSY 200 Elective DSS 100 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 Elective Elective DBR 200 
PSY 260 SOC 200 SOC 200 PSY 260 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
Elective PSY 355 PSY 355 Elective 
PSY 370 PSY 360 PSY 360 PSY 370 
Elective DQR 300 DQR 300 Elective 
DBR 300 SOC 335 SOC 335 DBR 300 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
PSY 420 PSY 420 PSY 495 PSY 495 
PSY 460 PSY 460 PSY 480 HUM 420 
HUM 420 PSY 480 Elective Elective 
Elective Elective Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 
J-Term	4	
    Optional 
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UNDERGRADUATE	MINORS	
Students	pursuing	the	bachelor’s	degree	may	also	complete	a	minor	in	the	College	of	Arts	and	Sciences.		
BIOLOGY	MINOR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 19	CREDITS	
	
_____SCI	110	THE	BIOLOGICAL	WORLD	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	 	 	 	
_____SCI	290	MENDENELIAN	AND	POPULATION	GENETICS		 	 	 	 	 	 4	
_____SCI	325	MICROBIOLOGY	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
_____SCI	360	ECOLOGY	AND	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
_____SCI	491	EVOLUTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
CRIMINAL	JUSTICE	MINOR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
_____CRJ	101	INTRODUCTION	TO	JUSTICE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____CRJ	202	POLICING	IN	AMERICA	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____CRJ	320	CRIMINOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____CRJ	330	LAW	AND	THE	COURTS		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____CRJ	496	VICTIMOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
DRAMA	MINOR	 	 	 	 								 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
___	DRA	103	ACTING	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	
___	DRA	203	ACTING	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DRA	313	THEATRICAL	DESIGN	&	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DRA	373	VOICE	AND	MOVEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DRA	413	PERFORMANCE	FOR	THE	CAMERA	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ENGLISH	MINOR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
(REQUIRED	FOUNDATION)	
_____ENG	202	STUDIES	IN	SHORT	FICTION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____ENG	204	STUDIES	IN	THE	NOVEL	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
(SELECT	3	COURSES	FROM	THE	FOLLOWING)	
_____ENG	311	CREATIVE	WRITING	(ALSO	MEETS	DBR	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____ENG	350	MULTICULTURAL	LITERATURE	(ALSO	MEETS	DSS	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
_____ENG	405	SEMINAR	IN	GENDER	AND	LITERATURE	(ALSO	MEETS	DSS	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
_____ENG	420	TOPICS	IN	LITERATURE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ENVIRONMENTAL	STUDIES	MINOR	 	 	 	 	 	 16	CREDITS	
	
_____ENV	130	HUMAN-ENVIRONMENT	INTERACTIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____ENV	330	WILDLIFE	CONSERVATION		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____ENV	340	ENVIRONMENTAL	STATISTICS		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____POL	385	GLOBAL	ENVIRONMENTAL	POLICY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____SCI	360	ECOLOGY	&	LAB	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
	
FORENSIC	INVESTIGATIONS	MINOR	 	 	 	 	 	 16	CREDITS	
	
_____CRJ	101	INTRODUCTION	TO	CRIMINAL	JUSTICE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____FOR	130	INTRODUCTION	TO	FORENSIC	SCIENCE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____FOR	230	CRIMINALISTICS	AND	LABORATORY	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
_____FOR	395	ARSON	AND	EXPLOSION	INVESTIGATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____FOR	450	FORENSIC	CASE	STUDIES	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
POLITICAL	SCIENCE	MINOR	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
_____POL	101	GOVERNMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____POL	302	COMPARATIVE	AND	REGIONAL	POLITICS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____POL	303	POLITICAL	THEORIES	AND	IDEOLOGIES	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____CRJ	330	LAW	AND	THE	COURTS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____POL	402	CRITICAL	ISSUES	IN	POLITICS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
PSYCHOLOGY	MINOR	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
_____PSY	250	DEVELOPMENTAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____PSY	355	COGNITIVE	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____PSY	360	SOCIAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____PSY	370	ABNORMAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____PSY	480	CROSS	CULTURAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
SOCIAL	IMPACT	AND	JUSTICE	MINOR		 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
_____SIP	101	THEORIES	OF	CHANGEMAKING	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____IRPS	330	POLITICS	OF	DEVELOPMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____SIP	401	SOCIAL	IMPACT	IN	PRACTICE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____POL	402	CRITICAL	ISSUES	IN	POLITICS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____TC1/TE1	WATSON	INSTITUTE	COURSE	 	 	 	 	 	 3
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J-Term	Requirements		 	 	 6	
Elective	Hours	 	 	 	 11	–	20	







































UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 35	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS:	BUSINESS	ADMINISTRATION	 	 	 	 	 	 21	CREDITS	
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	255	 FUNDAMENTALS	OF	E-BUSINESS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	LEADERSHIP	AND	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	280	 GLOBAL	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES		(CREDITS	REMAINING	TO	MEET	60	CREDIT	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 4		
	



































UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 46	CREDITS	
	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1 
 
COLLEGE	CORE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 39	CREDITS		
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS)	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	372	 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	BUS	460	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	498	 BUSINESS	INTERNSHIPS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
AVIATION	MANAGEMENT	MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 																							 15	CREDITS	
___	AVS	102	 AVIATION	HISTORY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	347	 AVIATION	OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	431	 GLOBAL	AVIATION	REGULATIONS	AND	LAW	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 3	
___	AVS	482	 AIR	TRAFFIC	BASICS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	483	 AVIATION	TECHNOLOGIES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																							 20	CREDITS	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVES	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GENERAL	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 17	 	
	 	 	














Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 DQR 100 DSL 100 DSS 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 180 
AVS 102 AVS 102 BUS 150 BUS 150 
Elective or AVF 120 Elective or AVF 120  Elective or AVF 120  Elective or AVF 120  
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 270 BUS 270 BUS 350  BUS 350  
ACC 205 ACC 205 BUS 311 BUS 311 
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DBR 200 
MKT 250 MKT 250 BUS 372  BUS 372  
BUS 235 BUS 235 Elective Elective 
BUS 322  BUS 322 AVS 431  AVS 431  
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  Elective Elective BUS 425  
BUS 460 Elective Elective BUS 460 
DSS 400 DBR 300 DBR 400 DSS 400 
AVS 482 AVS 482 AVS 483 AVS 483 
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 400 
















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 DQR 100 DSL 100 DSS 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 180 
AVS 102 AVS 102 BUS 150 BUS 150 
Elective or AVF 120  Elective or AVF 120  Elective or AVF 120  Elective or AVF 120 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 270 BUS 270 DBR 200 
ACC 205 MKT 250 MKT 250 ACC 205 
BUS 235 BUS 235 Elective Elective 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 372  BUS 322  BUS 322  BUS 372  
BUS 350  Elective Elective BUS 350  
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 300 
BUS 311 Elective Elective BUS 311 
AVS 347 AVS 347 AVS 431  AVS 431  
J-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective BUS 425  
BUS 460 Elective Elective BUS 460 
DSS 400 DBR 400 DBR 400 DSS 400 
AVS 482 AVS 482 AVS 483 AVS 483 
J	Term	4	
     Optional 
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UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 46	CREDITS	
	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1 
	
COLLEGE	CORE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 39		CREDITS		
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS)	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	372	 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	BUS	460	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	498	 BUSINESS	INTERNSHIPS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ENTREPRENEURSHIP	MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 																							 	 15	CREDITS	
___	BUS	308	 CORPORATE	ENTREPRENEURSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	375	 CREATIVITY	AND	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	400	 ENTREPRENEURIAL	FINANCE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	458	 ENTREPRENEURSHIP	IN	PRACTICE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	475	 MERGERS,	ACQUISITIONS,	AND	INTEGRATION	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 3	
	
ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																							 20	CREDITS	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	



















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 150 
BUS 150 BUS 180 Elective Elective 
Elective Elective Elective DSS 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 270 BUS 270 BUS 350  BUS 350  
ACC 205 ACC 205 BUS 311 BUS 311 
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DBR 200 
BUS 372  MKT 250 MKT 250 BUS 372 
BUS 235 BUS 235 Elective Elective 
BUS 322 BUS 322  BUS 308 BUS 308 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  BUS 458 BUS 458 BUS 425 
BUS 460 BUS 475  BUS 475  BUS 460 
DSS 400 Elective Elective DSS 400 
BUS 400 DBR 300 DBR 400 BUS 400 
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 400 
BUS 375 Elective Elective BUS 375 
J-Term	3	















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
 DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 150 
BUS 150 BUS 180 Elective Elective 
Elective Elective Elective DSS 100 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 270 BUS 270 DBR 200 
ACC 205 MKT 250 MKT 250 ACC 205 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 372  BUS 322  BUS 322  BUS 372  
BUS 350  BUS 308 BUS 308 BUS 350  
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 300 
BUS 311 BUS 375 BUS 375 BUS 311 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
J-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  BUS 458 BUS 458 BUS 425  
BUS 460 BUS 475  BUS 475  BUS 460 
DSS 400 Elective Elective DSS 400 
BUS 400 DBR 400 DBR 400 BUS 400 
J-Term	4	
    Optional 
 




















UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 46	CREDITS	
	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1 
 
COLLEGE	CORE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 39	CREDITS		
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS)	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	372	 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	BUS	460	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	490	 HOSPITALITY	INTERNSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
EVENT	MANAGEMENT	MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 								 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
___	HA	110	 INTRODUCTION	TO	EVENT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	352	 BANQUET,	CATERING,	OPERATIONS	AND	CONTROL		 	 	 	 	 3															
___	HA	370	 GROUP	AND	CONVENTION	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	401	 CURRENT	ISSUES	IN	EVENT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	481	 SENIOR	SEMINAR	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																							 20		CREDITS	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVES	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GENERAL	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 17	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	













Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 150 
BUS 150 BUS 180 Elective Elective 
Elective HA 110 HA 110 DSS 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 270 BUS 270 BUS 350  BUS 350  
ACC 205 ACC 205 BUS 311 BUS 311 
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DBR 200 
MKT 250 MKT 250 BUS 372  BUS 372  
HA 352 BUS 235 BUS 235 HA 352 
BUS 322  BUS 322  HA 370 HA 370 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  HA 490 HA 490 BUS 425  
HA 481  Elective Elective HA 481  
DSS 400 DBR 300 DBR 400 DSS 400 
BUS 460 HA 401 HA 401 BUS 460 
Elective Elective Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 
DBR 300 Elective Elective DBR 400 
J-Term	3	















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 150 
BUS 150 BUS 180 Elective Elective 
Elective HA 110 HA 110 DSS 100 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 270 BUS 270 DBR 200 
ACC 205 MKT 250 MKT 250 ACC 205 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 372  BUS 322  BUS 322  BUS 372 
BUS 350  HA 401 HA 401 BUS 350  
DBR 300 Elective Elective DBR 300 
BUS 311 Elective Elective BUS 311 
Elective HA 370 HA 370 Elective 
J-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  HA 490 HA 490 BUS 425  
HA 481  Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective HA 481  
DSS 400 DBR 400 DBR 400 DSS 400 
Elective BUS 460 BUS 460 Elective 
J-Term	4	
    Optional 
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UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 49	CREDITS	
	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1 
 
COLLEGE	CORE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 39	CREDITS		
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS)	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	372	 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	BUS	460	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	498	 BUSINESS	INTERNSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
HEALTHCARE	MANAGEMENT	MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS								 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
___	HCM	101	HEALTHCARE	ORGANIZATION	AND	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HCM	240	HEALTHCARE	OPERATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HCM	300	POPULATION	HEALTH	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HCM	410	CONTEMPORARY	ISSUES	IN	HEALTHCARE	MGT.	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HCM	460	HEALTH	POLICY	AND	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																							 17	CREDITS	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVES	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GENERAL	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 14	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	











Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DSS 100 
DQR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 BUS 180 BUS 180 DBR 100 
BUS 150 HCM101 HCM 240 BUS 150 
HCM 101 Elective Elective HCM 240 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
ACC 205 ACC 205 BUS 311 BUS 311 
BUS 270 BUS 270 BUS 350  BUS 350  
MKT 250 MKT 250 BUS 372  BUS 372  
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DBR 200 
BUS 235 BUS 235 HCM 300 HCM 300 
BUS 322  BUS 322  HCM 410  HCM 410 
J-Term	2	





Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  HCM 460  HCM 460  BUS 425  
BUS 460 Elective Elective BUS 460 
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 400 
DJC 400 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective DJC 400 
Elective DBR 300 DBR 400 Elective 
DSS 400 DSS 400 Elective Elective 
J-Term	3	













Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DSS 100 
 DQR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DQR 100 
 DBR 100 BUS 180 BUS 180 DBR 100 
BUS 150 HCM 101 HCM 240 BUS 150 
HCM 101 Elective Elective HCM 240 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 270 BUS 270 DBR 200 
ACC 205 MKT 250 MKT 250 ACC 205 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 372  BUS 322 BUS 322  BUS 372 
BUS 350  HCM 410  HCM 410  BUS 350  
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 300 
BUS 311 Elective Elective BUS 311 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
J	-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425 HCM 460  HCM 460 BUS 425  
BUS 460 Elective Elective BUS 460 
DJC 400 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective DJC 400 
Elective DBR 400 DBR 400 Elective 
J-Term	4	
    Optional 
	
 








UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 49	CREDITS	
	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1 
	
COLLEGE	CORE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	39	CREDITS		
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS)	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	372	 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	460	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	498	 BUSINESS	INTERNSHIPS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
___	BUS	353	 ORGANIZATIONAL	STAFFING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	354	 EMPLOYEE	TRAINING	AND	DEVELOPMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	355	 EMPLOYMENT	LAW	FOR	BUSINESS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	356	 COMPENSATION	AND	BENEFITS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	402	 CONTEMPORARY	ISSUES	IN	HUMAN	RESOURCES	PRACTICE	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																							 17		CREDITS	
___	GENERAL	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 17	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	














Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DSS 100 
DQR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 BUS 180 BUS 180 DBR 100 
BUS 150 Elective BUS 350 BUS 150 
Elective Elective Elective BUS 350 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 270 BUS 270 Elective  Elective 
ACC 205 ACC 205 BUS 311 BUS 311 
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DBR 200 
MKT 250 MKT 250 BUS 372  BUS 372  
BUS 235 BUS 235 BUS 353 BUS 353 
BUS 322  BUS 322  BUS 354  BUS 354 
J-Term	2	





Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  BUS 355  BUS 402  BUS 425  
BUS 460 Elective Elective BUS 460 
DJC 400 BUS 356 Elective DJC 400 
BUS 355 DBR 300 DBR 400 BUS 402 
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 400 
BUS 356 DSS 400 DSS 400 Elective 
J-Term	3	













Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DSS 100 
 DQR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DQR 100 
 DBR 100 BUS 180 BUS 180 DBR 100 
BUS 150 Elective Elective BUS 150 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 270 BUS 270 DBR 200 
ACC 205 MKT 250 MKT 250 ACC 205 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 372  BUS 322 BUS 322  BUS 372 
BUS 353  BUS 353  BUS 355  BUS 355  
DBR 300 Elective Elective DBR 300 
BUS 311 Elective Elective BUS 311 
BUS 354 BUS 354 Elective Elective 
J	-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425 BUS 356  BUS 498 BUS 425  
BUS 356 BUS 498 BUS 402 BUS 460 
DJC 400 DSS 400 BUS 460 DJC 400 
DSS 400 DBR 400 DBR 400 BUS 402 
J-Term	4	
    Optional 
	
 

















UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 46	CREDITS	
	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1 
	
COLLEGE	CORE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 39	CREDITS		
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS)	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	372	 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	BUS	460	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	498	 BUSINESS	INTERNSHIPS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FASHION	AND	RETAILMAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
___	MKT	101	 FASHION	AND	RETAIL	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	240	 BUYING	AND	INVENTORY	PLANNING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	300	 FASHION	SHOW	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	420	 THE	EVOLUTION	OF	FASHION	AND	RETAIL	CHANGE	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 3	
___	MKT	465	 FASHION	AND	RETAIL	STRATEGIC	PLANNING	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																							 20	CREDITS	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVES	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6	
___	GENERAL	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 14	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 TOTAL	CREDITS	120	
	
 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 150 
BUS 150 BUS 180 MKT 240 MKT 240 
MKT 101 MKT 101 Elective DSS 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 270 BUS 270 BUS 350  BUS 350  
ACC 205 ACC 205 BUS 311 BUS 311 
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DBR 200 
MKT 250 MKT 250 BUS 372  BUS 372  
BUS 235 BUS 235 MKT 300 MKT 300 
BUS 322  BUS 322  MKT 420  MKT 420 
J-Term	2	





Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  MKT 465  MKT 465  BUS 425  
BUS 460 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective BUS 460 
DJC 400 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective DJC 400 
Elective DBR 300 DBR 400 Elective 
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 400 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
J-Term	3	













Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
 DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
 DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 150 
BUS 150 BUS 180 MKT 240 MKT 240 
MKT 101 MKT 101 Elective DSS 100 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 270 BUS 270 DBR 200 
ACC 205 MKT 250 MKT 250 ACC 205 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 372  BUS 322 BUS 322  BUS 372 
BUS 350  MKT 420  MKT 420  BUS 350  
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 300 
BUS 311 Elective Elective BUS 311 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
J	-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425 MKT 465  MKT 465 BUS 425  
BUS 460 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective BUS 460 
DJC 400 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective DJC 400 
Elective DBR 400 DBR 400 Elective 
J-Term	4	
    Optional 
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UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 46	CREDITS	
	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1 
	
COLLEGE	CORE	REQUIREMENTS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 39	CREDITS	
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS)	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	372	 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
____BUS	460	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____HA	490	 HOSPITALITY	INTERNSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
HOSPITALITY	MANAGEMENT	MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
___	HA	100	 INTRODUCTION	TO	HOSPITALITY	AND	TOURISM	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	261	 FOOD	SERVICE	OPERATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	337	 ROOMS	DIVISION	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	400	 CURRENT	ISSUES	IN	HOSPITALITY	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	481	 SENIOR	SEMINAR	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																							 20	CREDITS	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVES	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6	
___	GENERAL	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 14	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	










Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 150 
BUS 150 BUS 180 Elective Elective 
Elective HA 100 HA 100 DSS 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 270 BUS 270 BUS 350  BUS 350  
ACC 205 ACC 205 BUS 311 BUS 311 
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DBR 200 
MKT 250 MKT 250 BUS 372  BUS 372  
HA 261 BUS 235 BUS 235 HA 261 
BUS 322  BUS 322  HA 337 HA 337 
J-Term	2	





Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  HA 490 HA 490 HA 481  
HA 481  DBR 300 HA 400 BUS 425  
DSS 400 HA 400 DBR 400 DSS 400 
Elective Elective Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 
DBR 300 BUS 460 BUS 460 DBR 400 
Elective Elective Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 
J-Term	3	















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 150 
BUS 150 BUS 180 Elective Elective 
Elective HA 100 HA 100 DSS 100 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 270 BUS 270 DBR 200 
ACC 205 MKT 250 MKT 250 ACC 205 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 372 BUS 322 BUS 322 BUS 372 
BUS 350 HA 400 HA 400 BUS 350 
DBR 300 Elective Elective DBR 300 
BUS 311 Elective Elective BUS 311 
Elective HA 337 HA 337 Elective 
J-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425 HA 490 HA 490 BUS 460 
BUS 460 DBR 400 HA 400 HA 481 BUS 425 
DSS 400 HA 481 DBR 400 DSS 400 















UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 49	CREDITS	
	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1 
	
COLLEGE	CORE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	39	CREDITS		
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS)	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	372	 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	BUS	460	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	498	 BUSINESS	INTERNSHIPS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
INFORMATION	SYSTEMS:	CYBER	SECURITY	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 21	CREDITS	
	
___	ISM	301	 INFORMATION	SYSTEMS	FUNDAMENTALS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ISM	302	 DATABASE	MANAGEMENT	&	SECURITY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ISM	310	 CRITICAL	SECURITY	CONTROLS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ISM	311	 OPERATING	SYSTEMS	&	APPLICATION	SECURITY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ISM	410	 NETWORK	AND	WIRELESS	SECURITY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ISM	411	 CLOUD	AND	MOBILE	SECURITY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ISM	412	 DIGITAL	FORENSICS	&	AUDITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																							 11		CREDITS	
___	GENERAL	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 11	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	













Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DSS 100 
DQR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 BUS 150 BUS 180 DBR 100 
BUS 150 Elective Elective BUS 150 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
ACC 205 BUS 270 BUS 235 BUS 311 
BUS 270 ACC 205 BUS 311 BUS 350 
BUS 322 MKT 250 BUS 350 DBR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 235 BUS 372 BUS 372 
DSL 200 BUS 322 ISM 301 ISM 301 
MKT 250 DSL 200 ISM 302 ISM 302 
J-Term	2	





Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425 BUS 425 ISM 411 ISM 411 
ISM 310 ISM 310 ISM 412 ISM 412 
ISM 311 ISM 311 DJC 400 DJC 400 
ISM 410 ISM 410 DBR 400 DBR 400 
DBR 300 DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 
DSS 400 DSS 400 BUS 460 BUS 460 
J-Term	3	















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DSS 100 
DQR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 BUS 180 BUS 180 DBR 100 
BUS 150 Elective Elective BUS 150 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 270 BUS 270 DBR 200 
ACC 205 MKT 250 MKT 250 ACC 205 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 372 BUS 322 BUS 322 BUS 372 
BUS 350 BUS 311 BUS 311 BUS 350 
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 300 
ISM 302 ISM 302 BUS 425 BUS 425 
ISM 310 ISM 310 ISM 311 ISM 311 
J-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DBR 400 DJC 400 BUS 460 BUS 460 
DJC 400 DSS 400 DSS 400 DBR 400 
ISM 410 ISM 410 ISM 412 ISM 412 














UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 49	CREDITS	
	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1 
	
COLLEGE	CORE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	39	CREDITS		
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS)	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	372	 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	BUS	460 	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	498	 BUSINESS	INTERNSHIPS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
INFORMATION	SYSTEMS:	DATA	ANALYTICS	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 21	CREDITS	
	
___	ISM	301	 INFORMATION	SYSTEMS	FUNDAMENTALS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ISM	302	 DATABASE	MANAGEMENT	&	SECURITY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ISM	320	 DATA	VISUALIZATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ISM	331	 DATA	MINING	AND	REPORTING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ISM	420	 DATA	PROGRAMMING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ISM	421	 ADVANCED	BUSINESS	INTELLIGENCE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ISM	422	 PREDICTIVE	MODELING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																							 11		CREDITS	
___	GENERAL	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 11	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	












Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DSS 100 
DQR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 BUS 150 BUS 180 DBR 100 
BUS 150 Elective Elective BUS 150 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
ACC 205 BUS 270 BUS 235 BUS 311 
BUS 270 ACC 205 BUS 311 BUS 350 
BUS 322 MKT 250 BUS 350 DBR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 235 BUS 372 BUS 372 
DSL 200 BUS 322 ISM 301 ISM 301 
MKT 250 DSL 200 ISM 302 ISM 302 
J-Term	2	





Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425 BUS 425 ISM 421 ISM 421 
ISM 320 ISM 320 ISM 422 ISM 422 
ISM 331 ISM 331 DJC 400 DJC 400 
ISM 420 ISM 420 DBR 400 DBR 400 
DBR 300 DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 
DSS 400 DSS 400 BUS 460 BUS 460 
J-Term	3	















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DSS 100 
DQR 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 BUS 180 BUS 180 DBR 100 
BUS 150 Elective Elective BUS 150 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 270 BUS 270 DBR 200 
ACC 205 MKT 250 MKT 250 ACC 205 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 372 BUS 322 BUS 322 BUS 372 
BUS 350 BUS 311 BUS 311 BUS 350 
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 300 
ISM 302 ISM 302 BUS 425 BUS 425 
ISM 320 ISM 320 ISM 331 ISM 331 
J-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DBR 400 DJC 400 BUS 460 BUS 460 
DJC 400 DSS 400 DSS 400 DBR 400 
ISM 420 ISM 420 ISM 422 ISM 422 
























UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 46	CREDITS	
	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	 	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1 
 
COLLEGE	CORE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 39	CREDITS		
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS) 	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	372	 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	BUS	460	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	498	 BUSINESS	INTERNSHIPS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
INTERNATIONAL	BUSINESS	MANAGEMENT	MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
___	BUS	280	 GLOBAL	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	395	 GLOBAL	FINANCIAL	MARKETS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3 
___	BUS	408	 POLITICAL	&	CULTURAL	DIMENSIONS	OF	GLOBAL	MARKETS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 3	
___	BUS	440	 GLOBAL	OPERATIONS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	392	 GLOBAL	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																							 20	CREDITS	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVES	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GENERAL	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 17	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 TOTAL	CREDITS	120	
 







Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 150 
BUS 150 BUS 180 Elective Elective 
Elective Elective Elective DSS 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 270 BUS 270 BUS 350   BUS 350  
ACC 205 ACC 205 BUS 311  BUS 311 
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DBR 200 
MKT 250 MKT 250 BUS 372  BUS 372  
BUS 280 BUS 235 BUS 235 BUS 280 
BUS 322  BUS 322  MKT 392 MKT 392 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  BUS 408  BUS 408  BUS 425  
BUS 460 BUS 440 BUS 440 BUS 460 
DSS 400 Elective Elective DSS 400 
Elective DBR 300 DBR 400 Upper Level Elective 
BUS 395 Elective Upper Level Elective BUS 395 
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 400 
J-Term	3	


















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 150 
BUS 150 BUS 180 Elective Elective 
Elective Elective Elective DSS 100 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 270 BUS 270 DBR 200 
ACC 205 MKT 250 MKT 250 ACC 205 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 372 BUS 322  BUS 322 BUS 372 
BUS 350  MKT 392 MKT 392 BUS 350  
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 300 
BUS 311 BUS 395 BUS 395 BUS 311 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
J-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425 BUS 408 BUS 408  BUS 425 
BUS 460 BUS 440 BUS 440 BUS 460 
DSS 400 Elective Upper Level Elective DSS 400 
Elective DBR 400 DBR 400 Upper Level Elective 
J-Term	4	
    Optional 
 






















UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 46	CREDITS	
	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1 
 
COLLEGE	CORE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 39	CREDITS		
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS)	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	372	 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	BUS	460	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	498	 BUSINESS	INTERNSHIPS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
INVESTMENT	MANAGEMENT	MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
___	BUS	321	 INVESTMENT	THEORY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	324	 PORTFOLIO	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	395	 GLOBAL	FINANCIAL	MARKETS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	433	 WILLS,	TRUSTS	AND	FAMILY	CORPORATE	STRUCTURES	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	400	REQUIREMENT)	 3	
___	BUS	434	 COMMODITY,	OPTIONS,	FUTURES	(DERIVATIVES)	AND	FIXED	INCOME	STRATEGIES	 	 3	
	
ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																							 20		CREDITS	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	










Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 150 
BUS 150 BUS 180 Elective Elective 
Elective Elective Elective DSS 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 270 BUS 270 BUS 350  BUS 350  
ACC 205 ACC 205 BUS 311 BUS 311 
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DBR 200 
BUS 372  MKT 250 MKT 250 BUS 372  
BUS 235 BUS 235 Elective Elective 
BUS 322 BUS 322  BUS 321 BUS 321 
J-Term	2	





Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  BUS 433  BUS 433  BUS 425  
BUS 460 BUS 434 BUS 434 BUS 460 
DSS 400 Elective Elective DSS 400 
BUS 324 DBR 300 DBR 400 BUS 324 
BUS 395  Elective Elective BUS 395 
DBR 300  BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 400 
J-Term	3	














Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 150 
BUS 150 BUS 180 Elective Elective 
Elective Elective Elective DSS 100 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 270 BUS 270 DBR 200 
ACC 205 MKT 250 MKT 250 ACC 205 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 372 BUS 322 BUS 322  BUS 372  
BUS 350  BUS 321 BUS 321 BUS 350  
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 300 
BUS 311 BUS 395  BUS 395  BUS 311 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
J-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  BUS 433 BUS 433  BUS 425  
BUS 460 BUS 434 BUS 434 BUS 460 
DSS 400 Elective Elective DSS 400 
BUS 324 DBR 400 DBR 400 BUS 324 
J-Term	4	
    Optional 
 























UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 46	CREDITS	
	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
  
COLLEGE	CORE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 39	CREDITS		
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS)	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	372	 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	BUS	460	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	498	 BUSINESS	INTERNSHIPS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
MARKETING	MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
___	BUS	25	5	 FUNDAMENTALS	OF	E-BUSINESS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	385	 TRENDS	IN	eMARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	392															 GLOBAL	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	410	 CONSUMER	AND	ORGANIZATIONAL	BEHAVIOR	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 3	
___	MKT	430	 MARKETING	RESEARCH	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	 	
ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																							 20	CREDITS	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVES	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GENERAL	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 17	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 TOTAL	CREDITS	120	
 







Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 150 
BUS 150 BUS 180 Elective Elective 
Elective Elective Elective DSS 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 





Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 270 BUS 270 BUS 350  BUS 350  
ACC 205 ACC 205 BUS 311 BUS 311 
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DBR 200 
MKT 250 MKT 250 BUS 372  BUS 372  
BUS 255 BUS 235 BUS 235 BUS 255 
BUS 322 BUS 322  MKT 385 MKT 385 
J-Term	2	





Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  MKT 430 MKT 430 BUS 425  
BUS 460 MKT 392 MKT 392 BUS 460 
DJC 400 Elective Upper Level Elective DJC 400 
Elective DBR 300 DBR 400 Upper Level Elective 
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 400 
MKT 410  Elective Elective MKT 410  
J-Term	3	












Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 150 
BUS 150 BUS 180 Elective Elective 
Elective Elective Elective DSS 100 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 270 BUS 270 DBR 200 
ACC 205 MKT 250 MKT 250 ACC 205 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 372  BUS 322  BUS 322 BUS 372 
BUS 350  MKT 385 MKT 385 BUS 350  
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 300 
BUS 311 MKT 410  MKT 410  BUS 311 
Elective Elective Elective Elective 
J-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  MKT 430 MKT 430 BUS 425 
BUS 460 MKT 392 MKT 392 BUS 460 
DJC 400 Elective Upper Level Elective DJC 400 
Elective DBR 400 DBR 400 Upper Level Elective 
J-Term	4	
    Optional 
	
 










UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 37	CREDITS	
	
___	DBR	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 		 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 		 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100		 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 		 		 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200		 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 		 		 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100		 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200		 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100		 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200		 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 		 	 												 	 3	
___	JTERM	1		 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 		 		 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2		 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3		 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 		 	 	 		 2	
___LYNN	101		 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 1	
	
	COLLEGE	CORE	REQUIREMENTS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 30	CREDITS	
	
___	ACC	205	 	FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 		 		 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180		 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 		 		 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235		 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 		 		 	 3	
___	BUS	322		 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS)		 3	
___	BUS	372		 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)			 	 3	
___	BUS	425		 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
																									 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
___	BUS	460	 	BUSINESS	STRATEGY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	WSE	150		 LEAP	OF	FAITH	(TC	1)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	WSE	270		 LEADERSHIP	(TC	2)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 			 3	




	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 27		CREDITS	
	___	WSE	101		 WSE	101	FOUNDATION	(Lab	1	&	2)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6	
___		WSE	214		 VIRTUOUS	ENTREPRENEUR	(TE 1)	 	 	 	 	 			 																				3	
___		WSE	302		 LAUNCH	(Lab	5	&	6)		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6	
	___	WSE	315		 BUSINESS	MODEL	VALIDATION	(TE	2)	 	 	 	 	 			 	 3	
	___	WSE	365		 FUNDER	READINESS	(TE	3)	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 3	
	___	WSE	416		 PORTFOLIO	(TC	4)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 3	
	___	WSE	417		 THESIS	(TE	4)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 3	
	
PRACTICUM	SOCIAL	ENTREPRENEURSHIP		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 24	CREDITS	
	___	WSE	195		 PRACTICUM	I	(Lab	3	&	4)	 	 	 	 	 	 			 	 6	
	___	WSE	295		 PRACTICUM	II	(Lab	7	&	8)	 	 	 	 	 	 			 	 6	
	___	WSE	395		 PRACTICUM	III	(Lab	9	&	10)	 	 	 	 	 	 			 	 6	
	___	WSE	495		 PRACTICUM	IV	(Lab	11-12)	 	 	 	 	 	 			 	 6	
		
	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	CREDITS	
	
___	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
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SOCIAL	ENTREPRENEURSHIP	(B.S.)	–	3-YEAR	PLAN	
Year	1	
                FALL                                SPRING 
Track A Track A 
DIALOGUE 100 DIALOGUE 100 
DIALOGUE 100 DIALOGUE 100 
DIALOGUE 100 BUS 180 
WSE 150 (TC1) WSE 195 (Lab 3 & 4) 
WSE 101 (Lab 1 & 2) WSE 214 (TE1) 
LYNN 101  
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 
SUMMER: DIALOGUE 200, DIALOGUE 200, DIALOGUE 200 
Year	2		
                FALL                                SPRING 
Track A Track A 
DIALOGUE 200 DIALOGUE 200 
ACC 205 BUS 322 
BUS 235 BUS 372 
WSE 270 (TC 2) WSE 295 (Lab 7 & 8) 
WSE 302 (Lab 5 & 6) WSE 315 (TE2) 
J-Term	2	
Career Preparation OR Language & Culture  
Year	3	
                FALL                                SPRING 
Track A Track A 
BUS 425 BUS 460 
WSE 350 (TC3) ELECTIVE 
WSE 365 (TE3) WSE 416 (TC4) 
WSE 395 (Lab 9 & 10) WSE 417 (TE4) 
  WSE 495 (Lab 11-12) 
J-Term	3	
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UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 46	CREDITS	
	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1 
 
COLLEGE	CORE	REQUIREMENTS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 36	CREDITS	
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	&	DSL	300	REQUIREMENTS)	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
	 	 (ALSO	MEETS	DQR	400	&	DSL	400	REQUIREMENTS)	
____BUS	460	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	498	 BUSINESS	INTERNSHIPS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
SPORTS	MANAGEMENT	MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 18	CREDITS	
	
___	BUS	125	 INTRODUCTION	TO	SPORTS	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	317	 SPORTS	LAW	AND	RISK	MANAGEMENT	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	401	 CURRENT	ISSUES	IN	SPORTS	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	414	 SPORTS	GOVERNANCE	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	482	 SPORTS	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	376	 SPORTS	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																							 20	CREDITS	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVES	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GENERAL	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 17	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 TOTAL	CREDITS	120	
	
 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 150 
BUS 150 BUS 180 BUS 125 Elective 
Elective BUS 125 Elective DSS 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 270 BUS 270 BUS 350  BUS 350  
ACC 205 ACC 205 BUS 311 BUS 311 
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DBR 200 
MKT 250 MKT 250 BUS 317  BUS 317  
BUS 235 BUS 235 Elective Elective 
BUS 322  BUS 322  BUS 498 BUS 498 
J-Term	2	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425  DBR 300 BUS 482 BUS 482 
BUS 414  Elective DBR 400 BUS 425  
DSS 400 BUS 414  BUS 460 DSS 400 
Elective BUS 460 Upper Level Elective Upper Level Elective 
DBR 300 MKT 376 MKT 376 DBR 400 

















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
 DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 BUS 180 BUS 150 
BUS 150 BUS 180 BUS 125 Elective 
Elective BUS 125 Elective DSS 100 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 BUS 270 BUS 270 DBR 200 
ACC 205 MKT 250 MKT 250 ACC 205 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 317  BUS 322  BUS 322 BUS 317 
BUS 350  BUS 401 BUS 401 BUS 350  
DBR 300 BUS 498 BUS 498 DBR 300 
BUS 311 Elective Elective BUS 311 
MKT 376 Elective Elective MKT 376 
J-Term	3	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
BUS 425 DBR 400 BUS 482 BUS 482 
BUS 414  Elective DBR 400 BUS 425  
DSS 400 BUS 414  BUS 460 DSS 400 
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UNDERGRADUATE	MINORS		
	
AVIATION	MANAGEMENT	MINOR	 	 								 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	347	 AVIATION	OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	431	 GLOBAL	AVIATION	REGULATIONS	AND	LAW	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	482	 AIR	TRAFFIC	BASICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	483	 AVIATION	TECHNOLOGIES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ENTREPRENEURSHIP	MINOR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
___	BUS	308	 CORPORATE	ENTREPRENEURSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	375	 CREATIVITY	AND	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	400	 ENTREPRENEURIAL	FINANCE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	458	 ENTREPRENEURSHIP	IN	PRACTICE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	475	 MERGERS,	ACQUISITIONS	AND	INTEGRATION	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
EVENT	MANAGEMENT	MINOR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
___	HA	110		 INTRODUCTION	TO	EVENT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	352		 BANQUET,	CATERING,	OPERATIONS	AND	CONTROL	 	 	 	 	 3															
___	HA	370		 GROUP	AND	CONVENTION	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	401		 CURRENT	ISSUES	IN	EVENT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	481		 SENIOR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FASHION	AND	RETAIL	MINOR	 								 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
___	MKT	101	 FASHION	AND	RETAIL	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	240	 BUYING	AND	INVENTORY	PLANNING	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	300	 FASHION	SHOW	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	420	 THE	EVOLUTION	OF	FASHION	AND	RETAIL	CHANGE	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	465	 FASHION	AND	RETAIL	STRATEGIC	PLANNING	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
HOSPITALITY	MANAGEMENT	MINOR						 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
___	HA	100		 INTRODUCTION	TO	HOSPITALITY	AND	TOURISM	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	261		 FOOD	SERVICE	OPERATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	337		 ROOMS	DIVISION	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	400		 CURRENT	ISSUES	IN	HOSPITALITY	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	481		 SENIOR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
INTERNATIONAL	BUSINESS	MANAGEMENT	MINOR				 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	 	 								 	 	 	
___	BUS	280	 GLOBAL	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	395	 GLOBAL	FINANCIAL	MARKETS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3 
___	BUS	408	 POLITICAL	AND	CULTURAL	DIMENSIONS	OF	GLOBAL	MARKETS	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	440	 GLOBAL	OPERATIONS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	392	 GLOBAL	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
MARKETING	MINOR	 	 	 								 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
___	BUS	25	 5	 FUNDAMENTALS	OF	E-BUSINESS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	385	 TRENDS	IN	eMARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	392	 GLOBAL	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	410	 CONSUMER	AND	ORGANIZATIONAL	BEHAVIOR	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	430	 MARKETING	RESEARCH	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
SPORTS	MANAGEMENT	MINOR	 	 								 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
___	BUS	125	 INTRODUCTION	TO	SPORTS	MANAGEMENT		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	317	 SPORTS	LAW	AND	RISK	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	
___	BUS	414	 SPORTS	GOVERNANCE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	482	 SPORTS	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	376	 SPORTS	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	 	
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DONALD E. AND HELEN L. ROSS 














































ESOL	AND	READING	 	 	 	
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ASSOCIATES	OF	SCIENCE	(A.S.)	
MAJOR:	ELEMENTARY	EDUCATION	




UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 38	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	AND	SOCIETY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	AND	SOCIETY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	QUANTITATIVE	REASONING			 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	QUANTITIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	ZEDU	001	A	GENERAL	KNOWLEDGE	PREPARATION	CLASS	(MATH)		 	 	 	 	 1		
___	ZEDU	001	B	GENERAL	KNOWLEDGE	PREPARATION	CLASS	(LANG)	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	ZEDU	005		FTCE	Preparation	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
	
COLLEGE	OF	ROSS	COLLEGE	OF	EDUCATION	A.S.	CORE		 	 	 	 	 	 30	CREDITS	
___	EDU	101	INTRODUCTION	TO	EDUCATION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	160	CHILD	DEVELOPMENT,	HEALTH,	PE,	&	SAFETY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	210	DIFFERENTIATED	INSTRUCTION	AND	EFFECTIVE	TEACHING	STRATEGIES		 	 	 3	
___	EDU	214	ART,	MUSIC	AND	MOVEMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	215	CHILDREN’S	LITERATURE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	319	TEACHING	SOCIAL	STUDIES		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ESE	275	INCLUSIVE	EDUCATION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	315	LITERACY	IN	THE	PRIMARY	GRADES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ESL	310	SHELTERED	CONTENT	INSTRUCTION	FOR	ENGLISH	LANGUAGE	LEARNERS		 	 	 3	
___	ESL	330	CROSS	CULTURAL	COMMUNICATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	











have	 experiences	 that	 combine	 learning	 theory	 with	 practical	 applications,	 promote	 the	 integration	 of	 technology,	 using	 iPad	 applications	 for	
instructional	 strategies	and	 assessment,	 reading	and	 ESOL	performance	standards	as	well	as	encompassing	a	variety	of	 field	activities.	 Students	
enrolled	in	the	Elementary	Education	program	will	be	encouraged	to	recognize	and	appreciate	the	diversity	of	today’s	children	and	to	be	able	to	meet	
their	varied	educational	needs	in	a	multicultural	society.	The	courses	 in	 this	state-approved	program	are	designed	 to	meet	the	requirements	for	
teacher	certification	in	Florida.		
	
								Students	 majoring	 in	 Elementary	 Education	 Grades	 K–6	 must	 fulfill	 the	 following	 core	 and	 major	 courses	 to	 meet	 certification	
requirements:	
	
UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 43	CREDITS	
	
							*	Students	in	the	B.S.	in	Education	program	only	participate	in	the	first	three	years	of	the	Dialogues	of	Learning.		
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	FOR	ED	MAJORS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 72	CREDITS	
		
___	EDU	101		 INTRODUCTION	TO	EDUCATION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	EDU	160	 CHILD	DEVELOPMENT,	HEALTH,	PE,	&	SAFETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	EDU	210		 DIFFERENTIATED	INSTRUCTION	AND	EFFECTIVE	TEACHING	STRATEGIES		 	 	 3		
___	EDU	214		 ART,	MUSIC,	&	MOVEMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	EDU	215		 CHILDREN’S	LITERATURE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	315		 LITERACY	IN	THE	PRIMARY	GRADES		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	EDU	316		 LITERACY	IN	THE	INTERMEDIATE	GRADES		 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	EDU	317		 SCIENCE	IN	THE	ELEMENTARY	SCHOOL	I	(ALSO	MEETS	DSL	300	REQUIREMENT)		 	 	 3		
___	EDU	318		 MATH	IN	THE	ELEMENTARY	SCHOOL	I		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	EDU	319		 TEACHING	SOCIAL	STUDIES		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	EDU	415	 	 MANAGING	THE	CLASSROOM		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	EDU	418		 MATH	IN	THE	ELEMENTARY	SCHOOL	II	(ALSO	MEETS	DQR	300	REQUIREMENT)		 	 	 3		
___	EDU	419		 SCIENCE	IN	THE	ELEMENTARY	SCHOOL	II		 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	EDU	420		 ASSESSMENT	FOR	INSTRUCTION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	EDU	480		 PRACTICUM		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	EDU	481		 CLINICAL	INTERNSHIP		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 12		
___	ESE	275		 INCLUSIVE	EDUCATION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	ESL	300		 SECOND	LANGUAGE	AND	LITERACY	DEVELOPMENT	FOR	ENGLISH	LANGUAGE	LEARNERS		 	 3		
___	ESL	310		 SHELTERED	CONTENT	INSTRUCTION	FOR	ENGLISH	LANGUAGE	LEARNERS		 	 	 3		
___	ESL	330		 CROSS	CULTURAL	COMMUNICATIONS	(ALSO	MEETS	DSS	300	REQUIREMENT)		 	 	 3		
___	ZEDU	001A		 GENERAL	KNOWLEDGE	PREPARATION	CLASS	(MATH)		 	 	 	 	 1		
___	ZEDU	001B		 GENERAL	KNOWLEDGE	PREPARATION	CLASS	(LANGUAGE)		 	 	 	 	 1		
___	ZEDU	005		 FTCE	PROFESSIONAL/SUBJECT	AREA	PREPARATION	CLASS		 	 	 	 	 1		
	
FREE	ELECTIVES		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 8	CREDITS		
	













Track A Track B Track A Track B 
EDU 101 EDU 101 EDU 210 EDU 210 
 EDU 160 EDU 160 EDU 214 EDU 214 
ESE 275 ESE 275 DBR 100 DBR 100 
DJC 100 DJC 100 DSS 100 DSS 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	




SATISFIED 4/4 GK 
Track A Track B Track A Track B 
ESL 330 ESL 330 EDU 215 EDU 215 
ESL 300 ESL 300 ESL 310 ESL 310 
EDU 319 EDU 319 DSS 200 DSS 200 
DSL 200 DQR 200 DQR 200 DSL 200 
DJC 200 DJC 200 DBR 200 DBR 200 
J-Term	2	





 EDU 315 EDU 316  
EDU 317 EDU 415 
EDU 318 EDU 418 
DBR 300 EDU 419 
DJC 300 EDU 420 
J-Term	3	





EDU 480 EDU 481 




     Optional/ZEDU 001 A & B(GK Prep Class) / ZEDU 005 (Professional/Subject Area Preparation Class) 
 


















___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	DJC	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	FOR	ED	MAJORS	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 
  
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 75	CREDITS	 
	
___	ECE	105	 INTRODUCTION	TO	EARLY	CHILDHOOD	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	ECE	230	 CREATIVE	ACTIVITIES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	ECE	240	 PRE-PRIMARY	LANGUAGE	ARTS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	ECE	250	 PRE-PRIMARY	MATH	&	SCIENCE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	ECE	460	 CHILDREN	AT	RISK	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	EDU	101	 INTRODUCTION	TO	EDUCATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	EDU	160	 CHILD	DEVELOPMENT,	HEALTH,	PE,	&	SAFETY	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	EDU	210	 DIFFERENTIATED	INSTRUCTION	AND	EFFECTIVE	TEACHING	STRATEGIES	 	 3	 
___	EDU	214	 ART,	MUSIC,	&	MOVEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	 	 
___	EDU	215	 CHILDREN’S	LITERATURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	EDU	311	 ELEMENTARY	READING	METHODS	(ONLINE	8	WEEKS)	 	 	 	 3	 
___	EDU	317	 SCIENCE	IN	THE	ELEMENTARY	SCHOOL	I		 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	EDU	318	 MATH	IN	THE	ELEMENTARY	SCHOOL	I	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	EDU	319	 TEACHING	SOCIAL	STUDIES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	EDU	415	 MANAGING	THE	CLASSROOM	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	EDU	418	 MATH	IN	THE	ELEMENTARY	SCHOOL	II	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	EDU	419	 SCIENCE	IN	THE	ELEMENTARY	SCHOOL	II	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	EDU	420	 ASSESSMENT	FOR	INSTRUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	ESE	105	 INTRODUCTION	TO	SPECIAL	EDUCATION	(ONELINE	8	WEEKS)	 	 	 3	 
___	ESE	251	 EXCEPTIONAL	PEOPLE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	ESE	275	 INCLUSIVE	EDUCATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 
___	ESL	300	 SECOND	LANGUAGE	AND	LITERACY	DEVELOPMENT	FOR	ENGLISH	LANGUAGE	LEARNERS	 3	 
___	ESL	310	 SHELTERED	CONTENT	INSTRUCTION	FOR	ENGLISH	LANGUAGE	LEARNERS	 	 3	 
___	ESL	330	 CROSS	CULTURAL	COMMUNICATIONS	(ALSO	MEETS	DSS	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 3	 
___	ZEDU	001A		 GENERAL	KNOWLEDGE	PREPARATION	CLASS	(MATH)		 	 	 	 1	 
___	ZEDU	001B		 GENERAL	KNOWLEDGE	PREPARATION	CLASS	(LANGUAGE)		 	 	 	 1		
___	ZEDU	005		 FTCE	PROFESSIONAL/SUBJECT	AREA	PREPARATION	CLASS		 	 	 	 1		
 
FREE	ELECTIVES																														 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	6	CREDITS	 
  
___	FREE	ELECTIVES		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 










Track A Track B Track A Track B 
EDU 101 EDU 101 EDU 160 EDU 160 
ESE 105  
(8 WEEKS ONLINE) 
ESE 105 
(8 WEEKS ONLINE) 
EDU 210 EDU 210 
EDU 311 
(8 WEEKS ONLINE) 
EDU 311 
(8 WEEKS ONLINE) 
ECE 230 ECE 230 
ECE 105 ECE 105 DJC 100 DSS 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 DSS 100 DBR 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
ECE 250 ECE 250 EDU 215 EDU 215 
ESE 251 ESE 251 ECE 214 ECE 214 
ECE 240 ECE 240 DSL 200 DQR 100 
DBR 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DBR 200 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DQR 200 DQR 200 
J-Term	2	





EDU 319 ESL 310 
ESL 300 ECE 460 
ESE 275 Elective 
DBR 300 DJC 300 
DSS 200 Elective 
J-Term	3	




EDU 317 EDU 418 
EDU 318 EDU 419 
ESL 330 EDU 420 
  
J-Term	4	
    Optional 
 



























	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
___	EDU	101		 INTRODUCTION	TO	EDUCATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	210		 DIFFERENTIATED	INSTRUCTION	&	EFFECTIVE	TEACHING	STRATEGIES		 	 	 3	
___	EDU	415			 MANAGING	THE	CLASSROOM		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	420	 ASSESSMENT	FOR	INSTRUCTION		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ESL	330			 CROSS	CULTURAL	COMMUNICATIONS		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FLDOE	TEACHER	RECERTIFICATION	REQUIREMENT	FOR	EXCEPTIONAL	STUDENT	EDUCATION	
						The	Ross	College	of	Education	offers	 these	 five	courses,	 to	allow	educators	with	 teaching	certificates,	 the	opportunity	 to	meet	 the	new	 state	
requirement	for	Exceptional	Student	Education	with	on-line	1	credit	courses.	
	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 5	CREDITS	
	
___	ESE	100	 PROACTIVE	BEHAVIOR	STRATEGIES	FOR	SWD	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	ESE	101	 AUTISM:		VISUALS	FOR	INSTRUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	ESE	102	 ASD	SUPPORTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	ESE	103	 INSTRUCTIONAL	LEADERSHIP	FOR	SPECIAL	EDUCATION	 	 	 	 1	
___	ESE	104	 TECHNOLOGY	FOR	ACCESS	&	INSTRUCTION	 	 	 	 	 1	
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UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 35	CREDITS	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 					 		 	 	 	 	 	 18	CREDITS	
___	COM	108	 MEDIA	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	202	 COMMUNICATION	STRATEGIES	AND	PERFORMANCE	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	115	 INTRODUCTION	TO	ADVERTISING	AND	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	116	 PUBLIC	RELATIONS	PLANNING	AND	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	208	 SOCIAL	MEDIA	PRACTICES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	







































UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 20	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	J-TERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	J-TERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 45	CREDITS	
	
___CGD	112	 BASIC	GRAPHIC	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	115	 DIGITAL	IMAGING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	125	 DIGITAL	PHOTOGRAPHY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	160	 RASTER	IMAGING	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	205	 VECTOR	IMAGING	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	215	 TYPOGRAPHY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	217	 PRINT	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	220	 DIGITAL	LAYOUT	AND	DESIGN		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	235	 PUBLICATION	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	238	 VECTOR	IMAGING	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	245	 CORPORATE	MARKETING	&	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	255	 ADVERTISING	CONCEPT	&	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	298	 GRAPHIC	DESIGN	ASSOCIATE’S	PORTFOLIO	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	299	 TOPICS	IN	GRAPHIC	&	VISUAL	COMMUNICATION	 	 	 	 	 3	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
FINE	ARTS	CURRICULUM	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___FA	115	 	 BASIC	DRAWING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	





























UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 20	CREDITS	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	J-TERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	J-TERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 45	CREDITS	
___CGD	112	 BASIC	GRAPHIC	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	115	 DIGITAL	IMAGING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	125	 DIGITAL	PHOTOGRAPHY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	160	 RASTER	IMAGING	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	205	 VECTOR	IMAGING	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	215	 TYPOGRAPHY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	220		 DIGITAL	LAYOUT	AND	DESIGN		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	235	 PUBLICATION	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	235	 WEB	DESIGN		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	276	 ADVANCED	WEB	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	279	 DESIGNING	FOR	THE	3D	WORLD	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	294	 MOTION	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	299	 MULTIMEDIA	DESIGN	ASSOCIATE’S	PORTFOLIO	 	 	 	 	 3	
___FA	105	 	 PRINCIPLES	OF	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	299	 TOPICS	IN	GRAPHIC	&	VISUAL	COMMUNICATION	 	 	 	 	 3	
	




























								The	 Advertising,	 Social	 Media	 and	 Public	 Relations	 program	 is	 designed	 to	 prepare	 students	 for	 competitive	 success	 within	 a	 dynamic	








UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 43	CREDITS	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
COLLEGE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 					 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	CREDITS	
___	COM	108	 MEDIA	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	202	 COMMUNICATION	STRATEGIES	AND	PERFORMANCE	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	310	 APPLIED	MEDIA	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	476	 ADVERTISING	AND	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	CAPSTONE	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 3	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 33	CREDITS	
___	COM	115	 INTRODUCTION	TO	ADVERTISING	AND	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	116	 PUBLIC	RELATIONS	PLANNING	AND	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	208	 SOCIAL	MEDIA	PRACTICES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	308	 SOCIAL	MEDIA	ANALYTICS	(ALSO	MEETS	DSL	300	&	DQR	300	REQUIREMENTS)	 	 	 3	
___	COM	342	 ADVERTISING	AND	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	PRACTICES		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	360	 COMMUNICATION	THEORIES	 (ALSO	MEETS	DBRA	300	REQUIREMENT)		 	 	 3	
___	COM	440	 PUBLIC	RELATIONS	CAMPAIGNS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	451	 INTERCULTURAL	COMMUNICATION	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	COM	492	 STRATEGIES	IN	ADVERTISING	&	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	RESEARCH		 	 	 	 3	
(ALSO	MEETS	DSL	400	&	DQR	400	REQUIREMENTS)		
___	GVC	220	 DIGITAL	LAYOUT	AND	DESIGN		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	350		 ADVERTISING,	DESIGN	AND	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 																						 	 	 	 	 	 	 32	CREDITS	
	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 20	
	 	 	 	 									 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 108 COM 108 COM 116 COM 116 
COM 115 Elective Elective COM 115 
DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DSL 100 
DQR 100 DQR 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DBR 100 DJC 100 Elective DSS 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
GVC 220 COM 310 COM 310 COM 360 
COM 202 COM 208 COM 360 COM 308 
COM 208 COM 202 COM 308 DBR 200 
DSS 200 GVC 220 Elective Elective 
DBR 200 Elective Elective DSS 200 
DJC 300 DJC 300 GVC 350 GVC 350 
J-Term	2	




COM 451 COM 342 
COM 492 COM 440 



















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 108 COM 108 DJC 100 COM 115 
COM 115 DJC 100 COM 116 COM 116 
DSS 100 Elective DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 Elective DBR 100 
DBR 100 Elective Elective DSS 100 





Track A Track B Track A Track B 
GVC 220 COM 208 COM 208 COM 202 
COM 202 DJC 200 DJC 200 GVC 220 
DSS 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 Elective Elective DQR 200 
DBR 200 Elective Elective DBR 200 
J-Term	2	




COM 360 COM 308 
COM 310 GVC 350 
Elective Elective 
Elective Elective 
DJC 300 Elective 
J-Term	3	




COM 342 COM 440 
COM 451 COM 476 
COM 492 DBR 400 
Elective Elective 
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UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 49	CREDITS	
	 	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	300	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	400	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	300	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	400	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
COLLEGE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 						 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	CREDITS	
	
___	COM	108	 MEDIA	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	202	 COMMUNICATION	STRATEGIES	AND	PERFORMANCE	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	310	 APPLIED	MEDIA	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 3	




MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 								 	 	 	 	 	 	 33	CREDITS	
___	COM	125	 INTERPERSONAL	COMMUNICATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	231	 COMMUNICATION	AND	CIVIC	ENGAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	305	 POPULAR	CULTURE	 (ALSO	MEETS	DSSG	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 3	 	
___	COM	330	 ORGANIZATIONAL	COMMUNICATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	341	 PERSUASION	AND	PROPAGANDA	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	COM	360	 COMMUNICATION	THEORIES	 (ALSO	MEETS	DBRA	300	REQUIREMENT)		 	 	 3	
___	COM	381	 COMMUNICATION	ANALYSIS	AND	CRITICISM	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	421	 COMMUNICATION	AND	SOCIAL	CHANGE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	436	 GENDER	COMMUNICATION	(ALSO	MEETS	DBRG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	444	 STRATEGIES	IN	COMMUNICATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	451	 INTERCULTURAL	COMMUNICATION	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 																												 	 	 	 	 	 	 26	CREDITS	
	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 20	
	 	 	 	 										














Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 125 COM 108 COM 108 COM 125 
DSS 100 DSS 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DQR 100 DJC 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 DSL 100 ELECTIVE ELECTIVE  
LYNN 101 LYNN 101 ELECTIVE ELECTIVE 
ELECTIVE ELECTIVE   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 202 COM 202 COM 231 COM 231 
COM 305 COM 305 COM 310 COM 310 
COM 341 COM 341 COM 360 COM 360 
DSS 200 DSL 300 DSL 300 DBR 200 
DQR 300 ELECTIVE ELECTIVE DSS 200 
DBR 200 ELECTIVE ELECTIVE DQR 300 
J-Term	2	





COM 330 COMM 436 
COM 381 COM 477 
COM 421 COM 444 
COM 451 DSL 400 
DQR 400 UPPER-LEVEL ELECTIVE 














Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 125 COM 108 COM 108 COM 125 
DSS 100 DJC 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DBR 100 ELECTIVE ELECTIVE DSS 100  
ELECTIVE  ELECTIVE ELECTIVE ELECTIVE 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 202 COM 231 COM 231 COM 310 
DSS 200 COM 202 COM 310 DBR 200 
DQR 300 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DBR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
ELECTIVE ELECTIVE ELECTIVE ELECTIVE 
J-Term	2	





COM 305 COM 381 
COM 330 COM 360 
COM 341 DQR 300 







COM 421 COM 436 
COM 451 COM 477 
DQR 400 DSL 400 
UPPER-LEVEL ELECTIVE COM 444 






























UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS*							 	 	 	 	 	 	 61	CREDITS*	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	300	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	400	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	300	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	400	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
COLLEGE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 						 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	CREDITS	
___	COM	108	 MEDIA	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	202	 COMMUNICATION	STRATEGIES	AND	PERFORMANCE	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	310	 APPLIED	MEDIA	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	475	 SENIOR	COMMUNICATION	CAPSTONE	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
	
ELECTIVE	FROM	THE	COLLEGE	 	 						 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	CREDITS	
___	CA/COM/CGD/GVC	 300	or	400	ELECTIVE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
SPECIALIZATIONS	(SEE	COURSE	REQUIREMENTS	FOR	UNDERGRADUATE	MINORS	AT	THE	END	OF	THE	COLLEGE	OF	COMMUNICATION	AND	
DESIGN	SECTION.)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 30	CREDITS	
SPECIALIZATION	I	(SELECTED	BY	STUDENT)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	
SPECIALIZATION	II	(SELECTED	BY	STUDENT)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES*	 	 	 																				 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 14	CREDITS*	
	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 14	 		 	 										




















UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 55	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	300	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	400	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	300	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	400	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
COLLEGE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 						 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	CREDITS	
___	COM	108	 MEDIA	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	202	 COMMUNICATION	STRATEGIES	AND	PERFORMANCE	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	310	 APPLIED	MEDIA	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	483	 MULTIMEDIA	JOURNALISM	CAPSTONE	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 33	CREDITS	
___	COM	106	 INTRODUCTION	TO	SOCIAL	MEDIA	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	110	 JOURNALISM	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	214	 JOURNALISM	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	327	 CINEMATOGRAPHY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	255	 DIGITAL	VIDEO	EDITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	304	 INVESTIGATIVE	JOURNALISM	 (ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	314		 ADVANCED	MULTIMEDIA	JOURNALISM		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	350	 COMMUNICATION	LAW	AND	ETHICS	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	COM	390	 PHOTOJOURNALISM		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	414	 DOCUMENTARY	PRODUCTION		(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	400	REQUIREMENT)		 	 	 3	
___	GVC	220	 DIGITAL	LAYOUT	AND	DESIGN		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 																				 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 20	CREDITS	
	 	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 14	 	
	 	 										











Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 108 COM 110 COM 106 COM 106 
COM 110 DJC 100 DJC 100 COM 108 
DSS 100 DSS 100 DSL 100 DBR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 Elective DQR 100 
DBR 100 Elective Elective Elective 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 214 COM 214 COM 202 COM 255 
COM 255 COM 310 COM 326 COM 326 
GVC 220 GVC 220 COM 310 COM 202 
DBR 200 DBR 200 DSL 300 DSL 300 
DSS 200 DSS 200 DBR 300 DBR 300 
DQR 300 DQR 300 Upper-Level Elective Upper-Level Elective 
J-Term	2	





COM 314 COM 304 
COM 350 COM 483 
COM 390 DBR 400 
COM 414 DSL 400 
DQR 400 Elective 















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 108 COM 110 COM 106 COM 106 
COM 110 DJC 100 DJC 100 COM 108 
DSS 100 DSS 100 DSL 100 DBR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 Elective DQR 100 
DBR 100 Elective Elective Elective 





Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 214 COM 214 COM 326 COM 255 
GVC 220 COM 202 COM 255 COM 326 
DBR 200 GVC 220 COM 202 DBR 200 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
J-Term	2	




COM 310 COM 304 
COM 390 COM 314 
DSL 300 DBR 300 
DQR 300 Elective 






COM 350 COM 483 
COM 414 DBR 400 
DQR 400 DSL 400 
Upper Level Elective Elective 















	 	 	 	 	 	 	
UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 		 	 	 	 37	CREDITS		
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 44	CREDITS	 	 	
___CA	140	 	 STORYBOARDING	PROCESS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CA	150	 	 DIGITAL	IMAGING	AND	PAINTING	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CA	200	 	 FIRST	YEAR	ASSESSMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___CA	250	 	 INTRODUCTION	TO	3D	ANIMATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CA	260	 	 MOTION	GRAPHICS	2D	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CA	270			 3D	MODELING	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CA	290	 	 DIGITAL	LIGHTING	AND	TEXTURE	I	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CA	300	 	 SECOND	YEAR	ASSESSMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___CA	340	 	 3D	ANIMATION	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
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___CA	350			 3D	RIGGING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CA	360			 3D	MODELING	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CA	370			 ADVANCED	DIGITAL	VIDEO	EDITING	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CA	380	 	 3D	ANIMATION	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	112	 BASIC	GRAPHIC	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	115	 DIGITAL	IMAGING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	205	 VECTOR	IMAGING	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FINE	ARTS	CURRICULUM	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
___FA	341	 	 DRAWING	ANATOMY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___FA	105	 	 PRINCIPLES	OF	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___FA	115	 	 BASIC	DRAWING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___FA	125	 	 FIGURE	DRAWING	I			 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___FA	325	 	 FIGURE	DRAWING	II		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
SPECIALIZATION	(CHOOSE	ANIMATION	OR	GAME	ART)	 	 	 	 	 	 30	CREDITS	
ANIMATION	SPECIALIZATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
___CA	280	 	 MOTION	GRAPHICS	3D	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	
___CA	330																	 DIGITAL	LIGHTING	AND	TEXTURE	II	 	 																 	 	 			 3	
___CA	390																	 COMPOSITING	AND	VISUAL	EFFECTS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CA	400																 ADVANCED	MOTION	GRAPHICS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CA	410																	 ANIMATION	PORTFOLIO	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CA	420																	 ANIMATION	PORTFOLIO	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CA	440																 ADVANCED	COMPOSITING	AND	VISUAL	EFFECTS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CA	450																 ANIMATION	PORTFOLIO	III	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___FA	315																	 EXPRESSIVE	DRAWING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	300/400	 APPROVED	ELECTIVE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
GAME	ART	SPECIALIZATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 30	CREDITS	
___GA	210											 CONCEPT	ART	FOR	GAMING	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GA	240											 CONCEPT	ART	FOR	GAMING	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GA	250										 DIGITAL	SCULPTING	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GA	320											 LEVEL	DESIGN	FUNDAMENTALS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GA	330										 DIGITAL	SCULPTING	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GA	350											 LEVEL	DESIGN	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GA	420													 LEVEL	DESIGN	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GA	430													 GAME	ART	PORTFOLIO	RESEARCH	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	 	
___GA	440													 GAME	ART	PORTFOLIO	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	





























CGD 112 DSL 100 
FA 115 CA 140 
FA 105 FA 125 
CGD 115 CA 150 
DBR 100 CA 250 







CA 270 CA 280 
FA 325 CA 340 
CA 260 CA 290 
DQR 100 DSS 100 
CGD 205 DJC 100 
CA 200  
J-Term	2	





CA 390 CA 410 
CA 400 CA 360 
CA 380 CA 350 
DSS 200 DJC 200 
DSL 200 FA 341 







CA 420 CA 440 
300/400 Elective CA 450 
CA 330 CA 370 
FA 315 DQR 200 









    
CGD112 DSL100 
FA  115 CA 140 
FA105 FA 125 
CGD 115 CA 150 
DBR 100 CA 250 







CA 270 CA 340 
FA 325 CA 290 
CA 260 GA 210 
DQR 100 GA 320 
CGD 205 DSS 100 
CA 200  
J-Term	2	





GA 350 GA 430 
GA 250 CA 350 
GA 240 DJC 200 
DJC 100 GA 420 
CA 380 FA 341 







GA 440 GA 450 
GA 330 CA 370 
DSL 200 CA 360 
DSS 200 DQR 200 


















UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 58	CREDITS	
	 	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	300	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	400	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	300	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	400	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
CIC	CORE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 				 			 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	CREDITS	
___	COM	108	 MEDIA	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	202	 COMMUNICATION	STRATEGIES	AND	PERFORMANCE	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	310	 APPLIED	MEDIA	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 3	




MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 								 	 	 	 	 	 	 33	CREDITS	
___	FA	105		 PRINCIPLES	OF	DESIGN									OR									 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	FA	115		 BASIC	DRAWING	 	 	 	 	 	 	
___	CGD	125	 DIGITAL	PHOTOGRAPHY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	220	 DIGITAL	LAYOUT	AND	DESIGN		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	235	 WEB	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	255	 DIGITAL	VIDEO	EDITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	340	 DIGITAL	ILLUSTRATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	342	 APPLIED	PHOTOGRAPHY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	350	 ADVERTISING,	DESIGN	AND	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	360	 ADVANCED	DIGITAL	IMAGING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	405	 DIGITAL	COMPOSITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	442	 ADVANCED	DIGITAL	ART	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 3	
	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 																												 	 	 	 	 	 17	CREDITS	
	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 17	
	 	 	 	 							











Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 108 DJC 100 DJC 100 COM 108 
GVC 122 GVC 165 GVC 165 GVC 122 
DSS 100 DSS 100 DSL 100 DBR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 Elective DQR 100 
DBR 100 Elective Elective Elective 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 202 COM 255 COM 255 COM 202 
GVC 220 GVC 220 GVC 342 GVC 342 
GVC 235 GVC 235 DBR 300 DBR 300 
DBR 200 DBR 200 DJC 300 DJC 300 
DSS 200 DSS 200 DQR 300 DQR 300 
DSL 300 DSL 300 Elective Elective 
J-Term	2	





COM 310 COM 482 
GVC 340 GVC 350 
GVC 360 GVC 405 
Elective GVC 442 
DSL 400 DBR 400 















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 108 DSS 100 DJC 100 COM 108 
GVC 122 GVC 165 GVC 165 GVC 122 
DSS 100 DJC 100 DSL 100 DBR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 Elective DQR 100 
DBR 100 Elective Elective Elective 






Track A Track B Track A Track B 
GVC 220 COM 255 GVC 235 DBR 200 
DSS 200 GVC 235 COM 255 GVC 220 
COM 202 DSL 200 DSL 200 COM 202 
DBR 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 Elective Elective DQR 200 
J-Term	2	





GVC 340 GVC 342 
GVC 360 GVC 350 
DSL 300 DBR 300 
DJC 300 DQR 300 







COM 482 GVC 405 
Elective GVC 442 
DQR 400 DBR 400 
Elective DSL 400 





















video	 and	 Internet-delivered	 media,	 whether	 they	 are	 located	 in	 Hollywood,	 New	 York	 or	 smaller	 film	 production	 centers	 that	 produce	
entertainment,	information	and	corporate	films	and	video.		
	
UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 61	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	300	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
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___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	400	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	300	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	400	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	300	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	400	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
CIC	CORE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 						 	 	 	 	 	 	 12	CREDITS	
___	COM	108	 MEDIA	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	202	 COMMUNICATION	STRATEGIES	AND	PERFORMANCE	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	310	 APPLIED	MEDIA	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSA	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	484	 FILM	AND	TELEVISION	CAPSTONE	(ALSO	MEETS	DJCG	400	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 33	CREDITS	
___	COM	130	 FILM	APPRECIATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	140	 AUDIO	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	145	 TELEVISION	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	150	 FILM	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	215	 SCREEN	WRITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	327	 CINEMATOGRAPHY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	255	 DIGITAL	VIDEO	EDITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	307	 ADVANCED	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	315	 ADVANCED	SCREEN	WRITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	335	 FILM	AND	TV	HISTORY	1950-PRESENT	(ALSO	MEETS	DSSG	300	REQUIREMENT)	 	 	 3	
___	COM	465	 FILM	AND	VIDEO	PRACTICUM	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 																				 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 14	CREDITS	
	 	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 11	 	
	 	 							


























Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 108 COM 140 COM 140 COM 108 
COM 150 COM 145 COM 130 COM 130 
DBR 100 DJC 100 COM 145 COM 150 
DSS 100 DSS 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 
LYNN 101 LYNN 101   
J-Term	1	
Citizenship Project 




Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 255 COM 202 COM 202 COM 327 
COM 215 COM 215 COM 327 COM 315 
COM 310 COM 310 COM 315 DBR 200 
COM 335 COM 335 DSL 300 DSS 200 
DBR 200 COM 255 Elective Elective 
DSS 200 DSL 300 Elective Elective 
J-Term	2	





COM 307 COM 465 
DQR 300 COM 484 
DJC 300 DBR 400 
DBR 300 DQR 400 
DSL 400 DSS 400 















Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 108 COM 140 COM 140 COM 108 
COM 150 COM 145 COM 130 COM 130 
DBR 100 DJC 100 COM 145 COM 150 
DSS 100 DSS 100 DSL 100 DQR 100 
DQR 100 DSL 100 DJC 100 DBR 100 





Track A Track B Track A Track B 
COM 215 COM 215 COM 327 COM 327 
COM 255 COM 202 COM 202 COM 255 
DSS 200 DJC 200 DJC 200 DSS 200 
DQR 200 DSL 200 DSL 200 DQR 200 
DBR 200 Elective Elective DBR 200 
J-Term	2	




COM 310 COM 315 
COM 335 DSL 300 
DBR 300 DJC 300 







COM 307 COM 465 
DSL 400 COM 484 
DSS 400 DBR 400 
Upper Level Elective DQR 400 
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UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 37	CREDITS		 	
	 	 	 	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	REASON		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 48	CREDITS	
___CGD	112		 BASIC	GRAPHIC	DESIGN		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___CGD	115		 DIGITAL	IMAGING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___CGD	125		 DIGITAL	PHOTOGRAPHY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___CGD	205		 VECTOR	IMAGING	I		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___CGD	215		 TYPOGRAPHY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___CGD	217		 PRINT	PRODUCTION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___CGD	235		 PUBLICATION	DESIGN		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___CGD	245		 CORPORATE	MARKETING	&	DESIGN		 	 	 	 	 	 3	 		
___CGD	276		 ADVANCED	WEB	DESIGN		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___CGD	394	 INTERACTIVE	INTERFACE	DESIGN		 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___CGD	310		 SOCIAL	MEDIA	CAMPAIGNS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	370		 ADVERTISING	CAMPAIGNS	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	220	 DIGITAL	LAYOUT	AND	DESIGN			 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	235	 WEB	DESIGN		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	300/400		 COLLEGE	ELECTIVE			 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	300/400		 COLLEGE	ELECTIVE			 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
	
FINE	ARTS	CURRICULUM	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6	CREDITS	
___FA	115	 	 BASIC	DRAWING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___FA	341	 	 DRAWING	ANATOMY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
	
SPECIALIZATION	(CHOOSE	GRAPHIC	DESIGN	OR	ADVERTISING	DESIGN)	 	 	 	 33	CREDITS	
GRAPHIC	DESIGN	SPECIALIZATION	
___CGD	160	 RASTER	IMAGING	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	238	 VECTOR	IMAGING	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	381	 PACKAGING	DESIGN		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	345	 ALTERNATIVE	DESIGN	APPROACHES	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	375	 INFORMATION	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	455	 ADVERTISING	CAMPAIGNS	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	470	 PORTFOLIO	A	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	495	 PORTFOLIO	B	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	300/400	 APPROVED	ELECTIVE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	300/400	 APPROVED	ELECTIVE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ADVERTISING	DESIGN	SPECIALIZATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 33	CREDITS	
___CGD	370	 ADVERTISING	CAMPAIGNS	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	302	 ART	DIRECTION	MANAGEMENT	I	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	351	 CONSUMER	BEHAVIOR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	420	 ART	DIRECTION	MANAGEMENT	II	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	455	 ADVERTISING	CAMPAIGNS	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	465	 INTERACTIVE	MEDIA	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	485	 INTERACTIVE	MEDIA	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
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___CGD	470	 PORTFOLIO	A	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	495	 PORTFOLIO	B	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___COM	492	 STRATEGIES	IN	ADVERTISING	&	PR	RESEARCH	 	 	 	 	 3	
___COM	340	 ADVERTISING	WRITING	AND	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___COM	342	 ADVERTISING	&	PR	PRACTICES	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	 	
	













































    
FA 115 DSL 100 
CGD 112 CGD 125 
CGD 115 CGD 205 
LYNN 101 DQR 100 
DBR 100 CGD 160 
J-Term	1	




    
GVC 220 GVC 235 
CGD 215 CGD 235 
CGD 238 CGD 245 
DJC 100 DSL 200 
DSS 100 CGD 217 
J-Term	2	





CGD 310 CGD 375 
CGD 255 CGD 381 
CGD 276 300/400 ELECTIVE 
DJC 200 DSS 200 







CGD 455 CGD 394 
CGD 345 DBR 200 
300/400 ELECTIVE 300/400 ELECTIVE 
300/400 ELECTIVE CGD 495 










   
FA 115 DSL 100 
CGD 112 CGD 125 
CGD 115 CGD 205 
LYNN 101 DSS 100 






GVC 220 GVC 235 
CGD 215 CGD 235 
CGD 310 CGD 351 
COM 342 CGD 245 
COM 340 DQR 100 
J-Term	2	




CGD 276 CGD 370 
CGD 255 CGD 302 
CGD 485 CGD 394 
DSL 200 DJC 200 






COM 492 DQR 200 
CGD 455 DBR 200 
CGD 420 300/400 ELECTIVE 
CGD 470 CGD 495 















														The	 21st	 century	 is	 witnessing	 a	 transformational	 shift	 throughout	 society	 toward	 digital	 and	 visual	 media.	 Digital	 Art	 and	 Design	 –	 a	





design	 principles,	 creative	 still	 and	motion	 photography,	 digital	 animation	 and	 3D	 design	 along	 with	 historical	 2D	 design	 principles	 enhance	
opportunities	for	groundbreaking	visual	designs.	
	
UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 		 	 	 	 	 37	CREDITS		
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	301	 CRITICAL	THINKING	&	WRITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	301	 PRESENTATIONAL	COMMUNICATION	&	TECHNOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	401	 QUNTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	301	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY:	CONTEMPORARY	ISSUES	IN	SCIENCE	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HUM	420	 ETHICAL	DECISION	MAKING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 				 			 	 	 	 	 	 72	CREDITS	
	
___CA	250			 INTRODUCTION	TO	3D	ANIMATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CA	340			 3D	ANIMATION	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	115		 DIGITAL	IMAGING		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	125	 DIGITAL	PHOTOGRAPHY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	485		 INTERACTIVE	MEDIA	DESIGN		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3 
___COM	108	 	MEDIA	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___COM	255		 DIGITAL	VIDEO	EDITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___COM	310		 APPLIED	MEDIA	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___COM	342		 ADVERTISING	AND	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	PRACTICES		 	 	 	 	 3	
___COM	482	 DIGITAL	ART	AND	DESIGN	CAPSTONE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	220	 DIGITAL	ART	AND	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	235	 WEB	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	340	 DIGITAL	ILLUSTRATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	342	 APPLIED	PHOTOGRAPHY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	350		 ADVERTISING	DESIGN	AND	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	360	 	ADVANCED	DIGITAL	IMAGING		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	395		 VISUAL	COMMUNICATION	THEORY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	305		 DIGITAL	COMPOSITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	442		 ADVANCED	DIGITAL	ART	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___FA	105			 PRINCIPLES	OF	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___FA	115			 BASIC	DRAWING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___FA	125			 FIGURE	DRAWING	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 	 3	
___FA	341	 	 ANATOMY	THROUGH	DRAWING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	






FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 																												 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	












    
COM 108 CGD115 
FA105 CGD 125 
FA115 DBR 100 
DSS 100 DSL 100 
DQR 100 FA 125 






COM 255 CA 250 
DJC 100 GVC 235 
GVC 220 FA 341 
ELECTIVE/MINOR COURSE DJC 301 
ELECTIVE/MINOR COURSE ELECTIVE/MINOR COURSE 
J-Term	2	




COM 310 DSL 301 
DSS 301 GVC 395 
GVC 360 GVC 342 
GVC 340 CA 340 
ELECTIVE/MINOR COURSE ELECTIVE/MINOR COURSE 
J-Term	3	




COM 342 COM 482 
DQR 401 GVC 405 
GVC 350 GVC 442 
HUM 420 DQR 445 
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BACHELOR	OF	ARTS	(B.F.A.)	
MAJOR:	FILM	AND	TELEVISION	PRODUCTION	




								The	Film	and	Television	Production	program	emphasizes	 the	creative,	 technical	and	 theoretical	 study	of	 the	cinema,	television	and	video	








UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 		 	 	 	 	 37	CREDITS		
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	301	 CRITICAL	THINKING	&	WRITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	301	 PRESENTATIONAL	COMMUNICATION	&	TECHNOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	401	 QUNTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	301	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY:	CONTEMPORARY	ISSUES	IN	SCIENCE	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HUM	420	 ETHICAL	DECISION	MAKING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 72	CREDITS	
___	CGD	115	 DIGITAL	IMAGING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CA	140		 STORYBOARDING	PROCESS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CA	260		 MOTION	GRAPICS	2D	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CA	280		 MOTION	GRAPHICS	3D	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CA	370		 ADVANCED	DIGITAL	VIDEO	EDITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	108	 MEDIA	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	130	 FILM	APPRECIATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	140	 AUDIO	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	145	 TELEVISION	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	150	 FILM	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	215	 SCREENWRITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	225	 FILM	HISTORY	(1895-1950)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	227	 CINEMATOGRAPHY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	255	 DIGITAL	VIDEO	EDITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	307	 ADVANCED	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	310	 APPLIED	MEDIA	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	315	 ADVANCED	SCREENWRITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	335	 FILM	AND	TELEVISION	HISTORY	(1950-PRESENT)	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___COM	410	 FILM	THEORY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___COM	414	 DOCUMENTARY	PRODUCTION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___COM	435		 PRODUCTION	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	465	 FILM	AND	TELEVISION	PRACTICUM	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	484	 FILM	AND	TELEVISION	PRODUCTION	CAPSTONE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
UPPER-LEVEL	ELECTIVE	IN	THE	COLLEGE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES/MINOR	 	 	 																				 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	 	
	 	 							
















    
COM 108 CA 140 
CGD 115 COM 130 
COM 150 COM 140 
DSS 100 COM 145 
DQR 100 DBR 100 





    
CA 260 COM 215 
COM 225 COM 227 
COM 255 DSL 100 
CA 280 ELECTIVE/MINOR COURSE 
DJC 100 ELECTIVE/MINOR COURSE 
J-Term	2	




















COM 307 CA 370 
COM 310 COM 335 
COM 315 DSL 301 
DSS 301 DJC 301 
ELECTIVE/MINOR COURSE ELECTIVE/MINOR COURSE 
J-Term	3	





COM 414 COM 410 
COM 435 COM 465 
HUM 420 COM 484 
ELECTIVE/MINOR COURSE DQR 401 
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UNDERGRADUATE	MINORS	
								Students	 pursuing	 the	 bachelor’s	 degree	 in	 other	 colleges	 and/or	 academic	 programs	 at	 Lynn	 University	 may	 complete	 a	 minor	 in	 the	 College	 of	
Communication	and	Design.	The	minor	curriculum	requires	students	to	complete	five	courses/15	credits.		
MINOR	IN	ADVERTISING	 	 	 								 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
___	COM	115	 INTRODUCTION	TO	ADVERTISING	AND	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	342	 ADVERTISING	AND	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	MANAGEMENT		 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	375	 ADVERTISING,	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	AND		 SOCIETY	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	492	 STRATEGIES	IN	ADVERTISING	RESEARCH	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	220	 DIGITAL	LAYOUT	AND	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
MINOR	IN	COMMUNICATION	 	 	 							 	 	 	 	 		 15	CREDITS	
___	COM	125	 INTERPERSONAL	COMMUNICATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	130	 FILM	APPRECIATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	341	 PERSUASION	AND	PROPAGANDA	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	436	 GENDER	COMMUNICATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	451	 INTERCULTURAL	COMMUNICATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
MINOR	IN	FILM	 	 	 	 								 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
___	COM	130	 FILM	APPRECIATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	150	 FILM	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	307	 ADVANCED	FILM	&	VIDEO	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	315	 WRITING	FOR	FILM	AND	TV	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	465		 FILM	AND	VIDEO	PRACTICUM	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
MINOR	IN	DIGITAL	ART	AND	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
___	FA	105	 	 PRINCIPLES	OF	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	220	 DIGITAL	LAYOUT	AND	DESIGN	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	340	 DIGITAL	ILLUSTRATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	405	 DIGITAL	COMPOSITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	442		 ADVANCED	DIGITAL	ART		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
MINOR	IN	ILLUSTRATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
___	FA	115	 	 BASIC	DRAWING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	FA	125	 	 FIGURE		DRAWING	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	FA	340	 	 DIGITAL	ILLUSTRATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	FA	341	 	 DRAWING	ANATOMY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	FA	442	 	 ADVANCED	DIGITAL	ART	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	 	
MINOR	IN	MULTIMEDIA	JOURNALISM	 	 								 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
___	COM	110	 JOURNALISM	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	214		 JOURNALISM	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	310*	 APPLIED	MEDIA	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	314	 ADVANCED	MULTIMEDIA	JOURNALISM	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	414	 DOCUMENTARY	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
*Students	who	complete	COM	310	as	a	college	requirement	should	complete	6	credits	of	COM	314.	
	
MINOR	IN	PHOTOGRAPHY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	 	 	
___CGD	125	 DIGITAL	PHOTOGRAPHY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	 	
___	CGD	115	 DIGITAL	IMAGING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	342	 APPLIED	PHOTOGRAPHY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	360	 ADVANCED	DIGITAL	IMAGING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	GVC	442	 ADVANCED	DIGITAL	ART	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
MINOR	IN	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	 	 								 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
___	COM	115	 INTRODUCTION	TO	ADVERTISING	AND	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	116	 PUBLIC	RELATIONS	PLANNING	AND	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	341	 PERSUASION	AND	PROPAGANDA	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	342	 ADVERTISING	AND	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	PRACTICES	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	440	 PUBLIC	RELATIONS	CAMPAIGNS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
MINOR	IN	SOCIAL	MEDIA	 	 								 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
___	COM	106	 INTRODUCTION	TO	SOCIAL	MEDIA	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	208	 SOCIAL	MEDIA	PRACTICES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	308	 SOCIAL	MEDIA	ANALYTICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	375	 ADVERTISING,	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	AND	SOCIETY	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	480	 COMMUNICATION	INTERNSHIP	[IN	APPLIED	SOCIAL	MEDIA]	 	 	 	 3	
	
MINOR	IN	TELEVISION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
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___	COM	145	 TELEVISION	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	255	 DIGITAL	VIDEO	EDITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	383	 RADIO	&	VOICE-OVER	PERFORMANCE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	414	 DOCUMENTARY	PRODUCTION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	





































aim	 is	 to	 train	 instrumental	 music	 students	 of	 high	 achievement	 through	 intensive	 programs	 of	 study	 in	 order	 to	 prepare	 them	 for	
performance	 careers.	 In	 addition,	 the	 Conservatory	 of	 Music	 offers	 a	 major	 in	 music	 composition.	 The	 Conservatory	 faculty	 forms	 a	
community	 of	 exceptionally	 accomplished	 and	 dedicated	 individuals	 striving	 toward	 similar	 goals.	 The	 artist-faculty	 maintain	 active	
performance	careers	and	bring	their	experience	and	expertise	to	the	aspiring	student	body.	
								The	Conservatory	offers	baccalaureate	and	post-baccalaureate	level	programs	of	study	to	music	students	who	have	previous	extensive	
preparation	 in	musical	performance	and/or	composition.	The	program	 focuses	on	rigorous,	professional	 instruction	and	offers	a	 full	 and	
progressive	curriculum	leading	to	the	Bachelor	of	Music	degree,	Professional	Performance	Certificate	or	Master	of	Music	degree.	Students	
are	selected	for	enrollment	from	across	the	United	States	and	globally	through	a	stringent	audition	process.	Artistic	talent	and	ability,	along	















UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 37	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 																												 	 	 	 	 	 	 79	CREDITS	
___	MUS	201	 APPLIED	INSTRUMENT:	Fr-So	(4	semesters-3	credits)	 	 	 	 	 12	
___	MUS	401	 APPLIED	INSTRUMENT:	Jr-Sr	(4	semesters-4	credits)	 	 	 	 	 16	
___	MUG	301	 BASIC	CONDUCTING		 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	MUG	329	 PEDAGOGY	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	MUH	350	 MUSIC	OF	THE	MEDIEVAL,	RENAISSANCE	AND	BAROQUE	PERIODS	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUH	351	 MUSIC	OF	THE	CLASSICAL	AND	ROMANTIC	PERIODS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUH	352	 MUSIC	OF	THE	TWENTIETH	CENTURY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUH	367	 SURVEY	OF	WORLD	MUSIC	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUR	300	 JUNIOR	RECITAL	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUR	301	 PERFORMANCE	FORUM	(8	semesters-0	credit)	 	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUR	400	 SENIOR	RECITAL	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUS	311	 SMALL	ENSEMBLE	(7	semesters-1	credit)		 	 	 	 	 	 7	
___	MUT	150-251	 EAR	TRAINING	I-IV	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4*	
___	MUT	200-301	 FUNDAMENTALS	OF	MUSIC	I-IV	 	 	 	 	 	 	 12*	
___	MUT	374	or	375	 MUSIC	THEORY	ELECTIVE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUP	313-414	 KEYBOARD	SKILLS	FOR	PIANISTS	I-IV	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4*	
___	MUP	325	 PIANO	LITERATURE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	4	 INTENSIVE	ARTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
ELECTIVES		 	 	 																														 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	CREDITS	
___		 	 FREE	ELECTIVE(S)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 TOTAL	CREDITS	120									
*Credits	may	be	awarded	through	placement	examination.	














MUR 301  MUR 301 
MUS 201 MUS 201 
MUS 311 MUS 311 
MUT 150, 200 MUT 151, 201 
(1) 100 Level Dialogue (2) 100 Level Dialogue 






 MUH 350 MUH 351 
MUR 301  MUR 301 
MUS 201, 311 MUS 201, 311 
MUT 250, 300 MUT 251, 301 






 MUG 301 
MUP 313 MUH 352 
MUR 301 MUP 314 
MUS 311, 401 MUR 300, 301 
MUT 374 or 375 MUS 311, 401 






MUG 329  MUH 367 
MUP 325, 413 MUP 414 
MUR 301 MUR 301, 400 
MUS 401 MUS 311, 401 
(1) 200 Level Dialogue (1) 200 Level Dialogue 
Elective Elective 
J-Term	4: Intensive Arts 
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UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 37	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
						
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 																												 	 	 	 	 	 	 	85	CREDITS	
___	MUS	201	 APPLIED	INSTRUMENT:	Fr-So	(4	semesters-3	credits)	 	 	 	 	 12	
___	MUS	401	 APPLIED	INSTRUMENT:	Jr-Sr	(4	semesters-4	credits)	 	 	 	 	 16	
___	MUG	301	 BASIC	CONDUCTING		 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	MUG	329	 PEDAGOGY	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	MUH	350	 MUSIC	OF	THE	MEDIEVAL,	RENAISSANCE	AND	BAROQUE	PERIODS	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUH	351	 MUSIC	OF	THE	CLASSICAL	AND	ROMANTIC	PERIODS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUH	352	 MUSIC	OF	THE	TWENTIETH	CENTURY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUH	367	 SURVEY	OF	WORLD	MUSIC	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUR	300	 JUNIOR	RECITAL	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUR	301	 PERFORMANCE	FORUM	(8	semesters-0	credit)	 	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUR	400	 SENIOR	RECITAL	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUS	311	 SMALL	ENSEMBLE	(8	semesters-1	credit)		 	 	 	 	 	 8	
___	MUT	150-251	 EAR	TRAINING	I-IV	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4*	
___	MUT	200-301	 FUNDAMENTALS	OF	MUSIC	I-IV	 	 	 	 	 	 	 12*	
___	MUT	374	or	375	 MUSIC	THEORY	ELECTIVE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUS	131-232	 SECONDARY	PIANO	I-IV	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4*	
___	MUS	321	 LARGE	ENSEMBLE	(8	semesters-1	credit)		 	 	 	 	 	 8	
___	MUS	325		 ORCHESTRAL	REPERTOIRE	(8	semesters-0	credit)	(Winds	&	Brass	only)	 	 	 	 0	
___	JTERM	4	 INTENSIVE	ARTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	


















MUR 301  MUR 301 
MUS 131, 201 MUS 132, 201 
MUS 311, 321, 325 MUS 311, 321, 325 
MUT 150, 200 MUT 151, 201 
(1) 100 Level Dialogue (2) 100 Level Dialogue 






MUH 350 MUH 351 
 MUR 301 MUR 301 
MUS 201, 231 MUS 201, 232 
MUS 311, 321, 325 MUS 311, 321, 325 
MUT 250, 300 MUT 251, 301 
(1) 100 Level Dialogue (1) 100 Level Dialogue 





MUR 301 MUG 301  
MUS 311, 321, 325, 401 MUH 352 
MUT 374 or 375 MUR 300, 301 
(1) 200 Level Dialogue MUS 311, 321, 325, 401 
 (1) 200 Level Dialogue 






MUG 329  MUH 367   
MUR 301  MUR 301, 400 
MUS 311, 321, 325 MUS 311, 321, 325 
MUS 401 MUS 401  
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skills,	music	 theory/music	history	electives,	general	academics	and	 intensive	 private	 instruction	 in	composition.	This	 degree	program	prepares	
students	to	continue	their	education	at	the	graduate	level.		
	
UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 	 37	CREDITS	
	
___	LYNN	101	 FIRST	YEAR	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	DBR	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DBR	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	BELIEF	&	REASON	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJC	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	JUSTICE	&	CIVIC	LIFE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	100	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	200	 DIALOGUE	OF	SELF	&	SOCIETY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	100	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DQR	200	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	100	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	200	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	1	 CITIZENSHIP	PROJECT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	2	 LANGUAGE	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	JTERM	3	 CAREER	PREPARATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS	 	 																												 	 	 	 	 	 	 78	CREDITS	
___	MUS	201	 APPLIED	INSTRUMENT:	Fr-So	 (4	semesters-3	credits)	 	 	 	 	 12	
___	MUS	401	 APPLIED	INSTRUMENT:	Jr-Sr	(4	semesters-3	credits)	 	 	 	 	 16	
___	MUG	297	 INDEPENDENT	STUDY:	ORCHESTRATION	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	MUG	297	 INDEPENDENT	STUDY:	ELECTRONIC	MUSIC	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	MUG	301	 BASIC	CONDUCTING		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
___	MUH	350	 MUSIC	OF	THE	MEDIEVAL,	RENAISSANCE	AND	BAROQUE	PERIODS	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUH	351	 MUSIC	OF	THE	CLASSICAL	AND	ROMANTIC	PERIODS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUH	352	 MUSIC	OF	THE	TWENTIETH	CENTURY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUH	367	 SURVEY	OF	WORLD	MUSIC	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUR	301	 PERFORMANCE	FORUM	(8	semesters-0	credit)	 	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUR	400	 SENIOR	RECITAL	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUS	131-232	 SECONDARY	PIANO	I-IV	and/or	
___	MUS	100	 ELECTIVE	IN	INSTRUMENTAL	LESSONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 8*	
___	MUT	150-251	 EAR	TRAINING	I-IV	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 4**	
___	MUT	200-301	 FUNDAMENTALS	OF	MUSIC	I-IV	 	 	 	 	 	 	 12**	
___	MUT	374	 ADVANCED	COUNTERPOINT	AND	FUGUE		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUT	375	 TONAL	COMPOSITION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	JTERM	4	 INTENSIVE	ARTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	
	
ELECTIVES	 	 	 												 											 	 	 	 	 	 	 5	CREDITS	
___	FREE	ELECTIVES		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 5	 	
	 	 										 	 	


























MUR 301  MUR 301 
MUS 131  MUS 132  
MUS 201 MUS 201 
MUT 150, 200 MUT 151, 201 
(2) 100 Level Dialogue (2) 100 Level Dialogue 







 MUH 350 MUH 351 
MUR 301  MUR 301 
MUS 201, 231 MUS 201, 232 
MUT 250, 300 MUT 251, 301 
(1) 100 Level Dialogue (1) 200 Level Dialogue 
J-Term	2	





MUG 297 MUG 301  
 MUR 301 MUH 352 
MUS 100, 401 MUR 301 
MUT 374 MUS 100, 401 







 MUG 297 Elective 
MUR 301 MUH 367 
MUS 100, MUS 401 MUR 301, 400 
MUT 375 MUS 100, 401 
 (1) 200 Level Dialogue (1) 200 Level Dialogue 
Elective  
J-Term	4	
  Intensive Arts 
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								The	 university	believes	 that	 a	 liberal	 arts	education	 is	an	 essential	 foundation	 for,	and	complement	 to,	 its	many	career-oriented	programs.	General	































ENG	101															 English	Composition		 	 	 3	
HUM	XXX						 Humanities	Elective																					 	 	 3	
CMS	200														 Computer	Applications	or	Equivalent		 	 3	
PSY,	SOC,	or	CRJ		 Behavioral	or	Social	Science	Elective							 	 3	
IRPS	or	HIS														 International	Relations	or	History	Elective		 3	





DSS	301				 	 Presentational	Communication	&	Technology		 3	
DQR	401				 Quantitative	Reasoning																																														 3	
DSL	301					 Scientific	Literacy:	Contemporary	Issues	in	Science			 3	
HUM	420			 Ethical	Decision	Making	 	 	 3	
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in	a	 civil	 society	and	 that	helps	 students	 develop	a	 general	understanding	of	a	 systems	process	within	criminal	 justice.	The	program	 introduces	
students	to	diverse	crime	and	causation	theories,	emphasizes	the	critical	examination	and	evaluation	of	the	ethical	implications	of	various	societal	















								Graduates	of	 the	Criminal	 Justice	program	 are	 able	 to	apply	ethical	values	 in	a	 diverse,	 complex	 and	 interconnected	society	 and	 leave	 Lynn	
University	with	the	knowledge,	confidence,	competencies	and	ethical	consciousness	to	assume	positions	of	responsibility	and	leadership.	
	
UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS					 	 	 	 	 	 		 33	CREDITS		
Lower	Division	Core	Courses:		
	
___ENG	101	 				 ENGLISH	COMPOSITION																													 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___HUM	XXX	 				 HUMANITIES	ELECTIVE																						 	 	 	 	 	 3				
___CMS	200														 	 COMPUTER	APPLICATIONS	OR	EQUIVALENT		 	 	 	 	 3	
___CRJ/PSY/SOC	XXX		 BEHAVIORAL	OR	SOCIAL	SCIENCE	ELECTIVE										 	 	 	 	 3	
___IRPS/HIS	XXX											 INTERNATIONAL	RELATIONS	OR	HISTORY	ELECTIVE	 	 																																										3	




___DJC	301					 	 CRITICAL	THINKING	&	WRITING		 																													 	 	 	 3	
___DSS	301				 	 PRESENTATIONAL	COMMUNICATION	&	TECHNOLOGY	 		 	 	 3															
___DQR	401			 	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING																																															 	 	 	 3	
___DSL	301				 		 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY:	CONTEMPORARY	ISSUES	IN	SCIENCE					 	 	 3	
___HUM	420			 	 ETHICAL	DECISION	MAKING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS:	CRIMINAL	JUSTICE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 42	CREDITS	
	
____POL	100				 	 GEOPOLITICAL	AFFAIRS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	100					 	 HUMAN	BEHAVIOR		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____CRJ	101					 	 INTRODUCTION	TO	CRIMINAL	JUSTICE		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____FOR	130				 	 INTRODUCTION	TO	FORENSIC	SCIENCE		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____SOC	200					 	 RESEARCH	IN	SOCIAL	SCIENCES			 	 	 	 	 	 3		
____CRJ	202						 	 POLICING	IN	AMERICA		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____IRPS	220				 	 GLOBAL	HUMAN	RIGHTS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____CRJ	302						 	 ISSUES	IN	CORRECTIONS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____CRJ	320					 	 CRIMINOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____CRJ	330						 	 LAW	AND	THE	COURTS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____SOC	335				 	 CONTEMPORARY	SOCIAL	PROBLEMS		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	370					 	 ABNORMAL	PSYCHOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____POL	495						 	 CAPSTONE	SOCIAL	JUSTICE				 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	 				
____CRJ	496					 	 VICTIMOLOGY				 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES																																																																	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 45	CREDITS	
	
___	FREE	ELECTIVE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 36	
___	UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVE	(300+)																																																																				 	 	 	 	 	 9	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 TOTAL	CREDITS	120	
	
 














___ENG	101	 			 ENGLISH	COMPOSITION																													 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___HUM	XXX	 		 HUMANITIES	ELECTIVE																						 	 	 	 	 	 3				
___CMS	200														 	 COMPUTER	APPLICATIONS	OR	EQUIVALENT		 	 	 	 	 3	
___CRJ/PSY/SOC	XXX		 BEHAVIORAL	OR	SOCIAL	SCIENCE	ELECTIVE										 	 	 	 	 3	
___IRPS/HIS	XXX											 INTERNATIONAL	RELATIONS	OR	HISTORY	ELECTIVE	 																																											 3	




___DJC	301					 	 CRITICAL	THINKING	&	WRITING																														 	 	 	 	 3	
___DSS	301				 	 PRESENTATIONAL	COMMUNICATION	&	TECHNOLOGY		 	 	 	 3															
___DQR	401			 	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING																																															 	 	 	 3	
___DSL	301					 	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY:	CONTEMPORARY	ISSUES	IN	SCIENCE					 	 	 3	
___HUM	420			 	 Ethical	Decision	Making	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS:	LIBERAL	ARTS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 42	CREDITS	
																																																																			 																																																																																
____POL	100		 	 GEOPOLITICAL	AFFAIRS																																																																 	 	 	 3															
____PSY	100	 	 HUMAN	BEHAVIOR																																																																									 	 	 	 3	
____SOC	200		 	 RESEARCH	METHODS	IN	SOCIAL	SCIENCE																																	 	 	 	 3	
____BUS	150	 	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 																																							 	 	 	 3								
____IRPS	220	 	 GLOBAL	HUMAN	RIGHTS																																									 	 	 	 	 3	
____HIS	230	 	 SOCIAL	AND	POLITICAL	HISTORY	OF	THE	U.S.				 	 	 	 	 3	
____CRJ	330	 	 LAW	AND	THE	COURTS																																																																																 	 	 3	
____HUM	335	 	 WORLD	RELIGIONS																																																																																				 	 	 	 3	
____SOC	335	 	 CONTEMPORARY	SOCIAL	PROBLEMS																																																			 	 	 3																	
____PSY	360	 	 SOCIAL	PSYCHOLOGY																																																																																	 	 	 3					
____ENG	420	 	 TOPICS	IN	LITERATURE							 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____SOC	450	 	 RACE	AND	ETHNICITY																													 	 	 	 	 	 3																																																					
____COM	451	 	 INTER-CULTURAL	COMMUNICATION																																																					 	 	 3	
____IRPS	475	 	 CONTEMPORARY	ISSUES	IN	INTERNATIONAL	RELATIONS																														 	 3		
	
FREE	ELECTIVES																																																																	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 45	CREDITS	
	
____Electives																																																																																																																																													 	 	 	 39	

















___ENG	101	 			 ENGLISH	COMPOSITION																													 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___HUM	XXX	 		 HUMANITIES	ELECTIVE																						 	 	 	 	 	 3				
___CMS	200														 	 COMPUTER	APPLICATIONS	OR	EQUIVALENT		 	 	 	 	 3	
___CRJ/PSY/SOC	XXX		 BEHAVIORAL	OR	SOCIAL	SCIENCE	ELECTIVE										 	 	 	 	 3	
___IRPS/HIS	XXX											 INTERNATIONAL	RELATIONS	OR	HISTORY	ELECTIVE	 																																											 3	




___DJC	301					 	 CRITICAL	THINKING	&	WRITING																														 	 	 	 	 3	
___DSS	301				 	 PRESENTATIONAL	COMMUNICATION	&	TECHNOLOGY		 	 	 	 3															
___DQR	401			 	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING																																															 	 	 	 3	
___DSL	301					 	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY:	CONTEMPORARY	ISSUES	IN	SCIENCE					 	 	 3	
___HUM	420			 	 ETHICAL	DECISION	MAKING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS:	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 42	CREDITS	
____POL	100		 	 GEOPOLITICAL	AFFAIRS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	100		 	 HUMAN	BEHAVIOR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	200		 		 ORIENTATION	TO	THE	STUDY	OF	PSYCHOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 3	
____SOC	200	 	 RESEARCH	METHODS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	250	 	 DEVELOPMENTAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	260			 	 PERSONALITY	THEORY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____SOC	335			 	 SOCIAL	PROBLEMS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	355			 	 COGNITIVE	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	360			 	 SOCIAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	370			 	 ABORNMAL	PSYCHOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	420		 	 PHYSIOLOGICAL	PSYCHOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	460		 	 EXPERIMENTAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	480		 	 CROSS	CULTURAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
____PSY	495		 	 CAPSTONE	IN	PSYCHOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES																																																																	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 45	CREDITS	
	
___FREE	ELECTIVE			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 39	
___UPPER	LEVEL	ELECTIVE	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 6	
																																																																		

















CRIMINAL	JUSTICE	MINOR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
_____CRJ	101		 INTRODUCTION	TO	JUSTICE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____CRJ	202	 POLICING	IN	AMERICA	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____CRJ	320		 CRIMINOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____CRJ	330	 	LAW	AND	THE	COURTS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____CRJ	496		 VICTIMOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
 
PSYCHOLOGY	MINOR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
		 	 	 	 	 	
_____PSY	250		 DEVELOPMENTAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____PSY	355		 COGNITIVE	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____PSY	360		 SOCIAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____PSY	370		 ABNORMAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
_____PSY	480		 CROSS	CULTURAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
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UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS					 	 	 	 	 	 		 33	CREDITS		
	
___	ENG	101	 				ENGLISH	COMPOSITION																													 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HUM	XXX	 				HUMANITIES	ELECTIVE																						 	 	 	 	 	 	 3				
___	CMS	200														 				COMPUTER	APPLICATIONS	OR	EQUIVALENT		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ/PSY/SOC	XXX				BEHAVIORAL	OR	SOCIAL	SCIENCE	ELECTIVE											 	 	 	 	 3	
___	IRPS/HIS	XXX												INTERNATIONAL	RELATIONS	OR	HISTORY	ELECTIVE	 																																											 	 3	




___	DJC	301					 CRITICAL	THINKING	&	WRITING																														 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	301				 PRESENTATIONAL	COMMUNICATION	&	TECHNOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 3															
___	DQR	401			 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING																																															 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	301					 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY:	CONTEMPORARY	ISSUES	IN	SCIENCE					 	 	 	 3	
___	HUM	420			 ETHICAL	DECISION	MAKING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS:		AVIATION	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 66		CREDITS	
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	102	 AVIATION	HISTORY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	347	 AVIATION	OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	431	 GLOBAL	AVIATION	REGULATIONS	AND	LAW	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	482	 AIR	TRAFFIC	BASICS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	483	 AVIATION	TECHNOLOGIES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	255	 FUNDAMENTALS	OF	E-BUSINESS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	280	 GLOBAL	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	324	 PORTFOLIO	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	372	 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	375	 CREATIVITY	AND	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
___	BUS	460	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	385	 TRENDS	IN	eMARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	

















UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS					 	 	 	 	 	 		 33	CREDITS		
	
___	ENG	101	 			ENGLISH	COMPOSITION																													 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HUM	XXX	 			HUMANITIES	ELECTIVE																						 	 	 	 	 	 	 3				
___	CMS	200														 				COMPUTER	APPLICATIONS	OR	EQUIVALENT		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ/PSY/SOC	XXX			BEHAVIORAL	OR	SOCIAL	SCIENCE	ELECTIVE										 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	IRPS/HIS	XXX												INTERNATIONAL	RELATIONS	OR	HISTORY	ELECTIVE	 																																											 	 3	




___	DJC	301					 CRITICAL	THINKING	&	WRITING																														 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	301				 PRESENTATIONAL	COMMUNICATION	&	TECHNOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 3															
___	DQR	401			 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING																																															 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	301					 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY:	CONTEMPORARY	ISSUES	IN	SCIENCE					 	 	 	 3	
___	HUM	420			 ETHICAL	DECISION	MAKING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS:	BUSINESS	ADMINISTRATION		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 51	CREDITS	
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	255	 FUNDAMENTALS	OF	E-BUSINESS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	280	 GLOBAL	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	324	 PORTFOLIO	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	372	 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	375	 CREATIVITY	AND	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
___	BUS	460	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	385	 TRENDS	IN	eMARKETING		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 36	CREDITS	 	
	 										
At	least	one	3	credit	upper	level	(300/400)	class	and	36	credits	of	general	electives	will	be	required.	
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UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 		 	33	CREDITS	
	
___	ENG	101	 		ENGLISH	COMPOSITION																													 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HUM	XXX	 			HUMANITIES	ELECTIVE																						 	 	 	 	 	 	 3				
___	CMS	200														 			COMPUTER	APPLICATIONS	OR	EQUIVALENT		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ/PSY/SOC	XXX			BEHAVIORAL	OR	SOCIAL	SCIENCE	ELECTIVE										 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	IRPS/HIS	XXX											INTERNATIONAL	RELATIONS	OR	HISTORY	ELECTIVE	 																																											 	 3	




___	DJC	301					 CRITICAL	THINKING	&	WRITING																														 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	301				 PRESENTATIONAL	COMMUNICATION	&	TECHNOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 3															
___	DQR	401			 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING																																															 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	301					 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY:	CONTEMPORARY	ISSUES	IN	SCIENCE					 	 	 	 3	
___	HUM	420			 ETHICAL	DECISION	MAKING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
	
COLLEGE	CORE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 51	CREDITS		
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	372	 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	 	 	
___	BUS	460	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	308	 CORPORATE	ENTREPRENEURSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	375	 CREATIVITY	AND	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	400	 ENTREPRENEURIAL	FINANCE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	458	 ENTREPRENEURSHIP	IN	PRACTICE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	475	 MERGERS,	ACQUISITIONS,	AND	INTEGRATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																							 36	CREDITS	
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UNIVERSITY	CORE	CURRICULUM	REQUIREMENTS							 	 	 	 	 	 			 33	CREDITS	
	
___	ENG	101	 			ENGLISH	COMPOSITION																													 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HUM	XXX	 			HUMANITIES	ELECTIVE																						 	 	 	 	 	 	 3				
___	CMS	200														 			COMPUTER	APPLICATIONS	OR	EQUIVALENT		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ/PSY/SOC	XXX			BEHAVIORAL	OR	SOCIAL	SCIENCE	ELECTIVE										 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	IRPS/HIS	XXX												INTERNATIONAL	RELATIONS	OR	HISTORY	ELECTIVE	 																																											 	 3	




___	DJC	301					 CRITICAL	THINKING	&	WRITING																														 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSS	301				 PRESENTATIONAL	COMMUNICATION	&	TECHNOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 3															
___	DQR	401			 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING																																															 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DSL	301					 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY:	CONTEMPORARY	ISSUES	IN	SCIENCE					 	 	 	 3	
___	HUM	420			 ETHICAL	DECISION	MAKING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
 
COLLEGE	CORE	REQUIREMENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 51	CREDITS		
	
___	ACC	205	 FINANCIAL	REPORTING	AND	MANAGEMENT	DECISIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	150	 BUSINESS	OF	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	180	 PRINCIPLES	OF	ECONOMICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	235	 PROJECT	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	311	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	322	 BUSINESS	ANALYTICS	USING	EXCEL	MODELING	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	350	 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	372	 THE	LEGAL	ENVIRONMENT	OF	BUSINESS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	425	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	AND	BUSINESS	PROCESS	MODELING	WITH	EXCEL		 	 	 3	
___	BUS	460	 BUSINESS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	250	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	280	 GLOBAL	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	395	 GLOBAL	FINANCIAL	MARKETS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3 
___	BUS	408	 POLITICAL	&	CULTURAL	DIMENSIONS	OF	GLOBAL	MARKETS		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	440	 GLOBAL	OPERATIONS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MKT	392	 GLOBAL	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 36		CREDITS	
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UNDERGRADUATE	MINORS		
	
AVIATION	MANAGEMENT	MINOR	 	 								 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
___	BUS	270	 PRINCIPLES	OF	MANAGEMENT	AND	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	347	 AVIATION	OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	431	 GLOBAL	AVIATION	REGULATIONS	AND	LAW	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	482	 AIR	TRAFFIC	BASICS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	AVS	483	 AVIATION	TECHNOLOGIES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
ENTREPRENEURSHIP	MINOR		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
___	BUS	308	 CORPORATE	ENTREPRENEURSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	375	 CREATIVITY	AND	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	400	 ENTREPRENEURIAL	FINANCE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	458	 ENTREPRENEURSHIP	IN	PRACTICE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	475	 MERGERS,	ACQUISITIONS	AND	INTEGRATION	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
INTERNATIONAL	BUSINESS	MANAGEMENT	MINOR				 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	 	 								 	 	 	
___	BUS	280	 GLOBAL	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	395	 GLOBAL	FINANCIAL	MARKETS		 	 	 	 	 	 3 
___	BUS	408	 POLITICAL	AND	CULTURAL	DIMENSIONS	OF	GLOBAL	MARKETS	 	 	 3	
___	BUS	440	 GLOBAL	OPERATIONS	STRATEGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
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EUGENE M. AND CHRISTINE E. LYNN COLLEGE OF  














relations,	 general	 media	 production,	 and	 business-related	 communication.	 	 The	 program	 also	 prepares	 students	 for	 graduate	 studies	 in	
communication	and	media.	
	




___ENG	101	 	 ENGLISH	COMPOSITION																													 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___HUM	XXX	 						 HUMANITIES	ELECTIVE																						 	 	 	 	 	 3				
___CMS	200														 	 COMPUTER	APPLICATIONS	OR	EQUIVALENT		 	 	 	 	 3	
___CRJ/PSY/SOC	XXX		 BEHAVIORAL	OR	SOCIAL	SCIENCE	ELECTIVE										 	 	 	 	 3	
___IRPS/HIS	XXX													 INTERNATIONAL	RELATIONS	OR	HISTORY	ELECTIVE	 																																											 3	




___DJC	301					 	 CRITICAL	THINKING	&	WRITING																														 	 	 	 	 3	
___DSS	301				 	 PRESENTATIONAL	COMMUNICATION	&	TECHNOLOGY		 	 	 	 3															
___DQR	401			 	 QUANTITATIVE	REASONING																																															 	 	 	 3	
___DSL	301					 	 SCIENTIFIC	LITERACY:	CONTEMPORARY	ISSUES	IN	SCIENCE					 	 	 3	




MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS:	COMMUNICATION	AND	MEDIA	 	 	 	 	 	 	 45	CREDITS	
	
___COM	108		 	 MEDIA	LITERACY	 	 	 			 	 	 	 	 3		
___COM	115		 	 INTRODUCTION	TO	ADVERTISING	&	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	 	 	 	 3		
___COM	145		 	 TELEVISION	PRODUCTION	 	 			 	 	 	 	 3		
___COM	202		 	 COMMUNICATION	STRATEGIES	&	PERFORMANCE	 			 	 	 	 3		
___COM	215	 	 WRITING	FOR	PERFORMANCE	 			 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___COM	255		 	 DIGITAL	VIDEO	EDITING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	
___COM	341		 	 PERSUASION	AND	PROPAGANDA	 			 	 	 	 	 3		
___COM	350		 	 COMMUNICATION	LAW	&	ETHICS	 			 	 	 	 	 3		
___COM	360		 	 COMMUNICATION	THEORIES	 			 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___COM	375		 	 ADVERTISING,	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	AND	SOCIETY	 		 	 	 	 3		
___COM	390		 	 PHOTOJOURNALISM		 			 	 	 	 	 	 3		
					COM	322	 	 NON-PROFIT	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___COM	451		 	 INTERCULTURAL	COMMUNICATION	 			 	 	 	 	 3		
___COM	475		 	 SENIOR	COMMUNICATION	CAPSTONE	 			 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	350		 	 ADVERTISING,	DESIGN	&	PRODUCTION	 			 	 	 	 	 3		
 
FREE	ELECTIVES		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 42	CREDITS	
	
___FREE	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 39	
___FREE	ELECTIVES	(300+)	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	3	
	

















	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
___COM	115	 INTRODUCTION	TO	ADVERTISING	&	PUBLIC	RELATIONS		 	 	 	 3	
___COM	255	 DIGITAL	VIDEO	EDITING	 			 			 	 	 	 	 3		
___COM341		 PERSUASION	AND	PROPAGANDA	 			 	 	 	 	 3		
___COM	375	 ADVERTISING,	PUBLIC	RELATIONS	AND	SOCIETY	 			 	 	 	 3		










	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
	
___COM	108		 MEDIA	LITERACY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	3	 	
___COM	215		 WRITING	FOR	PERFORMANCE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	3		 	 	 	
___COM	350		 COMMUNICATION	LAW	&	ETHICS	 	 	 	 	 	 	3		 	 	
___COM	360		 COMMUNICATION	THEORIES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	3	 	 	
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Graduate	 certificates	 in	 Entrepreneurial	 Management,	 Financial	 Valuation	 and	 Investment	 Management,	 Healthcare	 Management,	 Hospitality	
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Graduate	Policies	
Policy	and	Procedures	for	Failing	Grades		










or	 she	previously	 attended	as	 an	undergraduate	 (regardless	of	whether	 the	 individual	has	 received	a	United	 States	baccalaureate	 degree	or	 its	
equivalent),	a	student-athlete	who	is	enrolled	and	seeking	a	second	baccalaureate	or	equivalent	degree	at	the	same	institution,	or	a	student-athlete	












CG	672	 	 THESIS	II	 	
CG	676		 	 THESIS	III						
CG	677	 	 THESIS	IV		









MUP	603		 	 COLLABORATIVE	PIANO:	PRACTICUM	 
MUR	501		 	 PERFORMANCE	FORUM 
MUR	600		 	 GRADUATE	RECITAL	 
MUS	501		 	 APPLIED	INSTRUMENT:	MM 
MUS	511		 	 SMALL	ENSEMBLE		
MUS	521		 	 LARGE	ENSEMBLE	 	







SAM	680		 	 BEGINNING	INTERNSHIP	IN	SPORTS	AND	ATHLETICS	ADMINISTRATION 
SAM	681		 	 ADVANCED	INTERNSHIP	IN	SPORTS	AND	ATHLETICS	ADMINISTRATION	
WD	550		 	 THESIS	RESEARCH	 	
WD	600		 	 THESIS	I		 	
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score	 (550	 paper-based,	 213	 computer-based	 or	 80	 internet-based)	 along	 with	 an	 International	 Transcript	 Evaluation	 and	 a	 course	
equivalency	report	must	be	provided.	International	applicants	must	provide	official	TOEFL/IELTS/-PTE	Academic	scores	if	English	is	not	
the	applicant’s	first	language.	Applicants	with	a	minimum	TOEFL	score	of	80	(Internet-based),	a	minimum	IELTS	score	of	6.5	or	a	minimum	


































I.	ORIENTATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	CREDIT	
___	GSR	501	 GRADUATE	ORIENTATION	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 1		
II.		FOUNDATION	COURSES		 	 															 	 	 	 	 	 														 30	CREDITS	
	
___	CRJ	540	 TERRORISM:	ITS	EFFECT	ON	CRIMINAL	JUSTICE	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ	606		 THEORIES	OF	CRIME	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ	608	 ETHICS	IN	CRIMINAL	JUSTICE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ	626		 THEORY	AND	PRACTICE	OF	CORRECTIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ	636	 CIVIL	RIGHTS	AND	CIVIL	LIBERTIES	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ	656	 CONFLICT	RESOLUTION	IN	CRIMINAL	JUSTICE	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ	657	 CRIMINAL	JUSTICE	AND	THE	COMMUNITY	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ	659	 GLOBAL	PERSPECTIVES	IN	CRIMINAL	JUSTICE	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ	661	 	YOUTH	AND	DELINQUENCY	CONTROL	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PAD	505	 APPLIED	RESEARCH	METHODS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
III.		SUGGESTED	ELECTIVE	COURSES		 	 																												 	 	 	 	 6	CREDITS	
	
___	PAD	510	 ADMINISTRATIVE	AND	REGULATORY	LAW	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PAD	530	 PUBLIC	INSTITUTIONS,	PUBLIC	POLICY	AND	DEMOCRACY	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	605	 MANAGING	HUMAN	RESOURCES	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PSY	500	 PERSONALITY	THEORIES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PSY	560	 HUMAN	GROWTH	AND	DEVELOPMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	








































I.	ORIENTATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	CREDIT	
___	GSR	501	 GRADUATE	ORIENTATION	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 1		
II.		FOUNDATION	COURSES		 	 															 	 	 	 	 	 														 27	CREDITS	
	
___	PAD	500																		MANAGEMENT	AND	ADMINISTRATION		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PAD	505																		APPLIED	RESEARCH	METHODS		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PAD	510																		ADMINISTRATIVE	AND	REGULATORY	LAW		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PAD	530																	 PUBLIC	INSTITUTIONS,	PUBLIC	POLICY,	AND	DEMOCRACY	 	 	 	 3		
___	PAD	560	 FINANCIAL	ADMINISTRATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PAD	570																		PUBLIC	ETHICS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PAD	600		 NONPROFIT	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	PAD	630	 PUBLIC	ECONOMIC	DEVELOPMENT	AND	REGULATION	 	 	 	 3		
___	MBA	605	 MANAGING	HUMAN	RESOURCES	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
III.		SUGGESTED	ADVANCED	COURSES	(SELECT	TWO	COURSES	FROM	THE	FOLLOWING)	 										 	 6	CREDITS	
	
___	COM	510																	COMMUNICATION	AND	MEDIA	TECHNOLOGIES	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	555																	MEDIA,	PUBLICS,	AND	SOCIAL	CHANGE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ	540		 TERRORISM	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CRJ	636	 CIVIL	RIGHTS	AND	CIVIL	LIBERTIES	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	620		 MARKETING	MANAGEMENT	IN	A	GLOBAL	ECONOMY	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	651		 CREATIVITY	AND	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
IV.	GRADUATE	PROJECT	(TO	BE	COMPLETED	IN	THE	FINAL	TERM)		 	 	 	 														 3	CREDITS	
	












preparation	 for	 lifelong	 learning.	 In	 keeping	 with	 the	 university’s	 mission,	 the	 M.S.	 in	 Psychology	 provides	 students	 with	 the	 training	 and	
necessary	course	work	to	pursue	professional	and	educational	goals	in	the	field	of	Psychology.	The	primary	objective	of	this	program	is	to	inform	
students	 of	 the	 principles	 and	 techniques	 of	 psychological	 research	 and	 human	 behavior	 to	 prepare	 them	 for	 careers	 in	 the	 field	 of	
psychology.		This	program	is	offered	fully	online.	
	
								Students	 who	 enroll	 in	 the	 M.S.	 in	 Psychology	 earn	 an	 academically	 rigorous	 degree.	 Through	 intensive	 research,	 thesis	 and	 fieldwork	
experience,	students	become	specialists	in	their	desired	field.	The	M.S.	in	Psychology	provides	a	strong	graduate	foundation	in	research	and	human	
behavior	for	those	interested	in	further	education	towards	a	terminal	degree.	The	program	provides	enhanced	knowledge	and	increased	skills	in	














I.	ORIENTATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	CREDIT	
___	GSR	501	 GRADUATE	ORIENTATION	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 1		
II.		FOUNDATION	COURSES		 	 															 	 	 	 	 	 														 21	CREDITS	
	
___	PSY	500																		 PERSONALITY	THEORIES		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PSY	530																		 ADVANCED	SOCIAL	PSYCHOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PSY	540																		 RESEARCH	AND	PROGRAM	EVALUATION		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PSY	600																		 THESIS	AND	ADVANCED	STATISTICS	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
___	PSY	620																		 TESTING	AND	ASSESSMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PSY	640																		 SOCIAL	AND	CULTURAL	FOUNDATIONS		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PSY	699																		 PRACTICUM	IN	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
III.		GENERAL	TRACK		 	 															 	 	 	 	 	 														 15	CREDITS	
	
___	PSY	560																		 HUMAN	GROWTH	AND	DEVELOPMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PSY	580																			PSYCHOBIOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	PSY	688																		 SEMINAR	IN	PSYCHOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	 	 ELECTIVE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
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ELECTIVE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
(COURSES	FROM	AN	APPROVED	GRADUATE	PROGRAM)	
OR	
III.	INDUSTRIAL/ORGANIZATIONAL	TRACK		 	 	 	 	 	 														 15	CREDITS	
	
___	PSY	535																			ADVANCED	INDUSTRIAL/ORGANIZATIONAL	PSYCHOLOGY	 	 	 	 3	
___	PSY	688																		 SEMINAR	IN	PSYCHOLOGY		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	600		 LEADERSHIP	AND	MANAGEMENT	OF	ORGANIZATIONS		 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	605		 MANAGING	HUMAN	RESOURCES	 	 		 	 	 	 3	










































an	academic	advisor.	 	Mentors,	advisors,	and	students	have	direct	access	 to	the	Coordinator	of	the	Graduate	Program	and	 the	Practicum	and	Internship	


















































































































































	 	 								 	
	
I.	ORIENTATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1	CREDIT	
		
___	GSR	501	 GRADUATE	ORIENTATION	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 1		
	




___	CSL	500	 PERSONALITY	THEORIES		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CSL	510	 PROFESSIONAL	COUNSELING	IDENTITY	AND	ISSUES	 	 	 	 3	 	
___	CSL	540	 RESEARCH	AND	PROGRAM	EVALUATION		 	 	 	 	 3	




___	CSL	520	 PSYCHOPATHOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CSL	610	 COUNSELING	THEORIES		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CSL	615	 GROUP	COUNSELING		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	





___	CSL	560	 HUMAN	GROWTH	AND	DEVELOPMENT		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CSL	620	 TESTING	AND	ASSESSMENT	IN	COUNSELING	AND	APPLIED	PSYCHOLOGY		 	 3	 	




___	CSL	605	 PRACTICUM	IN	COUNSELING		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CSL	681	 DIAGNOSIS	AND	ADVANCED	COUNSELING	TECHNIQUES		 	 	 	 3	




___	PSY	580	 PSYCHOBIOLOGY		(OR	CSL	688	SEMINAR	IN	COUNSELING)	 	 	 	 3	
___	CSL	660	 COMMUNITY	COUNSELING			 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	




___	CSL	650	 HUMAN	SEXUALITY			 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	CSL	670	 SUBSTANCE	ABUSE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
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(18	 credits)	 for	 the	 Business	 Administration	 major,	 three	 are	 specialization	 courses	 (9	 credits)	 and	 three	 are	 elective	 courses	 (9	 credits).	
Specializations	offered	entirely	through	Lynn	University	are	available	in	Aviation	Management,	Entrepreneurial	Management,	Financial	Valuation	
and	 Investment	 Management,	 Healthcare	 Management,	 Hospitality	 Management,	 Human	 Resource	 Management,	 International	 Business	
Management,	 Marketing,	 Media	 Management,	 Sports	 Management.	 	 In	 addition	 to	 the	 above	 specializations,	 students	 may	 choose	 to	 complete	
specializations	with	the	Amani	Institute	or	Wyncode	Academy.	Students	are	required	to	select	a	specialization.	
	 Lynn	University,	 in	collaboration	with	Amani	 Institute,	offers	an	MBA	specialization	 in	 Social	 Innovation	Management.	 	The	program	
provides	 an	 intensive	 global	 experience	 with	 cross-boundary	 work	 and	 will	 provide	 nine	 credits	 toward	 a	 Lynn	 University	 MBA	 degree.	 	 The	
curriculum	includes	topics	such	as	design	thinking	as	a	change	agent,	creating	and	managing	a	social	venture	and	the	process	of	social	innovation.	
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SPECIALIZATION	 DESCRIPTION:	 	 Among	 the	 College	 of	 Business	 Management’s	 specialization	 options	 is	 the	 Burton	 D.	 Morgan	 College	 of	
Aeronautics—a	world-class	aviation	academy	with	a	state-of-the-art	training	facility.	Designed	to	help	fulfill	the	educational	needs	of	the	vast	dynamic	
global	air	transportation	industry,	the	College	of	Aeronautics	provides	students	with	the	education	and	training	needed	 to	successfully	enter	the	





























issues	 of	 managing	 human	 resources	 in	 modern	 organizations.	 Functional	 areas	 and	 issues	 include	 HR	 planning,	 forecasting,	 recruitment	 and	
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Functional	 areas	 and	 issues	 include	 industry	 and	 market	 analyses,	 strategic	 marketing	 management,	 digital	 communications,	 and	 consumer	
behavioral	sciences.		Emphases	are	on	strategic	and	operational	marketing	development,	management,	and	productivity.	
Media	Management	
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I.	Orientation	
___	GSR	501	 GRADUATE	ORIENTATION	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
II.	M.B.A.	FOUNDATION	COURSES	 	 								 	 	 	 	 	 18	CREDITS	
___	MBA	600		 LEADERSHIP	AND	MANAGEMENT	OF	ORGANIZATIONS	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	620	 MARKETING	MANAGEMENT	IN	A	GLOBAL	ECONOMY	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	640	 MANAGERIAL	ACCOUNTING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	645	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	650	 OPERATIONS	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	690	 STRATEGIC	MANAGEMENT	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
III.	ELECTIVE	COURSES	 	 	 									 	 	 	 	 	 9	CREDITS	
IV.	SPECIALIZATION	COURSES	 	 									 	 	 	 	 	 9	CREDITS	
AVIATION	MANAGEMENT	SPECIALIZATION	 											 	 	 	 	 	 	
___	MBA	671	 AVIATION	ORGANIZATION	OPERATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	675	 AIRPORT	OPERATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	




___	MBA	651	 CREATIVITY	AND	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	652	 MANAGING	ENTREPRENEURIAL	VENTURES	 	 	 	 	 3	




___	MBA	646	 MEASURING	AND	MANAGING	VALUE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	647	 PORTFOLIO	MANAGEMENT	AND	ANALYSIS	 	 	 																				 	 3	




___	MBA	681	 HEALTHCARE	INDUSTRY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	682	 HEALTHCARE	ADMINISTRATION	 	 	 																				 	 	 3	
___	MBA	683		 HEALTH	INSURANCE	AND	ETHICS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
HOSPITALITY	MANAGEMENT	SPECIALIZATION	 		 	 												
	
___	HA	525	 FOOD	SERVICE	ADMINISTRATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	530	 RESORT	DEVELOPMENT	AND		 MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 3	




___	MBA	605	 MANAGING	HUMAN	RESOURCES	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	606		 LABOR	RELATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	607	 BENEFITS	AND	COMPENSATION	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
INTERNATIONAL	BUSINESS	MANAGEMENT	SPECIALIZATION	 												
___	MBA	661	 INTERNATIONAL	TRADE	AND		INVESTMENT	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	665	 INTERNATIONAL	FINANCIAL	MARKETS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	667	 FOCUSED	COUNTRY/REGION	STUDIES	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
MARKETING	SPECIALIZATION	 	 												
___	MBA	625	 INTEGRATED	MARKETING	COMMUNICATIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	626	 CONSUMER	NEUROSCIENCE	AND	BEHAVIOR	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	628	 SPECIAL	TOPICS	IN	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
MEDIA	MANAGEMENT	SPECIALIZATION	 	 												
	
___	COM	510	 COMMUNICATION	AND	MEDIA	TECHNOLOGIES	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	550		 MEDIA	AND	CULTURE		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	575	 PROFESSIONAL	MEDIA	PRESENTATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
SOCIAL	INNOVATION	MANAGEMENT	–	AMANI	INSTITUTE	
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SPORTS	MANAGEMENT	SPECIALIZATION																							
___	SAM	604	 MANAGEMENT	OF	SPORTS	BUSINESS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	SAM	630	 LEGAL	ASPECTS	OF	ATHLETICS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	




___	CREDITS	TRANSFERRED	FROM		WYNCODE	ACADEMY	 	 	 	 	 	 9	
PREREQUISITE	REQUIREMENTS	
	
___	MBA	511	 ECONOMICS	AND	TECHNOLOGY	APPLICATIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	512	 ACCOUNTING	AND	STATISTICS	ANALYSIS	 	 	 	 	 3	
INTERNATIONAL	STUDY	OPPORTUNITY	 											 	 	 	 	 	 	
___	MBA	660	 INTERNATIONAL	BUSINESS	STUDIES	ABROAD	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
INDEPENDENT	STUDY	(NON-DEGREE	CREDIT	HOURS)	
___	MBA	697	 INDEPENDENT	STUDY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1-3	
	
BUSINESS	INTERNSHIP	(NON-DEGREE	CREDIT	HOURS)	
___	MBA	596	 BUSINESS	ADMINISTRATION	INTERNSHIP	 	 	 	 	 0	


















___	MBA	600		 LEADERSHIP	AND	MANAGEMENT	OF	ORGANIZATIONS		 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	651	 CREATIVITY	AND	INNOVATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	652	 MANAGING	ENTREPRENEURIAL	VENTURES	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	653	 ENTREPRENEURIAL	FINANCING	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
FINANCIAL	VALUATION	AND	INVESTMENT	MANAGEMENT	GRADUATE	CERTIFICATE	
___	MBA	645	 FINANCIAL	MANAGEMENT								 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	646	 MEASURING	AND	MANAGING	VALUE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	647	 PORTFOLIO	MANAGEMENT	AND	ANALYSIS	 	 	 																				 	 3	
___	MBA	649		 INVESTMENT	MANAGEMENT	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
HEALTHCARE	MANAGEMENT	GRADUATE	CERTIFICATE	
___	MBA	600		 LEADERSHIP	AND	MANAGEMENT	OF	ORGANIZATIONS	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	681	 HEALTHCARE	INDUSTRY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	682	 HEALTHCARE	ADMINISTRATION	 	 	 																				 	 	 3	
___	MBA	683		 HEALTH	INSURANCE	AND	ETHICS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
HOSPITALITY	MANAGEMENT	GRADUATE	CERTIFICATE		 	 												
___	MBA	620	 MARKETING	MANAGEMENT	IN	A	GLOBAL	ECONOMY	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	525	 FOOD	SERVICE	ADMINISTRATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	530	 RESORT	DEVELOPMENT	AND		 MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	HA	575	 SERVICE	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
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HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	GRADUATE	CERTIFICATE	
___	MBA	600		 LEADERSHIP	AND	MANAGEMENT	OF	ORGANIZATIONS	 	 	 	 3		
___	MBA	605	 MANAGING	HUMAN	RESOURCES	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	606		 LABOR	RELATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	607	 BENEFITS	AND	COMPENSATION	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
INTERNATIONAL	BUSINESS	MANAGEMENT	GRADUATE	CERTIFICATE	
___	MBA	600		 LEADERSHIP	AND	MANAGEMENT	OF	ORGANIZATIONS	 	 	 	 3	 												
___	MBA	661	 INTERNATIONAL	TRADE	AND		INVESTMENT	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	665	 INTERNATIONAL	FINANCIAL	MARKETS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	667	 FOCUSED	COUNTRY/REGION	STUDIES	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
MARKETING	GRADUATE	CERTIFICATE	
___	MBA	620	 MARKETING	MANAGEMENT	IN	A	GLOBAL	ECONOMY	 	 	 	 3	 	 												
___	MBA	625	 INTEGRATED	MARKETING	COMMUNICATIONS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	626	 CONSUMER	NEUROSCIENCE	AND	BEHAVIOR	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MBA	628	 SPECIAL	TOPICS	IN	MARKETING	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	SPORTS	MANAGEMENT	GRADUATE	CERTIFICATE	
___	MBA	600		 LEADERSHIP	AND	MANAGEMENT	OF	ORGANIZATIONS	 	 	 	 3	
___	SAM	604	 MANAGEMENT	OF	SPORTS	BUSINESS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	SAM	630	 LEGAL	ASPECTS	OF	ATHLETICS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
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score	 (550	 paper-based,	 213	 computer-based	 or	 80	 internet-based)	 along	 with	 an	 International	 Transcript	 Evaluation	 and	 a	 course	
equivalency	report	must	be	provided.	International	applicants	must	provide	official	TOEFL/IELTS/-PTE	Academic	scores	if	English	is	not	
the	applicant’s	first	language.	Applicants	with	a	minimum	TOEFL	score	of	80	(Internet-based),	a	minimum	IELTS	score	of	6.5	or	a	minimum	
























































	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
___	GSR	501	 GRADUATE	ORIENTATION	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1		
___	ESE	500		 FOUNDATIONS	OF	EXCEPTIONAL	STUDENT	EDUCATION	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ESE	503	 SPEECH	LANGUAGE	NEEDS	FOR	STUDENTS	WITH	DISABILITIES	 	 	 	 3	
___	ESE	505	 ASSESSMENT	OF	EXCEPTIONAL	STUDENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ESE	510	 LITERACY	FOR	STUDENTS	WITH	DISABILITIES	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ESE	515	 INSTRUCTIONAL	METHODS	IN	CONTENT	AREAS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ESE	520	 CLASSROOM	BEHAVIOR	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ESE	521	 SURVEY	OF	LEARNING	DISABILITIES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ESE	525	 TRANSITION	PLANNING	FOR	STUDENTS	WITH	DISABILITIES	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ESE	530	 TECHNOLOGY	AND	EXCEPTIONAL	STUDENTS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ESE	531	 INTRODUCTION	TO	AUSTISM	SPECTRUM	DISORDERS	AND	THE	NEEDS	OF	FAMILIES	 	 	 3	 	
___	ESE	541	 PRINCIPLES	OF	APPLIED	BEHAVIOR	ANALYSIS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	ESE	580	 GRADUATE	PRACTICUM	IN	EXCEPTIONAL	STUDENT	EDUCATION	 	 	 	 3	
(ESE	580	&	ESE	540	together)	
___*ESE	540	 GRADUATE	CAPSTONE	RESEARCH	PROJECT		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	 	OR	
___	ESE	581	 STUDENT	TEACHING	IN	EXCEPTIONAL	STUDENT	EDUCATION		 	 	 	 3	
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								The	 master	 of	 educational	 leadership	 with	 a	 specialization	 in	 school	 administration	 K-12	 is	 state	 approved	 in	 Florida	 and	 meets	 all	
requirements	of	 the	Florida	Department	of	Education	educational	 leadership	certification.	The	program	focuses	on	preparing	prekindergarten	
through	12th	grade	teachers	for	administrative	positions	in	public	and	nonpublic	schools	and	school	systems.	The	program	provides	the	foundational	
knowledge,	 skills	and	competencies	 that	 future	 instructional	 leaders	 require	 to	ensure	 that	 they	 foster	 successful	 learning	communities.	Course	
content	 is	 research-based	 and	 infuses	 best	 practices	 in	 education,	while	 aligning	 directly	with	 the	 Florida	Department	 of	 Education’s	 program	
certification	requirements.		



























































___	GSR	501	 GRADUATE	ORIENTATION	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 	 1		
___	EDL	604		 INSTRUCTIONAL	LEADERSHIP		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDL	606									 DATA	DRIVEN	DECISION	MAKING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDL	607			 LEADING	A	LEARNING	ORGANIZATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDL	608							 CRITICAL	ANALYSIS	OF	LEGAL,	ETHICAL,	SOCIAL	&	SAFETY	ISSUES	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDL	621									 HUMAN	RESOURCE	MANAGEMENT	&	FACULTY	DEVELOPMENT	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDL	624			 SCHOOL	COMMUNICATION,	POLICES	&	PRACTICES		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDL	625			 SCHOOL	FINANCE,	BUDGETING	&	OPERATIONS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDL	626			 CURRICULUM	DESIGN,	PLANNING	&	IMPLEMENTATION			 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDL	628			 INSTRUCTIONAL	PLAN	IMPLEMENTATION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	




___EDL	699	 INTERNSHIP	I	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___EDL	700	 INTERNSHIP	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	






SPECIALIZATION	REQUIREMENTS 15 CREDITS 
__EDL	660																ADULT	LEARNING	AND	COLLABORATION	 	 3	
___EDL	661															INSTRUCTIONAL	DESIGN	 	 3 
__EDL	664																STRATEGIC	PERSPECTIVES	IN	TRAINING	AND	DEVELOPMENT	 	 3 
__EDL	663																PRESENTATION	AND	DESIGN	OF	CONTENT	 	 3 












								The	 Doctor	 of	 Education	 (Ed.D.)	 in	 the	 Donald	 E.	 and	 Helen	 L.	 Ross	 College	 of	 Education	 is	 a	 three-year	 degree	 program	 developed	 in	
partnership	with	the	Carnegie	Foundation.	The	Carnegie	Project	on	the	Educational	Doctorate	(CPED)	equips	scholar-practitioners	with	the	skills	















• Scholar	 practitioners	who	 understand	 the	dynamics	of	educational	 systems	and	are	able	 to	 leverage	 those	systems	 in	coherent,	aligned	










• Scholar	practitioners	who	value	the	application	of	 theory	in	practice	and	conduct	systemic	institutional	inquiry,	 identifying	critical	issues	
using	data	to	drive	decision-making.	
 



















___	GSR	501	 GRADUATE	ORIENTATION	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
LEADERSHIP	THEORY	AND	PRACTICE	 	
	
___	EDU	701			 LEADERSHIP,	POLICY	AND	CONTEXT																		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	703			 EDUCATIONAL	POLICY,	POLITICS	AND	PROFESSIONAL	ETHICS	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	705		 MULTICULTURAL	SOCIAL	ORGANIZATION	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	707		 NEUROSCIENCE	LEADERSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	709		 SOCIAL,	PSYCHOLOGICAL	AND	PHILOSOPHICAL	ISSUES	IN	EDUCATION		 	 	 3	
___	EDU	711		 GLOBAL	PERSPECTIVES	ON	EDUCATION	REFORM	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
LEADERSHIP	APPLIED	TO	K-12	SETTINGS	
___	EDU	726				 INSTRUCTIONAL	&	CURRICULUM	LEADERSHIP				 		 	 	 		 3	
___	EDU	727				 PUBLIC	SCHOOL	LAW																																																							 	 	 	 		 3	
___	EDU	728				 STUDENT	MOTIVATION	&	COGNITION																						 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	729				 MANAGING	SCHOOL	OPERATIONS	 	 	 	 	 		 3	
	
RESEARCH	METHODS	
___	EDU	702			 PROGRAM	EVALUATION	 	 		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	704			 ACTION	RESEARCH	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	706		 RESEARCH	DESIGN	AND	ANALYSIS	 																						 	 	 	 3	




___	EDU	801		 PART	I:	IDENTIFYING	THE	PROBLEM	AND	THE	PURPOSE	OF	STUDY	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	802		 PART	II:	THE	GATHERING	OF	EVIDENCE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	EDU	803		 PART	III:	FINDING/REPORT/OUTCOMES	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
	 	 	 					 													 	 	 	 	 	 TOTAL	CREDITS	52	
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EUGENE M. AND CHRISTINE E. LYNN COLLEGE OF  



































score	 (550	 paper-based,	 213	 computer-based	 or	 80	 internet-based)	 along	 with	 an	 International	 Transcript	 Evaluation	 and	 a	 course	
equivalency	report	must	be	provided.	International	applicants	must	provide	official	TOEFL/IELTS/-PTE	Academic	scores	if	English	is	not	
the	applicant’s	first	language.	Applicants	with	a	minimum	TOEFL	score	of	80	(Internet-based),	a	minimum	IELTS	score	of	6.5	or	a	minimum	





























___	GSR	501	 GRADUATE	ORIENTATION	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 1		
II.	FOUNDATION	COURSES	 	 		 							 	 	 	 		 	 18	CREDITS	
	
___	COM	505	 HISTORY	OF	COMMUNICATION	AND	MEDIA	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	510	 COMMUNICATION	&	MEDIA	TECHNOLOGIES	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	515	 MEDIA	LAW	AND	REGULATION	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	525	 INTERNATIONAL	MEDIA		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	550	 MEDIA	AND	CULTURE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	





DESIGN	STRATEGIES	FOR	WEB	DEVELOPMENT	SPECIALIZATION*	 	 								 	 	 18	CREDITS	
___	CREDITS		 TRANSFERRED	FROM		WYNCODE	ACADEMY	 	 	 	 	 9	
___GVC	530	 AESTHETICS	OF	DIGITAL	PHOTOGRAPHY		 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	570	 DIGITAL	STORYTELLING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	






DIGITAL	MEDIA	SPECIALIZATION	 	 								 	 	 	 	 	 18	CREDITS	
___GVC	530	 AESTHETICS	OF	DIGITAL	PHOTOGRAPHY		 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	535	 DRAWING	AND	DESIGN	THEORY	AND	PRACTICE	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	570	 DIGITAL	STORYTELLING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	575	 IMAGEMAKING	AS	EXPRESSION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	580	 ANIMATION	AND	MOTION	GRAPHICS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	
___GVC	585	 AESTHETICS	AND	PRACTICE	OF	3D	ANIMATION	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
MEDIA	STUDIES	AND	PRACTICE	SPECIALIZATION													 	 	 	 	 	 18	CREDITS	
	
___	COM	500	 THEORIES	IN	COMMUNICATION	AND	MEDIA	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	520	 RESEARCH	METHODS	FOR	COMMUNICATION	AND	MEDIA	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	540*	 TOPICS	IN	COMMUNICATION	AND	MEDIA	I	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	COM	545*	 TOPICS	IN	COMMUNICATION	AND	MEDIA	II	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
___	COM	555	 MEDIA,	PUBLICS	AND	SOCIAL	CHANGE	 	 	 	 	 	 3	





WEB	DESIGN	TECHNOLOGY	SPECIALIZATION								 	 	 	 	 	 	 18	CREDITS	
___CGD	560	 WEB	DESIGN	TECHNOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	615	 DESIGN	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	
___WD	500	 ANALYTICAL	WEBSITE	INTERFACE	AND	USABILITY	 	 	 	 3	
___WD	630	 WEB	MARKETING	AND	SEARCH	ENGINE	OPTIMIZATION	 	 	 	 3	
___WD	670	 ADVANCED	WEB	TECHNOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___WD	680	 WEB	APPLICATIONS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
Digital	Portfolio	



























								Graduate	Certificates	 in	Digital	Media	 and/or	Web	Design	Technology	consist	of	18	credits	of	graduate	course	work	 that	 comprise	 theories,	
concepts	 and	 practices	 of	 digital	 or	 web	 media.	 The	 required	 courses	 correspond	 to	 courses	 in	 the	 Digital	 Media	 or	 Web	 Design	 Technology	








CERTIFICATE	IN	DIGITAL	MEDIA	 								 	 	 	 	 	 	 19	CREDITS	
___	GSR	501	 GRADUATE	ORIENTATION	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___GVC	530	 AESTHETICS	OF	DIGITAL	PHOTOGRAPHY		 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	535	 DRAWING	AND	DESIGN	THEORY	AND	PRACTICE	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	570	 DIGITAL	STORYTELLING	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	575	 IMAGEMAKING	AS	EXPRESSION	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GVC	580	 ANIMATION	AND	MOTION	GRAPHICS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	
___GVC	585	 AESTHETICS	AND	PRACTICE	OF	3D	ANIMATION	 	 	 	 	 3	
	
	
CERTIFICATE	IN	WEB	DESIGN	TECHNOLOGY	 								 	 	 	 	 	 19	CREDITS	
___GSR	501*	 GRADUATE	ORIENTATION	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
___CGD	560	 WEB	DESIGN	TECHNOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___WD	500	 ANALYTICAL	WEBSITE	INTERFACE	AND	USABILITY	 	 	 	 3	
___WD	670	 ADVANCED	WEB	TECHNOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___WD	680	 WEB	APPLICATIONS		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	615	 DESIGN	MANAGEMENT	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	 	












MASTER	OF	 FINE	ARTS	 (M.F.A.)	 IN	 (1)	 GRAPHIC	AND	WEB	DESIGN	AND	 (2)	 VISUAL	EFFECTS	
ANIMATION		
								The	Master	of	Fine	Arts	in	(1)	Graphic	and	Web	Design	and	(2)	Visual	Effects	Animation	are	advanced	degrees	designed	for	media	and	design	












score	 (550	 paper-based,	 213	 computer-based	 or	 80	 internet-based)	 along	 with	 an	 International	 Transcript	 Evaluation	 and	 a	 course	
equivalency	report	must	be	provided.	International	applicants	must	provide	official	TOEFL/IELTS/-PTE	Academic	scores	if	English	is	not	
the	applicant’s	first	language.	Applicants	with	a	minimum	TOEFL	score	of	80	(Internet-based),	a	minimum	IELTS	score	of	6.5	or	a	minimum	
PTE	 Academic	 score	 of	 55	 will	 be	 considered.	 Consideration	 may	 be	 given	 to	 students	 who	 fall	 slightly	 below	 Lynn	 University’s	
TOEFL/IELTS/PTE	Academic	English	requirement.	These	cases	will	be	reviewed	on	an	individual	basis	by	the	Lynn	University	Office	of	
Admission.	




























___	GSR	501	 GRADUATE	ORIENTATION	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 1	CREDIT	
	
II.	MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS								 	 	 	 	 	 	 	51	CREDITS	 	 	
	 										 			
___CGD	535		 DESIGN	CONCEPTS	&	PROCEDURES		 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	545		 ADVANCED	TYPOGRAPHY	APPLICATIONS		 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	560	 WEB	DESIGN	TECHNOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	605	 MARKETING	RESEARCH		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CGD	635		 ADVERTISING	DESIGN		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___GWD	625	 INSTRUCTIONAL	DESIGN	AND	DELIVERY		 	 	 	 3	
___GWD	675	 PEDAGOGY	OF	THE	ARTS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___WD	500	 ANALYTICAL	WEBSITE	INTERFACE	AND	USABILITY	 	 	 3	
___WD	550		 THESIS	RESEARCH	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___WD	600		 THESIS	I		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___WD	601	 THESIS	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___WD	610	 ADVANCED	MOTION	GRAPHICS	 	 	 	 	 3	
___WD	630	 WEB	MARKETING	AND	SEARCH	ENGINE	OPTIMIZATION	 	 	 3	
___WD	670		 ADVANCED	WEB	TECHNOLOGY	 	 	 	 	 3	
___WD	680	 WEB	APPLICATIONS		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___WD	690	 THESIS	III		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___WD	691	 THESIS	IV		 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	 	 																								 					 							 	 	 	
III.	ART	HISTORY	AND	THEORY	CURRICULUM	 	 	 	 	 	 9	CREDITS	
	
___AHT	500		 HISTORY	OF	COMPUTER	GRAPHICS		 	 	 	 	 3	
___AHT	510		 ART	HISTORICAL	THEORY	&	METHODOLOGY		 	 	 	 3	
___AHT	520		 HISTORY	OF	ANIMATION		 	 	 	 	 	 3	
	 	 	 		 	 	 		 		 	 	 	











































___	GSR	501	 GRADUATE	ORIENTATION	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 1	CREDIT	
	
II.	MAJOR	REQUIREMENTS								 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 45	CREDTS	
___CG	505			 3D	MODELING	WORKSHOP																																																		 	 	 	 3	
___CG	515			 3D	ANIMATION	WORKSHOP																																																	 	 	 	 3	
___CG	525			 VIDEO	EDITING	&	AUDIO	FOR	ELECTRONIC	MEDIA																 	 	 	 3	
___CG	605			 ADVANCED	3D	MODELING																																																 	 	 	 		 3	
___CG	615			 ADVANCED	3D	ANIMATION																																															 	 	 	 		 3	
___CG	625			 CHARACTER	ANIMATION																																																						 	 	 	 3	
___CG	635			 MAYA	VISUAL	EFFECTS	FOR	FILM	&	VIDEO																									 	 	 	 3	
___CG	645			 CG	PROGRAMMING	WORKSHOP																																											 	 	 	 3	
___CG	655			 ADVANCED	VISUAL	EFFECTS	ANIMATION	PRODUCTION						 	 	 	 3	
___CG	665			 THESIS	RESEARCH																																																													 	 	 	 	 3	
___CG	671			 THESIS	I																																																																										 	 	 	 	 3	
___CG	672	 	 THESIS	II	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CG	676			 THESIS	III																																																																									 	 	 	 	 3	
___CG	677	 	 THESIS	IV		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___CG	685	 		 MOTION	CAPTURE																																																														 	 	 	 	 3	 	 	
	 																 	 	 	 	
III.	HISTORY	AND	FINE	ARTS	CURRICULUM	 	 	 	 	 	 	 15	CREDITS	
___FA	505			 ADVANCED	DRAWING	&	PAINTING	STUDIO					 	 	 	 	 3																								 	
___AHT	500		 HISTORY	OF	COMPUTER	GRAPHICS																																						 	 	 	 3	
___AHT	510		 ART	HISTORICAL	THEORY	&	METHODOLOGY																									 	 	 	 3	
___AHT	520		 HISTORY	OF	ANIMATION																																																				 	 	 	 	 3	
___AHT	530	 GRADUATE	THEORY	&	CRITICISM																																								 	 	 	 3	
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aim	 is	 to	 train	 instrumental	 music	 students	 of	 high	 achievement	 through	 intensive	 programs	 of	 study	 in	 order	 to	 prepare	 them	 for	
performance	 careers.	 In	 addition,	 the	 Conservatory	 of	 Music	 offers	 a	 major	 in	 music	 composition.	 The	 Conservatory	 faculty	 forms	 a	
community	 of	 exceptionally	 accomplished	 and	 dedicated	 individuals	 striving	 toward	 similar	 goals.	 The	 artist-faculty	 maintain	 active	
performance	careers	and	bring	their	experience	and	expertise	to	the	aspiring	student	body.	
								The	Conservatory	offers	baccalaureate	and	post-baccalaureate	level	programs	of	study	to	music	students	who	have	previous	extensive	




























































___	GSR	501	 GRADUATE	ORIENTATION	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 1	
GENERAL	MUSIC	REQUIREMENTS	 																												 	 	 	 	 	 16	CREDITS	
___	MUG	580	 MUSIC	ENTREPRENEURSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3*	
___	MUH	530	 BIBLIOGRAPHY	AND	RESEARCH	SKILLS	 	 	 	 	 	 3*	
___	MUR	501	 PERFORMANCE	FORUM	(4	semesters-0	credit)	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUR	600	 GRADUATE	RECITAL	 	 	 	 	 	 	 0		
___	MUR	601	 COMPREHENSIVE	EXAM	 	 	 	 	 	 	 0		
___	MUS	511	 SMALL	ENSEMBLE	(4	semesters-1	credit)		 	 	 	 	 4	
___	MUH	500+				 MUSIC	HISTORY	ELECTIVE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUT	570				 ANALYTICAL	TECHNIQUES	OF	MUSIC	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJMC	500+				 INTENSIVE	ARTS	(2	January	terms-0	credit)	 	 	 	 	 0	
	
	
FOR	STRINGS,	WINDS,	BRASS,	HARP	&	PERCUSSION															 										 	 	 	 	 20	CREDITS	
	
___	MUS	501	 APPLIED	INSTRUMENT:	MM	(4	semesters-4	credits)		 	 	 	 16	
___	MUS	521	 LARGE	ENSEMBLE	(4	semesters-1	credit)		 	 	 	 	 4	
___	MUS	525		 ORCHESTRAL	REPERTOIRE	(Winds	&	Brass	only)	 	(4	semesters-0	credit)	 	 0	
	
	
FOR	PIANISTS	 	 	 																												 	 	 	 	 	 20	CREDITS	
___	MUS	501	 APPLIED	INSTRUMENT:	MM	(4	semesters-5	credits)		 	 	 	 20	
	 	 	 	 												
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 TOTAL	CREDITS		37	
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MASTER	OF	MUSIC	IN	INSTRUMENTAL	COLLABORATIVE	PIANO	(M.M.)	
	




















___	GSR	501	 	 GRADUATE	ORIENTATION	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	MUS	501	 	 APPLIED	INSTRUMENT:	MM	(4	semesters-	3	credits)	 	 	 12	
___	MUP	526	 	 ADVANCED	COLLABORATIVE	PIANO	LITERATURE	I		 																 	 2	
___	MUP	527	 	 ADVANCED	COLLABORATIVE	PIANO	LITERATURE	II	 	 																 2	
___	MUP	529	 	 PIANO	PEDAGOGY	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUP	601	 	 SEMINAR	IN	COLLABORATIVE	PIANO	I	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	MUP	602	 	 SEMINAR	IN	COLLABORATIVE	PIANO	II	 	 	 	 	 1	
___	MUP	603	 	 COLLABORATIVE	PIANO:	PRACTICUM	(4	semesters-2	credits)	 	 	 8*	
___	MUR	501	 	 PERFORMANCE	FORUM	(4	semesters-0	credit)	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUR	600	 	 GRADUATE	RECITAL	 	 	 	 	 	 0		
___	MUR	601	 	 COMPREHENSIVE	EXAM	 	 	 	 	 	 0		
___	MUS	511	 	 SMALL	ENSEMBLE	(3	semesters-1	credit)		 	 	 	 3	
___	MUP	605	 	 SEMINAR	IN	SOLO	PIANO	 	 	 	 	 	 1		
___	MUG,	MUH,	MUT	500+				 MUSIC	ACADEMIC	ELECTIVE	 	 	 	 	 	 3**	
___	DJMC	500+	 				 INTENSIVE	ARTS	(2	January	terms-0	credit)	 	 	 	 0	
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___	GSR	501	 GRADUATE	ORIENTATION	SEMINAR	 	 	 	 	 	 1		
___	MUS	501	 APPLIED	INSTRUMENT:	MM	(4	semesters-4	credits)		 	 	 	 16	
___	MUG	580	 MUSIC	ENTREPRENEURSHIP	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUH	530	 BIBLIOGRAPHY	AND	RESEARCH	SKILLS	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUR	501	 PERFORMANCE	FORUM	(4	semesters-0	credit)	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUR	600	 GRADUATE	RECITAL	 	 	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUR	601	 COMPREHENSIVE	EXAM	 	 	 	 	 	 	 0		
___	MUH	500+				 MUSIC	HISTORY	ELECTIVE	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MUT	570				 ANALYTICAL	TECHNIQUES	OF	MUSIC	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
___	MU-	500+	 GRADUATE	MUSIC	ELECTIVES	 	 	 	 	 	 	 8	
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GRADUATE	CERTIFICATE	PROGRAM	
PROFESSIONAL	PERFORMANCE	CERTIFICATE	(PPC)	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
								This	is	a	two-year	program	of	study	at	 the	post-baccalaureate	level	for	students	of	piano,	 instrumental	collaborative	piano,	violin,	viola,	 cello,	
double	bass,	flute,	oboe,	clarinet,	bassoon,	trumpet,	French	horn,	trombone,	bass	trombone,	tuba,	harp,	percussion,	or	chamber	music,	with	primary	
focus	on	advanced	performance	and	the	preparation	of	students	for	the	professional	world.	The	requirements	for	completion	of	this	program	include	
intensive	 applied	 study	 with	 specific	 performance	 requirements	 encompassing	 recitals,	 concerti,	 orchestral	 excerpts	 and	 chamber	music,	 four	
semesters	of	Performance	Forum	(0	credits)	and	 participation	in	 two	January	 terms	 (0	credit).	 In	addition,	 students	 enrolled	 in	 the	Professional	
Performance	Certificate	program	fulfill	their	remaining	performance	requirements	in	a	preferred	area	of	specialization	(i.e.,	solo,	chamber	music,	




FOR	STRINGS,	WINDS,	BRASS	&	PERCUSSION																										 	 	 	 	 	 	 24	CREDITS	
	
___	MUS	601	 	 APPLIED	INSTRUMENT:	PPC	(4	semesters-4	credits)	 	 	 	 16		
___	MUS	521	 	 LARGE	ENSEMBLE	(4	semesters-1	credit)		 	 	 	 	 4	
___	MUS	525	 	 ORCHESTRAL	REPERTOIRE	(Winds,	Brass	&	Percussion)	(4	semesters-0	credit)	 	 0	
___	MUS	511	 	 SMALL	ENSEMBLE	(4	semesters-1	credit)		 	 	 	 	 4	
___	MUR	501	 	 PERFORMANCE	FORUM	(4	semesters-0	credit)	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	DJMC	500+	 				 INTENSIVE	ARTS	(2	January	terms-0	credit)	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUR	600	 	 GRADUATE	RECITAL	 	 	 	 	 	 	 0	
	
	
FOR	PIANISTS	 	 																																				 						 	 	 	 	 	 	 20	CREDITS	
	
___	MUS	601	 	 APPLIED	INSTRUMENT:	PPC	(4	semesters-4	credits)	 	 	 	 16	
___	MUS	511	 	 SMALL	ENSEMBLE	(4	semesters-1	credit)		 	 	 	 	 4	
___	MUR	501	 	 PERFORMANCE	FORUM	(4	semesters-0	credit)	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	DJMC	500+	 				 INTENSIVE	ARTS	(2	January	terms-0	credit)	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUR	600	 	 GRADUATE	RECITAL	 	 	 	 	 	 	 0	
		
FOR	CHAMBER	MUSIC	 	 																																				 						 	 	 	 	 	 20	CREDITS	
	
___	MUS	601	 	 APPLIED	INSTRUMENT:	PPC	(4	semesters-4	credits)	 	 	 	 16	
___	MUR	501	 	 PERFORMANCE	FORUM	(4	semesters-0	credit)	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUR	600	 	 GRADUATE	RECITAL	(2	recitals:	1	full,	1	lecture/recital)	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUR	521	 	 LARGE	ENSEMBLE	(Strings,	winds,	brass	&	percussion	only;	4	semesters-1	credit)	 	 4	
___	DJMC	500+	 				 INTENSIVE	ARTS	(2	January	terms-0	credit)	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUP	604	 	 PIANO	PRACTICUM	(Pianists	only;	4	semesters-1	credit)	 	 	 	 4	
		
FOR	INSTRUMENTAL	COLLABORATIVE	PIANISTS								 	 	 	 	 	 	 26	CREDITS	
	
___	MUS	601	 	 APPLIED	INSTRUMENT:	PPC	(4	semesters-3	credits)	 		 	 	 12		
___	MUP	601	 	 SEMINAR	IN	COLLABORATIVE	PIANO	I	 				 	 	 	 	 1	
___	MUP	602	 	 SEMINAR	IN	COLLABORATIVE	PIANO	II	 				 	 	 	 	 1	
___	MUP	603	 	 COLLABORATIVE	PIANO:	PRACTICUM	(4	semesters-2	credits)	 		 	 	 8	
___	MUR	501	 	 PERFORMANCE	FORUM	(4	semesters-0	credit)	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUR	600	 	 GRADUATE	RECITAL	(2	collaborative	recitals)	 	 	 	 	 0	
___	MUS	511	 	 SMALL	ENSEMBLE	(3	semesters-1	credit)		 	 	 	 	 3	
___	DJMC	500+	 				 INTENSIVE	ARTS	(2	January	terms-0	credit)	 	 	 	 	 0	
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ACC 205   FINANCIAL REPORTING AND MANAGEMENT DECISIONS  
The	study	of	fundamental	accounting	principles	as	applied	to	financial	statement	preparation	and	the	accounting	concepts	and	techniques	as	
applied	to	managerial	planning	and	control	of	assets.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	 
	




Credits:  1   
Offered:               Fall 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	 
	
AFS 101    FOUNDATIONS OF THE U.S. AIR FORCE                
A	continuation	of	AFS	100.		
Credits:  1   
Offered:               Spring 
Lab Fee:  AFS	100 
Pre-Reqs:             None	 
	




Credits:  1   
Offered:               Fall  
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	 
	
AFS 201    EVOLUTION OF USAF AIR/SPACE POWER                
A	continuation	of	AFS	200.		
Credits:  1   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             AFS	200	 
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	 
	
AFS 301    LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT                               
A	continuation	of	AFS	300.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             AFS	300	 
	
AFS 400    NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY               
Focus	is	on	the	examination	of	the	national	security	process,	regional	studies,	advanced	military	justice,	civilian	control	of	the	military,	preparation	
for	active	duty	and	current	issues	affecting	military	professionalism.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall 
Lab Fee:  None 
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AFS 401    NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY    
A	continuation	of	AFS	400.	Prerequisite	AFS	400.	Offered:	Spring.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             AFS	400	
 
AVS 102    AVIATION HISTORY    
A	survey	of	the	entire	spectrum	of	aviation—its	evolution	from	balloons	to	supersonic	transports	and	space	travel,	its	contemporary	situation	and	
problems,	as	well	as	its	potential.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
AVF 120    PRIMARY FLIGHT THEORY AND TRAINING, SOLO     
Provides	the	student	with	the	theoretical	knowledge	and	practical	skills	to	meet	all	FAA	requirements	for	solo	flight	under	FAR	Part	141	in	a	single-
engine,	land	class	airplane.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  $100 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
AVF 121    PRIMARY FLIGHT THEORY AND TRAINING, PPL        
Provides	the	student	with	the	theoretical	knowledge	and	practical	 skill	to	complete	all	FAA	written,	oral	and	 flight	 training	requirements	 for	the	
award	of	the	Private	Pilot	License	for	single-engine,	land	class	aircraft	as	required	under	FAR	Part	141.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  $100 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
AVF 123    AVIATION FLIGHT THEORY STUDIES 
This	course	will	account	for	the	supplemental	self-study	required	to	accomplish	all	FAA	required	training	for	the	various	flight	licenses	and	ratings	
offered	by	the	School	of	Aeronautics.		
Credits:  0   
Offered:              	 Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
AVF 125   PRIMARY HELICOPTER –SOLO XC 
Provides	the	student	the	theoritical	knowledge	and	practical	skills	all	FAA	written,	oral	and	flight	training	requirements	to	perform	solo	cross	
country-helicopter	as	required	under	FAR	Part	141.		
Credits:   3		
Offered:   Fall,	Spring		
Lab Fee:   $100		
Pre-Reqs:   None	
 
AVF 126  PRIMARY HELICOPTER-PPL 
Provides	the	student	with	the	theoretical	knowledge	and	practical	skills	to	meet	all	FAA	requirements	for	the	award	of	the	Private	Pilot	License-
helicopter	under	FAR	Part	141.		
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered: 														 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 $100	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
AVF 220    INSTRUMENT FLIGHT THEORY AND TRAINING, BASIC   
Instrument	flight	theory	and	training	accomplished	in	compliance	with	FAR	Part	141	that	prepares	the	student	to	accomplish	a	ground	and	flight	
progress	check	covering	basic	attitude	instrument	flying	and	basic	instrument	navigation.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  $100 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
AVF 221    INSTRUMENT FLIGHT THEORY AND TRAINING, ADVANCED                
Advanced	instrument	flight	theory	and	training	accomplished	in	compliance	with	FAR	Part	141	that	prepares	the	student	for	the	FAA	written,	oral	
and	flight	training	leading	to	the	instrument	rating.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  $100 
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AVS 226    AVIATION WEATHER                
A	study	of	atmospheric	phenomena,	weather	principles,	forecasting	techniques	and	weather	information	dissemination	as	they	relate	to	and	impact	
flight	operations.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
AVF 230    COMMERCIAL FLIGHT THEORY   
Provides	the	required	flight	theory	and	prepares	the	student	for	the	FAA	written	and	oral	tests	for	the	commercial	pilot	certificate.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  $100 
Pre-Reqs:             AVM	221,	or	instrument	rating	
	
AVF 231    COMMERCIAL FLIGHT TRAINING                 
Completes	the	required	flight	knowledge	and	skills	and	prepares	the	student	for	the	FAA	flight	test	leading	to	the	commercial	pilot	certificate.		
Credits:  1   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             AVM	230,	or	instrument	rating	
	
AVF 232    COMMERCIAL HELICOPTER ADD ON 
Provides	the	student	with	the	aeronautical	knowledge	to	meet	all	FAA	requirements	for	the	practical	examination	for	adding	a	rotorcraft	category	
and	helicopter	class	rating	at	the	commercial	pilot	level	to	their	pilot	certificate	under	FAR	Part	141.			
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:  													 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee: 	 $100	
Pre-Reqs:													 FAA	Commercial	Rating-Airplane	
	
AVF 233    COMMERCIAL HELICOPTER ADD ON 
Provides	the	student	with	the	knowledge,	skill,	and	aeronautical	experience	to	meet	all	FAA	requirements	for	adding	a	helicopter	class	rating	at	the	
commercial	pilot	level	to	their	fixed	wing	pilot	certificate	under	FAR	Part	141.		
Credits: 	 1	 	 	
Offered: 														 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee: 	 $100	
Pre-Reqs: 												 AVM	232	
	
AVF 234  COMMERCIAL HELICOPTER FLIGHT THEORY AND TRAINING, BASIC 
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AVS 250    AVIATION SAFETY AND HUMAN FACTORS              
A	 study	 of	 the	 physiological,	 psychological	 and	 physical	 factors	 that	 directly	 affect	 air	 operations	 and	 flight	 safety.	 Included	 are	 reviews	 and	
discussions	of	safety	parameters	and	aircraft	accidents	and	incidents	that	reflect	human	factor	involvement.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:              	 Fall	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
AVF 310    FLIGHT INSTRUCTION METHODS AND PROCEDURES                 
Methodology	and	requirements	of	flight	instruction	that	prepare	the	student	for	the	FAA	flight	instructor’s	examination.	Flight	training	and	successful	
completion	of	all	training	requirements	for	the	commercial	flight	instructor’s	ratings	are	involved.		
Credits:  4   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  $30 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
AVF 311  HELICOPTER FLIGHT INSTRUCTION METHODS AND PROCEDURES 















AVS 341   AIRPORT OPERATIONS  
A detailed study of operating an airport, principally viewed from the public sector standpoint.  Included are the operator’s functions and responsibilities, 
applicable local, state, and national regulatory requirements, together with preparation of an airport’s master plan. 
Credits:            3 
Offered:  As Needed 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
AVS 397  INDEPENDENT STUDY           
Credits:  1-9   
Offered:               As	needed 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	 
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
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AVS 441   AIRLINE AND AIRPORT OPERATIONS  
An	analysis	of	the	application	of	contemporary	operations	techniques	of	the	airline	and	airport	industries.	Included	are	operations	functions,	current	
issues,	 domestic	 and	 foreign	 operations,	 domestic	 and	 foreign	 regulations,	 aircraft	 selection,	 labor	 relations,	 airport	master	 plans	 and	 strategic	
planning.	The	course	will	include	a	major	student	project.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             Enrollment	in	the	aviation	program	or	approval	of	the	department	head	
	




operation	 of	 major	 aircraft	 systems,	 including	 cockpit	 controls	 and	 indications.	 includes	 45	 hours	 of	 classroom	 and	 part	 task	 mockup	 (ptm)	
instruction.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             AVM	471	
 







from	the	 first	officer	position,	or	as	an	observer.	 In	 addition,	each	 four-hour	 simulator	session	will	 include	 a	one-hour	briefing	and	a	one-hour	
debriefing.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             AVM	472	
 
AVF 474    B-737 PILOT FAMILIARIZATION   





Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 







from	the	 first	officer	position,	or	as	an	observer.	 In	 addition,	each	 four-hour	 simulator	session	will	 include	 a	one-hour	briefing	and	a	one-hour	
debriefing.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed 
Lab Fee:  None 
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AVF 476    B-747 PILOT FAMILIARIZATION   





Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
AVF 477    AIRLINE TRANSPORT PILOT THEORY AND TRAINING 
This	course	will	present	the	training	and	knowledge	requirements	of	the	Airline	Transport	Pilot	(ATP)	rating	to	students	to	prepare	them	for	ATP	
training.		Students	may	fly	to	build	flight	hours	towards	the	minimum	hours	required	for	the	ATP	while	enrolled	in	this	course.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed 
Lab Fee:  A	lab	fee	is	required 
Pre-Reqs:             FAA	Commercial	License		
	
AVS 481    AVIATION SEMINAR     
A	series	of	discussions	and	an	analysis	of	contemporary	management	problems	in	aviation.	Individual	student	research	and	reports	are	required.		
Credits:  1-9   
Offered:               As	Needed 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             Permission	of	advisor/dean	
	






Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
AVS 483    AVIATION TECHNOLOGIES   
This	course	is	an	analysis	of	the	application	of	various	technologies	in	the	aerospace	industry.		Students	will	explore	the	application	of	technology	in	
aircraft,	 planning,	 scheduling,	 dispatching,	 avionics,	 ATC	 aerodynamics	 and	 navigation	 systems.	 	 An	 understanding	 of	 multiple	 applications	 of	
technologies	and	the	advantages	of	combining	various	technological	advantages	in	varying	segments	of	the	aerospace	industry	and	these	effects	on	
the	efficiency	of	the	industry	is	the	ultimate	goal	of	this	course.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             AVS	102,	AVS	347,	AVS	431,	AVS	482	
 
AVS 498  AVIATION INTERNSHIP 
Includes	50	hours	per	credit	of	field-work.	in	the	aviation	industry.	This	is	an	opportunity	for	aviation	students	to	gain	on-the-job	experience	
through	an	internship	placement.		
Credits:   	 1	to	9	
Offered:			 	 Fall,	Spring,	Summer	




BUS 125  INTRODUCTION TO SPORTS MANAGEMENT   
A	survey	of	the	history,	management,	organizational	structure	and	future	direction	of	the	sports	industries.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
BUS 150	 	 BUSINESS OF INNOVATION 
To	provide	practical	tools	to	asses	today’s	intercultural	business	climate	for	opportunities	to	innovate	in	a	business	environment	that	also	aligns	
with	the	student’s	unique	talents,	strengths	and	passions.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
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Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 











BUS 255    FUNDAMENTALS OF E-BUSINESS 
This	course	provides	an	overview	of	electronic	business,	the	Internet,	 the	World	Wide	Web	and	enabling	 technologies.	The	course	explores	how	
today’s	advanced	technologies	impact	business	systems	and	processes.	It	also	discusses	connectivity	and	the	relationship	between	the	organization	
and	 its	constituencies,	which	may	include	customers	and	suppliers,	 among	others.	It	also	will	 address	corporate,	national	and	global	information	
infrastructures.	Additionally,	this	course	will	cover	important	peripheral	matters	such	as	auditing	procedures,	risks,	ethics,	privacy,	and	legal	and	
security	issues.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
BUS 270    PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP     	
Introduction	 to	 the	 basic	 concepts	 of	 organizational	 management.	 This	 course	 offers	 a	 start	 on	 the	managerial	 “tool	 kit”	 required	 for	 effective	
performance	 in	 this	 profession.	 Emphasis	 is	 on	 analysis	 of	 managerial	 functions	 and	 organizational	 behavior	 factors	 that	 influence	 effective	
management.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	





Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
BUS 308    CORPORATE ENTREPRENEURSHIP               
This	course	addresses	the	emerging	practice	of	corporate	entrepreneurship,	also	called	intrapreneurship.	In	this	course,	we	will	look	at	companies	
that	 successfully	 practice	 intrapreneurship;	 relate	 intrapreneurship	 to	 other	 functions	 such	 as	 corporate	 venturing,	 new	 product	 development,	
research	and	development,	and	career	development;	and	provide	an	intrapreneurial	toolset.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
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BUS 317  SPORTS LAW AND RISK MANAGEMENT  
An	examination	of	the	legal	aspects	of	amateur	and	professional	sports,	including	contracts,	sports	agency,	torts,	risk	management,	discrimination,	
disability	law	and	intellectual	property.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
BUS 321     INVESTMENT THEORY   
The	role	of	investment	banking	in	the	financial	organization	is	covered,	along	with	investment	banking	houses,	relations	of	investment	banking	to	other	
financial	institutions,	regulation	of	investment	banking	and	the	security	markets	and	current	problems	and	developments	in	investment	banking.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             BUS	311	
 
BUS 322    BUSINESS ANALYTICS USING EXCEL MODELING 
This	course	provides	undergraduate	business	students	with	fundamental	concepts	and	tools	needed	to	understand	the	emerging	role	of	business	




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             DQR	200	
	




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             BUS	311	
  




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             BUS	270	
 
BUS 353  ORGANIZATIONAL STAFFING 
This	course	provides	an	examination	of	HR’s	role	in	staffing	management.	Topics	include	recruitment,	selection,	performance	management,	
employee	relations,	and	employment	laws	governing	employment	relationships.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee: 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 BUS	350	
	




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee: 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 BUS	350	
	





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
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Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee: 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 BUS	350	
 
BUS 370    BUSINESS – SPECIAL TOPICS   
A	 course	 that	 will	 explore	 different	 areas	 of	 business.	 Topics	 may	 include	 specific	 industries,	 organizational	 behavior,	 legal	 aspects,	 finance,	
management	strategies	and	e-commerce.	Can	be	repeated	for	credit	as	topics	change.	
Credits:  1-9   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
BUS 372    THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS              
This	course	addresses	the	legal	and	ethical	assumptions	of	laws	and	administrative	rules	and	procedures	that	affect	the	management	process.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             BUS	270	
	






Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
BUS 395  GLOBAL FINANCIAL MARKETS    
This	 course	 is	 designed	 to	 expose	 the	 student	 to	 the	 workings	 of	 the	 international	 financial	 management	 environment,	 foreign	 exchange	 risk	
management,	multinational	working	capital	management	and	financing	of	foreign	operations.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             BUS	280	and	BUS	311	or	permission	of	instructor	
 
BUS 396   CURRICULAR PRACICAL TRAINING 
This	course	is	an	academic	internship	in	the	form	of	experiential	education.		It	integrates	knowledge	and	theory	learned	in	the	classroom	with	practical	
application	 and	 skill	 development	 in	 a	 professional	 setting.	 Students	 are	 required	 to	 register	 their	 internship	 by	 submitting	 an	Application	 for	
Curricular	 Practical	 Training,	 which	 requires	 the	 approval	 of	 the	 respective	 faculty	 supervisor/internship	 coordinator.	 At	 the	 end	 of	 the	
internship/term	students	will	be	required	to	complete	a	Final	Self-Evaluation	of	their	internship	in	the	form	of	an	essay/reflection.	Grade:	Pass/No	
Pass.	
Credits:  1-3   
Offered:              	 Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
BUS 397   INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Independent	research	projects	or	other	approved	phases	of	research	or	independent	study.	 	 										
Credits:  1-9   
Offered:               As	Needed 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             Permission	of	the	college	dean	
 
BUS 400   ENTREPRENEURIAL FINANCE    
Prior	to	starting	a	new	venture	it	is	imperative	that	you	know	what	it	will	cost,	when	it	could	become	profitable,	and	where	the	necessary	funding	
may	be	obtained.	This	course	provides	explanations	and	means	to	forecast	and	calculate	revenues,	start-up	expenses,	working	capital	and	reserve	
requirements.	 It	 then	 goes	 into	 sources	 of	 funding,	 how	 to	 apply	 for	 that	 funding,	 and	 how	 to	 build	 a	 sound	 argument	 to	 attract	 the	 funds.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
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BUS 401  CURRENT ISSUES IN SPORTS MANAGEMENT           
The	sports	business	industry	is	constantly	changing	due	to	new	avenues	for	its	expansion	and	management.	This	course	selects	current	issues	that	
are	not	otherwise	covered	and	engages	students	in	recent	developments	and	future	research	in	the	sports	industry.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 









Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee: 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 BUS	350,	BUS	353,	BUS	354,	BUS	355,	BUS	356	
 
BUS 408  POLITICAL AND CULTURAL DIMENSIONS OF GLOBAL MARKETS             
The	importance	of	cross	cultural	literacy	for	managerial	decision	making	in	international	setting	are	discussed.	Business	issues	in	cross-cultural	
uncontrollable	environmental	settings	are	analyzed.	The	implications	for	running	a	successful	and	growing	international	business	are	presented.		
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
BUS 414  SPORTS GOVERNANCE    
An	 advanced	 exploration	 of	 management	 and	 operation	 of	 professional,	 intercollegiate	 and	 Olympic	 sports,	 including	 ownership,	 franchising,	
governance,	broadcasting,	labor/management	relations,	licensing	and	sponsorship.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
BUS 425   OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS PROCESS MODELING WITH EXCEL  
This	course	provides	an	overview	of	the	functions	and	activities	necessary	for	the	creation	and	distribution	of	goods	and	services.	It	provides	a	survey	
and	analysis	of	the	quantitative	tools	and	techniques	used	to	make	strategic	and	tactical	decisions	to	increase	productivity	and	drive	down	costs	in	
all	 sectors.	 In	 addition,	 the	 course	 covers	 business	 modeling	 and	 analysis	 using	 Excel	 to	 drive	 competitive	 advantage.	 	 Topics	 include	 linear	
programming,	forecasting,	decision	analysis,	quality	control,	inventory	management,	JIT,	predictive	analytics,	regression	analysis,	and	data	modeling.	
A	strong	emphasis	is	placed	on	using	Excel	to	build	analytical	and	decision-making	skills.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             BUS	322	
 
BUS 433  WILLS, TRUSTS AND FAMILY CORPORATE STRUCTURES     
This	course	will	be	divided	into	two	parts,	wills	and	trusts;	followed	by	corporate	structures	and	succession	planning.	Part	one	will	combine	wills,	
trusts,	future	interests,	and	community	property	with	methods	of	family	wealth	transfer	in	both	community	property	and	non-community	property.		
The	 second	 part	 will	 cover	 family	 partnerships,	 limited	 liability	 entities	 and	 closely	 held	 corporations.	 The	 special	 problems	 of	 closely-held	
corporations,	the	fiduciary	obligations	of	family	members,	and	certain	special	topics	such	corporate	family	governance	and	succession	transfer.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             BUS	311	and	BUS	372	or	permission	of	instructor	
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
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Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             BUS	280,	BUS	395,	BUS	408,	MKT	392	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             BUS	308,	BUS	375,	BUS	400,	BUS	475	
	
BUS 460    BUSINESS STRATEGY                                 
Theory	and	practice	of	determining	and	implementing	policy.	Actual	case	studies	of	business	organizations,	including	the	determination	of	top-level	
company	policy	in	such	functional	areas	as	finance,	marketing	and	production	are	studied.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  $75 
Pre-Reqs:             Senior	business	majors	only	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
BUS 482  SPORTS SEMINAR                 
A	course	in	which	students	will	demonstrate	mastery	of	the	various	management	areas	in	the	sports	industries	by	creating	a	business	plan	for	a	
unique	sporting	event/tournament	of	their	own,	incorporating	marketing	strategies,	legal	issues,	budgeting,	and	staffing	challenges.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             BUS	125,	BUS	317,	BUS	401,	BUS	414,	MKT	376	
 
BUS 498    BUSINESS INTERNSHIP I  
Includes	50	hours	per	credit	of	field	work.	This	is	an	opportunity	for	business	students	to	gain	on-the-job	experience	through	an	internship	placement.		
Credits:  1-9   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             Permission	of	Faculty	Mentor,	2.5	cumulative	GPA	in	major	and/or	departmental	approval.	
 
CA 140   STORYBOARDING PROCESS 
This course presents the preparation of storyboards for the illustration of story advancement and the communication of concepts in a visually dynamic way. 
Credits:  3 
Offered:              Spring	
Lab Fee:   None	
Pre-Reqs:          	 FA	115 	
 
CA 150   DIGITAL IMAGING AND PAINTING 
Students use digital painting tools to gain an understanding of texture mapping techniques, image manipulation and the printing and mounting of files for 
presentation. 
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
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CA 200   FIRST YEAR ASSESSMENT 
This course serves to evaluate student progress through the first academic year. Students must demonstrate an understanding of all materials taught to this 
point. Students will be assessed in a number of areas in order to demonstrate appropriate progress for their chosen field of study.  	
Credits:  1 
Offered:             Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             CGD	205	and	CA	150 	
 
CA 250   INTRODUCTION TO 3D ANIMATION 
Students are introduced to basic concepts of 3D space including modeling, lighting, texturing and animation. Students complete projects in each of the 
preceding areas.  
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:   None  	
Pre-Reqs:             CGD	205	or	approval	by	dean 
 
CA 260   MOTION GRAPHICS 2D 
This course introduces students to the fundamentals of motion design. Topics include motion graphics, raster and vector images and motion design. 
Credits:  3 
Offered:              Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             CGD	205	or	approval	by	dean 
 
CA 270   3D MODELING I 
This course introduces techniques and software used to create 3D models. Students work from designs to produce several different types of 3D assets, 
textures and renders.  
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:   None  	
Pre-Reqs:           	 CA	250  
 
CA 280   MOTION GRAPHICS 3D 
This course expands on topics and techniques from previous courses by adding 3D motion design. Topics include modeling, lighting, texturing and rendering 
and integration of 3D renders into the compositing pipeline.  
Credits:  3 
Offered:           	 Spring	
Lab Fee:  None  	
Pre-Reqs:            CA	260  
 
CA 290   DIGITAL LIGHTING AND TEXTURE I 
This course introduces students to materials, textures and lighting strategies to add detail and realism to 3D models without adding complexity to the 
topology of the model.  
Credits:  3	
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:   None  	
Pre-Reqs:          CA	150  
 
CA 300   SECOND YEAR ASSESSMENT 
This course serves to evaluate student progress through the second academic year.  Students are assessed on all materials studied to this point. Student 
assessment documents appropriate progress for the chosen field of study.   
Credits:  1	
Offered:              Fall	
Lab Fee:   None	  	
Pre-Reqs:          CA	200,	CA	290	and	CA	340  
 
CA 330   DIGITAL LIGHTING AND TEXTURE II 
This course builds on techniques learned in Digital Lighting and Texture I. More sophisticated lighting and texturing workflows are introduced. Students 
explore workflows for the purpose of generating photo-realistic imagery.   
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  	 None  	
Pre-Reqs:         CA	290  
 
CA 340   3D ANIMATION I 
By integrating traditional animation concepts into 3D animation, students are introduced to fundamental 3D animation techniques such as keyframing, 
coordinate systems and timeline editing.  
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:   None	  	
Pre-Reqs:        CA	250  
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CA 350   3D RIGGING 
This course is an in-depth analysis and exploration of character rigging and animation setup. Students study procedures to obtain proper deformations of 
the 3D geometry and create Graphic User Interfaces through the use of scripting.   
Credits:  3 
Offered:             	 Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:        CA	270  
 
CA 360   3D MODELING II 
This course examines advanced modeling techniques used for building a 3D character. Students explore techniques of character modeling, including various 
approaches to figure construction. 
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:   None	  	
Pre-Reqs:        CA	270  
 
CA 370   ADVANCED DIGITAL VIDEO EDITING 
Students study advanced editorial techniques with digital video, audio and graphics. Emphasis is placed on visual storytelling, broadcast standards and 
delivery formats. 
Credits:  3 
Offered:              	 Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:        None 
 
CA 380   3D ANIMATION II 
Intermediate animation concepts are combined with more advanced modeling skills. With emphasis on efficient animation, students establish hierarchy for 
animation, use deformations, explore camera animation and are introduced to simple kinematics. Advanced applications of animation including secondary 
motion are applied to a final project.  
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:   None  	
Pre-Reqs:       CA	340  
 
CA 390   COMPOSITING AND VISUAL EFFECTS 
Students study disciplines used in creating visual effects for television and film. Emphasis is placed on compositing concepts, techniques and proper 
vocabulary covered in previous classes.   
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:   None	  	
Pre-Reqs:        CA	340  
 
CA 400   ADVANCED MOTION GRAPHICS 
This course focuses on techniques in creating high-end motion graphics. The student studies more advanced techniques that include 3D modeling, texturing, 
lighting, particles and compositing. Students create motion graphics for the required final portfolio. 
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:   None  	
Pre-Reqs:        CA	280 
 
CA 410   ANIMATION PORTFOLIO I 
This course focuses on the development of a student’s portfolio and demo reel, a step prior to beginning their career search. Previous work is assessed to 
document students’ strengths.  
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:   None  	
Pre-Reqs:        CA	300  
 
CA 420   ANIMATION PORTFOLIO II 
In this course students complete drafts of portfolio pieces, organize them for presentation and focus on work to reflect and enhance their individual 
strengths. This course enables students to further define and plan their career path.   
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:   None  	
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CA 430A   ANIMATION INTERNSHIP A 
Through a field internship experience, students further apply their skills in real and practical situations. The main objectives of the internship are to allow 
students the opportunity to observe and participate in the operation of successful businesses related to their fields of study.   
Credits:  2 
Offered:               As	needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:       CA	410  
 
CA 430B   ANIMATION INTERNSHIP B 
Through a field internship experience, students will be able to further apply their skills in a real and practical situation. The main objectives of the internship 
are to allow students the opportunity to observe and participate in the operation of successful businesses related to their fields of study.  
Credits:  2 
Offered:               As	needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:         CA	410  
 
CA 440   ADVANCED COMPOSITING & VISUAL EFFECTS 
Students examine advanced disciplines used in creating and compositing computer graphics imagery (CGI) into live action and have an opportunity to gain 
added experience in compositing concepts, techniques and proper industry standard vocabulary.   
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:   None  	
Pre-Reqs:       CA	390  
 
CA 450   ANIMATION PORTFOLIO III 
This course assesses student progress through the third academic year. The student focuses on the completion of a portfolio and begins a career search. 
Students present a completed portfolio to reassess the quality of the work and make necessary revisions. Students also complete a professional resume. 
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:   None 
Pre-Reqs:       CA	420  
 
CG 505 3D  MODELING WORKSHOP 
The course reviews Maya modeling basics and examines in depth the concepts, methods and tools of Maya polygonal modeling and NURBS (Non-uniform 
rational B-Spline) modeling in 3D. Students new to 3D modeling become acquainted with the basic terms of 3D modeling and components, three-dimensional 
modeling concepts, and Maya’s user interface. Based on this foundation of knowledge, students proceed to experimenting with modeling using NURBS 
surfaces. Applying this geometry type, students create curves and surfaces to build up their models. Meanwhile, the class provides an overview of Maya’s 
powerful B-Spline modeling system and introduces some important basic concepts to help students get the most out of modeling with Maya. This class also 
covers modeling using polygons and polygon Edit Menu items to create, edit, texture and fine-tune polygonal models. Students are expected to accomplish 
a major modeling work embodying advanced 3D modeling techniques in their term projects.   
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:   None 
Pre-Reqs:     None 
 
CAS 499  ARTS & SCIENCES INTERNSHIP  
This	internship	course	is	designed	for	students	to	gain	practical	experience	in	a	position	related	to	their	major	course	of	study.	Experiential	learning	
is	the	foundational	pedagogy/methodology	of	the	course.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 Permission	of	the	Internship	Coordinator	and	academic	advisor,	a	GPA	of	2.5	and/or	approval	of	the	Dean.	
 
CG 515   3D ANIMATION WORKSHOP 
The	course	fully	explores	Maya’s	animation	capabilities	and	directs	students	from	concept	understanding	to	hands-on	experimenting	through	the	
entire	 process	 of	 Maya’s	 animation	 operations.	 Students	 study	 all	 of	 the	 components	 of	 Maya’s	 animation	 process	 and	 the	 state-of-the-art	 3D	
computer	graphics	technology	of	its	animation	system.	For	every	topic	covered	by	the	lecture,	there	are	corresponding	in-class	demonstrations	to	
provide	student	an	opportunity	to	undertake	the	work	on	their	own.	Three	projects	are	designed	to	assess	accomplished	stages.	
Credits:  3 
Offered:             Fall	
Lab Fee:   None   
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tracking.	From	this	 foundation,	 students	move	on	 to	experimenting	with	different	 perspectives,	 creating	and	 editing	expressions,	editing	masks,	
defining	parent-child	relationships	between	layers,	and	animating	lights	and	cameras.	Toward	the	end	of	the	course,	students	apply	the	skills	acquired	
from	the	class	to	create	2D,	3D	and	CG	effects	and	building	up	sophisticated	spaces.		
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:   None   
Pre-Reqs:     None 
 
CG 605   ADVANCED 3D MODELING 
The	course	offers	an	opportunity	to	build	a	fundamental	understanding	of	3D	computer	modeling,	texture	mapping,	lighting	and	rendering	technology	
for	developing	animation	works.	Class	activities	place	emphasis	on	application	of	modeling	tools	including	3D	Curves,	Patches,	Meshes,	Sub-division	
Surfaces,	Non-Uniform	Rational	B-Splines,	and	Polygonal	Tools.	Students	 have	 an	opportunity	 to	acquire	a	 solid	 grasp	of	 fundamental	modeling	
techniques	while	guided	through	completing	an	animation	project	employing	principal	elements	of	3D	modeling,	texture	mapping,	and	lighting	art	
and	design.		
Credits:  3 
Offered:              Fall	
Lab Fee:   None   
Pre-Reqs:     CG	505  
 








advanced	rendering	 techniques,	audio/visual	 synchronization,	and	procedural	 descriptions	of	natural	 phenomena,	etc.	 Students	 are	 required	 to	
complete	a	full-blown	animated	piece	employing	one	or	more	such	advanced	techniques.		 
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:   None   
Pre-Reqs:     None 
 






Setup	 Features,	 Skeletons,	 Constraints,	 Character	 Sets,	 Animating	 Character	 Sets,	 and	 more.	 Students	 are	 directed	 to	 put	 the	 concept	 to	 work	
immediately	in	class	activities,	and	then	apply	them	to	their	projects.	Assessment	is	based	more	on	the	animation	level	achieved	in	the	project	than	
on	testing	for	knowledge	of	concepts.			
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:     CG	515  
 








Credits:  3 
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None   
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CG 645   CG PROGRAMMING WORKSHOP 
This course introduces students to Maya MEL (MEL stands for Maya Embedded Language). The course provides an opportunity for students to attain a head 
start in the use of MEL commands and scripts. Once students grasp the essentials of MEL, this course continues to guide them to maximize their control of 
the commands, macros, scripts and custom interface elements that can be created with MEL. Furthermore, students can use MEL commands to bypass 
Maya’s user interface, quickly create shortcuts and access advanced features. With workshop experiments, students have an opportunity to learn to enter 
exact values for attributes, circumvent any restrictions to precision that the interface imposes, customize it for specific scenes and also customize default 
settings to suit a particular project.  
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:   None	
Pre-Reqs:     None 
 
CG 655   ADVANCED VISUAL EFFECTS ANIMATION PRODUCTION 
This course offers a solid technical and aesthetic foundation for animation video production and post-production with Maya. It concentrates on the issues 
of shot succession, timing, action and sound/image relations as an aid to general post-production skills and revisualization of computer Visual Effects 
animation. The course covers the essential elements of linear and non-linear systems, as well as the general ecology of production and post-production in 
this rapidly changing field. Students are expected to have some experience with video editing systems before entering the class. With a focus on advanced 
animation production, the course examines the use of Maya’s digital technologies in the creation of 3D animation end products: full screen video, TV 
commercials, and movies with Visual Effects. The class covers the process of computerized animation design and production through all phases of the 
production cycle: from layout, lighting, editing, and composition to digital file video recording, etc. Other advanced features introduced include the 
development of environment effects, visual effects, use of Maya and After Effects between media and the fine-tuning of final compositions.   
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:   None	   
Pre-Reqs:    CG	525  
 
CG 665   THESIS RESEARCH 
This course directs students engaged in research and planning for their thesis: a project involving production of a major animation project using Maya and a 
complementary paper. Thesis Research is the prerequisite for the graduate thesis production courses (Thesis I and II). Offering an overview of Maya 3D 
computer modeling and animation technology, extensive guided examination of some representative animation works, and class discussions of various 
topics in art theory and criticism, the course directs students to research and plan their own graduate thesis projects. Class discussions and individual 
meetings with the professor build student research skills for the initiation of the thesis paper and final animation project. Students must produce a term 
paper presenting their detailed, step-by-step plan for the developmental phases of their animation artwork. The paper’s goal is to anticipate technical 
challenges and solutions to be sought, resulting, effectively, in the blueprint for the graduate thesis animation production. This preliminary paper also serves 
as the outline of the graduate thesis paper. Students build some foundation work for the thesis project, such as storyboards and theme outlines.   
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:     None 
 
CG 671   Thesis I 
Master Thesis I is the summation of graduate studies in computer animation. Master Thesis I focuses on the initial phase of the thesis project – modeling 
and basic animation. The class guides students through the first phases of thesis animation production to develop a state-of-the-art production and 
accompanying paper in a graduate thesis project that reflects the student’s mastering of high-level animation techniques with Maya and other software. 
The course helps students solve technical problems they encounter during their thesis project development. A formal written proposal is required, involving 
research, writing of an original script, production planning and detailing of technical issues. Successful completion of the course involves a positive full faculty 
review and a graduate committee review measured against defined benchmarks for the MFA program.   
Credits:  3 
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:   None   
Pre-Reqs:    CG	665  
 
CG 672   THESIS II 
Master Thesis II is the summation of graduate studies in computer animation. Master Thesis I focuses on the initial phase of the thesis project – modeling 
and basic animation. The class guides students through the first phases of thesis animation production to develop a state-of-the-art production and 
accompanying paper in a graduate thesis project that reflects the student’s mastering of high-level animation techniques with Maya and other software. 
The course helps students solve technical problems they encounter during their thesis project development. A formal written proposal is required, involving 
research, writing of an original script, production planning and detailing of technical issues. Successful completion of the course involves a positive full faculty 
review and a graduate committee review measured against defined benchmarks for the MFA program.   
Credits:  3 
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:   None   
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CG 676   THESIS III 
Master Thesis III is the summation of graduate studies in computer animation. Master Thesis I focuses on the initial phase of the thesis project – modeling 
and basic animation. The class guides students through the first phases of thesis animation production to develop a state-of-the-art production and 
accompanying paper in a graduate thesis project that reflects the student’s mastering of high-level animation techniques with Maya and other software. 
The course helps students solve technical problems they encounter during their thesis project development. A formal written proposal is required, involving 
research, writing of an original script, production planning, and detailing of technical issues. Successful completion of the course involves a positive full 
faculty review and a graduate committee review measured against defined benchmarks for the MFA program.   
Credits:  3 
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:   None	   
Pre-Reqs:    CG	672  
 
CG 677   THESIS IV 
Thesis I and II combined are the summation of graduate studies in computer animation. Thesis IV focuses on the final phase of thesis project building – 
advanced animation production and visual effects. Students must have successfully completed Thesis I before taking this course or take it concurrently. This 
course covers various post-production issues including video/film editing, final product presentation, and thesis defense strategies. The class constitutes a 
resource rich support to students as they work their way through the final phases of thesis animation production, post-production editing, and composition. 
Individual meetings with the professor and class demonstrations of projects in progress ensure that every final product constitutes a state-of-the-art 
animation piece that reflects the student’s mastering of cutting-edge animation, editing, and composition techniques with Maya live, After Effects, 
AdobePremiere5, and other software. Students study the optimal way to deliver and defend the final project in the professional arena. Students should 
complete the thesis project with the approval of the directing professor and must successfully pass faculty review at the course’s conclusion. The graduate 
committee members’ unanimous approval of the thesis project is also necessary for the completion of this course.   
Credits:  3 
Offered:              	 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:   None	   
Pre-Reqs:    CG	676  
 
CG 685   MOTION CAPTURE 
As motion capture is leaving behind all controversies and becoming an increasingly practical tool for the generation of animation, this innovative course 
introduces students to this unique method of creating a 3D representation of a live performance, in contrast to the more conventional animation approaches 
that entail ‘by hand’ creations through a process known as key-framing. The course offers students hands-on experience with software tools for working 
with motion-captured data such as Kaydara Filmbox. Students are guided to utilize the tool as the means to edit and blend takes from multiple capture 
sessions and then mix and match them with key-framed animation techniques. Students gain the capability to exercise great control of style and quality of 
the final animation output for images.   
Credits:  3 
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:   None   
Pre-Reqs:   CG	615  
 
CGD 112   BASIC GRAPHIC DESIGN  
This course emphasizes studio work in the classroom, addressing the basic elements of design theory. Students use imaginative thinking to solve 
communication problems. Classroom instruction and visual media provide an extensive introduction to professional design.   
Credits:  3	   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
CGD 115   DIGITAL IMAGING  
This course is designed to help the graphic designer achieve basic knowledge and skills using software such as Adobe Photoshop. The course emphasis is on 
photographic effects and techniques. These skills will be used as a tool for analyzing and creating various images to be used in design.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
CGD 125   DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY  
An introduction to the fundamentals of photography, this course emphasizes understanding photography as a tool for visual expression.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:              	 Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	   
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
CGD 160   RASTER IMAGING II  
This advanced course is designed to teach advanced skills and techniques using raster imaging software.  The course emphasis is on advanced raster imaging 
effects and methods.  These skills will be used as a tool for analyzing and developing various design elements.  Prerequisite: CGD1015 Raster Imaging I. 
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
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CGD 205   VECTOR IMAGING I  
This course explores illustration as a means of communicating ideas. Projects are designed around a series of problems and illustration experiences for which 
there are no pre-established solutions. Students explore the possibilities of the computer as a medium to create images and illustration through the use of 
industry standard software. Concepts and sketches are developed technically, and the computer is applied as a tool to produce finished pieces.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
CGD 215   TYPOGRAPHY  
All areas of typography are addressed emphasizing original thought, along with set techniques and media. The course explores the history of type, the 
technical and aesthetic use of display and text type as well as type’s relation to image as used in contemporary design.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             CGD	112,	CGD	205	
 
CGD 217   PRINT PRODUCTION 
Through lectures, presentations, field trips and work this course focuses on technical proficiency and the business components of print production. Students 
will produce projects from comprehensives to print-ready mechanicals and learn about current printing technology.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	   
Pre-Reqs:             CGD115,	CGD	205	
 
CGD 235   PUBLICATION DESIGN  
Students explore the underlying principles of publication design in this course. Topics include grid theory, text and display typography, sequence, page 
layout, and type and image integration. Lectures and studio work cover practices and technologies used to produce multi-page publications, while combining 
elements of layout with typography and art.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             CGD	215,	GVC	220	
 
CGD 238  VECTOR IMAGING II 
This course acquaints students with advanced professional illustration through drawing exercises and critiques. Thoughtfully designed term assignments are 
aimed at developing the students own visual vocabulary and approach. Students explore illustration techniques with various styles or media, with an 
emphasis on computer art. Vector-based illustration tools will be utilized to achieve final results.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:            	 CGD	205	
 
CGD 245   CORPORATE MARKETING AND DESIGN 
This course involves designing a corporate logo that is then implemented in a marketed branding package which may include stationery, advertising, forms 
and other miscellaneous projects.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             GVC	220,	CGD	205,	CGD	215	
 
CGD 255   ADVERTISING CONCEPT & DESIGN 
This course presents a rational approach to the creative process in advertising design. Here, students develop concepts with “roughs” through which they 
explore the uses of copy, typography, photography and illustration in design from inception to conclusion.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall, 	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             GVC	220,	CGD	205	
 
CGD 266   BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT FOR GRAPHIC DESIGN  
A lecture-type course with presentations, actual studio work and research, this course provides a comprehensive study of the business of graphic design. 
Real-world graphic design data is explored, including estimates, pricing, invoices, client relations and how to carry out business in a professional manner.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
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CGD 276   ADVANCED WEB DESIGN  
Students have an opportunity to expand their understanding of web page design concepts and processes through advanced web design projects, and 
continue to develop planning, usability, content, site management, interactivity, design and production skills for the web. Advanced and dynamic methods 
in merging content and interactivity design are explored.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             GVC	235	
 
CGD 279   DESIGNING FOR THE 3D WORLD  
This course emphasizes the value of trade show marketing and signage and explores trade show and point-of-purchase design from the perspective of the 
graphic designer. The student(s) will explore the basic functions of environmental graphic design and signage 
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             CGD	205,	CGD	115	
 
CGD 294   Motion Design  
This course addresses the fundamentals of motion graphics. Students apply all graphic methodology previously mastered to create a professional 
presentation.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             CGD	115,	CGD	205	
 
CGD 298   GRAPHIC DESIGN ASSOCIATE’S PORTFOLIO 
This course combines lectures with studio work to create a graphic design portfolio. The students’ existing projects are polished and new material may be 
added if necessary. All projects are expected to meet professional standards stressing the highest quality for print graphic design.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall, Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Approval	by	instructor	or	dean	
 
CGD 299   MULTIMEDIA DESIGN ASSOCIATE’S PORTFOLIO  
This course combines lectures with studio work to create a multimedia design portfolio. The students’ existing projects are improved and new material may 
be added if necessary. All projects are expected to meet the highest quality standards for web and multimedia design.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall, Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Approval	by	instructor	or	dean	
 
CGD 310   SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGNS  
This course designs and implements advanced marketing campaigns utilizing emerging digital media concepts, paradigms and business models. Students 
combine and integrate interactive business models using both online and offline media. Students integrate knowledge of e-commerce and interactive media 
to include emerging technologies such as mobile marketing, social media marketing (SMM), viral advertising and video and user generated content (UGC).   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             CGD115	and	CGD	205	
 
CGD 302   ART DIRECTION MANAGEMENT I 
This course focuses the student on development of the skills required of an advertising art director intent on the creation of innovative, effective advertising 
solutions – team leadership, workflow management, budgeting and the pitching of campaigns to clients.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             CGD	255	
 
CGD 345   ALTERNATIVE DESIGN APPROACHES 
This course addresses the basic elements of contemporary design theory. Students use imaginative thinking to solve communication problems. Classroom 
instruction and visual media provide an extensive introduction to professional design.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
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CGD 351   CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 
This course is designed to answer some of the toughest questions in advertising.  Will the public understand your graphic message?  Will it convince them 
and motivate them?  If not, why not?  High cost media is a high stake risk.  Understanding the psychology of mass marketing can enhance the odds of 
advertising success through research, analysis and consumer behavior evaluation. By utilizing integrated resources through design, technology, and analysis, 
students can learn how they impact consumer behavior.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
CGD 370   ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS I 
If a picture is worth a thousand words, then great campaign ideas are the platinum card to advertising career success. This course focuses on the 
fundamentals and required strategies and objectives for conceiving a campaign to provide an experience in advertising from concept through execution to 
sell effective advertising to the target audience desired through print and electronic mass media.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
CGD 375   INFORMATION DESIGN 
Information design explores reader and user responses to written and visually presented information. Problem solving functional requirements of design 
are critical in making data and information understandable and accessible to the user. Applied problems are solved through principles of language, structure, 
emphasis, diagrammatic interpretation and the visual display of information. 
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             CGD 215 and GVC 220  
 
CGD 381  PACKAGING DESIGN  
This course concentrates on the production of package design from concept to implementation, exploring 3D form and designing containers for a variety of 
products.  Students are required to manufacture a 3D mock-up.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             CGD	238,	GVC	220	
	
CGD 394   INTERACTIVE INTERFACE DESIGN   
This course focuses on preparing the graphic designer to utilize effective graphic design interfaces for the electronic media. The objective of the course is to 
create an interactive web and mobile multimedia presentations. 
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             GVC 235	
 
CGD 415   SENIOR SEMINAR 
The course concentrates on a comprehensive examination of the student’s body of work to create and achieve final senior projects. In addition, the class 
performs critiques of student works and works-in-progress with an emphasis given to current writings on design and design theory.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             CGD	225,	CGD	381	
 
CGD 420   ART DIRECTION MANAGEMENT II* 
This course is an advanced advertising course which requires students to work in teams to prepare, produce and complete a fully functional advertising 
campaign.  Emphasis is placed on research, media, marketing, sales analysis, design creation and production costs for final product distribution.  Students 
coordinate all creative efforts together from concept through completion and distribution.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             CGD	302	or	approval	by	dean	
 
CGD 455   ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS II 
This class is a continuation of CGD265 Advertising Campaigns I with a focus on the creation of a fully integrated advertising and promotional campaign for 
an international name brand account, from primary research to ultimate sales results.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
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CGD 465   GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERNSHIP A 
Students gain real world experience and have the opportunity to utilize all previously learned graphic design techniques. Students will be exposed to one 
area of advertising agencies, magazine, design studios, newspapers, internet companies and other industry-related companies. 90 practicum hours are 
required.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Approval	by	instructor	or	dean	
 
CGD 470   PORTFOLIO A 
This course combines lectures with studio work to create a career ready portfolio. The students’ career portfolio is the major focus by examining student 
studio work and critiques; existing projects are polished and new material may be added if necessary. All projects are expected to meet professional 
standards stressing the highest quality.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall, Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Approval	by	dean	
 
CGD 485   INTERACTIVE MEDIA DESIGN 
Students examine the creative possibilities of interactive media design and advertising. By merging the fundamentals of design with evolving technology, 
students study techniques on how to create movement with two dimensional design.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             CGD	115	or	approval	by	dean	
 
CGD 495   PORTFOLIO B 
This course combines information from lectures and work prepared in an effort to create a career ready portfolio. Students are critiqued on all existing 
designs and campaigns. Material may be edited or additions to the existing portfolio may be required. All portfolios will be assessed on contemporary 
professional advertising standards.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall, Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Instructor	Approval	
 
CGD 535   DESIGN CONCEPTS AND PROCEDURES 
The course aims at building students’ design skill and knowledge base that are essential for developing visual graphic works. Abstraction, imagery, layout 
and sequencing are explored through course assignments and class critiques. The lectures review methods of analyzing and classifying solutions to 
communications problems. The class is designed to foster conceptualizing abilities of design as the foundation for more advanced graphic design courses.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
CGD 545   ADVANCED TYPOGRAPHY APPLICATIONS 
The course covers virtually all aspects of typography with an emphasis on typography applications in modern graphic design. Examples of typography 
applications are explored from historic or contemporary viewpoints and artistic communication needs. Student projects are guided to develop effective use 
of type and letterforms in order to creatively solve communications problems.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
CGD 560   WEB DESIGN TECHNOLOGY  
This course offers students an opportunity to study processes and advanced techniques of preparing a successful web design. Technical areas include 
advanced electronic layout, utilizing WYSIWYG HTML editor, navigation and interactivity.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
CGD 605   MARKETING RESEARCH  
This course focuses on the study of marketing strategies in the context of graphic design, multi-media, industrial design, and environmental planning. 
Lectures cover analyses of consumer need evaluation, media research, pre-testing and product development, advertising, product distribution methodology 
and the environment for product merchandising. Industrial leaders in marketing, advertising, and media and their achievements are studied.    
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall, Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
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CGD 615   DESIGN MANAGEMENT  
This course covers business management within large corporations, specialized design consulting firms, advertising agencies, and multimedia production 
companies. Students explore the role of a manager within the professional design context. Guest lecturers may include managing professionals and 
executives from the design industry.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall, Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
CGD 635   ADVERTISING DESIGN 
The course focuses on a rational approach to the process of creative advertising design with graphics software. Students develop an advertising concept and 
theme and explore the commercial application of graphics, web design, typography, photography and illustration. Class assignments lead students from the 
initial idea to the final product. The role of the designer, art director, illustrator and production artist are played by each member of the team. Tours to 
industrial studios may be scheduled during class time.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
CMS 400  SPREADSHEET DESIGN 
This	course	explores	the	concepts	and	principles	of	spreadsheet	programs	and	their	use	in	the	manipulation	and	management	of	numerical	data.	
Activities	 in	 the	 course	 include	 constructing	 advanced	 financial	 spreadsheet	models,	 printing	 graphs	 from	 spreadsheets,	 searching	 and	 sorting	
spreadsheet	databases	and	automating	spreadsheet	processes	using	macro	programming.	A	strong	emphasis	is	placed	on	using	collaboration	across	
platforms.	Both	quantitative	methods	and	the	scientific	method	will	be	used	and	emphasized.	 
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee: 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Fall	I,	Spring,	Spring	I	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 110    JOURNALISM I                
A	survey	of	past,	present	and	future	journalistic	practices,	with	an	emphasis	on	professional	standards,	ethics	and	the	growing	role	of	social	media.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Fall	I,	Spring,	Spring	I	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
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Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 125   INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION              
This	course	examines	the	nature	of	the	communication	process	as	it	occurs	in	the	“one-on-one”	(dyadic)	context	including	areas	such	as	the	formation	
of	self-concept,	conflict	management,	small	group	strategies	and	workplace	communication	in	both	non-mediated	and	mediated	environments.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
COM 130    FILM APPRECIATION                
Study	of	cinema	as	an	art	form,	a	craft	and	a	major	commercial	industry.	Students	study	the	language	and	grammar	of	cinema,	narrative	structure,	
stylistic	techniques	and	the	basics	of	film	criticism.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 140    AUDIO PRODUCTION                
Introduction	to	sound	(voice,	music,	sound	effects)	in	radio,	television,	digital	media	and	motion	pictures.	An	overview	of	technology	and	its	use	in	
audio	recording	and	editing.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None 	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 145    TELEVISION PRODUCTION                
An	introductory	course	exploring	the	methods	and	equipment	for	television	production,	including	lighting,	audio,	camera,	video	switching,	control	
room	operation,	set	design	and	on-air	performance.	Projects	include	producing	commercials,	newscasts	and	other	programming.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Fall	II, Spring,	Spring	II	
Lab Fee:  None 	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 150    FILM PRODUCTION                 
This	course	is	an	introduction	to	the	basic	principles	and	techniques	of	motion	picture	production.	Students	produce	short	film	projects	based	on	the	
fundamentals	of	storytelling	and	creative	visualization/shot	selection:		lens,	angle,	composition,	camera	movement,	editing	and	sound.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None 	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
COM 202     COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES AND PERFORMANCE                
A	practical	study	in	effective	oral	communication	across	a	variety	of	media	and	delivery	platforms,	including	live	presentations	in	front	of	an	audience	
and	delivered	via	the	Internet,	as	well	as	prerecorded	and	edited	presentations.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer	I,	Summer	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall, Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
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COM 214    JOURNALISM II    
This	course	 focuses	on	how	a	story	can	 fulfill	 its	 potential	 through	a	 variety	of	media	 platforms,	what	makes	a	news	story	effective	and	how	to	
recognize	 the	 best	 medium	 for	 delivery	 (web,	 television,	 radio,	 newspaper,	magazine,	 social	 media—or	more	 likely,	 a	media	mix).	 	 There	 is	 an	
emphasis	on	how	to	tailor	story	forms	appropriate	for	a	variety	of	media	and	delivery	systems	including,	broadcast	media,	newspapers,	the	web	and	
small	(mobile)	and	large	screens.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             COM	110	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Fall	II,	Spring	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Com	130	
 
COM 231  COMMUNICATION AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT  
This	 course	 introduces	 students	 to	 the	 range	 of	 communication	 practices	 in	 the	 contemporary	 public	 sphere.	 	 The	 course	 integrates	 political	
communication	theory	with	practical	applications	in	argumentation.		Equips	students	with	entry-level	skills	for	employment	in	political	and	public	
life.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring,	As	Needed		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 254   MEDIA AESTHETICS     
A	study	of	aesthetics	and	styles	of	production	and	distribution	techniques	in	traditional	and	emerging	media,	incorporating		film,	video,	television,	
motion	picture,	radio,	digital	media	and	the	internet.	Methods	include	the	major	elements	of	light,	color,	space,	time,	motion	and	sound,	and	their	use.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
COM 255    DIGITAL VIDEO EDITING   
Instruction	in	the	theories	and	applications	of	non-linear	video	editing.		Students	explore	the	art	of	storytelling	through	a	variety	of	editing	methods	
and	 styles.	 Topics	 include	 narrative	 film-style	 editing,	 documentary	 and	 news	 editing,	 and	 montage-style	 cutting	 used	 in	 music	 videos	 and	
commercials.		A	hands-on	laboratory	course.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Fall	II,	Spring,	Spring	II		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
COM 299    TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION            
A	variable	content	course	that	deals	with	topics	in	communication,	media	and	design.	This	course	may	be	taken	no	more	than	3	times.	
Credits:  1-3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 302  PRESENTATIONAL COMMUNICATION & TECHNOLOGY     
Students	 engage	 in	 high-level	 oral	 communication	 experiences,	 integrating	 emerging	 technologies,	 through	 traditional	 multimedia	 and	 virtual	
presentations.	Students	explore	various	methods	of	communication	through	traditional	in-class	informative	presentations,	multimedia	persuasive	
presentations	and	virtual	presentations.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
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COM 304  INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM               




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             COM	110	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 307    ADVANCED PRODUCTION              
An	advanced	production	course	focused	on	the	creative	and	technical	components	of	directing/shot	selection,	cinematography,	casting	and	editing	
for	a	five-to-ten-minute	film.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             COM	145	or	150,	COM	255	and	COM	315	
 
COM 308  SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYTICS                 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
COM 314    ADVANCED MULTIMEDIA JOURNALISM              
This	advanced	workshop	course	emphasizes	the	planning,	production	and	distribution	of	online,	print	and	broadcast	news	media.	Students	produce	
and	publish	Lynn	University’s	student	newspaper,	the	iPulse,	and	broadcast	news	reports.	Course	may	be	taken	twice.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             COM	310	
 
COM 315    ADVANCED SCREENWRITING  
Art	and	craft	of	screenwriting	for	narrative	film,	long	and	short	form	television	or	situation	comedies.	Students	study	character	development,	scene	
writing	and	story	structure.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring		
Lab Fee:  None  
Pre-Reqs:             COM	215	
	
COM 320   INTERNATIONAL MEDIA   
This	comparative	analysis	of	media	around	the	world	includes	an	in-depth	study	of	different	forms	of	control,	access,	ownership,	distribution	and	
uses	of	mass	media	and	the	role	of	international	media	in	communication	among	and	between	nations	and	peoples.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
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COM 322  NONPROFIT PUBLIC RELATIONS                 
The	course	examines	public	relations	practices	for	nonprofit	organizations,	with	a	focus	on	how	public	relations	can	assist	in	achieving	the	varied	
missions	of	nonprofits.	Course	content	 includes	 how	to	 identify	government,	 community	and	corporate	 partnerships,	and	develop	strategies	 for	
fundraising.	Student	assignments	include	producing	PR	materials	for	nonprofit	organizations.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Summer	I,	Summer	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             COM	115		
	




COM 327  CINEMATOGRAPHY                                                     
A	course	designed	to	acquaint	students	with	the	basic	elements	of	pre-visualization	and	cinematographic	techniques	that	are	applied	in	a	variety	of	
production	platforms.	The	course	emphasizes	creative	storytelling	through	image	composition,	camera	movement	and	lighting.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring		
Lab Fee:  None  	
Pre-Reqs:             COM	255	
 
COM 330    ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION  
A	 study	 of	 communication	 within	 an	 organization	 as	 well	 as	 communicating	 with	 clients,	 competitors	 and	 regulatory	 agencies.	 Principles	 of	
communication	in	groups,	effective	leadership	and	empowerment	as	they	apply	to	media	organizations	are	addressed.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 335    FILM AND TELEVISION HISTORY (1950-PRESENT)    
Study	 of	 the	motion	 picture	 industry	 before	 and	 after	 the	 decline	 of	 the	 studio	 system,	 the	 rise	 of	 European	 art	 cinema	 and	 independent	 film	
production,	and	their	ongoing	interaction	with	emergent	technologies	from	television,	to	VHS,	digital	media,	Computer	Generated	Imagery	(CGI),	and	
the	Internet.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
COM 336  HISTORY OF RADIO, TELEVISION, INTERNET MEDIA                 
This	course	examines	the	history	of	radio,	television	and	Internet	media	through	their	development,	evolution,	operation,	economics,	programming	
and	internal/external	regulation.	 
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
COM 340  ADVERTISING WRITING AND DESIGN                 
This	course	reviews	the	principles	and	guidelines	established	for	writing	and	design	of	contemporary	media	advertisements.	A	practical	approach	is	
taken	in	order	to	study	and	execute	the	creation	of	ads	as	well	as	the	planning	and	development	of	campaigns. 
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Fall	II,	Spring,	Spring	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
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Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 350    COMMUNICATION LAW AND ETHICS              
This	course	explores	the	legal	and	ethical	aspects	of	communication	and	media	practices,	including	libel	law,	advertising	law,	invasion	of	privacy,	
copyright	and	trademark	law,	First	Amendment	aspects,	the	Freedom	of	Information	Act	and	broadcast	regulation.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Fall	I,	Spring,	Spring	I	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 360    COMMUNICATION THEORIES   
This	course	examines	the	processes	of	communication	and	communication	theory	construction,	including	a	survey	of	social	scientific	and	critical	
paradigms	in	major	theories	of	communication.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Fall	II,	Spring,	Spring	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 370    PROGRAMMING STRATEGIES FOR RADIO, TELEVISION AND INTERNET MEDIA              
Categories	and	sources	for	selecting	materials	used	in	radio,	television,	cable	and	the	Internet	to	attract,	build	and	sustain	the	audience.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
    




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer	I,	Summer	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 381   COMMUNICATION ANALYSIS AND CRITICISM  
This	upper-level	course	studies	the	skills	of	communication	criticism	in	social,	cultural	and	political	domains	of	communication.	The	course	
interprets	the	meaning	of	communication	events	and	social	transactions	and	assesses	their	significance	through	rhetorical	criticism.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             COM	231	
 
COM 383    RADIO AND VOICE-OVER PERFORMANCE  
Students	study	the	narrative,	dramatic	and	lyric	modes	of	interpreting	and	delivering	published	material	such	as	poetry,	story	excerpts	and	other	
creative	and	expository	genres.	There	is	an	emphasis	on	professional	commercial	and	voice-over	techniques	for	radio	and	television.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
COM 390    PHOTOJOURNALISM   	
This	course	studies	pictorial	narrative	and	the	process	of	capturing	the	critical	visual	experience.	Concentrates	on	developing	the	photo	essay	through	
digital	technology.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Fall	I,	Spring	I	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 396    COMMUNICATION INTERNSHIP	
Practical	work	experience	in	a	communication-	or	media-related	company.	Instructor	and	sponsor	oversee	and	evaluate	student	work.		
Credits:  1-3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
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COM 399    ISSUES IN COMMUNICATION   
A	variable	topic	seminar	dealing	with	research	and	issues	in	communication.	This	course	may	be	taken	no	more	than	three	times.	
Credits:  1-9   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 410    FILM THEORY                
This	course	examines	the	basic	concepts	and	core	writings	that	have	laid	the	foundation	to	contemporary	discourse	of	film	theory	and	criticism.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             COM	130	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             COM	255	and	one	of	the	following:	COM	145	or	COM	150	or	COM	327;	or	permission	of	instructor	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 430    INTERNATIONAL FILM                
A	sociopolitical	overview	of	the	development	of	cinema	in	Europe,	Russia	and	Asia.	Special	attention	is	paid	to	forms	in	narrative,	structure,	genre	
and	aesthetic.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
COM 435                    PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT                      
A	comprehensive	examination	of	the	components	of	film	and	video	production,	including	financing,	facilities	management,	marketing	and	public	
relations	strategies,	legal	and	regulatory	issues,	personnel	management,	distribution	opportunities	and	other	management-related	areas. 
Credits:                     3                              
Offered:                      Fall 
Lab Fee:                    None 
Pre-Reqs:                     None 
	
COM 436    GENDER COMMUNICATION   
This	course	examines	a	variety	of	relationships	between	communication	and	gender.	It	emphasizes	how	communication	creates	and	maintains	gender	
and	power	roles	and	how	communication	behaviors	reflect,	maintain	and	influence	social	and	political	conceptions	of	gender.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 440    PUBLIC RELATIONS CAMPAIGNS  
This	course	defines	and	conceptualizes	the	history,	ethics	and	 techniques	for	molding	and	cultivating	favorable	public	opinion	through	print	and	
electronic	mass	media.	Relationships	among	publicity,	public	relations	and	social	media	are	explored.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             COM	116	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
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COM 450    PROJECTS IN MEDIA PRODUCTION  
An	experiential	learning	course.	Students	complete	professional	quality	radio	and	video	productions.	 
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None  
Pre-Reqs:             COM	307	or	COM	414	and	75	credits	completed	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Fall	I,	Spring	I	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 465  FILM AND VIDEO PRACTICUM               
Students	develop,	write,	produce	and	edit	films	and/or	television	programs.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             COM	315	&	COM	307	
	
COM 475    SENIOR COMMUNICATION CAPSTONE              
This	capstone	course	enables	students	to	apply	theoretical	and	practical	knowledge	to	develop	a	research	paper,	a	video	or	other	creative/dramatic	
project	that	serves	as	an	e-portfolio	item.	Students	complete	a	comprehensive	e-portfolio.	 
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Summer	I,	Summer	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             75	credits	completed	
	
COM 476    ADVERTISING, SOCIAL MEDIA AND PUBLIC RELATIONS CAPSTONE              
This	capstone	course	enables	students	to	apply	theoretical	and	practical	knowledge	to	develop	a	research	paper,	a	video	or	other	creative/dramatic	
project	that	serves	as	an	e-portfolio	item.	Students	complete	a	comprehensive	e-portfolio.	 
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             75	credits	completed	
 
COM 477    COMMUNICATION CAPSTONE              
This	capstone	course	enables	students	to	apply	theoretical	and	practical	knowledge	to	develop	a	research	paper,	a	video	or	other	creative/dramatic	
project	that	serves	as	an	e-portfolio	item.	Students	complete	a	comprehensive	e-portfolio.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             75	credits	completed	
 
COM 480   COMMUNICATION INTERNSHIP            
Practical	work	experience	in	a	communication-	or	media-related	company.	Instructor	and	sponsor	oversee	and	evaluate	student	work.		
Credits:  1-6   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             University	approval	and	either	90	credits/2.5	or	higher	GPA	or	75	credits/3.25	or	higher	GPA.	
	
COM 482    DIGITAL ART AND DESIGN CAPSTONE              
This	capstone	course	enables	students	to	apply	theoretical	and	practical	knowledge	to	develop	a	research	paper,	a	video	or	other	creative/dramatic	
project	that	serves	as	an	e-portfolio	item.	Students	complete	a	comprehensive	e-portfolio.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             75	credits	completed	
	
COM 483  MULTIMEDIA JOURNALISM CAPSTONE              
This	capstone	course	enables	students	to	apply	theoretical	and	practical	knowledge	to	develop	a	research	paper,	a	video	or	other	creative/dramatic	
project	that	serves	as	an	e-portfolio	item.	Students	complete	a	comprehensive	e-portfolio.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
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COM 484   FILM AND TELEVISION PRODUCTION CAPSTONE               
This	capstone	course	enables	students	to	apply	theoretical	and	practical	knowledge	to	develop	a	research	paper,	a	video	or	other	creative/dramatic	
project	that	serves	as	an	e-portfolio	item.	Students	complete	a	comprehensive	e-portfolio.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             75	credits	completed	
	
COM 492  STRATEGIES IN ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS RESEARCH  
Examines	the	theoretical	and	practical	concerns	underlying	procedures	commonly	used	in	advertising	research,	including	content	analysis,	survey	research,	
historical	research,	legal	research	and	secondary	analysis.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             COM	108	or	COM	115	and	completion	of	60	credits	
	
	COM 498     INDEPENDENT STUDY IN COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA                               
Opportunity	for	students	to	study	areas	of	special	interest	in	communication	and	media.	Student	registration	dependent	on	approval	of	a	written	course	
proposal.		
Credits:  1-9   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Permission	of	college	dean	
	
COM 500    THEORIES IN COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA  
Comparison	of	theories	of	communication	and	media.	Examines	history	and	development	of	interdisciplinary	theories	about	media	processes	and	
effects	as	well	as	roles,	functions	and	consequences	of	media	communication	in	society.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	I,	Spring	I  
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 505    HISTORY OF COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA              
An	examination	of	the	historical	development	and	cross-media	influence	with	a	focus	on	the	creation,	adoption	and	evolution	of	newspapers,	books,	
magazines,	radio,	film,	television,	cable	media	and	the	Internet.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	I,	Fall	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 510    COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES        
Studies	the	development,	implementation,	role	and	impact	of	technology	in	communication	and	media	with	a	focus	on	emergent	technologies	and	
how	they	are	adopted	by	the	mass	media.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	II,	Fall	II 
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 515    MEDIA LAW AND REGULATION   
Examines	the	development	and	impact	of	media	communication	law,	including	the	international	and	domestic	regulation	of	the	electronic	media. 
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	I,	Spring	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 520     RESEARCH METHODS FOR COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA   
Introduces	 students	 to	 the	 research	 process,	 planning	 and	 design.	 Focuses	 on	 methods	 most	 relevant	 to	 communication	 and	media,	 including	
experimental	 design,	 content	 analysis	 and	 survey	 research	 and	 examines	 the	 historical	 development	 of	media	 communication	 studies	 in	 social	
sciences,	humanities	and	legal	areas.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	I,	Fall	II  
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 525    INTERNATIONAL MEDIA    
This	course	addresses	two	areas	of	international	media:	A	comparative	analysis	of	media	systems	across	national	borders	and	an	examination	of	
international	media	systems	and	services.	Focuses	on	the	relevance	of	journalism	and	mass	communication	in	international	affairs.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	II, Summer	II  
Lab Fee:  None	
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COM 540    TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA I              
Specialized	course	on	a	variable	topic	relevant	to	the	study	of	media	and	communication.	Topics	may	include	advertising,	public	relations,	journalism,	
film,	broadcasting,	media	delivery	systems,	media	management	and	emergent	media	technologies.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Summer	I	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 545    TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA II              
Specialized	course	on	a	variable	topic	relevant	to	the	study	of	communication	and	media.	Topics	may	include	advertising,	public	relations,	journalism,	
film,	broadcasting,	media	delivery	systems,	media	management	and	emergent	media	technologies.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Summer	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
  
COM 550  MEDIA AND CULTURE    
This	course	offers	an	overview	of	media	research	on	cultural	differences	relating	 to	domestic	and	international	concerns.	Theories	and	research	
pertaining	to	international	media	and	multicultural	communication	are	reviewed.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	I,	Spring	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 555  MEDIA, PUBLICS AND SOCIAL CHANGE  
This	course	emphasizes	the	function	of	communication	in	promoting	social	change.		The	role	of	media	is	considered	in	the	understanding	of	forces	
promoting	or	resisting	social	change.		Special	attention	is	given	to	marginalized	groups	and	their	attempts	to	influence	the	public	sphere.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	I,	Spring	II  
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 





Offered:               Spring	I, Spring	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 575    PROFESSIONAL MEDIA PRESENTATION 
An	in-depth	study	of	professional	presentational	skills	including	business	presentations,	interviewing	techniques	and	performance	for	the	camera.		
This	course	combines	rhetorical	theories	with	practical	skills	in	delivery,	audience	analysis	and	crowd	manipulation.		Particular	attention	is	given	to	
presentations	across	a	variety	of	media	platforms.		Students	write	press	releases,	engage	in	press	conferences,	group	presentations	and	interviews.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Summer	I,	Summer	II 
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 590    CREATIVE PROJECT/THESIS SEMINAR I  
Under	the	guidance	of	creative	project/thesis	chair	and	committee,	students	prepare	a	proposal.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
COM 595    CREATIVE PROJECT/THESIS SEMINAR II  
Under	the	guidance	of	chair	and	committee,	students	complete	their	creative	project/thesis.	Consecutive	enrollment	in	this	course	is	required	until	
the	creative	project/thesis	is	completed.	Credits	are	conferred	upon	successful	completion/defense	of	the	creative	project/thesis.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
CRJ 101    INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE                  
A	survey	of	the	agencies	and	processes	involved	in	the	administration	of	criminal	justice.	This	includes	a	review	of	the	functions	of	legislature,	the	
police,	the	prosecutor,	the	courts	and	an	analysis	of	the	problems	of	law	enforcement	in	a	democratic	society.		
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
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CRJ 201    CRIME AND DELINQUENCY                
A	general	orientation	 to	 the	 field	of	 criminology,	which	considers	 the	 following	 topics:	development	of	delinquent	and	criminal	behavior,	 initial	
handling	 and	 proper	 referral	 and	 preventive	 police	 techniques.	 Specific	 police	 problems	 are	 also	 studied,	 such	 as	 addicts,	 the	mentally	 ill	 and	
compulsive	and	habitual	offenders.	Special	attention	is	given	to	police	handling	of	juveniles	and	youths.	
Credits: 	 1-3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	




Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
CRJ 203    CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE                    
A	survey	of	substantive	American	criminal	law	and	an	analysis	of	the	accused’s	procedural	rights.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
CRJ 302    ISSUES IN CORRECTIONS                   
This	 course	 examines	 contemporary	 issues	 surrounding	 the	 legal	 and	 social	 construction	 of	 confinement	 against	 a	 background	 of	 controversy,	
idealism	and	unfulfilled	social	promise.	The	nature	of	punishment	and	its	purpose	is	examined.	Alternative	correctional	models	are	reviewed	and	
future	trends	are	considered.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered: 														 As	Needed		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 
CRJ 400    GENDER, CRIME, AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE              
An	overview	of	how	gender	affects	women’s	involvement	in	the	criminal	justice	system	as	offenders,	victims	and	professionals.	Considerable	attention	
is	given	to	women	as	victims	of	crime,	the	social	system	and	the	criminal	justice	process.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed		
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Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Every	other	Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
CRJ 420    ETHICS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE    
An	 identification	and	 in-depth	 analysis	of	 the	diverse	ethical	 issues	encountered	 in	 the	criminal	 justice	profession.	 Using	 a	case	study	approach,	
traditional	 ethical	 theories	will	 be	 examined	 and	 applied	 to	 such	 topics	 as	 discretion,	 affirmative	 action,	 use	 of	 deadly	 force,	misconduct,	 civil	
disobedience,	undercover	operations	and	privacy.		
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
CRJ 450    RESEARCH IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE  
This	course	consists	of	a	study	of	research	design	and	qualitative	and	quantitative	methods	of	data	collection	and	analysis.	A	properly	formatted,	
well-developed,	 research-based	 paper	 is	 a	 requirement	 for	 the	 course.	 Students	 develop	 an	 independent	 project	 and	 oral	 presentation	 of	 their	
findings.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
CRJ 490   CRIMINAL JUSTICE INTERNSHIP         
Practical	work	experience	in	a	criminal	justice	agency	in	one	of	the	major	sectors	of	the	field:	law	enforcement,	courts	or	corrections;	or	in	a	private	
firm	serving	these	interests.	Instructor	and	sponsor	oversee	and	evaluate	student	work.		
Credits: 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 Permission	of	college	internship	liaison,	2.5	cumulative	GPA	in	major	and/or	departmental	approval.	
 
CRJ 495  SPECIAL TOPICS IN CRIMINAL JUSTCE                   
Credits: 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 
CRJ 496   VICTIMOLOGY                
This	course	will	explore	theories	of	victimization,	the	evolution	of	the	victims’	rights	movement,	experiences	of	victims	in	the	criminal	justice	system	
and	interactions	with	other	social	service	agencies,	repeat	victimization,	and	successful	approaches	to	working	with	crime	victims.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
CRJ 497  INDEPENDENT STUDY IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE         
Credits: 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
CRJ 540  TERRORISM: ITS EFFECT ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE  




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	I	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
CRJ 606   THEORIES OF CRIME        
This	courses	provides	an	examination	of	criminological	theory	and	the	relationship	of	theory	to	criminal	justice	policy.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed		
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Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	II		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
CRJ 626    THEORY AND PRACTICE OF CORRECTIONS        
This	courses	examines	theories	of	punishment	and	implications	for	correctionalpractice.	The	course	focuses	on	incarceration,	probation	and	comm
unity	corrections.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
CRJ 636    SEMINAR IN CIVIL RIGHTS AND CIVIL LIBERTIES          
This	course	analyzes	the	legal,	philosophical	and	social	interests	surrounding	issues	of	freedom,	liberty	and	the	fundamental	rights	granted	by	the	
Constitution	of	the	United	States.	Freedom	of	speech,	assembly,	religion	and	equal	treatment	before	the	law	are	explored.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring	I	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered: 														 Spring	II		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:  													 Summer	I		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Summer	II		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
CRJ 661    YOUTH AND DELINQUENCY                 
Examines	the	historical	treatments	of	the	legal	and	social	constructions	of	children	and	youth.	Considers	the	theories,	social	context,	institutional	
responses	and	public	policies	related	to	juvenile	delinquency.	Emerging	trends	in	delinquency	are	compared	across	diverse	criminal	justice	systems.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	I	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
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Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 







Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 








Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 






Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 







Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 




Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
CSL 610  COUNSELING THEORIES               
This	course	is	an	overview	of	the	field	of	counseling	theories	and	practice.	This	course	details	the	many	theories	of	counseling	and	issues	within	the	
practice	of	mental	health	counseling.	This	course	includes	conceptualization	of	personality	theories	and	counseling	application	in	practice.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
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CSL 615  GROUP COUNSELING              
Students	in	this	course	learn	major	concepts	in	group	counseling	theories	and	actual	applied	group	therapy.	Students	develop	techniques	to	facilitate	group	
therapy.	This	course	examines	group	dynamics,	group	cohesion,	relationship	development	and	the	stages	of	group	therapy. 
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 





Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 






Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
CSL 650  HUMAN SEXUALITY                
This	course	examines	the	theories	and	etiology	of	human	sexuality,	physiology	and	sexual	development.	Students	will	explore	theories	of	sexual	role	
expectations,	sexual	dysfunctions	and	sex	therapies.	The	importance	of	the	counselor	in	the	role	of	the	human	sexuality	educator	will	be	discussed.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 





Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
CSL 680    COUNSELING TECHNIQUES  
This	course	presents	the	numerous	therapeutic	techniques	and	interventions	related	to	a	variety	of	both	modern	and	post-modern	therapy	paradigms.	Focus	
will	 be	 on	 understanding	 the	 theoretical	 framework	 for	 the	 therapy	 models	 and	 the	 associated	 techniques.	 Issues	 related	 to	 assessment,	 case	
conceptualization,	treatment	planning,	special	populations	and	outcome	evaluation	will	be	examined.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
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CSL 681   DIAGNOSIS AND ADVANCED COUNSELING TECHNIQUES                
This	course	will	elucidate	the	complex	nature	of	the	diagnostic	process,	including	differential	diagnosis	and	the	use	of	current	diagnostic	classification	
systems,	including	the	Diagnostic	and	Statistical	Manual	of	Mental	Disorders	(DSM)	and	the	International	Classification	of	Diseases	(ICD)	Students	will	
be	 able	 to	 demonstrate	 command	 and	 understanding	 in	 the	 use	 of	 the	 manual	 for	 diagnostic	 labeling.	 Students	 will	 be	 knowledgeable	 in	 the	
epidemiology	and	etiology	of	psychological	disorders.	Students	will	demonstrate	command	and	understanding	of	differential	diagnoses.	Students	will	
demonstrate	 ability	 to	conceptualize	clinical	diagnosis	 into	a	coherent	plan	of	 treatment	 using	best	 practices	 in	 the	 field.	 Students	will	 analyze,	
compare	and	contrast	the	many	psychotherapeutic	techniques	for	treatment	of	the	disorders.	Through	case	study	analysis,	 students	will	develop	
treatment	plans	appropriate	to	the	diagnosis	and	demonstrate	the	ability	to	select	best	interventions	based	on	the	chosen	model	of	therapy.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 






Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
CSL 688    SEMINAR IN COUNSELING AND APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY              





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 






Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 






Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 $75	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
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Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
DBR 200  BELIEF AND REASON 200  
These	 courses	 connect	 and	 question	 concepts	 of	 belief	 and	 reason	 from	 a	 historical,	 cross	 cultural,	 multidisciplinary	 and	 personal	 perspective,	
specifically	engaging	students	in	the	core	principles,	ideas,	people,	concepts,	and	great	works	centered	on	global	intellectual	and	religious	traditions.	
Courses	are	offered	within	the	global	perspective	and	are	writing	intensive,	focusing	on	writing	strategy,	academic	research	and	composition.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
DBR 300  BELIEF AND REASON 300  
These	 courses	 synthesize	 systems	 of	 belief	 and	 reason	 incorporating	 an	 understanding	 of	 the	 diversity	 of	 human	 thought,	 expression,	 and	
perspectives.	Students	demonstrate	a	critical	and	reflective	understanding	of	the	role	of	belief	and	reason	as	it	relates	to	their	own	ethical	and	moral	
values.	Courses	require	students	to	evaluate	and	articulate	the	role	of	belief	and	reason	within	the	various	academic	focuses	across	the	university.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
DJC 300   DIALOGUE OF JUSTICE AND CIVIC LIFE 300  
These	courses	require	students	to	explore	and	integrate	competing	theories	of	twenty-first	century	social	justice	within	various	academic	
disciplines.	Students	demonstrate,	articulate	and	practice	the	principles	of	civil	discourse	and	respect	for	diverse	cultures	and	perspectives.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
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DJC 301   CRITICAL THINKING AND WRITING  
This	course	approaches	critical	 thinking	and	writing	as	a	 reflexive	 process	 to	enable	students	 to	become	 intentional	 learners,	who	develop	self-
awareness	about	the	reasons	for	study,	adapt	and	integrate	their	knowledge	to	new	situations	and	from	different	sources,	with	the	ultimate	goal	of	
becoming	“life-long	learners.”	The	course	promotes	an	awareness	of	historical,	cultural,	and	social	contexts	and	further	requires	sensitivity	to	cultural	
difference.	 It	 also	 requires	 students	 to	 contextualize	 their	 own	 ideas	 and	 the	 ideas	 of	 others	 through	 rhetorical	 analysis,	 logical	 reasoning,	 and	
information	literacy.	Students	will	understand	and	develop	clear,	effective	sentences	and	logical,	organized	compositions,	as	well	as	how	to	create	
and	support	an	arguable	thesis.	In	addition,	there	is	a	rhetorical	focus	on	writing	as	a	tool	for	communication	in	a	variety	of	media	and	contexts.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	I/Spring	II	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 College-Level	English,	ENG	101	or	ENG	102	
	




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
DQR 100   QUANTITATIVE REASONING  
These	courses	emphasize	personal	financial	responsibility.	Students	will	learn,	develop,	and	apply	traditional	college-level	mathematics	skills	to	
make	sound	financial	decisions.	Everyday	life	scenarios	will	enhance	student	ability	to	make	informed	decisions	necessary	for	financial	success.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered: 														 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	 	
DQR 300   QUANTITATIVE REASONING 300  
These	courses	explore	the	use	of	quantitative	data	to	formulate	reasoned	arguments	and	make	decisions.	These	courses	require	students	to	solve	
problems	and	present	alternative	solutions	to	current	issues.	Students	will	also	evaluate	and	critique	research	with	quantitative	information.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
DQR 400   QUANTITATIVE REASONING 400 
These	courses	provide	meaningful	and	practical	learning	experiences	that	will	prepare	students	to	create	logical	arguments	based	on	quantitative	
data.	Students	use	and	seek	appropriate	solutions	when	data	and	mathematical	models	are	insufficient	to	solve	a	problem	in	various	fields.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring	I/Summer	II	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 Working	–knowledge	of	Microsoft	Office	Suite	or	CMS	200		
	
DRA 103    ACTING I: ACTING FUNDAMENTALS     
This	course	introduces	students	to	the	basic	techniques	of	acting	such	as	script	analysis,	character	development,	objectives,	actions,	obstacles	and	subtext.	
Students	perform	scenes	and	monologues.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
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DRA 104  VOICE AND SPEECH I 
This	course	introduces	students	to	the	techniques	involved	in	vocal	production	and	expression.		Through	practical	application	students	study	how	to	use	
their	voices	effectively	in	performance.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
 
DRA 108  MOVEMENT I 
This	course	introduces	students	to	the	techniques	involved	in	physical	movement	and	expression.		Through	practical	application	students	study	how	to	use	
their	bodies	effectively	in	performance.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
 






Credits:  3  	
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
	
DRA 113  THEATRE APPRECIATION 
This	course	provides	a	broad	understanding	of	the	history	of	the	theater	and	the	elements	of	theatrical	production.	The	course	includes	an	analysis	
of	the	structure	of	a	play,	the	nature	of	the	theater	and	key	historical	eras	within	the	development	of	theater	as	an	art	form.	
Credits:  3  	
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
DRA 122  PIANO FOR DRAMA 
This	is	a	primary	music	course	designed	to	enable	students	to	identify	and	play	notes	and	chords	on	a	piano	for	practice	purposes.	It	will	facilitate	
the	playing	of	simple	melodies	and	musical	passages	for	audition	rehearsal	preparation.			
Credits:  3  	
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
	
DRA 124  AUDITION AND PERFORMANCE 
Students	will	study	audition	techniques	including	content	analysis,	material	selection,	planning,	and	execution	of	the	audition.		Students	will	
develop	and	present	diverse	styles	of	pieces	in	various	mock-audition	scenarios.	
Credits:  3  	
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
	




Credits:  3  	
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
 
DRA 203  ACTING II: CHARACTERIZATION                  
This	course	offers	the	student	actor	further	experience	in	applying	the	techniques	of	acting	through	in-depth	scene	study	and	analysis	of	comedic	and	
dramatic	plays	and	screenplays.	In	addition	to	scene	work,	the	course	emphasizes	students	acquiring	greater	skills	in	vocal	and	physical	expression.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
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DRA 204  VOICE AND SPEECH II 
This	course	is	a	continuation	of	voice	&	Speech	I	and	further	explores	the	techniques	involved	in	vocal	production	and	expression.		Through	
practical	application	students	study	how	to	use	their	voice	effectively	in	performance.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
 
DRA 208  MOVEMENT II 
This	course	is	a	continuation	of	Movement	I.	Students	study	the	techniques	involved	in	physical	movement	and	expression.		Through	practical	
application	students	study	how	to	use	their	bodies	effectively	in	performance.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
	
DRA 210     PLAYWRITING              
This	course	focuses	on	the	structure	and	form	of	playwriting.	It	will	allow	students	to	discover	their	own	creative	voice	and	develop	it	into	a	
working	theatrical	project.	All	finished	work	will	be	given	a	student	reading	in	the	studio	theatre.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
 
DRA 211     DRAMATURGY              
In	this	course	students	develop	a	general	knowledge	of	the	dramatic	history	that	has	particular	significance	in	script	analysis.	Students	will	research	
scripts	and	impart	a	realistic	historical	image	of	the	period	to	the	director,	cast,	and	designers.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
 
DRA 231    MUSICAL THEATRE REP I              
A	repertoire-building	course	focused	on	traditional	musical	theatre	material.	Students	will	prepare	and	present	solo	songs	appropriate	to	their	type	
from	classic	musicals.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed  
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             Must be part of BFA in Drama program 
 
DRA 232    MUSICAL THEATRE REP II              
A	repertoire-building	course	focused	on	contemporary	musical	theatre	material.	Students	will	prepare	and	present	solo	songs	appropriate	to	their	
type	from	contemporary	and	pop/rock	musicals.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed  
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             Must be part of BFA in Drama program 
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed  
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program 
	
DRA 264     MUSICAL STUDY FOR MUSICAL THEATRE             
This	is	a	course	in	the	study	of	basic	components	of	music	as	it	applies	to	the	musical	theatre	performance	major.		Students	will	explore	chord	
structure,	musical	notation	and	terminology,	theory,	progression,	and	harmony.	
Credits:  3	   
Offered:               As	Needed  
Lab Fee:  None 
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Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
	




Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed		
Lab Fee:  $40	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
	
DRA 317     ACTING VI: VOICE-OVER PERFORMANCE              
Students	will	develop	commercial,	theatrical	and	narrative	styles	of	voice-over	performance	for	the	purpose	of	acting	in	commercial	and	scripted	
audio	productions.	There	is	an	emphasis	on	diverse	characterization	and	dialects.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
DRA 330     MUSICAL THEATRE SCENE STUDY              
A	course	in	traditional	musical	theatre	scene	study	integrating	acting,	singing,	and	dancing	techniques.		Students	will	prepare	duet	and	small	group	
scenes	and	songs	from	traditional	musicals.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed  
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program 
 
DRA 331     MUSICAL THEATRE SCENE STUDY II              
A	course	in	contemporary	musical	theatre	scene	study	integrating	acting,	singing,	and	dancing	techniques.		Students	will	prepare	duet	and	small	
group	scenes	and	songs	from	contemporary	musicals.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed  
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program 
 
DRA 373    VOICE AND MOVEMENT               
This	course	is	a	practical	study	of	vocal	production	and	articulation	as	well	as	movement	and	relaxation	methods	that	pertain	to	performing	as	an	
actor,	broadcaster	or	public	speaker.		Through	the	collection	and	analysis	of	scientific	data,	students	examine	articulation	habits	and	tensions	that	
interfere	with	 free	expression,	 develop	 a	personal	vocal	and	physical	 technique,	 demonstrate	vocal	 support,	 clear	diction,	 physical	 strength	and	
flexibility,	move	and	speak	with	a	greater	sense	of	awareness,	balance,	control	and	coordination.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
    
DRA 403    DIRECTING I                                 
Directing	the	Actor	covers	the	techniques	of	theater	and	film	directing.		Students	study	how	to	analyze	scripts,	develop	a	directorial	concept,	stage	a	
scene,	create	a	rehearsal	process	and	schedule	and	talk	to	actors.		Students	produce	a	short	play	and	short	film.		 
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed		
Lab Fee:  None	
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DRA 404     DIRECTING II              
A	continuation	of	Directing	I,	this	course	will	be	hands-on	production	work	involving	intensive	collaboration	with	fellow	students,	ranging	from	
scene	work	to	full	productions	in	various	performance	spaces.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
 
DRA 405    VOICE LESSONS                
Private	voice	lessons.		On	a	regular	basis,	students	will	take	a	private	voice	lesson.		
Credits:  1   
Offered:               Fall	and	Spring		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
DRA 413   ACTING VII: ACTING FOR THE CAMERA  
Emphasis	is	placed	on	truthful	acting	within	the	medium	of	the	camera.		Students	study	both	the	practical	and	artistic	issues	involved	in	acting	for	
the	camera,	 such	as	continuity	 problems,	hitting	 the	mark,	 toning	down	 the	projection	and	 displacing	 scenic	 reality.	 Students	 participate	 in	 live	
recording	of	selected	scenes.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring		
Lab Fee:  $40	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
 
DRA 416  DANCE  
Variable	Content	Dance	Class	For	The	BFA	Musical	Theatre	Performance	Major.		Students	Will	Study	Jazz,	Tap,	Ballet,	Hip-Hop,	Broadway	And	
Contemporary	Dance	Styles.		This	Course	Is	Taken	Each	Term	By	Students	In	The	Bfa	In	Drama	With	Specialization	In	Musical	Theatre	Performance.	
Credits:  1   
Offered:               Fall	and	Spring		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
DRA 421  AUDITION AND PERFORMANCE  
Students	will	study	audition	techniques	including	content	analysis,	material	selection,	planning,	and	execution	of	the	audition.	Students	will	develop	
and	present	diverse	styles	of	pieces	in	various	mock-audition	scenarios.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
	
DRA 426  SIGHT SINGING 
THIS	COURSE	WILL	DEVELOP	STUDENT	SKILLS	IN	EAR	TRAINING	AND	SIGHT-READING,	INCLUDING	SCALES,	INTERVALS,	MELODIC	AND	
HARMONIC	NOTATION,	AND	RHYTHMIC	DICTATION	OF	A	SONG	OR	COMPOSITION.		
Credits:  3  	
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
	
DRA 430  MUSICAL THEATRE PRODUCTION 
A	COURSE	IN	MUSICAL	THEATRE	PERFORMANCE	AND	ENSEMBLE-BUILDING	INTEGRATING	ACTING,	SINGING,	AND	DANCING	TECHNIQUES.	
STUDENTS	WILL	CREATE	AND	PRESENT	AN	ORIGINAL	REVUE	OF	SCENES,	SONGS,	AND	DANCES	FROM	VARIOUS	MUSICALS.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Must	be	part	of	BFA	in	Drama	program	
 
DRA 478    DRAMA CAPSTONE              
This	capstone	course	enables	students	to	apply	theoretical	and	practical	knowledge	to	develop	a	research	paper,	a	video	or	other	creative/dramatic	
project	that	serves	as	an	e-portfolio	item.	Students	complete	a	comprehensive	e-portfolio.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             75	credits	completed	
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DSL 100  SCIENTIFIC LITERACY 100 
These	courses	use	a	study	of	the	physical	environment	and	the	history	of	science	to	introduce	students	to	the	scientific	method.	Students	explore	
the	relationship	between	science	and	technology,	the	collection	and	analysis	of	scientific	data,	and	the	ethical	issues	relating	to	science.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 




Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
DSL 300  SCIENTIFIC LITERACY 300 
Students	collect	and	analyze	real	data	in	order	to	understand	how	science	is	actually	conducted	in	the	context	of	one	or	more	relevant	scientific	
topics.	Critically	analyze	and	evaluate	how	science	drives	innovation	in	the	21st	century.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	I/Spring	II	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
DSL 400  SCIENTIFIC LITERACY 400 
These	courses	evaluate	the	role	of	science	in	addressing	contemporary	issues.	Students	formulate	and	execute	a	scientific	approach	to	solving	21st	
century	problems.	They	will	design,	execute,	and	draw	conclusions	of	their	own	scientific	study.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
DSS 100  DIALOGUE OF SELF AND SOCIETY 100 
Students	explore	the	Self	and	how	it	is	influenced	by	society.	Students	focus	on	the	importance	of	the	Self	and	the	search	for	identity	and	purpose,	
leading	toward	an	awareness	of	how	society	is	organized	and	changed.	These	courses	are	offered	from	the	American	perspective.		
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
DSS 200  DIALOGUE OF SELF AND SOCIETY 200 
Students	examine	society	and	how	it	influences	the	Self.	These	courses	will	create	awareness	of	the	many	ways	the	Self	is	influenced	by	society	and	
the	ways	which	individuals	can	affect	and	change	society.	These	courses	are	offered	from	the	global	perspective.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
DSS 300  DIALOGUE OF SELF AND SOCIETY 300 
Students	explore	and	evaluate	societal	change;	societal	development	and	the	ways	individuals	and	society	connect	within	various	academic	
disciplines.	Courses	analyze	the	dynamics	between	social	forces	and	the	individual.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
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DSS 301  PRESENTATIONAL COMMUN & TECHNOLOGY 
Students	 engage	 in	 high-level	 oral	 communication	 experiences,	 integrating	 emerging	 technologies,	 through	 traditional	 multimedia	 and	 virtual	
presentations.	Students	explore	various	methods	of	communication	through	traditional	in-class	informative	presentations,	multimedia	persuasive	
presentations	and	virtual	presentations.			
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 CMS	200	or	Equivalent	
	
DSS 400  DIALOGUE OF SELF AND SOCIETY 400 
Students	evaluate	and	apply	the	most	significant	theories	of	Self	and	society	as	they	relate	to	self-knowledge	and	the	construction	of	the	individual.	
Historical,	cross-cultural,	and	multi-disciplinary	perspectives	on	Self	and	society	are	examined	with	various	academic	disciplines.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
ECE 105 INTRODUCTION TO EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 





Lab Fee: None 
Pre Reqs: None 
 






Lab Fee: None 
Pre Reqs: None	
 






Pre Reqs: None 
 















Lab Fee: None 
Pre Reqs: None	
 
EDL 604      INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP                                      




Credits:  3 
Offered:    Summer		
Lab Fee:  None	
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Credits:  3 
Offered:    Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:   None		
 
EDL 607    LEADING A LEARNING ORGANIZATION                         
The	 course	 explores	 how	 instructional	 leaders	 facilitate	 an	 inclusive	 student-centered	 learning	 environment	 by	 developing	 system	 objectives,	
improvement	planning,	faculty	proficiency	needs,	and	appropriate	instructional	goals.		
Credits:  3 
Offered:   Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 
EDL 608       CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF LEGAL, ETHICAL, SOCIAL & SAFETY ISSUES                                  
The	course	explores	how	effective	school	leaders	demonstrate	personal	and	professional	behaviors	consistent	with	their	understanding	of	ethical,	
social,	legal	and	safety	concerns	which	impact	the	quality	of	education.		
Credits:  3 
Offered:   Summer		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 
EDL 621       HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT & FACULTY DEVELOPMENT                                         
The	 course	 assists	 students	 in	 understanding	 the	 various	 processes	 utilized	 in	 the	 selection,	 retention	 and	 development	 of	 education	 staff	 and	
administrators.	 The	 focus	 of	 the	 course	 is	 directed	 toward	 recruitment,	 selection,	 placement,	 appraisal	 and	 evaluation	 as	 well	 as	 programs	 of	
compensation	for	personnel.	Among	topics	analyzed	are	budget,	recruitment,	supervision,	selection	and	retention,	interview	formats,	placement	and	
induction	policies,	staff	development,	motivation,	rewards,	affirmative	action,	sexual	harassment	and	collective/collaborative	bargaining.		
Credits:  3 
Offered:   Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 
EDL 624   SCHOOL COMMUNICATION, POLICY AND PRACTICE		                                               
The	course	prepares	aspiring	school	leaders	to	understand	and	use	the	principles	of	interpersonal,	oral	and	written	communication,	and	follow	a	
professional	 code	 of	 ethics	 and	 values	 in	 diverse	 settings.	 The	 primary	 focus	 is	 on	 emerging	 communication	 technology,	 handling	 crisis	
communication,	 legal	 and	management	 issues,	 impacting	media	 communication,	 role	 of	 instructional	 leaders	 in	 building	 parental	 support,	 and	
developing	community	relations	to	enhance	learning.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:   None		
 
EDL 625    SCHOOL FINANCE, BUDGETING & OPERATIONS      
Administrative	structure	and	linkage	of	educational	systems	to	varying	local,	state	and	national	constituencies	that	have	legislative	and	financial	
impact	on	institutional	renewal	and	change.	Student	will	analyze	federal,	state	and	local	education	budgets.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:   Summer	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 
EDL 626   CURRICULUM DESIGN, PLANNING & IMPLEMENTATION                
Study	of	effective	principles	of	curriculum	development	in	schools	as	related	to	standards-based	instruction	and	assessment.	Attention	is	given	to	the	
educator’s	 role	 in	 understanding	 curriculum,	 theory	 behind	 curriculum	 development,	 program	 models	 and	 implementing	 standards-based	
curriculum	instruction	and	assessment.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
	
EDL 628      INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN IMPLEMENTATION                  
The	course	builds	upon	EDL	 604	by	exploring	and	developing	 	 how	effective	 school	 leaders	work	collaboratively	 to	 develop	and	 implement	an	
instructional	framework	that	aligns	curriculum	with	state	standards,	effective	instructional	practices,	assessments,	ultimately	meeting	the	needs	of	
diverse	learners.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:  Fall	I	
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EDL 635   eLEADERSHIP FOR SCHOOL TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION      
The	course	explores	 the	role	of	 technology	and	 its	 impact	on	 traditional	and	non-traditional	educational	 systems,	 the	 historical	perspectives	on	
traditional	and	non-traditional	ways	of	educating	coupled	with	theories	of	how	one	communicates	and	learns,	the	range	and	mix	of	technology		
available	as	 instructional	tools	to	enhance	learning	across	culturally	diverse	groups	and	environments,	and	 the	 future	directions	of	technological	
innovations	in	educational	systems.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:   Summer	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 
EDL 660  ADULT LEARNING AND COLLABORATION 
This	 course	 emphasizes	 the	 importance	 of	 applied	 collaborative	 learning	 and	 development	 in	 profit,	 nonprofit	 and	 government	 organizations.	
Understanding	and	applying	adult	learning	strategies	contributes	value	and	impact	for	the	organization	or	institutions’	success.	
Credits:  3 
Offered:  Fall 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:  None  
 





Offered: Spring  
Lab Fee: None 
Pre-Reqs: None 





Offered: Fall  
Lab Fee: None 
Pre-Reqs: None    




Offered: Summer   
Lab Fee: None 
Pre-Reqs: None 






Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:  None 
 
EDL 699   ADMINISTRATIVE/EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP                                     
A	beginning	 level	 field	experience	 in	which	 the	candidate	 demonstrates	 (a)	 familiarity	with	a	 topical	and	 important	educational	 leadership	 issue	at	 the	
administrative	level	(principal,	assistant	principal,	dean,	etc.),	(b)	the	ability	to	design	and	build	a	professional	portfolio,	and	(c)	apply	critical	thinking	skills	in	
analyzing	outcomes,	drawing	conclusions	and	making	recommendations	 through	 the	design	and	implementation	of	a	 faculty	approved	project	proposal.	
Seminars	will	focus	on	performance	analysis	of	behavior	and	ethical	decision	making	in	the	field,	application	of	theory	to	practice,	and	achievement	of	required	
program	outcomes.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:    Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 
EDL 700   ADMINISTRATIVE/EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP   INTERNSHIP                                        
This	 course	 continues	 the	 internship	 experiences	 as	 begun	 in	 EDL	 699.	 	 Candidates	 develop	 their	 electronic	 Professional	 Portfolio	 containing	
documented	evidence	of	their	experience	with	each	of	the	Florida	Principal	Leadership	Standards	(FPLS)	and	Florida	Educational	Leadership	Exam	
(FELE)	 competencies.	 This	 documentation	 and	 successful	 completion	 of	 the	 administrative	 internship	will	 serve	 as	 the	 culminating	 experience	
required	for	graduation.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	
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Credits:  3   
Offered:   Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs: None		
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:   Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  EDU	101		
 
EDU 214  ART, MUSIC, AND MOVEMENT  
The	development	of	instructional	skills,	techniques	and	strategies	for	teaching	art,	music,	and	movement	in	the	elementary	school	will	be	covered.	
Five	hours	of	field	observation	are	required.	 
Credits:  3 
Offered:   Spring		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:   None		
	





Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None 
 	





Credits:  3 
Offered:   Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None 
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:   Fall		
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Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  EDU	315	
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:   Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:   None		
	
EDU 318    MATH IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL I                       
This	course	focuses	on	developing	conceptual	understanding	of	the	properties	of	the	natural	numbers,	integers,	rational	and	real	number	systems	
with	an	emphasis	on	problem	solving	 and	critical	 thinking.	The	mathematical	 content	will	 be	 integrated	with	current	 research	on	mathematical	
instructional	strategies,	the	use	of	manipulatives,	 lesson	planning,	evaluation	of	mathematical	learning	and	diagnostic	 techniques.		The	goal	 is	to	
increase	 the	 conceptual	 understanding	 of	 the	 teacher	 candidates	 and	 to	 increase	 their	 ability	 to	 analyze	 the	mathematical	 ideas,	 structure	 and	
research	of	the	K-	6	mathematic	curriculum.	Eight	hours	of	field	observations	are	required.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:   Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:   Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 




Credits:  3 
Offered:   Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:   None		
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  EDU 318  	
	






Credits:  3   
Offered:  Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
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EDU 420  ASSESSMENT FOR INSTRUCTION                                
Development	 of	 instructional	 objectives	 and	 classroom	 assessment	 techniques	 for	 diverse	 student	 populations	 as	 well	 as	 interpretation	 of	
standardized	assessments	using	measurement	results	for	evaluating	student	progress	will	be	examined.	This	course	examines	the	interrelationships	
among	content	standards,	instructional	objectives,	planning,	assessment	and	in	addition,	teacher	candidates	will	learn	how	to	design	and	implement	
action	 research	 studies,	 along	 with	 the	 outcomes	 resulting	 from	 a	 data-driven	 educational	 decision	 making	 set	 of	 procedures,	 all	 focused	 on	
educational	 issues	and	problems	that	are	pertinent	 to	them	 in	 their	 settings.	This	course	 includes	formal	and	informal,	as	well	as	traditional	and	
alternative	assessment	techniques.	Eight	hours	of	field	observation	are	required.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 
EDU 480  PRACTICUM  
This	course	involves	the	guided	practice	of	teaching	under	 the	supervision	of	a	clinically	educated	and	ESOL	endorsed	classroom	teacher	in	two	
diverse	classrooms	at	different	elementary	grade	levels.	Requires	the	utilization	of	knowledge,	attitudes	and	skills	in	elementary/secondary	school	
instructional	 situations.	 	Teacher	candidates	are	required	to	complete	75	hours	of	contact	time	 in	a	primary	grade	classroom	and	75	hours	 in	an	
intermediate	grade	classroom.	
Credits:  3 
Offered:  Fall	&	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs: Pass	all	four	General	Knowledge	tests	and	be	formally	admitted	to	the	Ross	College	of	Education	
 






Credits:  12   
Offered:		 	 Fall	& Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  EDU	480		
 
EDU 701  INTRODUCTION: LEADERSHIP, POLICY AND CONTEXT   
The	course	systematically	examines	the	structure	and	function	of	educational	policies	and	problems	of	research	in	a	political	context.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:   Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:   None		
 
EDU 703   EDUCATIONAL POLICY, POLITICS AND PROFESSIONAL ETHICS        
This	 course	 explores	 education	 policy,	 its	 historical	 evolution	 and	 contemporary	 condition;	 societal	 conditions,	 governance	 arrangements,	 and	
political	dynamics	shaping	policy	outcomes;	and	professional	challenges	and	practical	ethical	issues	permeating	education	policy,	the	policy	process,	
and	education	practice	in	the	United	States	and	elsewhere	throughout	the	world.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:   None		
 
EDU 704   ACTION RESEARCH  
This	 course	 provides	 an	 introduction	 and	 overview	 to	 the	 process	 of	 conducting	 action	 research	 in	 schools.	 	 Students	will	 learn	 strategies	 for	
developing	action	research	plans	and	for	conducting	action	research	studies,	including	the	collection	and	analysis	of	data,	in	their	own	settings	and	
contexts.		The	major	focus	is	on	the	cyclical	nature	of	action	research	and	its	potential	impact	to	improve	educational	practice.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:    Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
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EDU 705   MULTICULTURAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION  
This	course	is	designed	to	examine,	discuss	and	analyze	historical,	political,	economic,	social	and	ethical	perspectives	in	multicultural	educational	
settings.		Students	will	explore	contemporary	impediments	to	educational	equity	and	solutions	to	issues.		
Credits:  3 
Offered:   Summer	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 
EDU 706   RESEARCH DESIGN AND ANALYSIS                           
This	course	provides	an	overview	of	 the	methods	 used	 in	designing	and	conducting	qualitative	and	quantitative	 research	studies	 in	educational	
settings.		Focus	is	placed	primarily	on	the	design	of	qualitative,	quantitative,	and	mixed-methods	research	studies,	as	well	as	on	the	analysis	of	data	
collected	during	the	conduct	of	these	types	of	educational	research	studies.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:   Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
	
EDU 707   NEUROSCIENCE LEADERSHIP         
The	Neuroscience	of	Leadership	course	uses	the	current	findings	in	neuroscience	to	inform	leaders	how	the	brain	learns	and	how	they	can	build	a	
better	brain	for	themselves	as	leaders	and	how	they	will	lead	others.	The	course	surveys	trends	in	neuroscience	and	the	application	neuroscience	to	
leadership.	The	course	supports	 student’s	 development	of	 problem	 solving	 skills,	 reflection,	 implementation	of	 solutions,	 collaboration	and	 self-
directed	learning	which	support	methods	of	inquiry	and	practical	application	throughout	the	program.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:   Summer	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
	
EDU 708   CRITIQUING AND  REVIEWING RESEARCH LITERATURE            
This	course	provides	an	overview	of	and	exposure	to	the	process	and	skills	required	in	the	analysis	and	critique	of	published	research	literature.		In	
addition,	students	gain	experience	in	the	development	of	a	written	review	and	analysis	of	research	literature	on	a	topic	of	interest	to	them.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 
EDU 709   PROBLEM-BASED INQUIRY: FIELD-BASED CLASS III   SOCIAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL  






Credits:  3   
Offered:   Summer	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 
EDU 711   PROBLEM-BASED INQUIRY SEMINAR II GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES ON EDUCATION REFORM        
The	second	problem-based	inquiry	seminar	is	an	introduction	to	the	field	of	comparative	education	(educational	philosophies,	methods,	patterns	of	
control,	 financing,	 organization,	 and	 relationship	 within	 the	 larger	 society	 in	 selected	 countries	 of	 the	 world).	 A	 comprehensive	 social	 science	





Credits:  3   
Offered:   Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 
EDU 726   INSTRUCTIONAL & CURRICULUM LEADERSHIP                                                                   
This	course	 presents	curriculum	and	 instruction	 from	a	 leadership	 perspective	within	 the	contexts	of	K-12	 schools,	national	 and	 state	colleges.	
Candidates	examine	contemporary	issues	in	school	curriculum,	including	policy	initiatives	and	reform	efforts	affecting	curricular	decision-making.	
The	 course	 prepares	 candidates	 to	 analyze	 and	 design	 appropriate	 strategies	 for	 implementing	 and	 evaluating	 curricula	 and	 to	 investigate	 the	
implications	of	curricula	for	educational	programming.	Candidates	also	learn	specific	foundations	and	procedures	for	professional	development	that	
have	well-documented	effects	on	student	achievement.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	
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EDU 727   PUBLIC SCHOOL LAW   
This	course	examines	key	legal	issues	that	govern	daily	and	long-range	decisions	of	educational	leaders	focusing	specifically	on	understanding	Florida	
and	federal	codes,	case	law,	policies	and	significant	precedents	and	will	emphasize	analysis	of	key	legal	concepts	and	application	of	law	to	major	areas	
including	 finance,	 personnel,	 risk	 management,	 curriculum,	 student	 services,	 teacher	 rights,	 torts,	 student’s	 rights,	 and	 access.	 Candidates	 will	
examine	trends	in	law	and	the	initiation	and	influence	of	educational	law	to	positively	influence	educational	institutions.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:  Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 
EDU 728   STUDENT MOTIVATION AND COGNITION    
The	course	focuses	on	research	of	student	cognition	and	motivation.	Candidates	will	examine	different	learning	and	motivation	theories	and	research.	
Particular	emphasis	will	be	placed	on	how	findings	from	different	studies	apply	to	practical	educational	problems.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:    Summer	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:   	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 
EDU 802   CAPSTONE PART II: THE GATHERING OF EVIDENCE       
The	second	capstone	course	is	concerned	with	a	candidate’s	ability	to	research	and	gather	significant	documentation,	data	and	evidence	that	forms	a	
review	of	the	literature	on	an	identified	problem	that	is	a	comprehensive	analysis	of	the	research.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:  	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 
EDU 803   CAPSTONE PART III: FINDING/REPORT/OUTCOMES   
The	third	capstone	course	provides	a	method	of	summative	evaluation	in	which	the	candidate	is	given	an	opportunity	to	demonstrate	integrated	
knowledge	and	growth	in	the	program	through	the	oral	presentation	of	the	capstone,	dissertation	of	practice,	the	executive	report	and	the	portfolio.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:   	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None	
	






Credits :  3	
Offered:  As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
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ENG 099    ENGLISH SKILLS               
A	three	credit	course	in	basic	writing,	grammar,	sentence	structure,	and	conversation,	as	a	prerequisite	to	English-designated	Dialogues	of	Learning	
courses,	when	assessment	 indicates	those	skills	need	 further	development.	 	The	course	includes	a	requirement	 to	attend	writing	lab.	Illustrative	
materials	will	emphasize	idiomatically	correct	English	language	use,	in	a	variety	of	culturally	relevant	situations	and	contexts,	drawn	from	modern	
American	society.	It	will	be	available	only	to	ESL	students.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
ENG 101    ENGLISH COMPOSITION I   
A	course	 in	clear,	effective	 expression	 designed	 to	develop	 ability	 in	composition.	Students	study	 the	essay	and	are	 trained	 in	 the	use	of	 library	
materials	for	preparing	research	papers.	Includes	writing	lab	requirement.	This	course	fulfills	the	Gordon	Rule.	Students	will	write	a	minimum	of	
6,000	words.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 
ENG 102    ENGLISH COMPOSITION II/WORLD LITERATURE      
A	course	in	effective	writing,	emphasizing	analysis	of	works	of	literature.	Students	study	the	various	literary	genres,	reading	and	writing	critically	on	
a	global	canon.	This	course	fulfills	the	Gordon	Rule.	Students	will	write	a	minimum	of	6,000	words.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 ENG	101	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 
ENG 201    STUDIES IN POETRY                
A	survey	of	the	genre,	using	a	global	canon	to	study	the	formal	elements	and	various	forms	of	poetry.		
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 
ENG 202    STUDIES IN SHORT FICTION               
A	survey	of	the	genre,	using	a	global	canon	to	study	the	formal	elements	of	the	short	story.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 
ENG 203    STUDIES IN DRAMA    
A	survey	of	the	genre,	using	a	global	canon	to	study	the	formal	elements	of	dramatic	literature.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
ENG 204    STUDIES IN THE NOVEL               
A	survey	of	the	genre,	using	a	global	canon	to	study	the	formal	elements	of	the	novel.		
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
ENG 311    CREATIVE WRITING    
A	practical	course	in	creative	writing	of	poetry,	drama,	short	stories,	fiction,	and	non-fiction	as	genres	of	literary	expression.			
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
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ENG 325    SHAKESPEARE                
An	intensive	study	of	the	plays	and	sonnets	of	William	Shakespeare.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee: 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
ENG 330    AMERICAN LITERATURE I               
A	survey	of	American	authors	from	the	Colonial	Period,	the	Age	of	Reason	and	the	Romantic	Era.		
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
ENG 331    AMERICAN LITERATURE II               
A	survey	of	American	authors	from	the	Age	of	Realism	through	the	20th	century.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
ENG 340    BRITISH LITERATURE I               
A	survey	of	major	British	authors	up	to	and	including	the	Renaissance.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
ENG 341    BRITISH LITERATURE II             
A	survey	of	major	British	authors	after	the	Renaissance	and	through	the	20th	Century.		
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 




Credits: 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 
ENG 420    TOPICS IN LITERATURE   
An	advanced	study	of	selected	themes,	genres	and	authors.	
Credits: 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
ENG 470    WRITING THE MAJOR THESIS               
This	is	an	upper-division	writing	workshop	in	which	students	receive	instruction	and	feedback	in	writing	as	well	as	reinforcement	of	writing	
skills.	Taught	by	an	English	professor,	 the	course	allows	students	 to	develop	writing	projects	 for	assignments	 in	 their	major	program	and	to	
receive	guidance	on	these	projects	from	the	planning	stages	through	completion.	Input	from	faculty	members	in	the	student’s	major	program	is	
encouraged.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
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ENG 497  INDEPENDENT STUDY            
Credits: 	 1-9		 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 
ENV 130   HUMAN ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS                
This	 course	 introduces	 students	 to	 the	 study	 of	 human-environment	 interactions	 from	 an	 anthropological	 perspective.	 The	 course	 begins	 with	





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
ENV 250  ENVIRONMENTAL RISK AND PUBLIC HEALTH          
This	course	will	expose	students	to	critical	issues	in	global	health,	emphasizing	an	interdisciplinary	approach	to	investigating	global	health	problems.	
The	concepts	and	issues	of	global	health	will	be	considered	as	well	as	emerging	issues	and	future	concerns.	Selected	critical	global	topics	include	the	
following:	 environmental	 health,	 chronic	 diseases,	 infectious	 diseases,	 nutrition,	 mental	 health,	 as	 well	 as	 common	 prevention	 and	 adaptation	
strategies	employed	worldwide.	Assessment	covers	the	principles	and	methods	used	in	evaluating	human	health	risks	from	environmental	hazards,	
including	quantitative	and	qualitative	aspects	of	hazard	identification,	dose-response	assessment,	exposure	assessment,	and	risk	characterization.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
ENV 310  ENVIRONMENTAL LAW  
What	are	the	legal	mechanisms	that	affect	the	human-environment	nexus	and	how	do	they	work?		This	course	begins	by	considering	the	historical	
development	of	environmental	values,	policies,	and	legal	frameworks	including	a	discussion	of	legal	theory,	economics	and	the	environment,	common	
law	 roots,	 various	 governance	 structures	 including	 approaches	 to	 federalism,	 and	 environmental	 justice.	 Such	 issues,	 associated	 laws	 and	 their	
consequences	will	be	examined	in	a	comparative	manner;	the	U.S.,	other	countries,	regional	and	global	contexts	will	be	explicitly	included.	Case	law,	
major	statutes	and	customary	law	will	inform	discussions.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
ENV 320   ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS              
This	 course	 addresses	 a	 variety	 of	 theoretical	 positions	 and	 applied	 topics	 in	 environmental	 ethics	 from	 both	 traditional	 and	 nontraditional	
perspectives.	The	positions	 include:	traditional	ethics	concerning	the	environment	that	do	not	constitute	an	environmental	ethic	(or,	ethic	of	the	






Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 






Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
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Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 DQR	200	
	
ENV 368  PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  
This	course	is	an	exploration	of	the	human	species	and	primate	order	in	the	biological	context.	The	course	will	clearly	define	the	field	of	physical	
anthropology	 and	 its	 relationship	 with	 the	 other	 fields	 of	 anthropology.	 Topics	 include	 human	 evolution,	 genetics,	 human	 variation,	 neural	
mechanisms	and	cognition,	the	biological	basis	of	behavior,	a	non-human	primate	survey,	non-human	primate	behavior,	and	functional	morphology.	
Students	will	come	away	with	an	understanding	of	the	human	species	place	in	the	natural	world.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
ENV 420  GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS  
The	intent	of	this	course	is	to	provide	the	students	with	a	detailed	introduction	in	geographic	information	systems	(GIS)	supported	by	laboratory	
activities.	 The	 course	 will	 cover	 all	 working	 knowledge	 of	 the	 theory	 aspects	 of	 geographic	 information	 systems,	 including	 data	 collection,	
preprocessing,	data	management,	and	data	analysis,	as	well	as	an	 introduction	 to	the	application	of	these	systems.	Students	will	 gain	experience	
identifying,	 critiquing,	 and	 utilizing	 environmental	 data	 gathered	 from	 governmental	 agencies	 and	will	 situation	 that	 information	 in	 a	 broader	
environmental	context.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 ENV	130	
	
ENV 490      SEMINAR IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES              
This	 seminar	course	 in	Environmental	Studies	 is	a	 topic	based	course	designed	 to	expose	students	 to	a	 specific	 subject	area	within	 the	 field	of	
Environmental	 Science.	 This	 course	 allows	 students	 to	 fully	 explore	 the	 intricate	 facets	 of	 the	 seminar	 topic,	 and	 develop	 a	 comprehensive	
understanding	of	the	subject	matter.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	or	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
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ESE 103 INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 
This	online	course	will	enhance	instructional	leaders’	capacity	to	provide	SWD	the	appropriate	access	to	the	general	education	curriculum	in	the	least	
restrictive	 environment	 with	 the	 appropriate	 supports	 for	 each.	 Leadership	 role	 definition	 learn	 how	 to	 develop	 flexible	 schedules,	 monitor	































Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:   None		







Lab Fee: None 
Pre Reqs: None 
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:   Fall			
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Credits:  3 
Offered:  Fall 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre Reqs:  None 
 





analysis,	 identifying	 student	academic	and/or	behavioral	 skill	 deficit	 and	matching	 to	 intervention	and	 instruction,	write	 	 SMART	Response	 to	
Intervention	goals	and	how	to	implement	progress	monitoring.	
Credits:  3 
Offered:  Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre Reqs:  None 
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:  Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:   None		
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:   Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 
ESE 503   SPEECH LANGUAGE NEEDS FOR SWD    
Gives	 a	 general	 overview	 of	 speech-language	 pathology,	 including	 incidence	 of	 communicative	 disorders,	 normal	 speech	 and	 language	
development	and	disorders.	Principles	of	assessment	of	language	disorders	in	preschool,	school-age,	and	adolescent	populations.	Provides	
exposure	to	the	area	of	augmentative/alternative	communication	(AAC).	Topics	will	include	functional	dimensions	of	AAC	systems;	symbol	




Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:	 	 None	
 
ESE 505   ASSESSMENT OF EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS            	
The	 purpose	 of	 this	 course	 is	 to	 offer	 an	 advance	 set	 of	 skills	 in	 assessment	 as	 it	 applies	 to	 the	 characteristics	 and	 needs	 of	 the	 students	 with	
disabilities.	The	course	will	 emphasize	 the	basic	 considerations	of	assessment	 and	measurement,	 as	well	as	 the	actual	 assessment	 instruments,	
techniques	and	decisions	which	lead	to	appropriate	educational	programming	for	students	with	disabilities	and	emphasis	on	ASD.	Both	in	the	general	
education	and	special	education	classrooms.	The	course	will	also	examine	the	use	of	informal	methods	used	in	special	education	classrooms;	portfolio	
assessment,	authentic	 assessment,	observation,	 anecdotal	and	various	recording	methods	will	 also	be	covered.	A	minimum	of	 10	hours	of	 field	
experience	required.	This	course	is	considered	for	ASD	endorsement.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:   Fall		
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Credits:  3   
Offered:  Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:   Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:   None		
	





Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:    Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:   Summer	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 








Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	
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Credits:  3   
Offered:   Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
	




Credits:  3   
Offered:   Summer	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None 
 





Credits:  3 
Offered:   Spring,	Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 
ESE 581   STUDENT TEACHING IN  EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT EDUCATION      
This	course	provides	the	opportunity	for	independent	practice	teaching	in	a	diverse	classroom	in	order	to	utilize	the	knowledge,	attitudes,	and	skills	
necessary	to	demonstrate	competency	in	the	Florida	Educator	Accomplished	Practices and	Marzano	evaluation.	Besides	attending	their	assigned	
placements,	 student	 teachers	are	also	required	to	participate	in	bi-weekly	seminars	designed	to	assist	 in	transferring	the	knowledge	and	skills	
learned	in	the	university	classroom	and	during	field	placements.	A	minimum	of	525	hours	of	field	experience	required.	This	course	can	be	taken	in	
lieu	of	ESE	580/ESE	540	combination.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:  Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None		
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:   Fall		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  None	
 
ESL 310   SHELTERED CONTENT INSTRUCTION FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS             
This	course	is	a	comprehensive	overview	of	instructional	methods	and	strategies	for	English	language/literacy	development	and	content	instruction	
to	English	language	learners	enrolled	in	a	various	program	models.		The	course	is	designed	to	help	teachers	make	applications	from	research	findings	
to	practice	 in	 their	 classrooms	with	 an	understanding	of	 culture	and	 its	 relationship	 to	academic	 achievement.	 Eight	hours	of	 field	observation	
required.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:   Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:   ESL	300	
 




in	 diverse	 classrooms,	 and	 guide	 teachers	 to	 think	 critically	 and	 reflectively	 about	 their	 decisions	 as	 a	 teacher	 in	 a	 multi-cultural	 educational	
classroom.		Eight	hours	of	field	observations	are	required.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:    Fall		
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FA 090   INTRODUCTION TO DRAWING 
This course serves as a prerequisite to the fine arts curriculum in the BFA programs.  The student is required to produce a portfolio which includes 4-5 life 
drawings. These drawings must demonstrate a proper understanding of line, mass, value and form.  
Credits:  0   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
FA 105   PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN  
This course offers a continuing study in the concepts of design. Students have an opportunity to demonstrate competency in the elements that form the 
basis of two-dimensional art work such as line, shape, mass, texture, space, color and value. These skills are used as a tool for analyzing and designing spatial 
relationships, leading to a stronger sense of visualization and communication of three-dimensional forms.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall, Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
FA 115   BASIC DRAWING 
An introduction to the fundamentals of drawing, this course examines a variety of basic skills, approaches and concepts through a comprehensive range of 
media. Orthographic views and perspective are explored.    
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall, Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
FA 125   FIGURE DRAWING I 
In this studio-based course, drawing from live models, students have an opportunity to develop an understanding of gesture, movement, form, volume and 
light. Emphasis is placed on the utilization of an economy of line to convey the structures of the figure.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall, Spring	
Lab Fee:  $60	
Pre-Reqs:             FA	115	
 
FA 315   EXPRESSIVE DRAWING 
In this course students focus on the muscular structure of the human face and body, with an emphasis on facial and body language which result from 
character movement in an environment.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             FA	115	
 
FA 325   FIGURE DRAWING II 
This course explores drawing the live human figure nude and clothed as it determines our understanding of subject, theme, composition and meaning. 
Attention is paid to facial details and expressiveness of the figure and personality.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  $60	
Pre-Reqs:             FA	125	
 
FA 341   DRAWING ANATOMY 
Drawing from live models in this studio-based course, students seek to develop an understanding of gesture, movement, form, volume/mass and light. They 
study and practice developing necessary skills to draw the human head, body, hands and feet in proportion to the skeletal and muscular structure of the 
human body and to identify origin, insertion and function of the major muscles. The students utilize composition, line, tone and mass in realistic figure and 
character studies.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  $60	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
FA 505   ADVANCED DRAWING & PAINTING STUDIO 
In this course, students study the human figure as an expression and reflection of nature. Formal analysis, in terms of visual and structural constructs of the 
human figure, is presented as well as the images used as media for projection and expression of human consciousness. Traditional drawing techniques of 
human figures in motion are emphasized in order to develop understanding of skeletal and motion mechanisms.   
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
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FOR 130  INTRODUCTION TO FORENSIC SCIENCE                     
An	introduction	to	the	uses	and	methods	of	forensic	science.	This	course	will	examine	the	types	of	evidence	that	result	from	scientific	analysis	of	a	
crime	scene,	the	methods	used	to	evaluate	this	evidence,	the	limits	of	these	techniques,	and	the	role	of	the	forensic	scientist	in	criminal	investigation.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	





Credits:	 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 $30	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 






Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 
FOR 340 TRACE EVIDENCE AND MICROSCOPY 
Trace	evidence	makes	up	much	of	the	transfer	evidence	left	behind	by	contact	at	a	crime	scene.	The	course	instructs	students	in	the	analysis	of	trace	
evidence	typically	found	in	forensic	investigations	such	as	hair,	fibers,	gunshot	residue,	glass	and	paint.		The	course	focuses	on	the	use	of	the	light	












Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 SCI	110,	111	and	290.	
	









Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
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Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 SCI	130	and	131	
	
FOR 440  FORENSIC PATHOLOGY                                                  
This	forensic	pathology	course	is	designed	to	introduce	to	students	those	aspects	involved	with	the	determination	of	the	cause	of	death	or	injury	to	a	
victim.	 The	 course	 discusses	 the	 procedures	 necessary	 to	 identify	 the	 victim,	 and	 the	mechanism	 and	manner	 of	 death,	 from	 natural	 causes	 to	
accidental,	suicide	and	homicide.	It	also	discusses	the	collection	and	evaluation	of	biological	evidence	surrounding	the	death,	including	environmental	
and	toxicological	impacts.	Finally,	the	course	discusses	the	medico-legal	responsibilities	and	expert	testimony	concerning	the	death.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 SCI	130	
	
FOR 450  FORENSIC CASE STUDIES  
This	course	will	use	selected	case	studies	to	explore	the	clinical	aspects	of	psychological	disorders	as	they	relate	to	criminal	behavior.	By	focusing	on	
the	issue	s	of	sanity	and	competence,	the	course	will	take	a	practical	approach	to	understanding	psychological	disorders	and	how	they	impact	people	
in	ways	 that	 lead	 to	various	kinds	of	 criminal	behavior.	The	course	will	 also	explore	how	the	 legal	 system	attempts	 to	 process	 individuals	with	
psychological	disorders.	Topics	will	include	the	implications	for	law	enforcement	in	dealing	with	psychologically	impaired	criminals.	The	course	will	
examine	the	current	practice,	techniques	and	applications	of	interviewing	and	interrogation	in	forensic	settings.	 	Students	will	 learn	current	and	
relevant	 systemic	 influences	 for	 the	 solicitation	 of	 information	which	 are	 the	most	 accepted	 by	 the	 scientific	 and	 legal	 community.	 Ethical	 and	
reliability	issues	regarding	torture	and	adverse	conditioning	factors	will	be	explored.	Specific	areas	to	be	covered	include	interpretation	of	verbal	and	
physical	 behavior,	 causes	 of	 denial,	 deception	 and	 defensiveness	 as	 related	 to	 psychopathology,	 memory	 enhancement,	 recovered	 memory,		
psychological	 theoretical	models	of	 confession,	 false	confessions,	 critical	analysis	of	 interrogator	 intuitive	 judgments	and	ethical	 considerations	
involved	with	interviewing	and	interrogation.	Profiling	will	be	discussed.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	




Credits:  3 
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 
GA 210   CONCEPT ART FOR GAMING I 
This course focuses on basic drawing and sketching techniques for game art. The students study the aesthetics of creating characters appealing to the 
audience as well as the various elements in creating different races, cultures, character expressions and personalities.  
Credits:   3 
Offered:    Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:  FA 125  
 
GA 240   CONCEPT ART FOR GAMING II 
This course focuses on advanced techniques to convey a visual representation of a design, idea, and/or mood for use in a video game before it is implemented 
into the final product. The student refines the aesthetic of creating characters appealing to the audience as well as developing elements representing 
different races, cultures, character expressions and personalities.   
Credits:   3 
Offered:     Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:   GA 210  
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GA 250   DIGITAL SCULPTING I 
Students explore the sculpting techniques involved in creating 3D assets used in industry standard game engines. Students study sculpting optimization and 
level of detail. Students develop a diversified portfolio of game assets from a variety of artistic styles.   
Credits:   3 
Offered:   Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:   CA 270  
 
GA 320   LEVEL DESIGN FUNDAMENTALS 
Students explore design techniques involved in creating 3D assets used in industry standard game engines. Students study design optimization and level of 
detail.  
Credits:   3 
Offered:   Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:    GA 250  
 
GA 330   DIGITAL SCULPTING II 
This class focuses on facial definition and anatomical imbalance in the facial structure and anatomy of characters and creatures. Students create high quality 
displacement and normal maps for use in 3D game applications. Students explore the uses of materials, textures, paint and illustration tools as well.   
Credits:   3 
Offered:    Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:    GA 250  
 
GA 350   LEVEL DESIGN I 
Students apply more advanced techniques involved in creating 3D assets used in industry level game engines. Students prepare assets for use in an industry 
level game engine.  
Credits:   3 
Offered:   Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:    GA 320  
 
GA 420   LEVEL DESIGN II 
This course further explores advanced game production techniques. Students develop a specialization in specific techniques through professor supervised 
projects. Regular studio environment deadlines are emphasized.   
Credits:   3 
Offered:  Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:   GA 350  
 
GA 430   GAME ART PORTFOLIO RESEARCH 
In this course students complete drafts of portfolio pieces, organize them for presentation and focus on works that reflect and enhance their individual 
strengths. This course assists students in defining and pursuing career paths.   
Credits:   3 
Offered:    Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:    CA 380  
 
GA 440   GAME ART PORTFOLIO I 
This course focuses on the development portfolios and demo reels to assist students in their career search. Previous work is evaluated to determine a 
students’ strengths and weaknesses.   
Credits:   1-4	
Offered:   Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:   GA 420  
 
GA 450   GAME ART PORTFOLIO II 
This course assesses student progress through the third academic year with a focus on portfolio for career preparation. Students present a completed 
portfolio review and determine the quality of work with an opportunity for revision. Students complete a professional resume and perform a comprehensive 
job search.   
Credits:  1-3 
Offered:    Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
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Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:  None 
 
GVC 122  DRAWING AND DESIGN              	
This	 introductory	course	offers	 students	 the	opportunity	 to	build	a	 foundation	 in	 basic	 drawing	and	 design.	 	Assigned	 projects	will	 explore	 the	
application	of	drawing	and	design	principles	and	visual	elements	such	as	line,	form,	texture	and	value.	Emphasis	will	be	placed	on	the	creation	of	
conceptual	and	aesthetic	compositions.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed 	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	




Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed 	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
GVC 220    DIGITAL LAYOUT AND DESIGN   
This	 course	 provides	 an	 overview	 of	 visual	 design	 practices	 that	 integrate	 design	 principles,	 digital	 photography,	 typography	 and	 graphics	 in	
preparation	for	use	in	print	and	web	publications	such	as	flyers,	brochures,	posters,	magazines	and	web	pages.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             FA	105	or	CGD	125	
 
GVC 235  WEB DESIGN  
This	 course	 is	 an	 introduction	 to	 the	 publishing	 and	 development	 of	 websites.	 Lectures	 and	 demonstrations	 are	 used	 to	 discuss	 web	 design	
fundamentals.	Students	have	the	opportunity	to	design	and	code	web	 templates;	develop	web	pages,	image	galleries	and	navigation	menus	using	
industry	standard	software.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
GVC 299  TOPICS IN GRAPHIC AND VISUAL COMMUNICATION    	
Specialized	topics	and	trends	in	visual	communication	not	covered	in	existing	courses,	such	as:	informational	design,	handmade	art	books,	graphic	
web	design,	etc.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed 	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
GVC 330    GRAPHICS II                
Intermediate	study	of	the	materials	and	methods	of	graphic	design.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             GVC	230	
 
GVC 340    DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION    
This	course	focuses	on	the	use	of	computer-based	drawing	tools	and	vector-based	graphics.	Through	a	combination	of	lectures,	demonstrations,	
assignments	 and	critiques,	 students	conceptualize	and	create	digital	 illustrations	 that	 can	be	 incorporated	 into	a	wide	variety	of	media	 formats.	
Course	content	focuses	on	design,	layout,	typography,	color	theory	and	project	preparation	for	print	and	Internet-delivered	publications.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
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Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             CGD	125	
	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Spring	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             GVC	220	
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             GVC	220	or	CGD	115	
 
GVC 365    COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY   
Advanced	study	in	the	use	of	color	in	photography.	Coordinated	work	with	certain	other	art	and	fashion	classes	is	required.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             GVC	165		
	
GVC 375    HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY               
A	chronological	survey	of	photography	from	the	early	technical	developments	to	contemporary	digital	imaging	with	emphasis	on	conceptual	and	
thematic	aspects,	as	well	as	the	impact	on	society.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
GVC 380    THREE-DIMENSIONAL DESIGN               
Development	of	traditional	and	digital	skills	for	creating	three-dimensional,	conceptual	and	presentation	models	of	products,	furniture	and	buildings	using	
standard	and	3D	printing	formats.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
GVC 390    TYPOGRAPHY                
Typographical	forms	are	studied	as	both	visual	and	verbal	means	of	communication.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             GVC	330		
 
GVC 395  VISUAL COMMUNICATION THEORY 	
This	course	explores	the	language	of	visual	communication	and	theories	of	perception	and	attention	as	applied	to	print	and	electronic	forms.		
Credits:  3  	
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
  
GVC 399   ISSUES IN GRAPHIC AND VISUAL COMMUNICATION  
A	seminar	with	variable	topics,	dealing	with	issues	in	graphic	and	visual	communication,	such	as:	motion	graphics,	senior	design	studio,	advanced	
computer	graphics,	computer	animation,	etc.	
Credits:  1-9   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
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GVC 405   DIGITAL COMPOSITING   
This	course	is	a	project-based	course	exploring	technique	and	aesthetic	issues	in	the	production	of	time-based	imagery.	Students	use	layer-based	
compositing	software	to	combine	a	wide	range	of	visual	elements	from	various	media	formats	such	as	digital	video,	animation	and	still	imagery.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             GVC	340		
	
GVC 430    GRAPHICS PRACTICUM               
Students	complete	individual	projects	in	advertising	and	graphic	design;	the	instructor	acts	as	client	and	critic.	Students’	progress	from	proposal	and	
contract	to	final	presentation.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Permission	of	instructor	
 
GVC 442   ADVANCED DIGITAL ART     
This	course	offers	students	the	opportunity	to	explore	the	dynamic	field	of	digital	media	through	discussion	of	current	issues,	research	and	trends	in	
digital	art	and	design.	Working	with	the	instructor,	each	student	focuses	on	career-related	media	and/or	commercial	practice.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Digital	Art	&	Design	major/minor	and	senior	standing	or	permission	of	the	instructor	
 
GVC 455    ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHY   
Advanced	study	of	photography	as	an	art	form;	includes	use	of	color	in	photography,	experimentation	in	composition	and	techniques	in	large	format	
printing.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             GVC	165	
	
GVC 493    PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES   
This	course	addresses	the	transition	from	student	study	to	the	professions	of	graphic	design,	photography	and	computer	animation.	Working	in	small	
groups,	students	design,	prepare	and	present	portfolios	and	resumes.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed 
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             75	credits	completed	
 
GVC 498     INDEPENDENT STUDY IN GRAPHIC  AND VISUAL COMMUNICATION  
Opportunity	for	students	to	study	areas	of	special	interest	in	graphic	and	visual	communication.	Student	registration	dependent	on	approval	of	a	written	
course	proposal.		
Credits:  1-9   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Permission	of	college	dean	
 





Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs: 	 None	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	I,	Fall	II 
Lab Fee:  None 
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Credits:  3 
Offered:               Fall I, Fall	II 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None 
 





Credits:  3  	
Offered:               Spring	I,	Spring	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 





Credits:  3  	
Offered:               Spring	I,	Spring	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 





Credits:  3  	
Offered:               Summer	I,	Summer	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 






Credits:  3  	
Offered:               Summer I, Summer	II	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
GWD 625   INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN AND DELIVERY 
This course explores instructional design and delivery. The topics include assessments, facilitation strategies, instructional materials, instructional objectives, 
and evaluation. Individual learning styles, instructional models and delivery formats are studied in relation to graphic and web design instruction.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
GWD 675   PEDAGOGY AND THE ARTS 
This course introduces the students to the science and art of education, specifically instructional theory and techniques. The students will be required to 
participate in both lecture and lab based environments that will require them to apply instructional theory and techniques in a classroom and/or workshop 
setting.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None	
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HA 100    INTRODUCTION TO HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM      
Covers	the	growth	and	progress	of	the	hospitality	industry	and	how	hospitality	and	tourism	businesses	are	organized,	financed	and	operated.	The	
industry’s	opportunities	and	future	trends	are	stressed.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
HA 110   INTRODUCTION TO EVENT MANAGEMENT                 
An	 introductory	 investigation	of	 the	 logistics	 and	managerial	 considerations	 involved	with	 the	 event	 industry.	Studies	are	 focused	on	 planning,	
executing	and	analyzing	the	success	of	events.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  $200 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
HA 337   ROOMS DIVISION MANAGEMENT   
A	study	of	rooms	division	procedures,	operations	and	management	including	identification	and	duties	of	the	rooms	division	staff,	guest	relations,	
front	office	salesmanship,	rooming	procedures,	housekeeping,	security	and	night	audit	procedures.	Case	studies	will	be	used	throughout	the	course.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
HA 352	 	 BANQUET, CATERING OPERATIONS AND CONTROL	
In	the	course,	students	plan	and	create	high-quality	banquet	and	catering	functions.	Emphasis	is	on	learning	the	principles	of	development,	
management,	delivery,	presentation	and	high-quality	production.	





HA 370   GROUP AND CONVENTION MANAGEMENT              
This	course	defines	the	scope	and	various	segments	of	the	convention	market.		It	explains	what	is	required	to	meet	the	individual	needs	of	patrons	
and	explore	methods	and	techniques	that	lend	to	the	development	and	implementations	of	more	competitive	service.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
HA 396    CURRICULAR PRACICAL TRAINING 
This	course	is	an	academic	internship	in	the	form	of	experiential	education.		It	integrates	knowledge	and	theory	learned	in	the	classroom	with	practical	
application	 and	 skill	 development	 in	 a	 professional	 setting.	 Students	 are	 required	 to	 register	 their	 internship	 by	 submitting	 an	Application	 for	
Curricular	 Practical	 Training,	 which	 requires	 the	 approval	 of	 the	 respective	 faculty	 supervisor/internship	 coordinator.	 At	 the	 end	 of	 the	
internship/term	students	will	be	required	to	complete	a	Final	Self-Evaluation	of	their	internship	in	the	form	of	an	essay/reflection.	Grade:	Pass/No	
Pass.	
Credits:  0   
Offered:              	 Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
HA 400  CURRENT ISSUES IN HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT     
The	hospitality	industry	is	constantly	changing	due	to	new	avenues	for	its	expansion	and	management.	The	purpose	of	this	course	is	to	select	current	
issues	that	are	not	covered	in	existing	courses	and	expose	the	students	to	recent	developments	and	future	research	in	the	hospitality	industry.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
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HA 401  CURRENT ISSUES IN EVENT MANAGEMENT  
The	event	 industry	is	constantly	changing	due	to	new	avenues	for	its	expansion	and	management.	The	purpose	of	this	course	is	to	select	current	
issues	that	are	not	covered	in	existing	courses	and	expose	the	students	to	recent	developments	and	future	research	in	the	hospitality	industry. 	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             HOSPITALITY	MAJORS:	HA	100,	HA	261,	HA	337,	HA	400.	EVENT	MAJORS:	HA	110,	HA	352,	HA	370,	HA	401	
	
HA 490   HOSPITALITY INTERNSHIP   
Includes	50	hours	per	credit	of	field	work	in	the	hospitality	industry.	The	field	experience	will	be	accompanied	by	readings,	reports,	journals	and	
faculty	conferences.		
Credits:  1-9   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             Permission	of	faculty	mentor,	2.5	cumulative	GPA	in	major	and/or	departmental	approval.	
 
HA 525    FOOD SERVICE ADMINISTRATION              
Food	service	systems	and	operations.	Controls	and	financial	management	of	efficient	food	service	operations.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
HA 530    RESORT DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT           
Principles	of	resort	management	with	particular	reference	to	the	social,	economic	and	environmental	issues	involved	in	resort	development	and	
management.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             HA	525,	HA	575	
 
HA 575    SERVICE MANAGEMENT               
An	integrated	approach	to	the	marketing,	operational	and	human	aspects	of	managing	a	service	business.	Case	studies	of	service	businesses	provide	
the	major	focus	for	service	management	analysis.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             MBA	620	
	
HA 596    CURRICULAR PRACICAL TRAINING 
This	course	is	an	academic	internship	in	the	form	of	experiential	education.		It	integrates	knowledge	and	theory	learned	in	the	classroom	with	practical	
application	 and	 skill	 development	 in	 a	 professional	 setting.	 Students	 are	 required	 to	 register	 their	 internship	 by	 submitting	 an	Application	 for	
Curricular	 Practical	 Training,	 which	 requires	 the	 approval	 of	 the	 respective	 faculty	 supervisor/internship	 coordinator.	 At	 the	 end	 of	 the	
internship/term	students	will	be	required	to	complete	a	Final	Self-Evaluation	of	their	internship	in	the	form	of	an	essay/reflection.	Grade:	Pass/No	
Pass.	
Credits:  0 - 3   
Offered:              	 Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
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HCM 240   HEALTHCARE OPERATIONS 
This	 course	 provides	 a	 conceptual	 foundation	 in	 various	 management	 specializations’	 including	 basic	 statistics	 (descriptive	 and	 analytical);	
operations	strategies;	competitiveness;	productivity;	and	an	introduction	to	quality	management.	It	provides	a	basic	review	of	the	most	popular	
operational	tools,	concepts	and	statistics	used	in	health/business	today	such	as	quality	tools	and	techniques	used	in	problem	solving	and	decision	
making.	 Topics	 include:	 Pareto	 charts;	 cause	 and-	 effects	 diagrams;	 histograms;	 scatter	 diagrams;	 quality	 function	 deployment;	 continuous	
improvement;	benchmarking;	just-in	time	manufacturing;	and	implementing	total	quality.	





































HIS 113  20TH CENTURY WORLD   
An	examination	of	significant	trends	and	events	from	1930	to	the	present	using	comparative	perspectives.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 
HIS 221  AMERICAN HISTORY I                 
A	general	examination	of	the	social,	political,	cultural,	and	economic	history	of	the	United	States	from	the	“New	World”	to	the	Civil	War.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
HIS 222    AMERICAN HISTORY II              
A	general	examination	of	the	social,	political,	cultural,	economic	and	international	events	influencing	the	United	States	from	the	Civil	War	to	World	
War	II.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
HIS 225    UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT   
An	examination	of	 the	U.S.	Constitution;	foundations	of	political	power;	national	parties;	the	executive,	 legislative	and	judicial	functions;	and	the	
impact	of	government	policies	on	national	and	international	issues.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
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HIS 230    SOCIAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES               
A	topical	approach	to	key	political	and	social	events	that	have	an	impact	on	American	culture.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 
HIS 332    HISTORY OF AMERICAN CAPITALISM  
This	course	is	a	 survey	of	the	development	of	American	business	from	colonial	times	to	 the	present.	The	course	will	 investigate	the	evolution	of	
modern	managerial	capitalism	and	study	some	of	the	people	who	created	it,	organized	it	and	then	made	it	work.	In	addition,	this	course	will	explore	
the	history	of	managerial	behavior	and	ethics	in	American	business.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
HIS 360    THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE THROUGH FILM          
Historical	and	contemporary	America	as	viewed	by	 the	American	 film	 industry	using	various	perspectives	across	 disciplines	 such	 as:	 social	and	
behavioral	sciences,	science	and	technologies,	film,	and	humanities.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
HIS 482    HISTORY SEMINAR             
A	series	of	analyses	and	discussions	of	contemporary	problems	in	political	science.	Individual	student	research	and	reports	are	required.		
Credits: 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 Senior	Standing		
	
HIS 497  INDEPENDENT STUDY            
Credits: 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
HU 105   HISTORY OF ADVERTISING DESIGN 
This course is an introduction to the history and overall view of the diversity of advertising in American culture.  Advertising in its essence is created to 
persuade targeted audiences to purchase.  Students in this course explore past, present and future potential theories, combined with mass media in an 
effort to allow for a well-rounded understanding and knowledge base of this field.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
HU 205   ADVERTISING RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 
This course is designed to engage students in the analysis, research, evaluation and acquisition for making advertising recommendations and decisions in 
the mass media. Course emphasis is on understanding and developing measurable returns on client investment by understanding clearly defined objectives, 
methods and analysis of all data required for correct marketing techniques for the desired product, promotions and placement.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             GVC	220	
  
HU 215   WRITING FOR ADVERTISING  
With this customized writing course for advertising design, students study the unique characteristics and techniques that include the application of 
developing a creative strategy for print and digital media. Conveying the message with words combined with graphics is essential in the application in the 
successful art of advertising.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed 	
Lab Fee:  None	
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Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	





governed	by	stereotypes	and	misleading	distortions.	Classic	 themes	of	the	Western	philosophical	 tradition	will	be	addressed,	while	 stressing	the	
universality	of	the	search	for	meaning	in	life	that	drives	all	philosophical	reflection.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	






Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 Junior	or	Senior	standing		
	





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
 








Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None		
	
HUM 350    AMERICAN PHILOSOPHY   
This	course	explores	the	tradition	of	ideas	in	America.	The	focal	point	of	the	course	will	be	America’s	most	distinctive	contribution	to	the	tradition	of	
philosophy,	 the	 philosophy	 of	 pragmatism.	 America’s	 attempt	 to	 express	 itself	 philosophically	 assumed	many	 forms.	 	 Sources	will	 be	 varied	 as	
students	trace	the	development	of	common	themes	in	the	early	religious	thought	of	the	Puritans,	the	American	Enlightenment	and	the	philosophy	of	
the	founding,	Transcendentalism	and	the	rise	of	democratic	individuality,	the	abolitionist	movement	and	women’s	rights	and	pragmatism	itself.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 Junior	or	Senior	standing		
	
HUM 390    LIBERAL ARTS INTERNSHIP   
Opportunity	for	Liberal	Arts	majors	to	gain	on-the-job	experience	through	an	internship	placement.		
Credits: 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 Advisor/Dean	permission	
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HUM 397  INDEPENDENT STUDY   
Credits:	 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
HUM 399                COMMUNITY AWARENESS                                  
An	integral	part	of	a	liberal	arts	education	is	to	engender	a	sense	of	responsibility.	The	purpose	of	this	course	is	to	create	such	an	opportunity	through	
a	pre-approved	community	service	project.	
Credits:  1-3		                         
Offered:  Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:  Junior	or	Senior	Standing 
	
HUM 411    ART HISTORY: 1945 TO THE PRESENT              
From	the	development	of	Abstract	Expressionism	through	Postmodernism.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	





their	 own	 day-to-day	 environments.	 Historical	 contexts	 will	 be	 used	 to	 establish	 philosophical	 perspectives	 in	 order	 to	 identify,	 analyze,	 and	
ultimately	critique	contemporary	ethical	issues—in	particular,	those	issues	which	are	relevant	to	 the	student’s	chosen	career	paths	and	areas	of	
special	research	interest.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
HUM 490    LIBERAL ARTS SEMINAR   
A	capstone	senior	course.		
Credits:	 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
HUM 495, 496, 497   INTERNATIONAL STUDIES IN ART AND HUMANITIES          
International	studies	abroad	in	languages,	arts	and	cultures	of	foreign	nations	and	societies,	stressing	the	unique	experience	of	study	in	a	foreign	
country	and	direct	experience	of	another	culture.		
Credits: 	 3-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 Permission	of	advisor/dean	
	
IRPS 220   GLOBAL HUMAN RIGHTS 
Global	Human	Rights	focuses	on	the	political	aspects	of	human	rights	 in	a	number	of	contexts:	theoretical/philosophical,	 legal	and	public	policy.	
Various	 geographic	 regions	 are	 studied	 to	 highlight	 specific	 cases	 of	 human	 rights	 protection	 and	 violations.	 Both	 Western	 and	 non-Western	
perceptions	of	human	rights	form	the	context	for	exploring	topics	pertaining	to	natural	rights,	economic/social/cultural	rights,	civil/political	rights,	
individual	and	collective	rights	and	the	debate	between	cultural	relativism	and	universal	human	rights.	This	course	also	surveys,	through	the	use	of	
documentaries	and	movies,	 some	of	 the	most	critical	and	controversial	human	rights	 (e.g.	 self-determination,	genocide/ethnocide,	women’s	and	
children’s	rights	and	labor	rights)	and	the	relevant	mechanisms	and	institutions	for	the	successful	implementation	of	human	rights	norms,	standards	
and	practices.		
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
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IRPS 310    INTERNATIONAL LAW                
This	course	explores	the	historical	roots	of	international	law,	its	various	 theoretical	foundations	and	sources.	Specific	areas	of	law	to	be	studied	
include	human	rights,	 law	of	 the	 sea,	environmental	 law,	 the	 use	of	 force/warfare	and	 international	 criminal	 law.	Defining	 the	 legal	 concepts	of	




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 




Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 




Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
IRPS 360    POLITICS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES              
The	 Politics	 of	 Indigenous	 Peoples	 course	 concentrates	 on	 the	 interactions	 between	 indigenous	 and	 non-indigenous	 participants	 in	 global	
relations.	Grounded	in	international/global	relations	theories,	the	course’s	underlying	premise	is	that	aboriginal/indigenous	peoples	are	distinct	
communities	which	exercise	some	form	of	self-determination,	sovereignty	or	autonomy.	While	referencing	historical	events,	this	course	focuses	
on	 contemporary	 indigenous	 peoples’	 political	 activity	 primarily	 in	 regional	 and	 global	 contexts.	 Considerable	 attention	 is	 given	 to	 the	
mechanisms	 through	which	indigenous	peoples	pursue	their	physical	and	cultural	 survival,	 including	 their	discourses	with	states,	 the	United	
Nations,	regional	organizations	such	as	the	European	Union	and	non-governmental	organizations.	Course	goals	encompass	skill	set	development	
including	writing/editing,	reading	comprehension/interpretation,	critical	thinking/analysis	and	problem-solving.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	







Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
IRPS 397  INDEPENDENT STUDY            
Credits: 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
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determine	their	foreign	policies	will	be	examined	 in	depth.	 	The	following	factors	will	be	addressed:	the	end	of	 the	bipolar,	superpower	impasse	
generated	by	the	Cold	War;	increased	interdependence	and	globalization;	ethnic	tensions;	and	rising	disparities	and	events	post-September	11.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
IRPS 471    THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY   
Discussion	of	presidential	 power,	 functions,	 relationship	with	Congress,	political	 party	 involvement,	 public	personality,	 and	 leadership.	 Selected	
presidents	are	used	as	examples.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
IRPS 475    CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS               
This	course	explores	the	complexities	and	relationships	between	a	wide	range	of	contemporary	issues	in	international	and	global	relations.	Topics	
such	as	conflict	resolution,	human	rights,	terrorism,	the	environment	and	development	are	studied	in	the	context	of	existing	and	recent	events.		
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
IRPS 483    SENIOR SEMINAR IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS  
This	is	a	capstone	course	primarily	for	International	Relations	majors.	It	brings	together	various	 topics	from	students’	previous	course	work	and	
examines	compelling	issues	in	the	discipline	in	a	rigorous	manner.	Students	undertake	a	major	thesis	project.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	




IRPS 490  SPECIAL TOPICS             
Credits: 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
IRPS 495    SPECIAL PROJECTS/INTERNSHIPS          
Offers	 opportunities	 for	 students	 to	 study	 abroad	 or	 pursue	 internships	 at	 other	 institutions	 in	 the	 public	 or	 private	 sectors.	 Special	
Projects/Internship	 is	 monitored	 by	 an	 International	 Relations	 faculty	 member	 or	 the	 internship	 director.	 Credits	 earned	 vary	 according	 to	
project/internship	workload	and	duration.	
Credits: 	 3-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
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ISM 410  NETWORK AND WIRELESS SECURITY 
This	course	will	use	a	project-based	approach	to	examine	both	network	device	security	and	wireless	security	issues.	For	wireless	security,	specific	
attention	will	be	paid	on	Wi-Fi	and	Bluetooth	technologies,	wireless	standards,	authentication	issues,	and	configuration	models.	
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LAN 100  FRENCH I                                   
Beginning	course	in	which	listening,	speaking,	reading	and	writing	will	be	 introduced.	Basic	grammar	and	vocabulary.	Supplemental	audiovisual	
materials	utilized.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
LAN 110  SPANISH I                                   
Beginning	course	in	which	listening,	speaking,	reading	and	writing	will	be	 introduced.	Basic	grammar	and	vocabulary.	Supplemental	audiovisual	
materials	utilized.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
LAN 202  FRENCH II                                   
Continuation	of	beginning	course.	Emphasizes	grammatical	structures	and	vocabulary	building	for	practice	in	fluency.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 LAN	100	or	placement	exam	
 
LAN 212  SPANISH II    
Continuation	of	beginning	course.	Emphasizes	grammatical	structures	and	vocabulary	building	for	practice	in	fluency.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 LAN	100	or	placement	exam	
	
LAN 303   FRENCH III                                   
Elementary	French.	Continuation	of	French	II	with	emphasis	on	conversation,	reading	comprehension	and	composition.		
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
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LAN 312  SPANISH III                                  
Elementary	Spanish.	Continuation	of	Spanish	II	with	emphasis	on	conversation,	reading	comprehension	and	composition.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 LAN	212	or	placement	exam	
 
LAN 320  CUENTOS CONTEMPORARIOS (CONTEMPORARY SHORT STORIES)  
This	literature	course	focuses	on	reading	and	analysis	of	Spanish	and	Latin	American	contemporary	short	stories.	Students	develop	an	appreciation	
of	critical	thinking	skills	such	as	analysis,	judgment	and	knowledge	of	the	sociocultural	aspect	of	Spain	and	Latin	America.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 LAN	312,	DELE	initial,	placement	exam	
	
LAN 401  FRENCH IV                                   
Emphasis	on	 fluency	 in	both	 speaking	and	composition.	Explores	 the	 history,	geography	 and	culture	of	 the	French-speaking	countries.	Business	
language	is	an	integral	part	of	this	course.		
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 LAN	303,	DELF	B2	or	placement	exam	
	
LAN 410  SPANISH IV                                  
Emphasis	on	fluency	in	both	speaking	and	composition.	Explores	the	history,	geography	and	culture	of	 the	Spanish	speaking	countries.	Business	
language	is	an	integral	part	of	this	course.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 LAN	312	or	placement	exam	
 
LDR 397    LEADERSHIP SKILLS – PERSONAL DEVELOMENT 
This	course	is	designed	to	assist	students	at	Lynn	University	-	particularly	student-athletes	-	in	exploring	and	developing	life	skills	for	success	in	the	
classroom,	in	sport,	and	in	life.	Students	will	assess,	analyze,	and	develop	skills	to	enhance	their	personal	development.	
Credits:  1   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
LYNN 101   FIRST YEAR SEMINAR             
LYNN	101	is	a	foundational	course	for	all	first	year	students.	The	course	is	designed	to	guide	students	through	the	transition	to	academic	life	at	Lynn	
University.	Students	will	be	able	to	learn	the	academic	and	administrative	competencies	vital	to	success	at	Lynn	during	a	structured,	regular	course	
time	frame.	Connected	to	 the	majors,	these	courses	will	 allow	participants	to	meet	some	of	 the	professors	in	their	chosen	 field,	who	will	give	an	
introduction	to	the	types	of	courses	required	and	experiences	found	in	the	major.	In	this	course,	students	will	also	explore	the	Freshmen	Summer	
Reader.	Additionally,	 students	will	 learn	about	many	 helpful	 programs	and	 skills	available,	 from	competent	and	 knowledgeable	university	 staff	
members,	in	areas	such	as:	academic	support;	information	literacy;	registration	and	advising;	classroom	technology;	Title	IX;	study	abroad;	and	even	
researching	future	careers.		
Credits:  1   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None 
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MAT 110    COLLEGE ALGEBRA                
Topics	include	linear	and	quadratic	functions,	polynomial	functions,	rational	functions,	exponential	and	logarithmic	functions,	systems	of	equations	
and	inequalities,	matrices	and	determinants.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
MAT 320    METHODS OF CALCULUS   
This	introduction	to	the	methods	and	applications	of	differentiation	and	integration	is	designed	primarily	for	business,	biology	and	social	science	
majors.		
Credits: 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
MBA 511   ECONOMICS AND TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS 
An	overview	of	microeconomic	applications	and	effects	of	macroeconomic	policies	for	businesses.	In	addition,	students	are	introduced	to	Microsoft	
Office	technology	applications	with	emphasis	on	Excel	spreadsheet	program.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall, Spring, Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None 
 
MBA 512   ACCOUNTING AND STATISTICS ANALYSIS 
Applications	of	accounting	concepts	and	methods	for	management	decision-making	process.	Descriptive	and	inferential	statistics	in	a	business	
context	are presented.  
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall, Spring, Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None 
 
MBA 596    CURRICULAR PRACTICAL TRAINING 
This	course	is	an	academic	internship	in	the	form	of	experiential	education.		It	integrates	knowledge	and	theory	learned	in	the	classroom	with	practical	
application	 and	 skill	 development	 in	 a	 professional	 setting.	 Students	 are	 required	 to	 register	 their	 internship	 by	 submitting	 an	Application	 for	
Curricular	 Practical	 Training,	 which	 requires	 the	 approval	 of	 the	 respective	 faculty	 supervisor/internship	 coordinator.	 At	 the	 end	 of	 the	
internship/term	students	will	be	required	to	complete	a	Final	Self-Evaluation	of	their	internship	in	the	form	of	an	essay/reflection.	Grade:	Pass/No	
Pass.	
Credits:  0 - 3   
Offered:              	 Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:              	 Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
MBA 605    MANAGING HUMAN RESOURCES               
A	 comprehensive	 study	 of	 human	 resource	 management	 in	 the	 corporate	 environment;	 special	 emphasis	 on	 topics	 encompassing	 planning,	
recruitment,	 training	and	development,	appraising	performance	measures,	 incentive	awards,	employee	benefits,	safety	and	health	and	creating	a	
high-performance	work	environment	by	a	team	of	individuals.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
MBA 606  LABOR RELATIONS 
Addresses	labor-management	 relations	 in	managing	 human	 resources.	 Covers	a	wide	range	of	issues	such	 as	labor	law,	 employee	and	
management	 rights	 and	responsibilities ,	collective	bargaining/negotiation,	 impasse	resolution	 (mediation,	 fact	 finding,	 and	arbitration),	
contract	 administration ,	employee	disciplinary	 action,	and	 grievance	 process	management.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring,	Summer	
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MBA 607  BENEFITS AND COMPENSATION MANAGEMENT 
Covers	the	management	 of	employee	benefits,	 incentives,	 pay	 and	 compensation	systems,	 insurance	and	occupational	 safety,	 law	and	
regulations	 on	employee	benefits,	retirement	 benefits,	and	 alternative	methods	 of	employee	 reward	 systems.	
Credits: 	 3	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs: 	 	 MBA	605,	MBA	606	
 
MBA 620    MARKETING MANAGEMENT IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY                                                  
This	 course	 focuses	 on	 the	 major	 decisions	 that	 marketing	 managers	 and	 top	 management	 face	 in	 their	 efforts	 to	 mesh	 the	 objectives,	 core	
competencies	and	resources	of	an	organization	with	the	opportunities	and	threats	in	an	increasingly	global	marketplace.	Students	apply	marketing	
thinking	to	products	and	services	for	any	profit	or	not-for-profit	organization.	 
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             BUS	180	or	macroeconomics,	MBA	511	might	be	taken	to	fulfill	the	prerequisite	requirement.	
 
MBA 625    INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS          
Integration	of	every	form	of	communication	to	deliver	the	same	powerful	message.	Students	use	a	customer-focused	approach	that	combines	the	full	
range	of	information	tools	and	points	of	contact	to	build	customer	loyalty.	They	also	develop	strategies	for	the	allocation	of	communications	resources.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             MBA	620	
 
MBA 626  CONSUMER NEURSCIENCE AND BEHAVIOR 
An	 introduction	 to	 the	multidisciplinary	 field	of	consumer	 neuroscience	 and	neuromarketing.	 The	course	will	 cover	 the	basic	 concepts	 of	the	
human	 brain,	 the	 elements	 of	the	 consumer	 mind	 as	 it	 engages	 in	consumption	behavior,	 current	 developments	 in	 consumer	 neuroscience	
research,	 how	 its	data	and	 insights	can	be	applied	 in	understanding	 social	and	organizational	buying	behavior,	 and	 how	 such	information	 helps	
construct	marketing	strategies.	
Credits: 	 3	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee: 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:            MBA	620	
 
MBA 628    SPECIAL TOPICS IN MARKETING               
Covers	current	or	leading-edge	topics	in	 the	marketing	field.	Topics	may	include	brand	asset	management,	new	product	development,	marketing	
research,	advertising	management,	business-to-business	marketing	or	multicultural	marketing.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:         Fall, Spring,	Summer        
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             MBA	620,	MBA	625,	MBA	626			
	
MBA 640    MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING   
Accounting	 as	 a	managerial	 tool	 for	 business	 strategy	 and	 implementation.	 Key	 topics	 include	 customer	 satisfaction,	 total	 value-chain	 analysis,	
continuous	improvement,	and	planning	and	control	techniques	linked	to	key	success	factors.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             ACC	205	or	financial	accounting	course,	MBA	512	might	be	taken	to	fulfill	the	prerequisite	requirement.	
MBA 645    FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT      
An	analysis	and	comparison	of	the	various	techniques	that	aid	in	the	decision-making	process.	Major	themes	stressed	include	shareholder	wealth	
maximization,	cash	flow	management,	the	international	aspects	of	financial	management	and	the	standards	of	ethical	behavior	adopted	by	managers.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             ACC	205	or	financial	accounting	course,	MBA	512	might	be	taken	to	fulfill	the	prerequisite	requirement.	
 
MBA 646    MEASURING AND MANAGING VALUE              
Application	 of	 financial	 theory	 and	models	 to	 valuing	 companies	 and	 investment	 projects.	 Topics	 include	 valuation	 techniques,	 forecasting	 and	




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
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MBA 647    PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS             
This	course	acquaints	students	with	modern	practices	of	valuing	financial	securities	and	managing	investment	portfolios.	Topics	include:	securities	and	
capital	markets,	portfolio	optimization	methods,	asset	management	and	allocation	strategies	 for	 institutional	and	 individual	 investors,	domestic	and	
international	portfolio	management,	risk	management	and	performance	measurement	techniques,	and	efficient	market	equity	valuations.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             MBA	645	
	
MBA 649  INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT SEMINAR 
This	course	 provides	 the	opportunity	to	utilize	the	knowledge	 and	skills	acquired	 in	the	classroom	 to	real-world	settings.	Students	will	 have	
two	 experience	s:	 1)	a	course	simulation	where	students	throughout	 the	term	will	 be	managing	a	portfolio	of	financial	 assets.	2)	a	consulting	
project	 in	which	 the	class	will	be	serving	as	a	consulting	firm	to	companies	 looking	to	develop	new	business	opportunities	 and	new	market s.	
This	project	will	 include	financial	forecasting,	 cost	basis	building	for	projects,	and	market	 research	 analysis	 in	order	to	determine	 if	the	
project	 i s	financially	 feasible	for	the	company's	 goals	and	objectives	given	 their	 financial	 constraints.	
Credits: 	 3	 	
Offered:															 Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee: 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:            MBA 646 and MBA 647. 	
 
MBA 650    OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT   
A	 comprehensive	 analysis	 and	 comparison	 of	 the	 various	 techniques	 that	 can	 increase	 productivity	 for	 manufacturing	 and	 service	 operations.	
Provides	an	opportunity	to	assess	the	methods	used	in	striving	for	long-term	strength	and	growth	in	economic	enterprises.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             BUS	322	and	Excel	proficiency	or	equivalent,	MBA	511	and	MBA	512	may	be	taken	to	fulfill	the	prerequisite	requirements.	
 




Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:             None 
 
MBA 652   MANAGING ENTREPRENEURIAL VENTURES 
In	this	 course	the	process	 of	 launching	 innovative	 ideas	 for	economic	 value	 creation	 and	sustainable	 successful	 ventures	will	 be	discussed.	
Formation	 and	 implementation	 of	profitable	 innovations	 and	 organizational	 culture	of	innovation	 for	business	 sustainability	and	growth	will	
also	be	analyzed.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:   												 Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee: 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:            MBA	600	
 
MBA 653   ENTREPRENEURIAL FINANCING 
This	course	offers	 explanations	 and	means	 to	 forecasting	 and	 calculating	 revenues,	 start-up	 expenses,	and	working	 capital	 and	reserve	
requirements.	 It	then	 goes	 into	 sources	of	 funding,	how	 to	apply	 for	that	 funding,	and	how	 to	build	 a	 sound	 argument	 to	attract	 the	funds.	
The	course	will	 pay	particular	 attention	 to	 the	methods	 of	financing	available	 to	entrepreneurs	 and	on	 how	 to	grow	and	manage	 the	 venture.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee: 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:            MBA	645,	MBA	651	MBA	652.	
 






Lab Fee: 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:	 	 None	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
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MBA 661    INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND INVESTMENT  
This	analysis	of	international	trade	and	investment	from	the	perspective	of	globalization	focuses	on	the	traditional	theories	of	trade	and	investment.	
The	normative	aspects	of	international	economics	and	commerce	and	the	latest	development	and	integration	of	the	world	economy	will	be	discussed.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             BUS	180	or	macroeconomics,	MBA	511	may	be	taken	to	fulfill	the	prerequisite	requirement.	
 
MBA 665    INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL MARKETS   
Overview	 of	 the	 tools	 (e.g.	 hedging,	 swaps,	 counter	 trade)	 and	methods	 financial	 managers	 use	 to	 solve	 financial	 problems	 that	 emanate	 from	
fluctuating	currency	exchange	rates,	currency	exchange	controls,	tariffs,	taxes,	inflation	and	accounting	practices.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             MBA	661,	MBA	667	
 
MBA 667   FOCUSED COUNTRY/REGION STUDIES 
This	 course	 addresses	 the	 cultural,	 economic,	political,	 labor,	 and	 legal	 characteristics	 of	 different	 regions/countries.	 In	 addition	 to	 the	
environmental	 factors,	 business	 opportunities	 and	competitive	 advantage	 of	 the	 region/country	 will	 be	 discussed.	It	provides	 students	 with	
knowledge	 and	 skills	to	 identify	global	 opportunities	 and	 succeed	 in	the	world's	 most	dynamic	 economies	 and	markets.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:   												 Fall,	Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
MBA 671    AVIATION ORGANIZATION OPERATION              
An	examination	of	organizational	systems	and	management	in	the	aviation	industry.	The	emphasis	is	on	development	and	integration	of	effective	
work	elements,	as	well	as	the	varying	personnel	concerns	that	must	be	resolved	for	successful	leadership	in	the	aviation	industry.	Topics	provide	
insights	 into	 behavior,	 structure,	 authority,	 motivation,	 leadership,	 organizational	 development	 and	 social	 responsibility.	 Student	 gain	 an	
appreciation	of	the	principles,	research	and	applications	of	organizational	theory	to	the	aviation	industry.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:              	 Fall	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
MBA 678    SPECIAL TOPICS IN AVIATION MANAGEMENT           
Lectures	 and	seminars	on	advanced	 selected	 topics	 in	Aviation	Management	such	 as	 airport	 security,	 effects	of	 terrorism	on	 aviation,	effects	of	
increased	special	use	airspace	on	the	national	airway	system	and	advances	in	air	traffic	control.	The	class	also	will	introduce	the	student	to	the	impact	
of	other	real-world	issues	as	they	occur	during	the	semester.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:            Fall,	Spring,	Summer			
Lab Fee:  None 
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Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee:  $75 
Pre-Reqs:             MBA	600,	MBA	620,	MBA	640,	MBA	645,	MBA	650	
 
MBA 697    INDEPENDENT STUDY            
Opportunities	to	explore	both	career	directions	and	areas	of	individual	interest.	
Credits:  1-3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
MBA 698    BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INTERNSHIP           
This	supervised	internship	with	a	for-profit	or	not-for-profit	business	 is	designed	for	those	who	do	not	have	business	experience.	Students	must	
maintain	a	written	log	and	submit	reports	and	evaluations	to	the	field	supervisor.	An	internship	project	on	a	related	topic	is	required	in	order	to	
demonstrate	integration	of	theory	with	application	 in	business	administration.	The	project	 is	submitted	to	 the	faculty	advisor.	Students	also	are	
required	to	meet	regularly	with	the	field	supervisor	and	the	faculty	advisor.	
Credits:  1-3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
MKT 101  FASHION AND RETAIL MANAGEMENT  
An	examination	of	the	scope	of	the	fashion	industry	opportunities.		The	production	and	distribution	of	fashion	products	are	explored	leading	to	an	
awareness	of	interaction	of	various	aspects	of	the	industry.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
MKT 240  BUYING AND INVENTORY PLANNING   
This	course	focuses	on	the	role	of	the	buyer	in	the	retail	organization	and	buying	techniques	in	the	planning,	obtaining	and	controlling	of	merchandise	
are	analyzed	in	terms	of	implications	for	retail	buying.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             MKT	101	and	DQR100	
	
MKT 250    PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING               
Introduces	the	student	to	a	broad	functional	understanding	of	marketing.	Topics	include	buyer	behavior,	product	planning,	channels	of	distribution,	
price	policies	and	promotional	activities.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
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MKT 370    MARKETING—SPECIAL TOPICS   
This	course	explores	different	areas	of	marketing.	Topics	may	include	specific	industries,	telemarketing,	relationship	marketing,	direct	marketing	
and	marketing	on	the	Internet.	Can	be	repeated	for	credit	as	topics	change.		
Credits:  1-9   
Offered:               As	Needed 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             MKT	250	
 




Credits:  3 
Offered:  Fall	
Lab Fee:  Lab	Fee	
Pre-Reqs:  None	
 
MKT 376   SPORTS MARKETING                 
This	course	contrasts	and	compares	basic	marketing	concepts	as	 they	relate	to	amateur	and	professional	 sports,	 including	promotion	and	public	
relations,	strategic	marketing	planning,	consumer	behavior,	representation	of	the	professional	athlete,	team	media	relations,	marketing	information	
management,	market	planning	and	marketing	technology.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             BUS	255	and	MKT	250	
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             MKT	250		
 
MKT 397    INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Independent	research	projects	or	other	approved	phases	of	research	or	independent	study.	
Credits:  1-9   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
MKT 410    CONSUMER AND ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR       
A	study	of	the	consumer	decision	process.	The	course	 focuses	on	consumer	branding,	the	product	adoption	process,	the	impact	of	current	issues	
(leisure	time,	working	women,	and	the	elderly)	and	the	development	of	marketing	strategies	to	encourage	a	positive	consumer	response.		 
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             MKT	250	
 
MKT 420  THE EVOLUTION OF FASHION AND RETAIL CHANGE                 
Fashion	retailing	has	emerged	as	an	important	area	of	study	reflecting	the	metamorphosis	of	fashion	houses	from	local	operations	to	ever	increasing	
international	 and	 global	 ventures.	 The	 growing	 dichotomy	 of	 fashion	 retail	 positions	 underlines	 the	 fact	 that	 retailing	 is	 a	 sector	 of	 contrasts	




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
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MKT 430    MARKETING RESEARCH               
Introduction	 to	 the	 techniques	 and	 tools	of	market	 research	as	an	aid	 to	decision	making.	Topics	 include	 problem	definition,	 research	methods,	
research	project	design	and	results	interpretation.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             BUS	255,		BUS	322,	MKT	250	,	MKT	385,	MKT	392,	MKT	410	
 






Credits:  3  	
Offered:               Fall,Spring	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             MKT	101,	MKT	240,	MKT	250,	MKT	300,	MKT	420 
 




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
MS 505    APPLIED RESEARCH METHODS               
An	 overview	 of	 the	 methods	 of	 inquiry	 within	 the	 framework	 of	 applied	 management	 theories.	 Includes	 a	 critique	 of	 assessment	 issues	 in	
experimental,	quantitative-descriptive	and	exploratory	studies.	Students	design	a	research	project	and	draft	a	research	proposal	that	will	be	utilized	
in	their	culminating	graduate	project.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
MS 530    PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, PUBLIC POLICY AND DEMOCRACY    
This	course	is	designed	to	prepare	students	with	the	necessary,	basic	theoretical	knowledge	and	analytical	skills	related	to	the	study	of	public	policy	
formulation	within	 a	democratic	 institutional	 context.	 By	examining	American	politics,	 the	course	will	 assimilate	 the	 theories	and	practices	 that	
influence	the	understanding	of	public	policy	in	the	free	and	democratic	society	that	we	call	the	United	States	of	America.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
MS 560    FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT               
An	 examination	 of	 the	 financial	 management	 techniques	 utilized	 by	 public	 agencies.	 This	 course	 considers	 the	 fundamental	 principles	 of	 fiscal	
administration,	 budgeting,	 revenue,	 debt	 administration	 and	 fund	management.	 Students	 use	 case	 studies	 to	 analyze	 how	 public	 agencies	 are	
impacted	by	both	revenue	enhancements	and	shortfalls.	Students	also	learn	the	fundamentals	of	working	through	the	budgetary	process.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
MUG 297   INDEPENDENT STUDY    
An	advanced	course	of	individually	directed	study	with	a	focus	on	Music	Theory	or	Music	History	topics.	Does	not	fulfill	the	Music	History/Music	
Theory	elective	requirement.		
Credits:  1-3   
Offered:               As	needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Permission	of	the	instructor		
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MUG 301    BASIC CONDUCTING    
Students	will	study	fundamental	conducting	techniques	as	expressed	through	beat	patterns	and	explore	the	physical	language	of	conducting	as	an	
expressive	 and	 illustrative	 medium.	 Students	 will	 acquire	 basic	 score	 study	 skills	 through	 analysis	 of	 selected	masterworks	 and	 will	 have	 the	
opportunity	to	conduct	a	small	class	ensemble.		
Credits:  2   
Offered:               Spring	semester,	every	other	year	(offered	spring	2018)	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             MUT	151	and	MUT	201	
	




Credits:  2   
Offered:               Fall	semester,	every	other	year	(not	offered	fall	2017)	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Conservatory	students	only	
	
MUG 390    MUSIC INTERNSHIP             
Music	students	gain	on-the-job	performing	or	teaching	experience	through	an	internship	placement.		
Credits:  1-3   
Offered:               As	needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Permission	of	college	internship	liaison,	2.5	cumulative	GPA	in	major	and/or	departmental	approval	
	
MUG 396                CURRICULAR PRACTICAL TRAINING 
This	course	 is	an	academic	 internship	 in	 the	 form	of	experiential	 education.		 It	 integrates	knowledge	 and	 theory	 learned	 in	 the	classroom	with	
practical	application	and	skill	development	in	a	professional	setting.		Students	are	required	to	register	their	internship	by	submitting	an	Application	
for	 Curricular	 Practical	 Training	 which	 requires	 the	 approval	 of	 the	 respective	 faculty	 supervisor/internship	 coordinator.	 At	 the	 end	 of	 the	
internship/term	students	will	be	required	to	complete	a	Final	Self-Evaluation	of	their	internship	in	the	form	of	an	essay/reflection.		Grade:		Pass/No	
Pass.	
Credits:   	0-1	
Offered:                As	Needed	
Lab Fee:                None	
Pre-Reqs:              None 
	
MUG 580      MUSIC ENTREPRENUERSHIP   
This	course	 helps	 graduate	Conservatory	of	Music	 students	 define	 individual	 career	objectives	and	develop	 the	skills	 required	 to	achieve	 these	
goals.		Guest	speakers	from	the	faculty	and	musical	community	visit	the	seminar	throughout	the	semester.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	semester,	every	other	year	(not	offered	spring	2018)	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
	
MUG 596                CURRICULAR PRACTICAL TRAINING 
This	course	 is	an	academic	 internship	 in	 the	 form	of	experiential	 education.		 It	 integrates	knowledge	 and	 theory	 learned	 in	 the	classroom	with	
practical	application	and	skill	development	in	a	professional	setting.		Students	are	required	to	register	their	internship	by	submitting	an	Application	
for	 Curricular	 Practical	 Training	 which	 requires	 the	 approval	 of	 the	 respective	 faculty	 supervisor/internship	 coordinator.	 At	 the	 end	 of	 the	
internship/term	students	will	be	required	to	complete	a	Final	Self-Evaluation	of	their	internship	in	the	form	of	an	essay/reflection.		Grade:		Pass/No	
Pass.	
Credits:                  0-1 
Offered:               		 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:                None	
 
MUG 597    INDEPENDENT STUDY                              
An	advanced	course	of	individually	directed	study	with	a	focus	on	Instrumental	Music,	Music	Literature,	Music	Pedagogy,	Music	History	or	Music	
Theory	topics.		
Credits:  1-3   
Offered:               As	needed 	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             MM	students	only,	permission	of	the	instructor	and	academic	advisor	
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	semester,	every	year	
Lab Fee:  None	
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MUH 351  MUSIC OF THE CLASSICAL AND ROMANTIC PERIODS   




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	semester,	every	year	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Conservatory	students	or	permission	of	instructor	
 
MUH 352  MUSIC OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY  
The	objective	of	this	course	is	 to	familiarize	students	with	the	styles	that	have	emerged	 in	 the	music	of	the	20th	century.	The	course	will	 largely	
concentrate	on	the	main	composers	of	the	century	and	their	works.	Lecture	material	will	also	include	some	discussion	of	sociopolitical/economic	
factors	 and	 developments	 in	 other	 art	 forms	 to	 provide	 a	 background	 for	 the	 intellectual	 climate	 of	 the	 period.	 Weekly	 listening	 and	 reading	
assignments	will	be	made	throughout	the	course.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	semester,	every	other	year	(not	offered	spring	2018) 	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Conservatory	students	or	permission	of	instructor	
 
MUH 367  SURVEY OF WORLD MUSIC   
This	course	serves	as	an	introduction	to	the	folk	traditions	of	various	societies	throughout	the	world.	Some	of	the	music	and	musical	traditions	to	be	





Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	semester,	every	other	year	(offered	spring	2018)	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Conservatory	students	or	permission	of	instructor	
 
MUH 530    BIBLIOGRAPHY AND RESEARCH SKILLS              
In	this	course	students	will	learn	basic	research	skills,	compile	a	bibliography	and	write	an	abstract,	all	directed	toward	an	oral	presentation	on	a	
topic	of	the	student’s	choice	subject	to	approval	by	the	instructor.	This	course	is	a	requirement	for	all	M.M.	students.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	semester,	every	year	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	semester;	offered	on	a	rotating	basis,	not	every	year 	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	semester;	offered	on	a	rotating	basis,	not	every	year 	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None  
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	semester;	offered	on	a	rotating	basis,	not	every	year 	
Lab Fee:  None	
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Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	semester;	offered	on	a	rotating	basis,	not	every	year	(not	offered	fall	2014)	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
MUH 569    SEMINAR IN CONCERTO LITERATURE  
This	course	 is	 not	 a	 chronological	 survey	of	 solo	concertos,	but	explores	how	composers	worked	out	 the	relationships	of	 solo	 instruments	and	
orchestra.	It	will	include	both	solo	concertos	and	concertos	for	more	than	one	instrument,	such	as	double	concertos	and	concerti	grossi.	The	works	of	
composers	who	have	contributed	to	the	development	of	this	genre	will	be	emphasized.	This	course	fulfills	the	Music	History	elective.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	semester;	offered	on	a	rotating	basis,	not	every	year		
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
MUP 313–414  KEYBOARD SKILLS FOR PIANISTS I–IV                
Several	essential	skills	are	introduced	to	the	pianist	through	the	four	levels	of	this	course.	Each	skill	is	continually	developed	during	the	four	semester	
curriculum.	 Skills	 include	 sight-reading,	 score-reading,	 improvisation,	 harmonic	 progressions,	 realization	 of	 figured	 bass	 and	 transposition.	
Placement	exams	will	determine	student	level.		
Credits:  1   
Offered:               Four	semester	sequence;	starting	in	fall	semester,	every	two	years 	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Placement	exam	
 
MUP 325   PIANO LITERATURE  
A	survey	of	significant	keyboard	literature	by	genre,	 including	suites	and	character	pieces,	sonatas	and	variations,	concerti,	and	chamber	works.		
Through	sight	reading,	research	and	listening	exams	the	student	will	expand	their	knowledge	of	the	development	of	piano	literature.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Permission	of	instructor  
 
MUP 525    PIANO LITERATURE                
A	survey	of	significant	keyboard	literature	by	genre,	 including	suites	and	character	pieces,	sonatas	and	variations,	concerti,	and	chamber	works.		
Through	sight	reading,	research	and	listening	exams	the	student	will	expand	their	knowledge	of	the	development	of	piano	literature.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Permission	of	instructor  
 
MUP 526   ADVANCED COLLABORATIVE PIANO LITERATURE I: THE INSTRUMENTAL SONATA AND CONCERTO       
A	comprehensive	chronological	 survey	of	 the	 instrumental	 sonata	and	concerto.	Through	 performance,	 sight-reading,	 listening	and	score	study,	
attention	will	be	given	to	issues	of	style	and	performance.	
Credits:  2   
Offered:               As	needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None 
 
MUP 527   ADVANCED COLLABORATIVE PIANO LITERATURE II: CHAMBER, VOCAL AND ORCHESTRAL REPERTOIRE     
A	 survey	 and	 study	 of	 the	 hallmarks	 of	 piano	 chamber	 music,	 art	 song,	 and	 orchestral	 masterworks	 with	 prominent	 piano	 parts.	 	 Through	
performance,	sight-reading,	listening	and	score,	study	focus	will	be	placed	on	attaining	exposure	to	this	vast	component	of	the	collaborative	artist’s	
repertoire.	
Credits:  2   
Offered:               As	needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None 
 
MUP 529    PIANO PEDAGOGY    
In	this	course	students	will	review,	analyze	and	familiarize	themselves	with	the	methods	and	schools	of	pianism	and	the	vast	teaching	repertoire	of	
the	intermediate	student	through	observation,	discussion	and	demonstration.		Special	attention	will	be	paid	to	the	psychology	of	learning	and	teaching	
which	will	culminate	 in	 the	formation	of	individual	 teaching	philosophies.	Issues	of	the	private	studio,	class	piano	and	music	literacy	will	also	be	
addressed.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
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Credits:  1   
Offered:               As	needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None 
 
MUP 602   SEMINAR IN COLLABORATIVE PIANO II: PERFORMANCE ISSUES                 
A	partial	performance	class;	technical	issues	and	stylistic	practices	specific	to	each	instrument	will	be	explored	as	they	pertain	to	the	collaborative	
pianists’	 ability	 to	 intelligently	 identify	 and	 discuss	 performance	 issues	 across	 the	 repertoire.	 	 Topics	 of	 study	 will	 include	 bowing,	 breathing,	
intonation,	articulation,	balance	and	stylistic	performance	practices.	
Credits:  1   
Offered:               As	needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None 
 
MUP 603   COLLABORATIVE PIANO: PRACTICUM                       
Pianists	are	exposed	to	all	 instruments	and	every	studio	 in	which	they	will	participate	in	rehearsals,	 lessons,	studio	classes,	performance	forum,	
master	classes	and	recitals.	Over	the	course	of	two	years,	students	will	be	assigned	to	the	string	department	for	two	semesters	and	woodwinds	and	
brass/percussion	for	one	semester	each.	
Credits:  2   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None 
 
MUP 604  PIANO PRACTICUM   
Pianists	are	exposed	to	a	variety	of	instrumental	studios	for	which	they	participate	in	rehearsals,	lessons,	studio	classes	and	Performance	Forum	in	
addition	to	exploring	the	solo	repertoire.	
Credits:  1   
Offered:               As	needed 	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Only	open	to	pianists	enrolled	in	PPC	Chamber	Music	
 
MUP 605  SEMINAR IN SOLO PIANO   
Collaborative	pianists	study	works	from	the	solo	literature	in	weekly	lessons.	A	jury	is	required	at	the	end	of	semester.	
Credits:  1   
Offered:               As	needed 	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             For	ICPP	students	only	with	applied	teacher	approval		
 
MUR 300    JUNIOR RECITAL    
The	Junior	Recital	consists	of	a	minimum	of	40	minutes	of	music.	The	student	must	present	one	complete	work,	and	one	selection	must	be	memorized.	
The	instructor	may	require	that	additional	works	be	presented	from	memory.		
Credits:  0   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Junior	standing	and	instructor	approval 
 
MUR 301    PERFORMANCE FORUM   
A	weekly	gathering	of	all	conservatory	students	and	faculty	gives	students	an	opportunity	to	perform	in	a	concert	hall	setting.	All	undergraduate	
students	must	enroll	in	Performance	Forum	each	semester	that	they	are	in	residence	at	the	Conservatory	of	Music.	
Credits:  0   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None 
 
MUR 400    SENIOR RECITAL    
The	Senior	Recital	consists	of	a	minimum	of	50	minutes	of	music	and	includes	an	intermission.	Repertoire	should	include	a	20th/21st-century	work,	
and	only	complete	works	 should	be	presented.	At	 least	one	selection	must	be	memorized.	The	 instructor	may	require	 that	additional	works	be	
presented	from	memory.		
Credits:  0   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
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MUR 501    PERFORMANCE FORUM   
A	weekly	gathering	of	all	conservatory	students	and	faculty	gives	students	an	opportunity	to	perform	in	a	concert	hall	setting.	All	graduate	students	
must	enroll	in	Performance	Forum	each	semester	that	they	are	enrolled	in	at	the	Conservatory	of	Music.	
Credits:  0   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 




Credits:  0   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Graduate	standing	and	instructor	approval. 
 
MUR 601   COMPREHENSIVE EXAM                                                  
A	comprehensive	oral	exam	must	be	passed	at	the	conclusion	of	the	MM	program	in	the	student’s	major	field	of	study,	music	theory	and	music	history.		
Required	of	all	MM	candidates. 
Credits:  0   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None 
 
MUS 100    ELECTIVE IN INSTRUMENTAL LESSONS                
This	course	is	designed	to	allow	any	student	to	study	privately	with	an	instrumental,	piano	or	composition	instructor.		
Credits:  1   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Audition	and	permission	of	the	instructor	
 




Credits:  1   
Offered:               MUS	131	&	231	offered	fall	semester,	every	year;	MUS	132	&	232	offered	spring	semester,	every	year	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Placement	exam	
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Conservatory	freshman	and	sophomore	students	only	
 
MUS 311    SMALL ENSEMBLE    
The	chamber	music	program	focuses	on	the	process	of	coming	together	to	achieve	a	successful	musical	experience	while	recognizing	the	substantial	
individual	 and	collective	 responsibility	 required	 to	 that	end.	Regular	 coaching	and	rehearsals	 form	the	 basis	 for	 developing	 the	skill	of	musical	
interaction.	Chamber	groups	are	required	to	perform	on	campus	and	throughout	the	community	as	assigned	by	their	instructor.		
Credits:  1   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Conservatory	students	only;	audition	may	be	required	
 
MUS 321    LARGE ENSEMBLE    
This	course	provides	students	with	an	opportunity	to	learn	and	perform	repertoire	from	a	wide	range	of	periods	and	styles	in	an	orchestral	setting.	
Rehearsals	and	concerts	provide	guided	practical	experience	in	all	facets	of	music	making.		
Credits:  1   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
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MUS 323    WIND ENSEMBLE    
This	course	offers	the	study	and	performance	of	the	repertoire	for	ensembles	of	woodwinds,	brass	and	percussion	players	in	various	combinations.	
Required	of	all	undergraduate	brass,	wind	and	percussion	conservatory	students.			
Credits:  0   
Offered:               As	needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Conservatory	students	only;	audition	may	be	required	
 
MUS 325     ORCHESTRAL REPERTOIRE                                 
This	course	focuses	intensely	on	orchestral	performance	issues.		Sections	of	the	orchestra	will	split	apart	to	study	the	vast	orchestral	repertoire	as	it	
applies	specifically	to	their	family	of	instruments.		Required	of	all	undergraduate	conservatory	wind,	brass	and	percussion	students.		
Credits:  0   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Conservatory	students	only;	audition	may	be	required	
 





Credits:  4   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Conservatory	junior	and	senior	students	only	
 
MUS 501    APPLIED INSTRUMENT: MM                               
In	this	course,	students	strive	to	develop	their	individual	musical	performance	ability	to	its	fullest	potential,	both	musically	and	technically.	Students	
receive	training	through	a	broad	variety	of	repertoire	and	develop	independent	thinking.		Weekly	studio	classes	present	a	performance	workshop	
dealing	 with	 various	 topics	 such	 as	 technique,	 performance	 and	 pedagogy.	 Additionally,	 students	 are	 required	 to	 fulfill	 specific	 performance	
requirements	in	concerto	and	chamber	music	performance	as	well	as	mock	orchestral	auditions.	Students	are	required	to	perform	and/or	teach	in	
the	community	as	assigned	by	their	instructor.	 
Credits:  3-5   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Conservatory	Master	of	Music	students	only  
 
MUS 511    SMALL ENSEMBLE    
The	chamber	music	program	focuses	on	the	process	of	coming	together	to	achieve	a	successful	musical	experience	while	recognizing	the	substantial	
individual	 and	collective	 responsibility	 required	 to	 that	end.	Regular	 coaching	and	rehearsals	 form	the	 basis	 for	 developing	 the	skill	of	musical	
interaction.	Chamber	groups	are	required	to	perform	on	campus	and	throughout	the	community	as	assigned	by	their	instructor.		
Credits:  1   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Conservatory	students	only;	audition	may	be	required	
 
MUS 521    LARGE ENSEMBLE                  
This	course	provides	students	with	an	opportunity	to	learn	and	perform	repertoire	from	a	wide	range	of	periods	and	styles	in	an	orchestral	setting.	Rehearsals	
and	concerts	provide	guided	practical	experience	in	all	facets	of	music	making.		
Credits:  1   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Conservatory	students	only;	audition	may	be	required	
 
MUS 523    WIND ENSEMBLE                
This	course	offers	the	study	and	performance	of	the	repertoire	for	ensembles	of	woodwinds,	brass,	and	percussion	players	in	various	combinations.	
Required	of	all	graduate	brass,	wind	and	percussion	conservatory	students.	
Credits:  0   
Offered:               As	needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Conservatory	students	only;	audition	may	be	required	
 
MUS 525     ORCHESTRAL REPERTOIRE  
This	course	focuses	intensely	on	orchestral	performance	issues.		Sections	of	the	orchestra	will	split	apart	to	study	the	vast	orchestral	repertoire	as	it	applies	
specifically	to	their	family	of	instruments.		Required	of	all	graduate	conservatory	wind,	brass	and	percussion	students.			
Credits:  0   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
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Credits:  3-4   
Offered:               Every	semester	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Conservatory	certificate	students	only	
 
MUT 150–251  EAR TRAINING I–IV   
Essential	skills	are	introduced	to	music	students	through	the	four	levels	of	this	course.	Each	skill	is	continually	developed	during	the	four-semester	curriculum.	
In-class	activity	will	include	rhythmic	drills,	sight-singing	exercises	and	dictation	exercises.	Material	covered	over	the	course	of	four	semesters	will	include:	
diatonic	 melody	 and	 harmony;	 chromatic	 melody	 and	 harmony;	 chord	 progressions,	 including	 chromatic	 chords;	 four-part	 dictation;	 syncopation	 and	
irregular	subdivisions;	and	20th	century	materials.	Placement	exams	will	determine	student	level.		
Credits:  1   
Offered:               MUT	150	&	250	offered	fall	semester,	every	year;	MUT	151	&	251	offered	spring	semester,	every	year	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Placement	exam	and	permission	of	the	instructor	
 






Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	semester,	every	year	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Placement	exam	and	permission	of	the	instructor	
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	semester,	every	year	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             MUT	200	or	placement	exam	and	permission	of	the	instructor	
 






Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	semester,	every	year	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             MUT	201	or	placement	exam	and	permission	of	the	instructor	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	semester,	every	year	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             MUT	201	or	placement	exam	and	permission	of	the	instructor	
	 	






Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	semester,	every	other	year	(offered	fall	2017)	
Lab Fee:  None	
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Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall	semester,	every	other	year	(not	offered	fall	2017)	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             MUT	300	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	semester,	every	other	year	(offered	spring	2018)	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             Conservatory	Master	of	Music	students	only	
 
POL 100  GEOPOLITICAL AFFAIRS              
Geopolitical	Affairs	provides	an	introduction	to	human,	cultural	and	political	geography.		Consideration	of	the	world	in	various	spatial	contexts	will	
demonstrate	 the	 geographical	 interdependence	between	people,	 places	and	environments.	 	Exploration	of	 current	 global	 challenges	and	spatial	
linkages	 reveal	 the	 interconnections	between	 people,	 culture	and	place	and	demonstrate	 the	 local	and	global	 connections	of	action.	 	Organized	
thematically,	this	course	will	focus	on	several	key	global	challenges	which	include	economic	crises,	environmental	decline	and	sustainability,	food	
security,	migration,	population	distribution,	poverty,	war	and	urbanization.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
POL 101  GOVERNMENT AND LEADERSHIP             
Students	will	 explore	 the	 historical,	philosophical,	 and	conceptual	 foundations	of	government	as	well	as	 the	major	 institutions	and	processes	of	
governance.	The	course	also	exposes	students	to	important	debates	about	the	role	and	nature	of	government	and	the	challenges	of	political	leadership.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
POL 203  DIPLOMACY AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION               
Students	will	explore	the	basic	approaches	to	international	diplomacy	as	well	as	the	changes	in	diplomatic	strategies,	techniques,	and	methods	in	
today’s	dynamic,	global	order.		The	course	also	examines	the	cultural,	historical,	and	national	contexts	of	diplomacy	and	conflict	resolution.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	 	





Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
POL 303  POLITICAL THEORIES AND IDEOLOGIES                    
Students	 will	 explore	 the	 theoretical	 and	 ideological	 foundations	 of	 government	 such	 as	 social	 justice,	 feminism,	 individualism,	 liberalism,	
conservatism,	fascism,	and	communism.	The	class	will	examine	the	historic	and	enduring	debates	about	the	nature	of	humanity,	role	and	function	of	
government,	and	responsibilities	of	citizenship.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered: 														 Fall	
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POL 385    GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY & JUSTICE        	
Global	Environmental	Politics	is	premised	on	the	interconnectedness	of	the	global	physical	environment	and	human	society.	The	close	ties	between	
environmental	quality	and	human	well-being	are	a	part	of	the	political	decision	making	process	regarding	global	resource	distribution.	This	course,	
while	 referencing	 the	 scientific	 aspects	 of	 environmental	 dynamics,	 concentrates	 on	 how	 the	 global	 community	 might	 respond	 to	 urgent	
environmental	 problems	 in	 a	 politically,	 economically	 and	 culturally	 divided	 world.	 Issues	 such	 as	 deforestation,	 resource	 management,	
desertification,	 sustainable	 development	 and	 biodiversity	 are	 examined.	 The	 processes	 for	 conceiving,	 negotiating,	 finalizing	 and	 implementing	
international	environmental	agreements	are	considered.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
POL 495       CAPSTONE IN SOCIAL JUSTICE                                   
This	course	 is	designed	to	facilitate	students’	rigorous	examination	of	the	 theory	and	practice	of	justice.	 	 Students	will	design	an	experiential	or	
research	project	specific	to	their	discipline	that	examines	the	concept	of	justice.	Students	will	be	required	to	pick	a	topic,	develop	a	project	proposal	
and	execute	the	project	that	demonstrates	application	of	core	and	advanced	knowledge	and	skills	in	the	discipline.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
PSY 100  HUMAN BEHAVIOR                
This	course	will	explore	human	behavior	from	the	perspective	of	the	social	sciences,	through	the	use	of	scientific	method,	with	an	understanding	of	
ethics	 and	 values.	 This	 interdisciplinary	 course	will	 provide	 students	with	 the	 opportunity	 to	 learn	 about	 the	ways	 human	 beings	 function	 as	
individuals,	within	groups,	and	as	members	of	particular	societies.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
PSY 150    INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY              
A	study	of	the	scope	and	methods	of	psychology	with	a	view	to	understanding	the	human	organism,	the	basic	phases	of	human	behavior	and	the	
relevance	of	psychology	in	contemporary	society.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
PSY 200    ORIENTATION TO THE STUDY OF PSYCHOLOGY      
This	course	introduces	students	to	the	professional	language	of	psychology,	the	protocol	of	research	and	ethical	conduct	related	to	the	field.	Emphasis	
is	placed	on	career	choices	and	the	importance	of	understanding	research	methods	in	psychology.		
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
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PSY 225    HUMAN SEXUALITY                
Anatomy	and	physiology	of	the	human	reproductive	system,	human	sexual	response,	the	range	of	sexual	behaviors	and	sources	of	attitudes	and	
beliefs	about	sexuality	will	be	explored	in	this	course.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 




Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
PSY 260    PERSONALITY THEORY               
A	study	of	the	major	theories	of	the	composition	and	determinants	of	human	personality.	The	theories	examined	include:	psychoanalytic	theories,	
self-theory,	self-actualization	theory,	trait	theories	and	social	learning	theory.	This	course	is	typically	offered	in	the	fall	and	spring	semester.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
PSY 315    PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS      
Theory	and	use	of	psychological	tests	of	ability	and	personality.	Includes	laboratory	sessions.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
PSY 349    INTRODUCTION TO APPLIED COUNSELING              
Focus	is	on	developing	counseling	competencies	and	specialized	skills	and	techniques	used	in	the	counseling	process	for	individuals	and	groups.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	 	
	
PSY 351       APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY                     
This	course	will	explore	the	field	of	Applied	Psychology	including	but	not	limited	to	the	areas	of	Industrial	and	Organizational	Psychology,	Community	





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
PSY 354    INDUSTRIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY    
Application	of	psychology	in	business	and	industry,	as	well	as	its	relevance	to	organizational	effectiveness	in	general.	The	course	examines	issues	in	
the	following	areas:	supervisory,	leadership,	morale,	personnel	selection,	training,	human	factors	engineering	and	consumer	psychology.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	 	 	
PSY 355    COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY              
A	study	of	human	cognitive	abilities,	including	perception,	attention,	learning,	memory,	language,	reasoning,	and	decision-making.	 
Credits: 	 3	 	  
Offered:															 Fall	and	Spring 
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PSY 360   SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY   
A	study	of	the	processes	underlying	and	resulting	from	group	interactions.	Topics	include	persuasion,	conformity,	aggression,	prejudice,	interpersonal	
evaluation	and	interpersonal	attraction.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None 
 
PSY 361   CURRENT PERSPECTIVES IN SUBSTANCE ABUSE                                                  
This	course	explores	the	role	of	alcohol	and	other	drugs	in	American	society	today.	It	includes	a	historical	overview	of	psychoactive	drug	use	and	
abuse,	the	classification	of	drugs	currently	 in	use,	 legal	issues	related	 to	substance	abuse,	and	the	resources	available	 for	the	treatment	of	abuse	
problems.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
PSY 370    ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY               
A	study	of	maladaptive	behavior	patterns	and	the	therapeutic	procedures	used	to	treat	such	patterns.	Maladaptive	behavior	patterns	that	are	examined	include	
the	neuroses,	psychosociological	disorders,	personality	disorders,	affective	disorders,	schizophrenia	and	paranoia.			
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
PSY 397  INDEPENDENT STUDY                                   
Credits: 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
PSY 400    PROCESS: PERSONAL GROWTH PSYCHOLOGY   				
A	study	of	personal	growth	and	ways	of	dealing	with	choices	and	changes	of	life.	References	to	several	psychological	disciplines	are	used	as	a	holistic	
approach	to	understanding	our	individuality.	A	scholarly	study	of	ways	of	transcending	toward	higher	levels	of	personality	integration.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 




Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
PSY 440    RESEARCH AND STATISTICS IN PSYCHOLOGY         
A	study	of	research	design	and	qualitative	and	quantitative	methods	of	data	collection	and	analysis.	The	student	selects	and	carries	out	independent	
library	 and/or	 empirical	 research,	 including	 a	well-developed	 research	 paper	 and	 oral	 presentation	 of	 research	 project.	 Faculty	 supervision	 is	
provided	on	an	individual	basis.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
PSY 460    EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY               
Research	designs	commonly	used	in	psychology:	observational,	experimental	and	quasi-experimental.	Steps	in	conducting	research	including	APA	
format	for	writing	reports.	Includes	laboratory/discussion	sessions.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
PSY 480  CROSS CULTURAL PSYCHOLOGY               
A	study	of	the	ways	in	which	cultural	factors	influence	human	behavior	and	how	mental	processes,	including	development,	learning,	emotion,	and	
psychological	disorders,	are	conceived	differently	around	the	world,	including	an	emphasis	on	cross-cultural	research	methodology.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	and	Spring	
Lab Fee: 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:  											 None	
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PSY 481   INTERNSHIP IN PSYCHOLOGY           	
The	experience	involves	applying	the	knowledge	acquired	in	prerequisite	psychology	courses	to	the	community	through	placement	in	a	mental	health	
clinic/community	service	agency.	Supervision	on-site	and	by	practicum	supervisor.	Written	report	and	evaluation	of	goals	and	objectives	required.		
Credits: 	 3-6	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
PSY 490    SEMINAR IN PSYCHOLOGY    
Special	topics	course	for	Psychology,	Behavioral	Science	or	Criminal	Justice	majors.	May	serve	as	capstone	course	for	Psychology	majors.		
Credits: 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
PSY 500    PERSONALITY THEORIES               
This	course	is	an	overview	of	the	field	of	personality	theories	and	practice.	This	course	details	the	many	theories	of	personality	and	issues	within	
the	practice	of	mental	health	counseling.	This	course	includes	conceptualization	of	personality	theories	and	counseling	application	in	practice.	
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 






Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
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Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	






Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 




Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 





Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	
PSY 688    SEMINAR IN COUNSELING AND APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY              




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	






Credits: 	 1-6	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
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Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             MBA	600	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring 
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
SAM 630    LEGAL ASPECTS OF ATHLETICS               
General	overview	of	the	fundamentals	of	sports	law.	Emphasis	on	those	areas	of	sports	law	that	impinge	on	the	daily	business	routines	of	lawyers	
and	 sports	 professionals.	 Topics	 include	 school,	 coach	 and	 medical	 liability,	 as	 well	 as	 liability,	 injuries,	 warnings,	 waivers,	 contracts,	 and	
discrimination.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
SAM 635  ISSUES IN INTERCOLLEGIATE AND PROFESSIONAL SPORTS 
An	overview	of	critical	issues	of	national	interest	in	both	collegiate	and	professional	 sports:	Title	IX,	Gender	Equity,	scholarships	and	payment	of	
athletes,	recruiting	policies,	professional	agents,	and	other	current	matters	of	prime	importance	in	the	field.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Fall,	Spring,	Summer	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             SAM	604,	SAM	630	
 
SAM 670   CURRENT TOPICS IN SPORTS MANAGEMENT 
This	course	addresses	various	topics	of	current	interest	not	covered	in	other	courses	and	particularly	related	to	coaching	administrative	skills	that	
meet	state	certification	requirements	in	education	or	other	areas.	
Credits:  3   
Offered:               Spring	
Lab Fee:  None 
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
SCI 110    THE BIOLOGICAL WORLD AND LAB              
Introduction	to	the	life-supported	systems	of	nature,	emphasizing	the	diversity	and	adaptations	of	organisms	in	the	evolutionary	perspective.	This	
course	meets	three	lecture	hours	and	two	lab	hours	per	week.		
Credits: 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 $30	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
SCI 111    BIOLOGICAL PATTERN AND PROCESS AND LAB    	
Introduction	to	the	operation	of	life-supported	systems	at	various	levels	of	organization,	from	biochemical	to	ecological.	This	course	meets	 three	
lecture	hours	and	two	lab	hours	per	week.		
Credits: 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring	
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SCI 130    GENERAL CHEMISTRY I AND LAB             
This	course	provides	a	background	in	the	basic	concepts	of	chemistry.	Topics	include	discussion	of	units	of	measurements,	structure	of	atoms,	
stoichiometry,	 types	of	 chemical	 reactions,	 concepts	of	bonding,	 ideal	gases,	atomic	structure	 and	periodicity	and	 thermochemistry.	 This	
course	meets	three	lecture	hours	and	two	lab	hours	per	week.		
Credits: 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 $30	
Pre-Reqs:													 Prerequisite	or	corequisite:	DQR	100	or	permission	from	the	Science	Chair	
 




Credits: 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 $30	
Pre-Reqs:													 SCI	130	
	
SCI 201    INTRODUCTION TO BIOLOGY AND LAB              
A	survey	of	the	main	principles	of	biology	and	the	various	forms	of	life	on	Earth.	Subjects	covered	will	include	evolution,	genetics,	cellular	processes,	
biodiversity	 and	 ecology.	 The	 material	 will	 stress	 the	 relevance	 of	 the	 subjects	 to	 everyday	 life	 and	 to	 social,	 economic,	 environmental	 and	
philosophical	problems.	The	course	meets	three	lecture	hours	and	two	lab	hours	per	week.		
Credits: 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 $30	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 
SCI 215    MARINE BIOLOGY AND LAB              
An	introduction	to	marine	organisms	and	their	diversity,	adaptations	and	ecological	interrelationships.	Laboratory	and	mandatory	field	trips.	This	
course	meets	three	lecture	hours	and	two	lab	hours	per	week.		
Credits:	 	 4	 	 	
Offered:													 As	Needed	
Lab Fee: 	 $30	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
 





Credits:	 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall		
Lab Fee:	 	 $30	
Pre-Reqs:													 SCI	111	
	
SCI 261    HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY II AND LAB     
Exploration	of	basic	human	anatomy	and	physiology	covering	the	nervous,	respiratory,	excretory,	endocrine	and	reproductive	systems.	A	survey	of	
major	human	diseases,	development,	heredity	and	aging.	This	course	meets	three	lecture	hours	and	two	lab	hours	per	week.	 
Credits:	 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 $30	
Pre-Reqs:													 SCI	260	
 




Credits: 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed		
Lab Fee:	 	 $30	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	





Credits: 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring		
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SCI 301  MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY              
Exploration	of	the	basic	elements,	meaning	and	pronunciation	of	specific	medical	terms,	through	an	in-depth	analysis	of	root	words	(Latin	and	Greek),	





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	
Pre-Reqs:													 SCI	260	
 
SCI 325    MICROBIOLOGY AND LAB               
An	introduction	to	the	morphology,	physiology,	life	history	and	ecology	of	microbes	(chiefly	bacterial)	and	viruses.	This	course	meets	three	lecture	
hours	and	three	lab	hours	per	week.		
Credits: 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall		
Lab Fee:	 	 $30	
Pre-Reqs:													 SCI	110,	SCI	111,	SCI	130	and	SCI	131	
	
SCI 350    PHYSICS I AND LAB    
Exposition	of	the	fundamental	laws	and	phenomena	of	mechanics,	fluids,	heat,	wave	motion	and	sound.	Emphasis	is	on	the	understanding	of	physical	
concepts.	This	course	meets	three	lecture	hours	and	three	lab	hours	per	week.		
Credits: 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall			
Lab Fee:	 	 $30	
Pre-Reqs:													 MAT	110,	DQR	100	or	permission	from	the	Science	Chair.	MAT	320	as	a	prerequisite	or	co-requisite	is	recommended.	
	
SCI 351    PHYSICS II AND LAB                
Exposition	of	the	fundamental	laws	and	phenomena	of	electricity,	magnetism,	optics,	special	relativity,	and	atomic	and	nuclear	physics.	Emphasis	is	
on	the	understanding	of	physical	concepts.	This	course	meets	three	lecture	hours	and	three	lab	hours	per	week.		
Credits: 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 $30	
Pre-Reqs:													 SCI	350	
 
SCI 360    ECOLOGY AND LAB                
An	in-depth	study	of	ecosystems	at	various	levels	of	pattern	and	process,	broadly	emphasizing	material/energy	interrelationships	in	concept,	time	
and	space.	This	course	meets	three	lecture	hours	and	three	lab	hours	per	week.	Laboratory	and	mandatory	field	trips.		
Credits: 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 $30	
Pre-Reqs:													 SCI	110	&	MAT	110	
	
SCI 390    ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I AND LAB                                
This	 course	 covers	 the	 fundamental	 topics	 of	 organic	 chemistry,	 including	 structure	 and	 bonding,	 bonding	 and	 molecular	 properties,	 the	 nature	 and	
stereochemistry	of	alkanes	and	cycloalkanes,	structure	and	reactivity	of	alkenes,	stereochemistry,	mechanisms	of	the	common	type	of	organic	reactions	and	
the	nomenclature	of	organic	reactions.	This	course	meets	three	lecture	hours	and	three	lab	hours	per	week.		
Credits: 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 $30	
Pre-Reqs:													 SCI	130,	SCI	131	
	
SCI 391    ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II AND LAB              
This	course	provides	a	detailed	survey	of	the	synthetic	reactions	of	various	organic	functional	groups.	The	main	thrust	of	the	course	is	the	thorough	
mechanistic	understanding	of	the	organic	reactions.	This	course	meets	three	lecture	hours	and	three	lab	hours	per	week.		
Credits: 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring			
Lab Fee:	 	 $30	
Pre-Reqs:													 SCI	390	
	




Credits: 	 4	 	 	
Offered:																 As	Needed	
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SCI 397  INDEPENDENT STUDY                              
Credits: 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:													 None	
	





Credits: 	 4	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall	
Lab Fee:	 	 $30	
Pre-Reqs:													 SCI	290	
	
SCI 485    BIOLOGY INTERNSHIP                            
Opportunity	for	biology	majors	to	gain	on-the-job	experience	through	an	internship	placement.		
Credits: 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:													 Advisor/dean	permission,	2.5	cumulative	GPA	in	major	and/or	departmental	approval	
	
SCI 491  EVOLUTION	 	 	 	
This	course	is	an	in-depth	examination	of	the	forces	and	processes	in	biological	evolution,	building	partially	on	the	concepts	from	both	Population	
Genetics	and	Molecular	Biology.	This	course	is	typically	offered	in	the	spring	semester.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 Senior	Standing,	SCI	110,	SCI	290	
 




Credits: 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed		
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None	
	
SOC 110    INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY               
A	survey	course	designed	to	introduce	the	student	to	the	science	of	sociology.	Students	are	introduced	to	the	fundamental	concepts	of	social	
relationships	and	group	life.	Culture,	social	institutions	and	deviance	are	discussed.	
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:  													 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None	
	






Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None	
 
SOC 220    FAMILY AND SOCIETY               
Study	of	the	institutional	character	of	the	family,	its	history	and	its	relationship	to	other	institutions.	Problems	encompassing	premarital	concerns,	
internal	dynamics	of	family	life,	children	and	divorce	are	discussed.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
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SOC 335    CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL PROBLEMS              
A	presentation	of	methods	of	identifying	social	problems.	Analysis	of	such	problems	as	crime,	drug	abuse,	discrimination	and	disadvantage,	family	
disorganization,	ecology,	and	armed	conflict	is	discussed.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None		
	
SOC 397  INDEPENDENT STUDY               
Credits:	 	 1-9	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None	
	
SOC 450    RACE AND ETHNICITY                                 
In	this	course	students	will	use	the	sociological	perspective	to	examine	race	and	ethnicity.	Topics	include	the	historical	conditions	of	various	racial-
ethnic	groups	in	the	United	States,	as	well	as	challenges	facing	minorities	today.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None	
	









Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None	
	






Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 As	Needed	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None	
	
WD 500   ANALYTICAL WEBSITE INTERFACE & USABILITY  
Through	lecture	and	studio	work	students	study	how	to	effectively	implement	the	knowledge	of	User	Interface	Concepts	with	Web	Page	Design.	
Students	 examine	 procedures	 for	 designing	with	 purpose	 and	 focus	 on	 the	 basic	 principles	 of	 usable	 design	 including	 listening	 to	 your	 users,	
understanding	a	medium,	and	being	able	to	bridge	the	two	together	with	a	well-designed	User	Interface.	This	course	highlights	how	to	conduct	studies	
including	website	matrix,	flow	diagram,	user	interface	schematics,	website	prototype,	usability	testing,	interviewing	techniques	and	usability	report.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 
WD 505   THESIS RESEARCH 
This	course	prepares	students	who	have	completed	the	core	courses	of	the	graduate	program	for	the	blueprint	of	their	thesis	project:	an	endeavor	
involving	 production	of	a	major	computer	graphic	design	project	 and	a	complementary	paper.	Topics	of	 class	 discussions	cover	art	 theory	and	
criticism,	research	sources	and	techniques	and	examination	of	some	masterpieces	of	graphic	and	web	design.	The	course	directs	students	to	initiate	
and	plan	their	graduate	thesis	projects.	Individual	meetings	with	the	professor	provide	support	as	students	proceed	with	the	term	paper.	Students	
present	a	detailed,	step-by-step	plan	for	the	development	of	their	computer	graphic	artwork	in	their	graduate	 thesis.	The	goal	of	 the	paper	is	 to	
anticipate	technical	challenges	and	solutions,	resulting,	effectively,	in	the	blueprint	for	the	graduate	thesis	of	a	cutting-edge	computer	graphic	design	
product.	With	the	term	paper,	students	actually	build	some	foundation	work	for	the	thesis	project,	such	as	theme	outlines.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
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Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             WD	505	
	
WD 601   THESIS II 
The	course	guides	students	through	the	second	phase	of	thesis	production	to	develop	the	state-of-the-art	graphic	design	work	initiated	in	Thesis	I.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             WD	600	
 





Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             WD	505	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             WD	605	
 
WD 610   ADVANCED MOTION GRAPHICS 
This	 course	 addresses	 advanced	 techniques	 and	 expands	 on	 previously	 studied	 fundamentals	 with	 motion	 graphics.	 Students	 apply	 graphic	
methodology	previously	mastered	to	create	animation	within	their	design	through	the	use	of	typography,	sound	and	imagery.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             None	
 




Credits:  3   
Offered:               As	Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             WD	500,	WD	670	
 
WD 670   ADVANCED WEB TECHNOLOGY  
Students	expand	 their	 understanding	of	web	 page	 design	 and	 development	 through	advanced	scripting	 languages,	 concepts	and	basic	 database	
integration.	Students	study	how	to	implement	Java	script	and	AJAX	to	create	interactive	standards	based	web	pages.	A	heavy	emphasis	on	CSS	styling	
is	used	throughout	the	course.	In	addition,	students	experiment	with	Content	Management	Systems	(CMS)	to	enable	end-users	to	add	dynamic	data.			
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             CGD	560	
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WD 680   WEB APPLICATIONS  
This	course	introduces	students	to	the	creation	and	development	of	Rich	Internet	Applications	(RIAs).	The	course	focuses	on	the	use	of	a	web	content	
editor	to	deploy	intuitive	cross-platform	internet	applications.	Web	content	languages	are	utilized	to	accomplish	the	RIAs.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             WD	670,	WD	500	
 
WD 690   THESIS III 
Thesis	III,	the	next	to	last	stage	of	the	thesis	project.		Class	and	individual	meetings	with	the	directing	professor	provide	technical	support	to	students	
as	they	work	their	way	through	their	thesis	project.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             WD	601	
	







Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             WD 690	
 
WD 695   CAPSTONE III 
Capstone	 III,	 the	next	 to	 last	 stage	of	 the	capstone	project	 initiated	at	Capstone	 I,	marks	 the	summation	of	graduate	studies	 in	web	design	and	
technology.	 The	 course	 covers	 various	 production	 issues,	 final	 product	 presentation	 and	 defense	 strategies.	 The	 directing	 professor	 provides	
technical	support	to	students	as	they	work	their	way	through	the	final	phases	of	their	capstone	project.	Students	examine	the	optimal	way	to	deliver	
and	defend	the	final	project.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             WD	606	
 




final	 project.	 The	 directing	 professor’s	 endorsement	 and	 the	 graduate	 committee	members’	 unanimous	 acceptance	 of	 the	 capstone	 project	 are	
required	for	the	completion	of	the	course.		
Credits:  3   
Offered:               As Needed	
Lab Fee:  None	
Pre-Reqs:             WD	695	
	






Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None	
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WSE 195   PRACTICUM I  
Lab	 2-3	 provides	 a	 facilitated	 workshop	 space	 during	 which	 students	 are	 held	 accountable	 to	 semester,	 weekly,	 and	 daily	 goals	 towards	 the	
development	of	their	social	enterprise.		In	addition	to	facilitated	time	focused	on	setting	and	achieving	relevant	goals,	students	form	teams	to	work	
through	specific	challenges	faced	by	their	peers.	 	Finally,	students	will	go	 through	 intensive	mentorship	and	individual	meetings	with	both	 their	
faculty/coach	 and	 team	 of	 mentors.	 No	 pre-requisite	 is	 necessary,	 however	 the	 course	 assumes	 that	 each	 student	 is	 working	 on	 a	 social	
entrepreneurial	endeavor.	
Credits: 	 6	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None	
	





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None	
	





Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None	
 






Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 Lab	1,	4	and	7	
 
WSE 295   PRACTICUM II  
Lab	 5-6	 provides	 a	 facilitated	 workshop	 space	 during	 which	 students	 are	 held	 accountable	 to	 semester,	 weekly,	 and	 daily	 goals	 towards	 the	
development	of	their	social	enterprise.		In	addition	to	facilitated	time	focused	on	setting	and	achieving	relevant	goals,	students	form	teams	to	work	
through	specific	challenges	faced	by	their	peers.	 	Finally,	students	will	go	 through	 intensive	mentorship	and	individual	meetings	with	both	 their	
faculty/coach	 and	 team	 of	 mentors.	 No	 pre-requisite	 is	 necessary,	 however	 the	 course	 assumes	 that	 each	 student	 is	 working	 on	 a	 social	
entrepreneurial	endeavor.	
Credits: 	 6	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None	
 







Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
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WSE 311   HARD	SKILLS 
Lab	 7	 provides	 a	 foundation	 in	 15	 hard	 skills	 relevant	 to	 the	 growth	 of	 a	 social	 enterprise:	 raising	 capital	 (investment,	 grant,	 donor),	 selling	
techniques/approaches,	 cash	 flow	 management,	 financial	 modeling,	 unit	 economics,	 customer	 relationship	 management,	 financial	 reports	 and	
reporting,	customer	acquisition	costs,	sales	models,	pre-sales,	creating	leads,	customer	acquisition,	customer	retention,	customer	satisfaction,	and	
investor	due	diligence.		,	This	course	assumes	that	each	student	is	working	on	a	social	entrepreneurial	endeavor.		
Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab	Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 WSE	101	and	WSE	302	
 
WSE 315   BUSINESS MODEL VALIDATION  
The	Business	Model	Validation	course	is	designed	to	provide	early/idea-stage	social	entrepreneurs	with	a	step-by-step	methodology	to	rapidly	and	
systemically	 validate	 their	 business	 model.	 This	 course	 will	 help	 entrepreneurs	 to	 understand	 what	 their	 job	 description	 is	 as	 an	 early-stage	
entrepreneur,	 identify	 the	 foundation	 assumptions	 that	 underpin	 the	 venture,	 and	 design	 and	 run	 experiments	 to	 validate	 or	 invalidate	 those	
foundational	assumptions	through	customer	discovery,	rapid	prototyping,	engaging	with	world-class	mentors,	and	building	out	a	basic	budget	and	
financial	model.		
Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None	
WSE 350   TRANSFORMATIVE TEAM  




Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab	Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 WSE	150	and	WSE	214	
 
WSE 365   FUNDER READINESS 	
Fundraising	can	be	ridiculously	hard	and	is	a	process	wrought	with	questions:	How	much	money	should	I	raise?	What	type	of	capital?	Who	do	I	talk	to	




Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None	
 
WSE 395   PRACTICUM III  
Lab	 8-9	 provides	 a	 facilitated	 workshop	 space	 during	 which	 students	 are	 held	 accountable	 to	 semester,	 weekly,	 and	 daily	 goals	 towards	 the	
development	of	their	social	enterprise.		In	addition	to	facilitated	time	focused	on	setting	and	achieving	relevant	goals,	students	form	teams	to	work	
through	specific	challenges	faced	by	their	peers.	 	Finally,	students	will	go	 through	 intensive	mentorship	and	individual	meetings	with	both	 their	
faculty/coach	 and	 team	 of	 mentors.	 No	 pre-requisite	 is	 necessary,	 however	 the	 course	 assumes	 that	 each	 student	 is	 working	 on	 a	 social	
entrepreneurial	endeavor.	
Credits: 	 6	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	








Credits:	 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
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Credits: 	 3	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None	
 
WSE 495   PRACTICUM IV  
Lab	 11-12	provides	a	 facilitated	workshop	 space	 during	which	students	are	held	accountable	 to	semester,	weekly,	and	 daily	goals	 towards	 the	
development	of	their	social	enterprise.		In	addition	to	facilitated	time	focused	on	setting	and	achieving	relevant	goals,	students	form	teams	to	work	
through	specific	challenges	faced	by	their	peers.	 	Finally,	students	will	go	 through	 intensive	mentorship	and	individual	meetings	with	both	 their	
faculty/coach	 and	 team	 of	 mentors.	 No	 pre-requisite	 is	 necessary,	 however	 the	 course	 assumes	 that	 each	 student	 is	 working	 on	 a	 social	
entrepreneurial	endeavor.		
Credits: 	 6	 	 	
Offered:															 Fall,	Spring	
Lab Fee:	 	 None	 	
Pre-Reqs:												 None 
 
ZEDU 001A  GENERAL KNOWLEDGE PREPARATION CLASS                              
This	 course	 reviews	 skills,	 competencies	 and	 strategies	 necessary	 for	 successfully	 completing	 the	 General	 Knowledge	 Exam.	Math	 review	 includes	
arithmetic,	algebra,	geometry/measurement,	probability/statistics	and	logical	reasoning.		
Credits:  1  
Offered:  Fall,Spring	
Lab Fee;  None  
Pre-Reqs:   None	
	
ZEDU 001B  GENERAL KNOWLEDGE PREPARATION CLASS                              
This	course	reviews	skills,	competencies	and	strategies	necessary	for	successfully	completing	the	General	Knowledge	Exam	Verbal	preparation	includes	
reading	comprehension,	English	language	skills	and	essay	writing.	
Credits:  1  
Offered:  Fall,Spring	
Lab Fee;   None 
Pre-Reqs:   None	
 
ZEDU 005  FTCE Preparation                             
This	course	reviews	specific	education	pedagogy	and	professional	practices	for	successfully	completing	the	Florida	Teacher	Certification	Professional	
Exam.	 	 The	 competencies	 covered	 are:	 knowledge	 of	 instructional	 design	 and	 planning,	 appropriate	 student-centered	 learning	 environments,	
instructional	delivery	and	facilitation,	various	types	of	assessment	strategies,	research-based	practices	and	effective	literacy	strategies	appropriate	for	
ELL’S	,	the	Code	of	Ethics	and	principal	of	professional	conduct	in	the	Education	Profession	in	Florida.			
Credits:  1  
Offered:  Fall,Spring		
Lab Fee;  None  
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